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Preface 

In 1969 A. H. Maslow selected the articles which now compri. 
the chapters of thit volume. His plan for the book included the 
addition of new material, an elaborate pRface and epilope. 
and a thoroulh rewritin, and updatinl of the entire manUicripL 
In the eatly months of 1970 Miles Vich served as consultin, and 
technical editor during the initial pRparation of the manulCripL 

The new material wu about to be written when AHM suffered 
a fatal heart attack on June 8, 1970. 

In the faU of 1970 I was faced with a choice between sub
stantial editinl of AHM'. idiosyncratic style or the publication 
of the orilinal articles as a collection of papers. I decided on the 
latter. At my request Mile. Vich resumed work on the manu
ICript and has provided aeneral editorial usiatance durina the 
preparation of the book. Editin, has been limited to the nec:esMry 
technical corRctions, deletions of occasional Rpetitive state
ments. and the combination of two articles to form Oaapter 13 
(u oriainaUy planned by AHM). 

Althoulh the publishers of the original articles aR ackno'NI
Cdged elsewheR, I want to thank especially Miles Vich (former 
editor of the Journal oj Humanistic Psychology), who was 
much more than an editor for thia volume. and Anthony. Suticb 
(editor of the Journal oj Tra�rsol'ltll Psychology), for .rant
ina permission to ute a si,nificant number of titles. 

I also appreciate the assiJtance of Michael Murphy and 

Jel 
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Stuart Miller of the Esalen Institute, and Richard "Grossman of 
the Viking Press. I especially want to thank Kay Pontius. per
sonal secretary to AHM while he was a Resident Fellow at the 
W. P. Laughlin Charitable Foundation. She has been extraordi
narily helpful. W. P. Laughlin, Director of the Foundation and 
Chairman of the Board of the Saga AcJministrative Corporation, 
along with William J. Crockett of Saga, provided encourage
ment, friendship, and practical support. 

A. H. Maslow believed that Henry Geiger was one of the few 
individuals who understood his work in depth and I am pleased 
that he could contribute the Introduction to this volume. 

Palo Alto. California 
June 1971 

BERTIIA G. MASLOW 
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Introduction: A. H. Maslow 

An indisputable fact about the work of A. H. Maslow is that it 
Jives off sparks-very nearly all his writing gives off sparks. 
An attempt to understand this by thinking of him as simply a 
psychologist would probably prove futile; he must first be 
thought of as a man, and then as one who worked very hard at 
psychology, or rather, who rendered his growth and maturity as 
a man into a new way of thinking about psychology. This was 
one of his major accomplishments-he gave psychology a new 
conceptual language. 

He tells us that early in his professional life he found that the 
available language of psychology-its conceptual structure, 
that is-WOUld not serve the direction of his research, and be 
determined to change or improve it. So he began inventing. As 
he put it:·"1 was raising legitimate questions and had to invent 
another approach to psychological problems in order to deal 
with them." The key terms of the language he developed aR 
"self-actualization," "peak experience," and "the hierarchy of 
needs," ranging from "deficiency-needs" to "being-needs." 
There are others, but these are probably the most important. 

It seems necessary t9 say that the core of what Maslow found 
out about psychology he found out from himself. It is evident 
trom his writins that he studied himself-wu able, as we say, 
to be "objective� about himself. "We must remember," he said 
in one place, "that knowledge of one's own deep nature is also 
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simultaneously knowledge of human nature in Jeneral." As an 
aside. one might add here that Maslow WII truly a man without 
vanity. He knew what he was doing and that it was important, 
but he maintained the sturdy humbleness he admired in others 
throughout his life. ("Humility" doesn't have the naht rilll in 
relation to him.) And he had that wonderful corrective humor 
that spiced all his relationships with other people as well a .. no 
doubt. with himself. 

One of the papers in this book tells how Maslow happened to 
begin his studies of self-actualization. He had two teachers he 
"could not be content simply to adore, but soulht to under
stand." Why were these two "so different from the run-of-the
mill people in the world"? The resolve to seek answers to thia 
question. it becomes clear. set the direction of his research in 
psychology, and disclosed, as well, his sense of the meaning of 
human life. Being a scientist, he sought a generalizing account 
of the excellences he had discovered in these two teachers. He 
began to collect other such subjects for study-and went on 
identifying and studying these people for the rest of his life. 
This sort of research. he often pointed out, aives you a fresh and 
encouraging view of mankind. It shows you what can bt. 
"Healthy people" is the way he described thele subjects. and. 
later spoke of them as embodying "full humanness." 

The climax of self-actualization is the peak experience. 
"Peak experience" is a Iplendidly nllturallstlc idiom, hospitable 
to all the similar meanings in the vocabularies of religion and 
mysticism. yet confined by none of them. A peak experience is 
what you feel and perhaps "know" when you pin authentic 
elevation as a human beina. We don't know how the peak ex
perience is achieved; it hal no simple one-to-one relation with 
any deliberated procedure; we know only that it is lomehow 
tarnrd. It is like the promise of the rainbow. It comes and it 
goes and it cannot be forgotten. A man lomehow knows better 
than to try to hold on to a state or condition of awareness that ia 
not meant to last except in penistent recollection of the total 
acceptance that it brinas. A peak experience is a comina into 
the realization that what "ought to be" Is. in a way that re
quires no longing. suUests no straining. to make it so. It telll 
human beings something about themselves and about the world 
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that is the same truth, and that becomes the pivot of value and 
an ordering principle for the hierarchy of meanings. It is the 
merging of subject and object, involving no loss of subjectivity 
but what seems its infinite extension. It is individuality freed of 
isolation. An experience of this sort gives the idea of transcen
dence an empirical ground. Its typical recurrence for his self
actualizers became for Maslow scientific evidence of what may 
be the normal psychological or inner life of persons who are 
fully human. The normative element in Maslow's thinking and 
theory was now present in principle, it remaining to check and 
fill out the pattern of how self-actualizers behave. He wanted to 
be able to say: "This is how people who are self-actualizing 
act and react in a wide gamut of situations, difficulties, and con
frontations," and to demonstrate the psychological (education
al) importance of such research. Many of his papers spell out 
these findings. Out of this work grew a psychology ordered by 
the symmetries of fully human health, intelligence, and aspira
tion. 

-there is no neglect of weakness, badness, or what used to be 
cailed "evil," in Maslow's work. It was natural for him to reach 
a Socratic position-the view that most if not all the evil in hu
man life is due to ignorance. His principles of explanation
developed from the "givens" of self-actualization and the peak 
experience-were useful for understanding weakness. failure. 
'and meanness. and he had no inclination to· ignore these 
realities. He was not a sentimental man. 

One may. however. encounter certain difficulties in Maslow's 
books. especially if the reader comes to him fresh from studies 
that are purely analytical and descripJive. Things that are quite 
clear to Maslow-or have become quite clear to him-may not 
seem so to the reader. He leaps along. apparently sure of his 
footing and where he is going. while the reader is peering for 
familiar landmarks 9f meaning. Is all that really there? he may 
grumble to himself. At this point it seems fair to urge that the 
internal connections of a lot of things about human nature 
and possibility were clear to Maslow because he had been 
thinking about them and working with them for a long. long 
time. And at the level of his work. the level which makes it val-. 
uable. the connections are internal. The unities he speaks of, 
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one might ·stipulate. are there. but to see or feel as he did re
quires that you do the same kind of homework. pursue the same 
line of independent and reflective research. Yet all through .his 
work one finds exposed nodes open to intuitive verification, 
good enough for any man of hungry commo!,) sense. In fact, it 
is those points of exposure-"insights," we call them-that 
make people keep on reading Maslow. that have given his 
books their popularity and long life. (University presses had a 
hard time understanding this. They would print three thousand 
copies of a Maslow book and regard their job as done. But Mas
low's books would sell fifteen or twenty thousand in hard
cover, and go a hund red thousand and more in paperback. Peo
ple who read him understand why. He has a psychology that 
applies to them.) 

There isn't a great deal more to say. with hundreds of pages· 
of the man himself awaiting the reader-pages in which Mas
low's later thought reaches beyond the accustomed limits of 
psychology. even h is own psychology. But something might be 
added about h is way of writing. What he wanted to write was 
not easy to express. He would stand back and send "waves" of 
words at the reader. He shed fresh idioms as easily as Bach 
wrote original tunes. He played with words. bouncing them 
around until they serv�d his meaning exactly. You would not 
call what he d id tricks. of the trade of writing; they were neVer 
really tricks. but rather intense efforts to make himself under
stood. Intensity d id not make him ponderous. So he succeeded 
pretty well. and the fact that he took pleasure in words and ex
pressions makes reading him a delight. That anyone so much 
fun to read has to be worth understanding is a legitimate con
clusion about Maslow. Among psychologists. you could say this 
also of William James and Henry Murray. but of very few others. 

One other comment seems important. There are two ways to 
arrive at a difficult but valuable conclusion. You can climb up a 
ladder of related syllogisms. tightening the rungs as you go by 
the use of precise language. The other is simply to be up there, 
h igh above d istracting obstacles. seeing the final stages of the 
logical climb. but seeing also d07ens of other passages of as
cent. all reaching the same real place. the same exalted height 
-and. being there. freely able to look in all d irections instead of 
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having to cling insecurely to the ladder of reason, hoping it 
won't topple over. A lot of the time, you have the feeling that 
Maslow was already there, had been there for quite a while, 
until he felt at home, and was using the logical approach as a 
kind of "exercise." or for heuristic purposes. 

Wel\. has a scientist any business getting to where he gets by 
such private or inexplicable means? Maybe; maybe not. But if 
the subject of his inquiry-man-moves forward in that way 
when he is at his best. how could you practice human science 
without yourself performing or at least attempting such ex
ploits? Maybe Maslow could not help himself. He found him
self up there. Maybe it is of the essence of a basic and necessary 
reform in psychology to declare and demonstrate that such ca
pacities are necessary. and to be soug"t after, however mys
terious. After all, 'what is culture at its best but the tone and 
resonance of a consensus of rarely accomplished human beings 
-self-actualizers-the people flom whom one can learn most 
easily, and even joyously? And if these are the kind of people 
the best men are. any psychology that does not struggle to re
veal the fact will be some kind of fraud. 

A great orchestra is a combination of rare skil1s, a company 
of musicians who have learned to play their instruments and t,o 
know music better than most other people. If you listen to them 
talk'music among themselves, you will not understand half of 
what they say. but when they play. then you will know that, 
whatever they said to each other, it wasn't just idle chatter. 
It is so with any distinguished human being. He speaks, in 
relation to his particular attainment. from a height. The mean
ing of what he says may not always be immediately plain, but 
the height, the attainment, is real. You feel it even if you cannot 
arasp it to your satisfaction. A ful\y human man is likely to have 
similar obscurities about him. And a psychology devoted to 
fully human beings-which is competent to speak of them, in 
some ways to measure them, appreciate them, tell something 
about the dynamics of their qualities-is bound to parti�ipate in 
some of this-d�pth. rather than obscurity. Now and then read
en may feel a little lost Why not? Perhaps a psychology that 
does not have partly this eff'ect on the student will never get off' 
the around. 

' 
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One aspect of Maslow's later thought deserves attention. The 
older he got, the more "philosophical" be became. It was im
possible, he found, to isolate the pursuit of psychological truth 
from philosophical questions. How a man thinks cannot be 
separated from what he is, and the question of what he thlnlC3 
he is, is never independent of what he is in fact, even though 
this, intellectually, may be an insoluble problem. At the be
ginning of an inquiry, Maslow held, science has no right to shut 
out any of the data of experience. As he said in 1h� hychology 
oj Science, all the deliveries of human awareness must be ae
ce�ed by psychology, "even contradictions and illogicalities, 
and mysteries, the vague, the ambiguous, the archaic, the un
conscious, and all other aspects of existence that are difficult 

·to communicate." The inchoate and by nature imprecise is 
nonetheless part of our knowledge abOUt" ourselves: "Knowl-
edge of low reliability is also a part of knowledge." Man's 
knowledge of himself is mainly of this sort, and, for Maslow, 
the rules for its increase were those of an "explorer" who looks 
in every direction, rejects no possibilities. "The beginning 
stages of knowledge," he wrote, "should not be judged by tbe 
criteria derived from 'final' knowledge." 

This is the statement of a philosopher of science. If, indeed, 
the task of the philosopher of science is to identify the appropri
ate means of study in a given field of research, Maslow was 
more than anything else a philosopher of science. He would 
have wholly agreed with .H. H. Price, who, thirty yean ago, in 
a discussion of the potentialities of mind, observed: "In the 
early stages of any inquiry it is a mistake to lay down a hard
and-fast distinction between a scientific investigation of the 
facts and philosophical reflection about them. . . .  At. the later 
stages the distinction is right and proper. But if it is drawn 
too soon and too rigorously those later stages will never be 
reached." Indirectly, a large part of Maslow's work involved re
moving the philosophical barriers that stood in the way· of the 
advance of psychology to its own "later stages." 

Of Maslow's inner life, of the themes of his thought, and of 
his inspiration, we know only what he has told us and what may 
be deduced by inference. He was not a great letter-writer. Yet 
it is evident that his life was filled with humanitarian concem, 
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and in his last years with continuous reflection on what might 
make the foundation of a social psychology that could point 
the way to a better world. Ruth Benedict's conception of· a 
synergistic society was a cornerstone of this thinking, as his 
later papers show. There is, however, something in one of his 
infrequent letters to a friend that sugests how his private hours 
were spent. He is speaking of a difficulty in remembering where 
his ideas came from, wondering, perhaps. if his delight in them. 
his working them· over and developins their correlates,' bad 
somehow displaced recollection of their orisin. Sometime be
tween 1966 and 1968-the letter is undated-he wrote: 

I'm still vulnerable to my idiotic memory. Once it frightened 
me-I had some of the characteristics of brain tumor, but 
finally I thought I'd accepted it. . . . I live so much in my 
private world of Platonic essences, having all sorts of con
versations with Plato & Socrates and trying to convince Spin
Ola and Bergson of things, & getting mad at Locke and 
Hobbes, that I only tlpptar to others to be livins in the world. 
I've had so much trouble . . . because I seem to mimic being 
conscious & interpersonal, I even carry on conv�rsations and 
look intellectual. But then there is absolute and complete 
amnesia-and then I'm in trouble with my familyl 

No one can say that these dialogues were "unreal." They bore 
too many fruits. 

HENRY GEIGER 
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1 
Toward a Humanistic Biology I 

My adventures in psychology have led me in all sorts of direc
tions. some of which have transeended the field of conventional 
psychololY-at leas� in the sense in which I was trained. 

In the thirties I became interested in certain psychological 
problems. and found that they could not be answered or man
qed well by the classical scientific structure of the time (the 
behavioristic. positivistic. "scientific." value-free. mechanomor
phic psychology). I was raising legitimate questions and had to 
invent another approach to psychological problems in order to 
deal with them. This approach slowly became a general philoso
phy of psychology. of science in general. of religion. work. man
agement. and now biolol)'. As 8 matter of fact. it became a 
WtltGJUchauu",; 

Psychology today is tom and riven. and may in fact be said to 
be three (or more) separate. noncommunicating sciences or 

I This is excerpted from a series of memoranda that weR written durinl 
March and April 1968. at the request of the Director of the Salk In.titute 
of BiolOJicaI Studies in the hope that they milht help in the move. away 
from a value-fRe tec:hnololizinl toward a humanized philosophy of biol-
01)'. In these memoranda I leave aside all the obvious frontier questions 
in biolOl)' and confine myself to what I think is beinS neatec:ted or over
looked or misinterpRted-all this from my special standpoil'lt as a pay
choloaiit. 

J 
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groups of scientists. First is the behavioristic. objectivistic. mech
anistic. positivistic group. Second is the whole cluster of psy
chologies that originated in Freud and in psychoanalysis. And 
third there are the humanistic psychologies. or the "Third 
Force" as this group has been called. a coalescence into a singlc 
philosophy of various splinter groups in psychology. It is for 
this third psychology that I want to speak. 1 interpret this third 
psychology to include the first and second psychologies. and 
have invented the words "epi-behavioristic" and "cpi-Freudian" 
(epi = upon) to describe it. This also helps to avoid the "Sophomoric 
two-valued. dichotomized orientation. for example. of being 
either pro-Freudian or anti-Freudian. I am Freudian and 1 am 
behavioristic and I am humanistic. and as a malter of fact 
1 am developing what might be called a fourth psychology of 
transcendence as well. 

Here 1 speak for myself. Even among the humanistic psychol
ogists. some tend to see themselves as opposrd to behaviorism 
and psychoanalysis. rather than as including these psychologies 
in a larger superordinate structure. I think some of them hover 
on the edge of antiscience and even antirational feelings in 
their new enthusiasm for "experiencing." However. since 1 be
lieve that experiencing is only the beginning of knowledge 
(necessary but not sufficient). and since I also believe that the 
advancement of knowledge. that is. a much broadened science. 
is our only ultimate hope. I, had bmrr speak only for myself. 

It is my personally chosen task to "speculate freely." to theo
rize. to play hunches. intuitions. and in general to try to extrapo
late into the future. This is a kind of deliberate preoccupation 
with pioneering. scouting. originating. rather than applying. val
idating. checking. verifying. Of course it is the latter that is the 
backbone of sCience. And yet 1 feel 'it is a great mistake for 
scientists to consider themselves mrrr�" and only verifiers. 

The pioneer. the creator. the explorer is generally a single. 
lonely person rather than a group. struggling all alone with his 
inner conflicts. fears. defenses against arrogance and pride. even 
against paranoia. He ha$ to be a courageous man. not afraid to 
stick his neck out. not afraid even to make mistakes. well aware 
that he is. as Polanyi (126)2 has stressed. a kind of gambler who' 
comes to tentative conclusions in the absence of facts and then 
spends some years trying to find out if his hunch was correct. 
If he has any sense at all. he is of course scared of his own ideas. 

�Numbers in purentheses refer to the Bibliography beginning on p. 393. 
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of his temerity. and is well aware that he is affirming what he 
cannot prove. 

It is in this sense that I am presenting personal hunches. in
tuitions. and affirmations. 

I think the question of a normative biology cannot be escaped 
or avoided. even if this calls into question the whole history 
and philosophy of sc,ence in the West. I am convinced that the 
value-free. value-neutral. value-avoiding model of science that 
we inherited from physics. chemistry. and astronomy. where it 
was necessary and desirable to keep the data clean and also 
to keep the church out of scientific affairs. is quite unsuitable 
for the scientific study of life. Even more dramatically is 
this value-free philosophy of science unsuitable for human 
questions. where personal values. purposes and goals. intentions 
and plans are absolutely crucial for the understanding of any 
person. and even for the classical goals of science. prediction. 
and control. 

I know that in the area of evolutionary theory the arguments 
about direction. goals. teleology. vitalism. final causes. and the 
like have raged hot and heavy-my own impression. I must say. 
is that the debate has been muddled--but I must also submit 
my impression that discussing these same problems at the 
human psycholoaical level sets fonh the issues more clearly 
and in a less Ilvoidable way. 

-

It is still possible to argue back and forth about autogenesis in 
evolution. or whether pure chance collocations could account for 
the direction of evolution. But this luxury is no longer possible 

- when we deal with human individuals. It is absolutely impossible 
to say that a man becomes a good physician by pure chance and 
it is time we stopped taking any such notion seriously. For 
my part. I have turned away from such debates over mechanical 
determinism without even bothering to get into the argument. 

The Good Specimen and "Growing-Tip Statistics" 

I propose for discussion and eventually for research the use of 
selected good specimens (superior specimens) as biological 
lSSIys for studying the best capability that the human species 
has. To give several examples: For instance. I have discoverea 
in exploratory investiptions that self-actualizing people, that IS, 
psychologically healthy, psychologically "superior" people are 
better cognizers and perceivers. This may be WUe even at the 
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sensory level itself; for example, it would not surprise me if 
they turned out to be more acute about differentiatinl fine 
hue differences; etc. An uncompleted experiment that I once 
organized may serve as a model for this kind of "biololical 
assay" experimentation. My plan had been to test the whole of 
each incoming freshman class at Brandeis University with the 
best techniques available at the time-psychiatric interviews, 
projective tests. performance tests. etc.-and select the healthiest 
2 per cent of our population. a middle 2 per cent. and the least 
healthy 2 per cent. We planned to have these three groups take a 
battery of about twelve sensory, perceptive. and cognitive instru
ments. testing the previous clinical. personological finding that 
healthier people are better perceivers of reality. I predicted 
these findings would be supported. My plan then was to continue 
following these people not only through the four years of college 
where I could tben correlate our initial test ratings with actual 
performance. achievement. and success in the various depan
ments of life in a university. I also thought that it would 
be possible to set up a longitudinal study carried out by a 
longitudinally organized research team that would exist beyond 
our lifetimes. The idea was to seek the ultimate validations of 
our notions of health by pursuing the whole group through 
their entire lifetimes. Some of the questions were obvious. 
for example. longevity. resistance to psychosomatic ailments. 
resistance to infection. etc. We also expected that this follow
up would reveal unpredictable characteristics as well. This study 
was in a spirit similar to Lewis Terman's when he selected. 
about forty years ago. children in California with high IQs and 
then tested them in many ways. through the succeeding decades 
and up to the present time. His general finding was that chil
dren chosen because they were superior in intelligence were 
superior in everything else as well. The great generalization 
that he wound up with was that all desirable traits in a human 
being correlate positively. . ' 

What this kind of research design means is a change in 
our conception of statistics. and especially of sampling theory. 
What I am frankly espousing here is what I have been calling 
"growing-tip statistics," taking my title from the fact lhat it is 
at the growing tip of a plant that the greatest genetic action 
takes place. As the youngsters say, "That's where the action is." 

If I ask the question. "Of what are human beings capable?" 
I put the question to this small and selected superior group 

rarher than to the whole of the population. I think that the main 
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reason that hedonistic value theories .and ethical theories have 
failed throughout history has been that the philosophers have 
locked in pathologically motivated pleasures with healthily moti
vated pleasures and struck an average of what amounts to indis
criminately sick and healthy. indiscriminately good and bad 
specimens. good and bad choosers. biologically s.lund and bio
logically unsound specimens. 

If we want to answer the question how tall can the human 
species grow. then obviously it is well to pick out the ones 
who are already tallest and study them. If we want to know 
how fast a human being can run, then it is no use to average out 
the speed of a "good sample" of the population; it is far 
better to collect Olympic gold medal winners and see how well 
they can do. If we want to know the possibilities for spiritual 
growth. value growth. or moral development in human beings. 
then I maintain that we can learn most by studying our most 
moral. ethical. or saintly people. 

On the whole I think it fair to say that human history is a 
record of the ways in which human nature has been sold short. 
The highest possibilities of human nature have practically 
always been underrated. Even when "good specimens." the 
saints and sages and great leaders of history. have been available 

'for study. the temptation too often has been to consider them 
not human but supernaturally endowed. 

Humanisti(' Biology and the Good Societ), 

It is now quite clear that the actualization of the highest 
human potentials is possible-on a mass basis-only under "good 
conditions." Or more directly. good human beings will generally 
need a good society in which to grow. Contrariwise. I think it 
should be clear that a normative philosophy of biology would 
involve the theory of the good society. defined in terms of "that 
society is good which fosters the fullest development of human 
potentials. of the fullest degree of humanness." I think this may 
at first sight be a little startling to the classical descriptive 
biologist who has learned to avoid such words as "good" and 
"bad." but a little thought will show that something of the 
sort is already taken for granted in some of the classical areas 
of biology. For instance. it is taken for granted that genes can 
be called "potentials� that are actualized or not actualized by 
their immediate surroundings in the germ plasm itself. in the 
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cytoplasm. in the organism in general. and in the aeo .... phical 
environment in which the organism finds itself. 

To cite a single line of experimentation ( I I) we can say for 
White rats. monkeys. and human beings that a stimulatinl en
vironment in the early life of the individual has quite specific 
effects on the development of the cerebral c:onex in which we 
would generally call a desirable direction. Behavioral studies 
at Harlow's Primate Laboratory come to the same conclusion. 
Isolated animals suffer the 1051 of various capacities. and beyond 
a cenain point these losses frequently become irreversible. At 
the Jackson Labs in Bar Harbor. to take another example, 
it was found that doSS allowed to run loose in the fields and 
in packs. without human contact. lose the potentiality for becom
ing domesticated. that is. pets. 

Finally. if children in India are suWerinl irreversible brain 
damage through lack of proteins in their dietary. as is now beilll 
reported. and if it is agreed that the political system of India. 
its history. its economics. and its culture are all involved in p� 
ducing this scarcity. then it is clear that human specimens need 
good societies to permit them to actualize themselves as good 
specimens. 

Is it conceivable that a philosophy of biology could develop in 
social isolation. that it could be politically entirely neutral. that 
it need not be Utopian or Eupsychian 01' reformist or revolu
tionary'! I do not mean that the task of the biololist need 
go over into social action. I think this is a matter of personal 
taste and I know some biologists will. out of their anser at seeinl 
their knowledge unused. go over into political effectuation of 
their discoveries. But quite apan from this. my immediate 
proposal for biologists is that they recolnize that once they 
have swallowed the normati� approach to the human species, or 
any other species. that is. once they have ac:c:epted as their obli
gation the development of the good specimen. then it becomes 
equally their scientific obligation to study all those conditions 
that conduce to the development of the good specimen. and to 
those conditions that inhibit such development. Obviously. thit 
means emergence from the laboratory and into society. 

1hr Good Specimrn tlS Ihe ChooR' 
for the Whole Species 

It has been my experience through a lonl line of exploratory 
investigations goins back to the thinies that the healthiest peG-
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pie (or the most c�tive. or the strongest. or the wisest. or 
the aiintlieat) can be used a' bioloSical assays. or perhaps I 
could say. as advance scout .. or more sensitive perceivers. to 
tell us lea .enaitive ones whaf it is that we value. What I 
nlean is somethins like this: It is easy enoush to select out. 
for instance. persons who are aesthetically sensitive to colors 
and forms and then learn to submit ourselves or to defer to 
their judament about colors. forms. fabrics. furniture. and the 
like. My experience is that if I set out of the way and do not 
intrude -upon the superior perceivers. I can confidently predict 
that what they like immediately. I will slowly set to like in per
haps a month or two. It is as if they were I. only more sensitized. 
or as if they were I. with less doubt. confusion. and uncertain
ty. I can use them, 10 to speak, as my experts. just as art 
collectors will hire art experts to help them with their buying. 
(This belief is supported by the work of Child (22). which shoWi 
that experienced and expert artists have similar lUtes. even 
crOSKulturally.) I hypothesize also that such sensitives are lesa 
susceptible to fads and falhions than averase people are. 

Now in this .me way I have found that if I select psycho
lo&ically healthy humans what they lib is what human beinas 
will come to like. Aristotle is pertinent here: "What the superior 
man thinks is lood, that is what is mlll)' goOd." 

For instance. it is empirically characteristic of self-actualizinl 
people that they have far leas doubt about riSht and wrona 
than averase people do. They do not set confused just because 
95 per cent of the population diaasrces with them. And I may 
mention that .t least in the sroup I studied they tended to 
qree about what was risht and wrons, as if they were per
ceivina somethina real and extrahuman rather than comparinl 
lUtes that miaht be relative to the individual person. In a word, 
I have used them as value .... yen. or perhaps I should better 
say that I have learned from them what ultimate values proba
bly are. Or to say it in another way, I have learned that what 
JI'CIt human beinp value are what, I will eventually qree 
with, what I will come to value. and I will come to see as worthy 
of, as valuable in lOme extrapenonal sense, and what "data" 
wiD eventually IUpport. 

My theory of metamotivatioD (Chapter 23) ultimately rests 
upon this operation, namely. of takina superior people who are 
also superior perceivel'l not only of facts but of v.luCl. and 
then usins thei� choices of ultimate values as possibly the ulti
mate values for the wbole species. 
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I am being almost deliberately provocative here. I could 
phrase it. if I wished. in a far more innocent fashion simply by 
asking the question. "Supposing you select our psychologically 
healthy individuals. what will they prefer? What will motivate 
them? What will they struggle or strive for? What will they 
value?" But I do think it best to be unmistakable here. I am 
deliberately raising the normative and the value questions for 
biologists (and for psychologists and social scientists). 

Perhaps it will help to s� these same things from another 
angle. If. as I think has been demonstrated sufficiently. the 
human being is a choosing. deciding. seeking animal. then the 
question of making choices and decisions must inevitably be in
volved in any effort to define the human species. But making 
choices and decisions is a matter of degree. a matter of wisdom. 
effectiveness. and efficiency. The questions then come up: Who 
is the good chooser? Where does. he come from? What kind of 
life history does he have? Can we teach this skill'! What huns 
it? What helps it? 

These are. of course. simply new ways of asking the old 
philosophical questions. "Who is a sage? What is a sage?'" 
And beyond that of raising the old axiological questions. "What 
is good? What is desirable? What should be desired'!" 

I must reassen that we have come to the point in biological 
history where we· now are responsible for our own evolution. We 
have become self-evolvers. Evolution means selecting and there
fore choosing and deciding. and this means valuing. 

The Mind-Body Correlation 

It seems to me that we 'are on the edge of a new leap into 
correlating our subjective lives with external objective indica
tors. I expect a tremendous leap forward in the study of the ner
vous system because of these new indications. 

Two examples will be sufficient to justify this preparation for 
future research. One study by Olds (122). by now very widely 
known. discovered by means of implanted electrodes in the 
septal area of the rhinencephalon that this was in effect a 
"pleasure center." When the white rat was hooked up in such a 
fashion as to be able to stimulate his own brain via these im
planted electrodes. he repeated again and again the self-stimu
lation as long as the electrodes were implanted in this particular 
pleasure center. Needless to say. displeasure or pain areas were 
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also discovered. and then the animal. given a chance to stimu
late himself. refused to do so. Stimulation of this pleasure center 
was apparently so "valuable" (or desirable or reinforcing or 
rewarding or pleasurable or wha,tever other word we use to 
describe the situation) for the animal that he would give up 
any other known external pleasure. food. sex-anything. We now 
have sufficient parallel human data to be able to suess for the 
human beinS that there are. in the subjective sense of the word. 
pleasure experiences that can be produced in this fashion. This 
kind of work is only in its beginning stages. but already some 
differentiation has been made between different "centers" of 
this sort, centers for sleep. food satiation. sexual stimulation. 
and sexual satiation. etc. 

If we intesrate this kind of experimentation with another kind. 
for instance that of Kamiya. then new possibilities open up. 
Kamiya (S8). workins with EEG and operant conditionins. pve 
the subject a visible feedback when the alpha wave frequency 
in his own EEG reached a certain point. In this way. by per
mittins human subjects to correlate an external event or sisnal 
and a subjectively felt state of affairs. it was possible for 
Kamiya's subjects to establish voluntary control over their own 
EEGs. That is. he demonstrated that it was possible for a per
son to bring his own alpha wave frequency to a particular de
sired level. 

What is seminal and exciting about this research is that 
Kamiya discovered quite fortuitously that brinsins the alpha 
wav� to a particular level could produce in the subject a state 
of serenity. meditativeness. even happiness. Some follow-up 
studies with people who have learned the Eastern techniques of 
contemplation and meditation show that they spontaneously 
emit EEGs that are like the "serene" ones into which Kamiya 
was able to educate his subjects. This is to say that it is already 
possible to teach people how to feel happy and serene. The 
revolutionary consequences. not only for human betterment. but 
also for bioloSical and psychological theory� are multitudinous 
and obvious. There are enough research projects here to keep 
squadrons of scientists busy for the next century. The mind
body problem. until now considered insoluble. does appear to 
be a workable problem after aU. 

. 

Such data are crucial for the problem of a nonnative biolol)'. 
Apparently it is .now possible to say that the healthy orpnism 
itself gives clear and loud siSruils about what it. the orianism. 
prefers or chooses. or considers to be desirable states of affairs. 
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Is it too big a jump to call these '"values"? Biologically intrinsic 
values? Instinct-like values? If we make the descriptive state
ment. "The laboratory rat. given a choice between pressing two 
auto-stimulus-producing buttons. presses the pleasure center 
button p�ctically 100 per cent of the time in preference to any 
other stimulus-producing or self-stimulus-producing button." is 
this different in any important way from saying. "The rat prefers 
self-stimulation of his pleasure center"? 

I must say that it makes little difference to me whether I use 
the word "values" or not. It is certainly possible to describe 
everything I have described without ever using this word. Per
haps as a matter of. scientific strategy. or at least the strategy of 
communication between scientists and the general public. it 
might be more diplomatic if we itOI confuse the issue by speak
ing of values. It does not really matter. I suppose. However. what 
does matter is that we take quite 'seriously these new develop
ments in the psychology and biology of choices. preferences. 
reinforcements. rewards. etc. 

I should point out also that we will have to face the dilemma 
of a certain circularity that is built into this kind of research 
and theorizing. It is most clear with human beings. but my 
guess is that it will also be a problem with other animals. It is the 
circularity that is implied in saying that "the good specimen or 
the healthy animal chooses or prefers such and such." How shall 
we handle the fact that sadists. perverts. masochists. homo
sexuals. neurotics. psychotics. suicidals make different choices 
than do "healthy human beings"? Is it fair to parallel this 
d ilemma with that of adrenalectomized animals in the labora
tory making different choices from so-called "normal" animals? 
I should make it clear that I do not consider this an insoluble 
problem. merely one that has to be faced and handled. rather 
than avoided and overlooked. It is quite easy with the human 
subject to select "healthy" persons by psychiatric and psycho
logical testing techniques and Ihm to point out that people who 
make such and such a score. let us say in the Rorschach test. or 
in an intelligence test. are the same people who will be good 
choosers in cafeteria (food) experiments. The selection criterion 
then is quite different froin the behavior criterion. It is also 
quite possible. and as a matter of fact in my own opinion quite 
probable. that we are within sight of the possibility of demon
strating by neurological self-stimulation that the so-called 
"pleasures" of perversion or murder or sadism or fetishism are 
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nat "pleasures'" in the same sense that is indicated in the 
Olds or Kamiya experiments. Certainly this is what we alread)' 
know from our subjective psychiatric techniques. Any experi
enced psychotherapist learns sooner or later that underlying 
the neurotic "pleasures" 9r perversions is actually a great deal 
of anguish. pain. and fear. Within the subjective realm itself. 
we know this from people who have experienced both unhealthy 
and healthy pleasures. They practically always report prefer
ence for the latter and learn to shudder at the fonner. Colin 
Wilson ( 1 6 1 )  has demonstrated clearly that sexual criminals have 
wry feeble sexual reactions. not strong ones. Kirkendall (6 1 )  
also shows the subjective superiority of loving sex over unloving 
sex. 

I am now working with one set of implications that are gene
rated by a humanistic-psychological point of vIew of the sort I 
have sketched out above. It may serve to show the radical 
.consequences and implications for a humanistic philosophy of 
biology. It is certainly fair to say that these data are on the 
side of self-regulation. self-govemQ1ent. self-choice of the or
ganism. The organism has more tendency toward choosing 
health. growth. biological success than we would have thought 
a century ago. This is in general anti':'authoritarian. anticontrol
ling. For me it brings back into serious focus the whole Taoistic 
point of view. not only as expressed in contemporary ecological 
and ethological studies. where we have learned not to intrude 
and to control. but for the human being it also means trusting 
more the child's own impulses toward gwwth and self-actualiza
tion. This means a areater stress on spontaneity and on au
tonomy rather than on prediction and external control. To para
phrase a main thesis from my Psycholog)' of Scien� (8 1 ): 

In the lisht of such facts. can we seriously' continue to define 
the goals of science' as prediction and control? Almost one 
could say the exact opposite-at any rate. for human bein ... 
Do we ounelves want to be predicted and predictable? Con-

. trolled and controllable? I won't go so far as to say that the 
question of free will must necessarily be involved here in ita 
old and classical philosophical form. But I will sa)' that ques
tions come up here and clamor for treatment which do have 
something to do with the subjective feeling of being free 
rather than determined. of choosing for oneself rather than 
beina, externally controlled. etc. In any case. I can certainly 
say that descriptively healthy human beings do not like to be 
controlled. They prefer to feel free and to be free. 
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Another very general "atmospheric" consequence of this 
whole way of thinkins is that it must inevitably transform the 
imase of the scientist. not only in his own eyes but in the eyes of 
the Jeneral population. There are already data ( 1 15) which indi
cate that. for instance. high school girls think of scientists as 
monsters and horrors. and are afraid of them. They do not think 
of them as good potential husbands. for instance. I must express 
my own opinion that this is not merely a consequence of Holly
wood "Mad Scientist" movies; there is something real and justi
fied in this picture. even if it is terribly exaggerated. The fact 
is that the classical conception of science is the man who con
trols. the man who is in charge. the man who does things to 
people. to animals. or to thinss. He is the master of what he sur
veys. This picture is ev!:n more clear in surveys of the "imale 
of the physician.1t He is generally seen at the semiconscious or 
unconscious level as a master. a controller. a cutter. a dealer 
out of pain. etc. He is definitely the boss. the authority. the 
expert. the one who takes charge and tells people what to do. I 
think this "image" is now worst of all for psychololists; collese 
students now consider them to be. very frequently. manipulators, 
liars. concealers. and controllers. 

What if the organism is seen as having "biological wisdom"? 
If we learn to give it greater trust as autonomous. self-govern
inl. and self-chooSinl. then clearly we as scientists. not to men
tion physicians. teachers. or even parents. must shift our image 
over to a more Taoistic one. This is the one word that I can 
think of that summarizes succinctly the many elements of the 
imale of the more humanistic scientist� Taoistic means askinl 
rather than telling. It means nonintruding. noncontrollins. It 
stresses noninterfering obserVation rather than a controlling 
manipulation. It is receptive and passive rather than active and 
forceful. It is like saying that if you 'want to learn about 
ducks. then you had better ask the ducks instead of tellins them. 
So also for human children. In prescribinl "what is best for 
them" it looks as if the best technique for finding out what is 
best for them is to develop techniques for letting them to teU 
us what is best for them. 

In point of fact. we already have such a model in the load 
psychotherapist. This is about the way he functions. His 
conscious effort is not to impose his will upon the patient, 
but rather to help the patient-inarticulate. unconscious. semi
conscious-to discover what is inside him. the patient. The 
psychotherapist helps him to discover what he himself wanta 
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or desires. what is good for him. the patient. rather than what 
is lood for the therapist. This is the opposite of controlling. 
propagandizing. molding. teaching in the old sense. It definitely 
rests upon the implications and assumptions that I have already 
mentioned. although I must say that they are very rarely made. 
for example. such implications as trust in the health-moving 
direction of most individuals. of expecting them to prefer health 
to illness; of believing that a state of subjective well-being is a 
pretty good, guide to what is "best for the person." This attitude 
implies a preference for spontaneity rather than for control. 
for trust in the organism rather than mistrust. It assumes that 
the penon wants to be fully human rather than that he wants to 
,be sick. pained. or dead. Where we do find. as psychotherapists. 
death wishes. masochistic wishes. self-defeating behavior. self
infliction of pain. we have learned to assume that this is "sick" 
in the sense that the person himself. if he ever experiences 
another healthier state of affairs. would far rather have that 
healthier state of affairs than his pain. As a matter of fact. 
some of us go so far as to consider masochism. suicidal im .. 
pulses. self-punishment. and the like as stupid. ineffective. 
clumsy gropings toward health. 

Something very similar is true for the new model of the 
Taoistic teacher. the Taoistic parent, the Taoistic friend. the 
Taoistic lover. and finally the more Taoistic scientist. 

Taoistic Objectivity and Classical Objectivity3 

The classical conception of objectivity came from the earliest 
days of scientific dealing with things and objects, with lifeless 
objects of study. We were objective when our own wishes and 
fears and hopes were excluded from the observation. and when 
the purported wishes and designs of a supernatural god were 
also excluded. This of course was a great step forward and made 
modern science possible. We must. however, not overlook the 
fact that this was true for dealing with nonhuman objects or 
things. Here this kind of objectivity and detachment works pretty 
well. It even works well with lower organisms. Here too we are 
detached enough, noninvolved enough so that we can be rela-

• For a fuller treatment of this topic see 1'hI Psychology of Sci�na: A 
#WcoMllwana (8 1 ). 
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lively noninterferinl IpectatOR. It does not millI" to us to any 
srcat delfee which way an amoeba loes or what a hydra prcf'eh 
to insest. This detachment -sets more and more difftcult as we 
10 on up the phyletic acale. We know vel')' well how easy it is to 
anthropomorphize, to project into the animal the observer'1 
human wishes, fean, hopes, prejudices if we are dealina with 
dOli or cats. and more easily with monkeys or apes. When we 
set to the Itudy of the human bein... we can now take it for 
Il'Inted that it is practically impossible to be the cool, calm, 
detached. uninvolved. noninterferinl lpectator. PsycholOlical 
data have piled up to such a point that no one could conceivably 
defend this position. 

Any social scientist who il at all sophisticated knows that he 
must examine his own prejudices and preconceptions Mlo,", p 
ing in to work with any society or a subcultural aroup. This is one 
way of lettina around prejudaments-to know about them in 
advance. 

But I propose that there il another path to objectivity, that is. 
in the sense of greater penpicuity, of areater accuracy of per
ception of the reality out there outside ounelves. outside the 
observer. It comes originally from the observation that lovina 
perception. whether as between sweethearts or as between par
ents and children. produced kinds of. knowledge that wert not 
available to nonlovers. Somethinl of the sort seems to me to be 
true for the ethological literature. My work with monkeys. I am 
sure, is more "true," more '"aCcurate," in a certain llense, more 
obj��I;wl)' true than it would have been if I had disliked mon
keys. The fact was that I was fascinated with them. I became fond 
of my individual monkeys in a way that was not pouible with 
my rats. I believe that the kind of work reported by Lorenz. Tin
bergen, Oooddall, and Schaller is as good as it is, as inltructive, 
illuminating, true, becaulle thelle investipton "loved" the 
animals they were invcstiptinl. At the very least this kind of 
love produces interest and even fascination. and therefore great 
patience with lonl hours of obllervation. The mother, fascinated 
with her baby, who examines every square inch of it apin and 
again with the greatest absorption, is certainly loin, to know 
more about her baby in the most literai llense than someone who 
is not interested in that particular baby. Somethina of the sort. 
I have found, is true between sweethearts. They are so fascinat
cd with each other that examininl. looking. listening, and ex
ploring becomes itself a fascinatina activity upon which they can 
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lpend endless hours. With a nonloved person this would hardly 
be the case. Boredom would set in too rapidly. 

But "love knowledge," if I may call it that, has other ad
vantages as well. Love for a person permits him to unfold, to 
open up, to drop his defenses, to let himself be naked not only 
physically but psychologically and spiritually as well. In a word. 
he lets himself be seen instead of hiding himself. In ordinary 
interpersonal relations, wt are to some extent inscrutable to 
each other. In the love relationships, we become "scrutable." 

But finally, and perhaps most important of all, if we love or 
Ire fascinated or are profoundly interested, we are less tempted 
to interfere, to control, to change, to improve. My finding is that. 
that which you love, you are .prepared to leave alone. In the ex
treme instance of romantic love, and of grandpa rental love, the 
beloved person may even be seen as already perfect so that any 
kind of change, let alone improvement, is regarded as impossible 
or even impious. 

In other words, we are content to leave it alone. We make no 
demands upon it. We do not wish it to be other than it is. We can 
be paasive and receptive before it. Which is all to say that we can 
ICC it more truly as it is in its own nature rather than as we would 
like it to be or fear it to be or hope it will be. Approving of its 
existence, approving of the way it is. as it is, permits us to be 
nonintrusive. nonmanipulating, nonabstracting, noninterfering 
pen:eivers. To the utent that it is possible for us to be nonin
trusive. nondemanding. non hoping, nonimproving, to that 
extent do we achieve this particular kind of objectivity. 

This ii, I maintain, a method, a particular path to certain 
kinds of truth, which arc better lpproac,fted and achieved by this 
path. I do not maintain thlt it is the only path, or that all truths 
Ire obtainable in this way. We know very well from this very 
same kind of situation that it is also possible via love. interest. 
fascination. absorption. to distort certain othtr truths about the 
object. I would maintain only that in the full armamentarium of 
scientific methods, that lov.� knowledge or "Taoistic objectivity" 
has its particular advantages in particullr situations for p.r
ticular purposes. If we are realistically aware that love for the 
object of study produces certain kinds of blindness as well al 
certain kinds of perspicuity. then we are sufficiently forewarned. 

I would go as far as to say this even about "love for the prob
lem." 011 the one hand it is obvious that you have to be fasci
nated with schizophrenia or at least interested in it to be able to 
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stick at it and to be able to learn about it and to do research with 
it. On the other hand we know also that the person who becomes 
totally fascinated with the problem of schizophrenia tends to 
develop a certain imbalance with reference to other problema. 

The Problem oj Big Problems 

I use here the title of a section in the excellent book by Alvin 
Weinberg ( 1 52). Reflections on Big Science. a book which im
plies many of the points that I would prefer to make explicit. 
Using his terminology I can state in a more dramatic form the 
purport of my memorandum. What I am suggesting is Man
hattan-Project-type attacks upon what I consider to be the truly 
Big Problems4 of our time. not only for psychology but for all 
human beings with any sense of historical urgency (a criterion of 
the "importance" of a research that I would now add to the 
classical criteria). 

The first and overarching Big Problem is to make the Good 
Person. We must have better human . beings or else it is quite 
possible that we may all be wiped out. and even if not wiped out. 
certainly live in tension and anxiety as a species. A sine qua n01l 
prerequisite here is of course defining the Good Person. and I 
have made various statements about this throughout these 
memoranda. I cannot stress enough that we already have some 
beginning data. some indicators. perhaps as many as were avail
able for the Manhattan Project people. I myself feel confident 
that the great crash program would be feasible. and I am sure 
that I could list a hundr09. or two hundred. or two thousand part 
problems or subsidiary problems. certainly enough to keep a 
huge number of people busy. This Good Person can equally be 
called the self-evolving person. the responsible-for-himself-and
his-own-evolution person. the fully illuminated or awakened or 
perspicuous man. the fully human person. the self-actualizing 
person. etc. In any case it is quite clear that no social reforms. 
no beautiful constitutions or beautiful programs or laws will be 
of any consequence unless people are healthy enough. evolved 
enough. strong enough. good enough to understand them and 
to want to put them into practice in the right way. 

The equally Big Problem as urgent as the one I have already 
mentioned is to make the Good Society. There is a !rind of a 

4 I keep Weinberg's meaningful way of capitalizinl. 
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feedback between the Good Society and the Good Person. They 
need each other, they are sine qua non to each other. I wave 
aside the problem of which comes first. It is quite clear that 
they develop simultaneously and in tandem. It would in any case 
be impossible to achieve either one without the other. By Good 
Society I mean ultimately one species, one world. We also have 
beginning information (83. see also Chapter 14) on the possibil
ity of autonomously societal. that is. non psychological arrange
ments. To clarify. it is now clear that wi-th the goodness of the 
person held constant, it is possible to make social arrangements 
that will force these people into either evil behavior or into good 
behavior. The main point is that social institutional arrange� 
ments must be taken as d ifferent from intrapsychic health, and 
that to some extent the goodness or badness of a person depends 
upon the social institutions and arrangements in which he finds 
himself. 

The key notion of social synergy is that in some primitive cul
tures. and within the large, industrial cultures, there are some 
social trends that transcend the d ichotomy between selfishness 
and unselfishness. That is, there are some social arrangements 
that set people against each other necessarily; there are other 
social arrangements in which a person seeking his own selfish 
good necessarily helps other people whether he wishes to or not. 
Contrariwise, the person seeking to be altruistic and to help . 
other people must then. necessarily reap selfish benefits. A single 
example of this would be, for instance, the economic measures 
like our income 'tax that siphons off benefits for the general 
population from any single person's good fortune. This is by con
trast with sales taxes that take away proportionately more from 
poor people than they do from rich people and have. instead of a 
siphoning effect. what Ruth Benedict called a funneling effect. 

I must st ress as solemnly and seriously as I can that these are 
the ultimate Big Problems. coming before any other ones. Most 
of the technological goods and advances that Weinberg speaks 
about in his book, and that other people have spoken about, 
can be considered essentially means to these ends and not ends 
in themselves. This means that unless we put our technological 
and biological improvements in the hands of good men, then 
these improvements are either useless or dangerous. And I in
clude here even the conquest of disease. the increase of lon
gevity. the subduing of pain and of sorrow and of suffering in 
general. The point is: Who wants to make the evil man live 
longer? Or be more powerful? An obvious example here is the 
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use of atomic energy and the race to achieve its military UII 
before the Nazis did. Atomic enerlY in the hands of a Hitler
and there are many in charge of nations today-is certainly no 
blessing. It is . a sreat danser. The same is true for Qny other 
technolosical improvements. One can always alk the criterion 
question:, Would this be good for a H itler or bad for a Hitler? 

A by-product of our technological advance is that it is quite 
possible and even probable that evil men are mor� danseroua. 
more a threat today than they ever have been before in human 
history simply because of the powers siven to them by advanced 
1echnolosr. It is quite probable that a totally ruthless man 
backed up by a ruthless society could not be beaten. I think that 
if H itler had won, that rebellions would not have been pollible. 
that in fact his Reich might have lasted a thousand yean or 
more. 

Therefore I would urge all biologists. as I would Ul1e all other 
people of goodwill, to put their talents into the service of lbae 
two Big Problems. 

The above considerations have stronsly supponed my fcelina 
that the classical philosophy of science as morally neutral, value 
free, value neutral is not only wrons, but is extremely dangerous 
as well. It is not only amoral; it may be antimoral as well. It may 
put us into great jeopardy. Therefore I wpuld stress again that 
science itself comes out of human beings and human passiou 
and interests, as Polanyi ( 126) has so brilliantly set fonh. Science 
itself must be a code of ethics as Bronowski ( 16) has so c0n
vincingly shown, since if one grants the intrinsic wonh of truth, 
then all sons of consequences ar.e senerated by placing oW'
selves in the service of this one intrinsic value. I would add as a 
third point that science can seek valUes, and I can uncover them 
within human nature itself. As a matter offact, I would claim it 
has already done so, at least to a level that would make this 
statement plausible, even though not adequately and finally 
proven. Techniques are now available for finding out what iI 
good for the human species, that is, what the inirinsic values of 
human beings are. Several different operations have been used 
to indicate what these built-in values in human nature are. Thil 
is, I reiterate, both in the sense of survival values and also in the 
sense of growth values, that is, what makes man healthier, wiler. 
more vinuous. happier. more fulfilled. 

This sugests what I might alternatively call strategies of 
future research for biologists. One is that there is a syneraic 
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feedback between tbe pursuit of mental health and physical 
.health. Most psychiatrists and many psychologist. and biologists 
now have come simply to assume that practically aU diseases. 
and perhaps even all diseases without exception, can be called 
psychosomatic or organismic. That is. if one pursues any 
"physical'" illness far enough and deep enough, one will find 
inevitably intrapsychic. intrapersonaJ, and socia] variables that 
are also involved as determinants. This 'definitely is not to 
etherealize tuben:ulosis or broken bones. It simply means that in 
the Itudy of tuben:ulosis one finds that poverty is also a factor. 
As far as broken bones are concerned, once Dunbar (30) used 
fracture c:aacs as a control group, assuming that h�Tt certainly 
no psychological factors could be involved, but found to her 
amazement that they were indeed involved. And we arc now as 
a consequel'lce very sophisticated about the accident-prone per
sonality, as well as-if I may call it so-the "accident-fostering 
environment." Which is to say that even a broken bone is psycho
somatic and "sociosomatic," if I may coin that term as well. This 
is all to say that even the classical biologist or physician or med
ical researcher. seeking to relieve human pain. suffering, illness, 
is well advised to be more' holistic than he has been of the 
psychological and social determinants for the illnesses that he 
has been studying. For instance. there are already enough data 
toclay to indicate that a fruitful broad spectrum attack upon 
cancer should also include so-called "psychosomatic factors." 

To say this in another way. the indications are (this is mostly 
extrapolation rather than hard data) that making the Good Per
sons. increasing psychological health, through, for example. 
psychiatric therapies, can probably alsq increase bis longevity 
and reduce his susceptibility to disease. 

Not only may lower-need deprivations produce illnesses that 
must be called in the classical sense "deficiency diseases." but 
this seems also to be true for what I have called the fMla
ptllhologirs in Chapter 23, that is, for what have been called .he 
spiritual or philosophical or existential ailments. These too may 
have to be called deficiency diseases. 

To summarize briefty. the loss of the basic-nced satisfactions 
of safety and protection, belongingness. love. respect. self
esteem. identity. and self-actualization produces illnesses and 
deficiency diseases. Taken together. these can be called the 
neuroses and psychoses. However. basically nced-satisfied and 
already self-ectualizing people with such metamotivCl as truth. 
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goodness, beauty, justice, order, law, unity, etc., may suft'er 
deprivation at the metamotivational level. Lack of metamotive
gratifications, or of these values, produces what I have described 
as general and specific meta pathologies. I would maintain these 
are deficiency diseases on the same continuum with scurvy, pel
lagra, love-hunger, etc. I should add here that the classical way 
of demonstrating a body need, as for vitamins. minerals. basic 
amino acids, etc., has been first a confrontation with a disease 
of unknown cause, and 'h�n a search for this cause. That is to 
say, something is considered to be a need if its deprivation pro
duces disease. It is in exactly this same sense that I would main
tain that the basic needs and metaneeds that I have described 
are also in the strictest sense biological needs: that is. their 
deprivation produces disease or illness. It is' for this reason that 
I have used the invented term "instinctoid" to indicate my firm 
belief that these data have already proven sufficiently that these 
needs are related to the fundamental structure of the human 
organism itself, that there is som� genetic basis that is involved, 
however weak this may be. It also leads me to be very confident 
of the discovery one day of biochemical, neurological. endocrin
ological substrates or body machinery that will explain at the 
biological level these needs and these illnesses (see Appendix D). 

Predicting the Future 

I n the last few years there has been a rash of conferences, 
books, symposia. not to mention newspaper articles and Sunday 
magazine sections, about what the world will be like in the year ' 
2000 or in the next century. I have glinced through thi!: "litera
ture," if one could call it that, and have generally been more 
alarmed than instructed by it. A good 9S per cent of it deals 
entirely with purely technological changes. leaving aside 
completely the question of good and bad. right and wrong. Some
times the whole enterprise seems almost entirely amoral. 
There is much talk about new machines. prosthetic organs. new 
kinds of automobiles or trains or planes-in effect. bigger and 
better refrigerators and washing machines. Sometimes. of 
course, this literature frightens me as well when there is casual 
talk about the increased capacity for mass destruction. even to 
the possibility that the whole human species might be wiped out. 

lt is itself a sign of blindness to the real problems that Ire 
involved. that practically all of the people who get involved in 
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these conferences are nonpersonal scientists. A huge proportion 
are physicists and chemists and geologists, and of the biologists 
a large proportion are of the molecular biology type, that is, not 
10 much the descriptive but rather the reductive type of biolog
ical worker. The psycholosists and sociologists who occasionally 
are chosen to speak on this problem are characteristically tech
nologists, "experts" committed to a value-free eonception of 
science. 

In any case, it is quite clear that the questions of "improving" 
a� very much a question of the improvement of means without 
regard to ends. and without regard to the clear truths that more 
powerful weapons in the hands of stupid or evil people simply 
make for more powerful stupidity or for more powerful evil. 
That is. these technological "improvements" may be in fact dan
gerous rather than helpful. 

Another way of expressing my uneasiness is to point out that 
much of this talk about the year 2000 is at a merely material 
level. for example, of industrialization. modernization, increas
ing affluence, greater possession of more things. of increasing 
the capacity to produce food perhaps by farming the seas, or 
how to handle the population explosion by makin. more effi
cient cities. etc. 

Or still another way of characterizing the sophomoric nature 
of much of the prediction talk is this: Large portions of it are 
simply helpless extrapolations from what exists today, simple 
projections of the curves onward from where we are. At the 
preent rate of population .rowth, it is said in the year 2000 
there will be so many more people; at the present rate of the 
arowth of the cities, there will be such and such an urban situa
tion in the year 2000, etc. It is as if we were helpless to master or 
to plan our own future-as if we could not reverse present trends 
when we disapproved of them. For instance. I would maintain 
that plannin. for the future ought to decreftse present world 
popUlation. There II no reason in the world, or at least no 
biololical reason. why this couid not be done if mankind wished 
to do it� The same would be true for the structares of the cities. 
the structure of automobiles. or of air travel, etc. I suspect that 
this kind of prediction from what is the case today is itself a 
by-product aenerated by the value-free, purely descriptive con
ception of science. 
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Neurosis as a Failure of Personal Growth 

Rather than trying to be comprehensive. I have chosen to 
discuss only a few selected aspects of this topic. partly because 
I have been working with them. partly also because I think they 
are especially important, bllt mostly because they have been 
overlooked. 

The frame of reference taken for granted today considers the 
neurosis to be, from one aspect. a describable. patholoaical 
atate of affairs which presently exists. a kind of disease or sick
ness or illness. on the medical model. But we have learned to 
see it also in a dialectical fashion. as simultaneously a kind of 
moving forward. a clumsy groping forward toward health and 
toward fullest humanness. in a kind of timid and weak way. 
under the aeais of fear rather than of courlae. and now involv
ina the fut!lre as well as the pr:esent. 

All the evidence that we have (mostly clinical evidence. but 
already some other k inds of research evidence) indicates that 
it is reasonable to assume in practically every human being. 
and certainly in almost every newborn baby. that there is an 
active will toward health. an impulse toward growth. or toward 
the actualization of human ' potentialities. But at once we are 
confronted with the very sadden ina realization that so few 
people make it. Only a small proportion of the human popula
tion gets to the point of identity. or of selfhood. full humanness. 

24 
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self-actualization, etc., even in a suciety like ours which is 
relatively one of the most fortunate on the face of the earth. 
This is our great paradox. We have the impulse toward full de
velopment of humanness. Then why is it that it doesn't happen 
more often? What blocks it? 

This is our new way of approaching the problem of human
ness, i.e., with an appreciation of its high " possibilities and, 
simultaneously, a deep disappointment that these possibilities 
are so infrequently actualized. This attitude contrasts with the 
"realistio" acceptance of whatever happens to be the case, and 
then of regarding that as the norm, as, for instance, K.insey did, 
and as the television pollsters do today. We tend then to get 
into the situation in which normalcy from the descriptive point 
of view, from the value-free science point of view-that this 
normalcy or averageness is the best we can expect, and that 
therefore we should be content with it. From the point of view 
that I have outlined. normalcy would be rather the k ind of sick
ness or crippling or stunting that we share with everybody else 
and therefore don't notice. I remember an old textbook of 
abnormal psychology that I used when I wa� an undergraduate, 
which was an awful book, but which had a wonderful frontis
piece. The lower half was a picture of a line of babies. pink, 
sweet. delightful, innocent, lovable. Above that was a picture of 
a lot of passengers in "a subway train, glum, gray, sullen, sour. 
The caption underneath was very simply, "What happened?" 
This is what I'm talking about. 

I should mention also that part of what I have been doing 
and what I want to do here now comes under the head of the 
strategy and tactics of research and of preparation for research 
and of trying to phrase all of these clinical experiences and 
personal subjective experiences in such a way that we can learn 
more about them in a scientific way, that is, checking and test
ing and making more precise, and seeing if it's really so, and 
were the intuitions correct, etc. , etc. For this purpose and also 
for those interested in the philosophical problems I would like 
to present briefly a few theoretical points which are relevant 
for what follows. This is the age-Old problem of the relationship 
between facts and valUes, between is and ought. between the 
descriptive and the normative-a terrible problem for the philos
ophers who have dealt with it ever since there were any phi
losophers, and who haven't got very far with it yet. I'd like to 
offer some considerations which have helped me with this old 
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philosophical difficulty. a third horn to the dilemma. you might 
say. 

Fusion- Words 

What I have in mind here is the general conclusion which 
comes partly from the Gestalt psychologists and partly from 
clinical and psychotherapeutic experience. namely. that, in a 
kind of a Socratic fashion. facts often point in a direction. i.e., 
they are vectorial. Facts just don't lie there like pancakes, just 
doing nothing; they are to a certain extent signposts which tell 
you what to do, which make suggestions to you, which nudge 
you in one direction rather than another. They "call for," they 
have- demand character, they even have "required ness," as 
K6hler called it (62). I get the feeling very frequently that 
whenever we get to know enough, that then we know what to 
do, or we know much better what to do; that sufficient knowl
edge will often solve the problem, that it will often help us at 
our moral and ethical choice-points, when we must decide 
whether to do this or to do that. For instance, it is our common 
experience in therapy, that as people "know" more and more 
consciously, their .solutions. their choices become more and 
more easy, more and more automatic. 

. 

I am suggesting that there are facts and words which them
selves are both normative and descriptive simultaneously. I 
am calling them for the moment "fusion-words," meaning a 
fusion of facts and values. and what I have to say beyond this 
should be understood as part of this effort to solve the "is" and 
"ought" problem. 

I myself have advanced, as I think we all have in this kind of 
work, from talking in the beginning in a frankly normative 
way, for example, asking the questions-what is normal, what is 
healthy? My former philosophy professor, who still feels fa
therly toward me in a very nice way, and to whom I still feel filial. 
has occasionally written me a worried letter scolding me gently 
for the cavalier way in which I was handling these old philo
sophical problems, saying something like. "Don't you realize 
what you have done here? There are tWO thousand years of 
thought behind this problem and you just go skating over this 
thin ice so easily and casually." And I remember that I wrote 
back once trying to explain myself, saying that this sort of thing 
is really the way a scientist functions, and that this is part of his 
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strategy of research. i.e .• to
' 

skate past philosophical difficulties 
as fast as he can. I remember writing to him once that my atti
tude as a strategist in the advancement of knowledge had to be 
one. so far as philosophical problems were concerned. of "de
termined niivet�." And I think that's what we have here. I felt 
that it was heuristic. and therefore all right. to talk about nor
mal and healthy and what was good and what was bad. and 
frequently getting very arbitrary about it. ) did one research in 
which there were good paintings. and bad paintings. and with a 
perfectly straight face ) put in the footnote. "Good paintings 
are defined here as paintings that ) like." The thing is. if ) can 
skip to my conclusion. that this turns out to be not so bad a 
strategy. In studying healthy people. self-actualizing people. 
etc . •  there has been a steady move from the openly normative 
and the frankly personal. step by step. toward more and more 
descriptive. objective words. to the point where there is today a 
standardized test of self-actualization ( 1 37). Self-actualization 
can now be defined quite operationally. as intelligence used to 
be defined. i.e. . self-actualization is what that test tests. It 
correlates well with external variables of various kinds. and 
keeps on accumulating additional correlational meanings. As a 
result. ) feel heuristically justified in starting with my "deter
mined naivetE." Most of what ) was able to see intuitively. di
rectly. personally. is being confirmed now with numbers and 
tables and curves. 

Full Humanness 

And now ) would like to suggest a further step toward the 
fusion-word "fully human." a concept which is still more de
scriptive and objective (than the concept "self-actualization") 
and yet retains everything that we need of normativeness. This 
is in the hope of moving thus from intuitive heuristic begin
nings toward more and more · certainty. greater and greater 
reliability. more and more external validation. which in turn 
means more and more scientific and theoretical usefulness of 
this concept. This phrasing and this way of thinking was sug
gested to me about fifteen ot so years ago by the axiological 
writings of Robert Hartman (43). who defined "sood" as the 
degree to which an object fulfills its definition or concept. This 
suggested to me that the conception of humanness might be 
made. for research purposes. into a kind of quantitative con-
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cept. For instance. fuIl humanness can be defined in a cata
loguing fashion. i .e .• full h umanness is the abil ity to abstract. to 
have a grammatical language. to be able to love. to have values 
of a' particular kind. to transcend the self. etc .. etc. The com
plete cataloguing definition could even be made into a kind of 
checklist ' if we wanted to. We might shudder a little at this 
thought. but it could be very useful if only to make the theo
retical point for the researching scientist that the concept ("an 
be descriptive and quantitative-and yet also normative. i.e . •  this 
person is closer to fuIl humanness than that person. Or even we 
could say: This person is more human than that one. This is a 
fusion-word in the sense that I have mentioned above; it is 
reaIly objectively descriptive because it has nothing to do with 
my wishes and tastes. my personality. my neuroses; and my un
conscious wishes or fears or anxieties or hopes are far more 
easily excluded from the conception of full humanness than 
they are from the conception of psychological health. 

If  you ever work with the concept of psychological health-or 
any other kind of health. or normality-you will discover what a 
temptation it is to project your own values and to make it into a 
self-description or perhaps a description of what you would like 
to be. or what you think people should be like. etc .• etc. You'll 
have to fight against it all the time. and you'lI discover that, 
while it's possihle to be objective in such work. it's certainly 
d i fficult. And even then. you can't be really sure. Have you 
fallen into sampling error'� After al l. if you select persons for 
investigation on the basis of your personal judgment and diag
nosis. such sampling errors are more likely than if you select 
by some more impersonal criterion (90). 

Clearly. fusion-words are a scientific advance over more 
purely normative words. while also avoiding the worse trap of 
believing that science must be on(1' value�free. and non-nor
mative. i.e .• nonhuman. Fusion concepts and words permit us 
to participate in the normal advance of science and knowl
edge from its phenomenological and experiential beginnings 
on toward greater reliab il ity. great valid ity. greater confidence. 
greater exactness. greater sharing with others and agreement 
with them (!!2). , 

Other obvious fusion-words ate such as: mature. evolved. de
veloped. .vtunted. crippled. .luN .. functioninK. Kraceful. awk
H'ard. dums.l'. and the like. There are many. many more 
words which are less obviously fusions of the, normative and the 
dt:scriptive. And we may one day have to get used to thinking 
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of fution"Words as paradigmatic. as normal. usual. and central. 
Then the more purely descriptive words and the more purely 
normative words would be thought of as peripheral and excep
tional. I believe tbat' this wilt come as part of the new human
istic Weltanschauung which is now rapidly crystallizing into a 
structured form. '  

For one thing. a s  I have pointed out (95). these conceptions 
are too exclusively extrapsychic and don't account sufficiently 
for the quality of consciousness. for intrapsychic or subjective 
abilities. for instance. to enjoy music. to meditate and contem
plate. to savor ftavors. to be sensitive to one's inner voices. etc. 
Geu\ng along well within one's inner world may be as impor
tant as social competence or reality competence. 

But more important from the point of view of theoretical 
elegance and research strategy. these concepts are less objec
tive and qUantifiable than is a list of the capacities that make 
up the concept of humanness. 

I would add that I consider none of these models to be op
posed to the medical model. There is no need to dichotomize 
them from each other. Medical illnesses diminish the human 
being and therefore fall on the continuum of greater to lesser 
degree of humanness. Of course. though the medical illness 
model is necessary (for tumors. bacterial invasions. ulcers, 
etc.). it is certainly not sufficient (for neurotic. characterologi
cal. or spiritual disturbances). 

Human Diminution 

One consequence of this usage of .... ull humanness" rather 
than "psychological health" is the corresponding or parallel 
use of "human diminution." instead of "neurosis." which is 
anyway a totally obsolete word. Here the key concept is the 
loss or not-yet-actualization of human capacities and possibili
ties. and obviously this is also a matter of degree and quantity. 
Furthermore. it is closer to being externally observable. i.e .• be
havioral. which of course makes it easier to investigate than. 
for example. anxiety or compulsiveness or repression. Also it 

I I cOnsider the -degree of humanness� concept to be more useful also 
than the concepts of "social competence." "human effectiveness." and 
limilar notionl, 
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putl on the same continuum all the ltandard plychietric Cite
,ories. all the Ituntinp. cripplin,.. and inhibitiona that come 
from poverty. exploitation. maleducation. enllavement. etc.. 
and allO the newer value patholo,iea, existential disordeR, 
character disorden that come to the economically privilqed. It 
handles very nicely the diminutionl that result from · drua ad
diction. psychopathy. authoritarianism. criminality. and other 
categories that cannot be caUed "illness" .in the same medical 
sense as can. e.g .• brain tumor. 

This is a radical move away from the medical model, a move 
which is long overdue. Strictly speaking. neurosis meanl an ill
ness of the nerves. a relic we can very well do without today. In 
addition. using the label "psychological illness" puts neurosis 
into the same universe of discourse as ulcen. lesionl. bacterial 
invasions.. broken bones, or tumon. But by now. we have 
learned very well that it is better to consider neuroiil U rather 
related to spiritual disorders.. · to loss of meaning. to doubtl 
about the goals of life. to grief and anger over a lost love. to 
seeing life in a different way. to loss of courage or of hope, to 
despair over the future, to dislike for oneself. to recognition that 
one's life is being wasted. or that there is no possibility of joy 
or love. etc. 

These are all failings away from full humannels. from the 
full blooming of human nature. They are losses of human pos
sibility. of what might have been and could yet be perhaps. 
Physical and chemical hygiene and prophylaxes certainly have 
some little place in this realm of psychopathogenesis. but are as 
nothing in comparison with the far more powerful role of social. 
economic. political. religious. educational. philosophical. axio-
10lieal. and familial determinants. 

SubJective Biology 

There are still other important advantages to be pined from 
moving over to this psyehological-philosophical-educational
spiritual usage .. Not least of these. it seems to me. is that it 
encourages the proptr conceptual use of the biological and con
stitutional base which underlies any discussion of Identity or of 
The Real Self. of growth. of uncovering therapy. of full human
ness or of diminution of humanness, of self-transcendence. or 
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any version of these. To say it briefly, I believe that helpina a 
person to move toward full humanness proceeds inevitably via 
awareness of one's identity (amonl other thinp). A very im
portant part of this t.sk is to become aware of what one Is, 
biololically, temperamentally, constitutionally, as a member of 
a species, of one's capacities, desires, needs, and also of one's 
vocation, what one is fitted for, what one's destiny is. 

To say it very bluntly and unequivocally. one absolutely 
necessary aspect of this self-awareness is a kind of phenome
nology of one's own inner biology, of that which I call "instinc
toid" (see Appendix D), of one's animality and specieshood. 
This is certainly what psychoanalysis tries to do, i.e., to help 
one to become conscious of one's animal uraes, needs, tensions, 
depressions, tastes, anxieties. So also for Homey's distinction 
between a real self and a pseudo-self. Is this also not a subjec
tive discrimination of what one truly is? And what Is one truly 
if not first and foremost one's own body, one's own constitu
tion. one's own functioninl, one's own. specieshood? (1 have 
very much enjoyed, qua ,h.orlsl, this pretty intearation of 
Freud, Goldstein, Sheldon, Homey, Cattell, Frankl, May, ROI
ers. Murray. etc., etc .• etc. Perhaps even Skinner could be 
COlxed into this diverse company. since I suspect that a listinl 
of all his "intrinsic reinforcers" for his human subjects milht 
very well look much like the "hierarchy of instinctoid basic 
needs and metanceds" that I have proposed!) 

I believe it is possible to carry throuah this paradigm even at 
the very hiahest levels of personal development. where one 
transcends one's own personality (85). I believe I make a aood 
case for acceptinl the probable instinctoid character of one's 
hiahest .values, i.e., of what miaht be called the spiritual or 
philosophical life. Even this personally discovered axiololY I 
feel can be subsumed under this cateaory of "phenomenology 
of one's own instinctoid nature" or of "subjective biology" or 
"experiential biology" or some such phrase. 

. 

Think of the great theoretical and scientific advantaaes of 
placina on one sinale continuum of degree or amount of human
ness, not only all the kinds of sickness the psychiatrists and 
physicians talk about but also all the additional kinds that exis
tentialists and philosophers and reliaious thinker's and social 
reformers have worried about. Not only this, but we can also 
place on the same single scale all the various degrees and kinds 
of health that we know about. plus even the health-beyond· 
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health of self-transcendence. of mystical fusion. and whatever 
still higher possibilities of human nalUre the future may yet 
disclose. 

. 

Inner Signals 

Thinking in this way has had for me at least the one special 
advantage of directing my attention sharply to what I called at 
first "the impulse voices" but which had better be called more 
genendly something like the "inner signals" (or cues or stim� 
Ii). I had not realized sufficiently that in most neuroses. and in 
many other disturbances as well, the inner signals become 
weak or even disappear entirely (as in the severely obsessional 
person) and/or are not "heard" or cannol be heard. At the ex
treme we have the experientially empty person, the lombie, the 
one with empty insides. Recovering the self mUSI, as a sine qlMl 
non. include the recovery of the ability to have and to cognize 
these inner signals, to know what and whom one likes and dis
likes. what is enjoyable and what is not, when to eat and when 
not to. when to sleep, when to urinate, when to rest. 

The experientially empty person, lackina these directives 
from within. these voices of the real self, must tum to outer 
cues for guidance, for instance eating when the clock tells him 
to. rather than obeying his appetite (he has none). He guides 
himself by clocks. rules, calendars. schedules. agenda. and by 
hints and cues from other people. 

In any case, I think the panicular sense in which I suggest 
interpreting the neurosis as a failure of penonal growth must 
be clear by now. It is a falling shon of what one could have 
been. and even. one could say, of what one should have been, 
biologically speaking, that is. if one had grown and developed in 
an unimpeded way. Human and personal possibilities haw 
been lost. The world has been narrowed. and so has conscious
ness. Capacities have been inhibited. I think for instance of the 
fine pianist who couldn't play before an audience of more than a 
few. or the phobic who is forced to avoid heights or crowds. The 
person who can't study. or who can't sleep. or who can't eat 
many foods has been diminished as surely as the one who has 
been blinded. The cognitive losses. the lost pleasures, joys, and 
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ecstasies.l the loss of competence. the inability to relax. the 
weakening of will. the fear of responsibility-all these are di
minutions of humanness. 

I've mentioned some of the advantages of replacing the con
cepts of psychological illness and health with the more prag
matic. public. and quantitative concept of full or diminished 
humanness. which I believe is also biologically and philosoph
ically sounder. But before I move on. I'd like to note also that 
diminution can of course be either reversible or irreversible. 
e.g .• we feel far less hopeful about the paranoid person than we 
do about. say. a nice. lovable hysterical. And. of course also. di
minution is dynamic. in the Freudian style. The original Freud
ian schema spoke of an intrinsic dialectic between the impulse 
and the defenses against this impulse. In this same sense. dim
inution leads to consequences and processes. It is oniy rarely a 
completion or a finality in a simple descriptive way. In most 
people these losses lead not only to all sorts of defensive proc
esses which have been well described by Freudian and other 
psychoanalytic groups. for instance. to repression. denial. con
flict. etc. They also lead to coping responses as I stressed long 
ago ( 1 10). 

Conftict itself is. of course. a sign of relative health as you 
would know if you ever met really apathetic people. really 
hopeless people. people who have given up hoping. striving. 
and coping. Neurosis is by contrast a very hopeful kind of 
thing. It means that a man who is frightened. who doesn't trust 
himself. who has a low self-image. etc . •  still reaches out for the 
human heritage and for the basic gratifications to which every 
human being has a right simply by virtue of being human. You 
might say it's a kind of timid and ineffectual striving · toward 
self-actualization. toward full · humanness. 

Diminution can. of course. be reversible. Very frequently. 
simply supplying the need gratificatioris can solve the prob
lem. especially in children. For a child who hasn't been loved 
enough. obviously the treatment of first choice is to love him to 
death • .  to just slop it all over him. Clinical and general human 
experience is that it works-I don't have any statistics. but I 
would suspect nine out of ten times. So is respect a wonderful 

1 What it means for 9nc's stylc of Iifc to losc peak experiences has been 
vcry well set forth in Colin Wilson's IntroduC'lion 10 the New Existentialism 
( IS9). 
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medicine for counteractins a feelins of worthlessness. Which. 
of course, brinss up tne obvious conclusion that, if "health and 
illness" on the medical model are seen as obsolete, so also must 
the medical concepts of "treatment" and "cure" and the au
thoritative doctor be discarded and replaced. 

The Jonah Complex 

I would like to tum to one of the many reasons for what 
AnlYal (4) called the evasion of srowth. We have, all of us.. ill. 
impulse to improve ourselves, an impulse toward actualizilll 
more of our potentialities, toward self-actualization, or full hu
manness or human fulfillment, or whatever term you like. 
Granted this. then what holds us up? What blocks us? 

One such defense against srowth that I'd like to speak about 
specially-because it hasn't been noticed much-I shall call the 
Jonah complex.l 

In my own notes I had at first labeled this defense the "fear 
of one's own sreatness" or the "evasion of one's destiny� or the 
"running away from one's own best talents." I had wanted to 
stress as blunted and sharply as I could the non-Freudian point 
that we fear our best as well as our worst, even though in dif
ferent ways. It is certainly possible for most of us to be sreater 
than we are in actuality. We all have unused potentialities or 
not fully developed ones. It is certainly true that many of us 
evade our constitutionally sUlICsted vocations (call, destiny, 
task in life, mission). So often we run away from the responsi
bilities dictated (or ratl1er sUlICsted) by nature, by fate, even 
sometimes by accident, just as Jonah tried-in vain-to run away 
from his fate. 

We fear our highest possibilities (as well as 01,1r lowest ones): 
We are generally afraid to become that which we can glimpse 
in our most perfect moments, under the most perfect condi
tions. under conditions of greatest courage. We enjoy and even 
thri11 to the godlike possibilities we see in ourselves in such 
peak momenls. And yet we simultaneously shiver with weak
ness. awe. and fear before these v..ery same possibilities. 

I have found it easy enough to demonstrate this to my stu
dents simply by asking, "Which of you in this class hopes to 

� This name was SUBlested by my friend. Professor Frank Manuel. witb 
whom I had discussed this puzzle. 
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write the great American novel, or to be a Senator, or Oover
nor. or President? Who wants to be Secretary-General of the 
United Nations? Or a great composer? Who aspires to be a 
saint, like Schweitter, perhaps? Who among you will be a 
areat leader?" Generally. everybody starts giuJinl. blushing. 
and squirming until I ask. "If not you. then who else?" Which 
of course is the truth. And in this same way. as I push my 
araduate students toward these hilher levels of aspiration, I'U 
say, "What great book are you now secretly 'planninl to 
write?" And then they often blush and stammer and push me 
off in some way. But why should I not ask that question? Who 
else will write the books on psychology except psycholoaim? 
So I can ask, "Do you not plan to be a psychologist?" "Well, 
yes." "Are you in training to be a mute or an inactive psy
chologist? What's the advantage of that? That's not a good 
path to self-actualiration. No" you must want to be a ftrst-cla .. 
psychologist. meaning the best. the very best you are capable 
of becoming. If you deliberately plan to be less than you are 
capable of being. then I warn you that you'll be deeply un
happy for the rest of your life. You will be evadina your own 
capacities. your own possibilities." 

Not only are we ambivalent about our own highest possibili
ties. we are also in a perpetual and I think universal-perhaps 
even n,c',ssa'.I'-conftict and ambivalence over these same 
highest possibilities in other people. and in human nature in 
general. Certainly we love and admire good men. aaints. hon
est. virtuous. clean men, But could anybody who has looked 
into the depths of human nature fail to be aware of our "mixed 
and often hostile fcelinas toward saintly men? Or toward very 
beautiful women or men? Or toward great creators? Or toward 
our intellectual geniuses? It is not necessary to be a psychother
aplat to see this phenomenon-let us call it "Countervaluina�" 
Any read ina of history will tum up plent), of examplCl. or per
haps even I could say that any such historical search miaht fan 
to turn up a single exception throughout the whole history of 
mankind. We surely love and admire ' all the penons who have 
inca mated the true. the good. the beautiful. the just. the perfect, 
the ultimately successful. And yet they also make us uneasy. 
anxious. confused. perhaps a little jealous or envious. a little 
inferior. clumsy, They usually make us lose our aplomb. our 
self-possession. and self-regard. (Nietzache is still our belt 
teacher here.) 
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Here we have a first clue. My imp�ion so far is that the 
arcatat people. simply by thcir presence and by being what 
thcy are. make us fccl aware of our lesser worth. whethcr or not 
they intend to. If this is an unconscious cff'ect. and we are not 
lware of why we fccl stupid or ugly. or inferior whcncver such a 
person turns up. we are apt to respond with projection, i.c., we 
react as if hc were " ying to make us fccl infcrior, as if we were 
thc tarsct (S4). Hostility is then In undcrstandable consequence. 
It looks to mc so far as if conscious awareness tends to fend off' 
this hostility. That is. if you arc wiliing to attempt self-awareness 
Ind self-analysis of your OW" counter-valuing, i.e., of your uncon
scious fear Ind hatred of truc, good. beautiful. etc .• people, you 
will vcry likcly be less nasty to them. And I am willing also to ex
trapolatc to the guess that if you can learn to love more purely the 
highest valucs in others. this might make you love these qualities 
in yourself in a less frightened way. 

Allied to this dynamic is the awe before the highest, of which 
Rudolf Otto ( 1 25) has given us the classical description. Put
ting this tOlcther with Eliade's insights (3 1 ),  into sacralization 
and desacralization. we becomc more aware of the universal
ity of the fear of direct confrontation with a god or with the 
godlike. In somc religions death is the inevitable consequence. 
Most prelitcratc societies also have plac:cs or objects that arc 
taboo because they are too sacred and Ih�refor� 100 do"g�rous. 
In thc last chaptcr of my Psych% ,,!' of SC';�,,� (8 1 )  I have also 
siven cxamples mostly from science and medicine of desacra-' 
lizinS and resacralizins and tried to explain thc psychodynam
ics of thesc proeesses. Mostly it comes down to awe before the 
highest and best. ( I  want to stress that this awe is intrinsic, 
justified. right. suitable, rather than some sickness or failing to 
get "cured of.") 

But here again my feeling is that this awe and fear need not 
be nesalive alone. something to make us flee or cower. These 
arc also desirable and enjoyable feelings capable of bringing us 
even to thc point of highest ecstasy and rapture. Conscious 
awarcness. insight. and "working through." a la Freud. is the 
answer herc too i think. This is the best path I know to the ac
ceptance of our hishest powers. and whatevcr elcments of great
ness or sooclness or wisdom or talent wc may have concealed or 
cvaded. 

A helpful sidelight for me has come from tryinS to under
stand why peak experiences are ordinarily transient and brief 
(88). The answer becomes clearer and clearer. W� ore just not 
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strong ,nough to 'ndur� mort! It is just too shakina and wear
ina. So often people in such ecstatic moments say, "It's too 
much," or "I can't stand it," or "I could die." And al I aet de
scriptions. I sometimes feel, Yes, they COIIld die. Delirious hap
piness cannot be borne for Ion .. Our orpnisms are just too 
weak for any larle doses of lreatnen, just as they would be too 
weak to endure hour-long sexual orgasms. for example. 

The word "peak experience" is more appropriate than I 
realized at fint. The acute emotion must be climactic and mo
mentary and it musl aive way to noneestatic serenity, calmer 
happiness. and the intrinsic pleasures of clear, contemplative 
cognition of the highest goods. The climactic emotion cannot 
endure. but B-c:ognition ( Being cognition) ('tin (82, 85). 

Doesn't this help us to understand our Jonah complex? It is 
partly a justified fear of being torn apart. of IOiing control, of 
being shattered and disintegrated. even of being killed by the 
experience. Great emotions after all can in IlIcl overwhelm us. 
The fear of surrendering to such an experience, a fear which re
minds us of all the parallel fears found in sexual frigidity. can 
be undentood beUer I think through familiarity with the litera
ture of psychodynamics and depth psychology. and of the psy
chophysiology and medical psychomatics of emotion. 

There is still another psycholoaical· process that I have run 
across in my explorations of failure to actualize the self. This 
evasion of growth can also be set in motion by a fear of pan
noia. Of course this has been said in more universal way .. 
Promethean and Faustian leaencls are found in practically any 
culture.4 For instance, the Greeks c:.JJed it the fear of hubru. 
II hiS been called "sinful pride," which is of course a perma
nent human problem. The person who says to himself, "Yea. I 
will be a great philosopher and I will rewrite Plato and do it 
better." must sooner or later be struck dumb by his grandiosity, 
his arrogance. And especially in his weaker moments. will say 
to himself, "Who? Mer' and think of it as a crazy fantuy or 
even fear it as a delusion. He compares his knowledae of hi. 
inner private self, with all its weakness. vacillation, and short
comings. with the bright. shining. perfect, and faultless imaae 
he has of Plato. Then. of course. he'll feel presumptuous and 
grandiose:. (What he doesn't realize is that Plato, introspectin .. 

• Sheldon;. excellent book on this lubject ( l 3S) is not quoted often 
enoulh on thi. lubject, possibly becaUIC it came befon: we wen: quite 
rudy to assimilate it ( 1 936). 
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mUit have felt just the same way about himself, but went 
ahead anyway, overridinl his doubts about himself.) 

For some people this evasion of one's own Jr0wth, settinl 
low levels of aspiration, the fear of doinl what one is capable 
of dOinl, voluntary self-cripplinl, pseudostupidity, mock-hu
mility are in fact defenses alainst Irandiosity, arropnce, sin
ful pride, hubris. There are people who cannot manaae that 
Iraceful intelration between the humility and the pride which 
is absolutely necessary for creative work. To invent or create 
you must have the "arrolance of creativeness" which so many 
investilators have noticed. But, of course, if you have onl), the 
arrolance without the humility, then you are in fact paranoid. 
You must be aware not only of the lodlike possibilities within, 
but also of the existential human limitations. You must be 
able simultaneously to laugh at yourself and at all- human pre
tensions. If you can be amused by the worm tryinl to be lod 
( 162), then in fact you may be able to -10 on tryinl and beina 
arrogant without fearinl paranoia or brinlin. down upon your
IIClf the evil eye. This is a lood technique. 

May I mention one more such technique that J saw at its best 
in Aldous Huxley, who was certainly a Ireat man in the sense 
J've been discussing, one who was able to accept his talents and' 
use them to the full. He managed it by perpetually marvelinl at 
how interesting and fascinating everything was, by wonderinl 
like a youngster at how miraculous thinlS are. by sayinl fre
quently. "Extraordinaryl Extraordinaryl" He could look out at 
the world with wide eyes. with unabashed innocence, awe, and 
fascination. which is a kind of admission of smallness, a form 
of humility. and then proceed calmly and unafraid to the areat 
tasks he set for himself. 

Finally. I refer you to a paper of mine (87) relevant in itself. 
but also as the first in a possible series. Its title. "The need to 
know and the fear of knowinl." illustrates well what I want to 
say about tQ('h of the intrinsic or ultimate values that I've 
called Values of Beinl (B-Values). J am tryinl to say that 
these ultimate values, which I think are also the highest needl. 
or meta needs. as I call them in Chapter 23. fall. like all balic 
needs. into the basic Freudian schema of impulle Qnd defense 
against the impulse. Thus it is certainly demonstrable that we 
need the truth and love it and seek it. And yet it is just al ealY 
to demonstrate that we are also simultaneously tl/rQld to know 
the truth. For instance, certain truths carry automatic responsi
bilities which may be anxiety-producing. One way to evade the 
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responsibility and the anxiety is simply to evade consciousness 
of the truth. 

1 predict that we will find a similar dialectic for each of the 
intrinsic Values of Being, and 1 have vaguely thought of doing 
a series of papers on, e.g., "The love of beauty and our uneasi
ncss with it." "Our love of the good man and our irritation with 
him." "Our search for excellence and our tendency to destroy 
it," etc., etc. Of course, these counter-values are stronger 
in neurotic people. but it looks to me as if all of us must make 
our peace with these mean impulses within ourselves. And my 
impression so far is that the best way to do this is to transmute 
envy, jealousy. presentiment. and nastiness into humble ad
miration, aratitude. appreciation. adoration. and even worship 
via conscious insight and working through (see Appendix B). 
This is the road to feeling small and weak and unworthy and 
accepting these fcelinas instead of needing to protect a spuri
ously high self-esteem by striking out (49). 

And again I think it is obvious that understanding of this basic 
existential problem should help us to embrace the B-Values not 
only in others. but also in ourselves. thereby helping to resolve 
the Jonah complex. 
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Self-Actualizing and Beyond 

In this chapter, I plan to discuss ideas that are in midstream 
rather than ready for formulation into a final ·version. I find 
that with my students and with other people with whom I share 
these ideas, the notion of self-actualization sets to be almost 
like a Rorschach inkblot. It frequently tells me more about the 
person using it than about reality. What I would like to do now 
is to explore some aspects of the nature of self-actualization, not 
as a grand abstraction, but in terms of the operational meanins 
of the self-actualizing process. What does self-actualization 
mean in moment-ta-moment terms? What does it mean on Tues
day at four o'clock? 

7he Beginnings 0.1 Se/.f-ACIUQ/izQlion Sludits. My investiga
tions on self-actualization were not planned to be research and 
did not start out as research. They started out as the effort of a 
young intellectual to ttY to understand two of his teacbers whom 
he loved, adored, and admired and who were very, very wonder
ful people. It was a kind of high-IQ devotion. I eQuid not be 
content simply to adore. but sought to understand why these 
two people were so different from the run-of-the-mill people in 
the world. These two people were Ruth Benedict and Max Wert
heimer. They were my teachers after I came with a Ph.D. from 
the West to New York City. an� they were most remarkable hu
man beings. My training in psychology equipped me not at all 
for understanding them. It was as if they were not quite people 

40 
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but something more than people. My own investigation began 
as a prescientific or nonscientific acSoivity. I made descriptions 
and notes on Max Wertheimer. and I made notes on Ruth Bene- . 
diet. When I tried to understand them. think about them. and 
write about them in my journal and my notes. I realized in one 
wonderful moment that their two patterns could be generalized. 
I was · talking about a kind of person. not about two noncom
parable individuals. There was wonderful excitement in that. I 
tried to see whether this pattern could be found elsewhere. and 
I did find it elsewhere. in one person after another. 

By ordinary standards of laboratory research. i.e . •  of rigorous 
and controlled research. this simply was not research at all. My 
generalizations grew out of my selection of certain kinds of 
people. Obviously. other judges are needed. So far. one man has 
selected perhaps two dozen people whom he l iked or admired 
very .much and thought were wonderful people and then tried to 
figure them out and found that he was able to describe a syn
drome-the kind of pattern that seemed to fit all of them. These 
were people only from Western cultures. people selected with all 
kinds of built-in biases. Unreliable as it is. that was the only . 
operational definition of self-actualizing people as I described 
them in my first publication .on the subject. 

After I published the results of my investigations. there 
appeared perhaps six. eight. or ten other lines of evidence that 
supported the findings. not by replication. but by approaches . 
from different angles. Carl Rogers' findings ( 1 28) and those of 
his students add up to corroboration for the whole syndrome. 
Bugental (20, pp. 266-275) has offered confirmatory evidence 
from psychotherapy. Some of the work with LSD ( 1 1 6). some of 
the studies on the effects of therapv 'good therapy. that is) some 
lest reSUlts-in fact everything I know adds up to corroborative 
support, though not replicated support, for that study. I personal
ly feel very confident about its major conclusions. I cannot con
ceive of any research that would make major changes in the 
pattern. though I am sure there will be minor changes. I have 
made some of those myself. But my confidence in my rightness 
is not a scienMfic datum. If you question the kind of data I have 
from my researches wilh monkey� lind dogs, you are bringing my 
competence into doubt or calling me a liar, and I have a right to 
object. If you question my findings on self-actualizing people 
(95. pp. 203·205; 89). you may reasonably do so because you 
don't know very much about the man who !;elected the people on 
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whom all the conclusions are based. The conclusions are in the 
realm of prescience. but the affirmatlons are set forth in a fOfel 
that can be put to test. In that sense. they are scientific. 

The people I selected for my investigation were older people. 
people who had lived much of their lives out and were visibly 
successful. We do not yet know about the applicability of the 
findings to young people. We do not know what self-actualiza
tion means in other cultures. although studies of self-actualiza
tion in China and in India are now in process. We do not know 
what the findings of these new studies will be. but of one thinl 
I have no doubt: When you select out for careful study very fine 
and healthy people. strong people. creative people. saintly 
people. salacious people-in fact. exactly the kind of people I 
picked out-then you get a different view of mankind. You are 
askinl how tall can people grow. what can a human beinl be-
come? 

There are other things that I feel very confident about-"my 
smell tells me." so to speak. Yet I have even fewer objective data 
on. these points than I had on those discussed above. Self-actual
ization is hard enough to define. How much harder it is to answer 
the question: Beyond self-actualization. what? Or. if you will: 
Beyond authenticity, what? Just being honest is, after all. not 
sufficient in all this. What else can we say of self-actualizinl 
people? 

Being- Valu('s. Self-actualizing people are. without one sinlle 
exception, involved in a cause outside their own skin, in some
thing outside of themselves. They are devoted. working at some
thing. something which is very precious to them-some callinl 
or vocation in the old sense, the priestly sense. They are working 
at something which fate has called them to somehow and which 
they work at and which they love, so that the work-joy dichotomy 
in them disappears. One devotes his life to the law. another to 
justice. another to beauty or truth. All, in one way or another. 
devote their lives to the search for what I have called (89) the 
"being" values ("B" for short), the ultimate values which are 
intrinsic. which cannot be' reduced to anything more ultimate. 
There are about fourteen of these B-Values, including the truth 
and beauty and goodness of the ancients and perfection, simplic
ity. comprehensiveness. and several more. These B-Values are 
described in Chapter 9, and in the appendix to my book Rt
Iigions, Values, and Peak-Experiences (8S). They are the values 

· of being. 
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M,tanttds and Metapathologies. The existence of these B
Values adds a whole set of complications to the structure of 
Belf-actualization. These B-Values behave like needs. I have 
called them metanttds. Their deprivation breeds certain kinds of 
pathologies which have not yet been adequately described but 
which I call m,tapathologies-the sicknesses of the soul which 
come .. for example. from living among liars all the time and' not 
trusting anyone. Just as we need counselors to help people with 
the simpler problems of unmet needs. so we may need meta
counselors to help with the soul-sicknesses that grow from the 
unfulfilled meta needs. In certain definable and empirical ways, 
it is necessary for man to live in beauty rather than ugliness, a. 
it is necessary for him to have food for an aching belly or rest for 
a weary body. In fact, I would go so far as to claim that these B
Values are the meaning of life for most people, but many people 
don't even recognize that they have these metaneeds. Part of the 
counselors' job may be to make them aware of these needs in 
themselves, just as the classical psychoanalyst made his patients 
aware of their instinctoid basic needs. Ultimately, perhaps, some 
professionals shall come to think of themselves as philosophical 
or . religious counselors. 

Some of us try to help our counselees move and grow toward 
self-actualization. These people are often all wrapped up in 
value problems. Many are youngsters who are, in principle, very 
wonderful people, though in actuality they often seem to be tittle 
more than snotty kids. Nevertheless, I assume (in the facc of all 
behavioral evidence sometimes) that they are, in the classical 
sense, idealistic. I assume that they are looking for values and 
that they would love to have something to devote themselves to, 
to be patriotic about, to worship, adore, love. These younpters 
are making choices from moment to moment of going forward or 
retrogressing, moving away from or moving toward self-actual
ization. What can counselors, or metacounselors, tell them about 
becoming more fully themselves? 

Behaviors Leading to Self-Actualization 

What does one do when he self-actualizes? Does he grit his 
teeth and squeeze? What does self-actualization mean in terms 
of actual behavior, actual procedure? I shall describe eight ways 
in which one self-actualizes. 
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First. self-actualization means experiencing fully, vividly, self
lessly, with full concentration and total absorption. It means · 
experiencing without the self-consciousness of the adolescent. 
At this moment of experiencing, the person is wholly and fully 
human. This is a self-actualizing moment. This is a moment 
when the self is actualizing itself. As individuals, we all experi
ence such moments occasionally. As counselors, we can help 
clients to experience them more often. We can encourage them 
to become totally absorbed in something and to forget their 
poses and their defenses and their shyness-to go at it "whole
hog." From the outside, we can see that this can be a very 
sweet moment. In those youngsters who are trying to be very 
tough and cynical and sophisticated, we can see the recovery of 
some of the guilelessness of childhood; some of the innocence 
and sweetness of the face can come back as they devote them
selves fully to a moment and throw themselves fully into the 
experiencing of it. The key word fnr this is "selflessly," and 
our youngsters suffer from too little. selflessness and too much 
self-consciousness, self-awareness. . 

SeC'ond, let us think of life as a process of choices, one after 
another. At each point there is a progression choice and a regres
sion choice. There may be a movement toward defense, toward 
safety, toward being afraid; but over on the other side. there is 
the growth choice. To make the growth choice instead of the fear 
choice a dozen times a day is to move a dozen times a day to
ward self-actualization. Se/j-aC'tualization Is an ongoing proass: 
it means making each of the many single choices about whether 
to lie or be honest. whether to steal or not to steal at a particular 
point, and it means to make each of these choices as a growth 
choice. This is movement toward self-actualization. 

Third. to talk of self-actualization implies that there is a self 
to be actualized. A human being is not a labu/a rasa. not a lump 
of clay or Plasticine. He is something which is already there. at 
least a "cartilaginous" structure of some kind. A human being is. 
at minimum, his temperament. his biochemical balances. and so 
on. There is a self. and what I have sometimes referred to as 
"listening to the impulse voices" means letting the self emerge. 
Most of us, most of the time (and especially does this apply to 
children, 'young people), listen not to ourselves but to Mommy's 
introjected voice or Daddy's voice or to the voice of the Estab
lishment. of the Elders, of authority, or of tradition. 

As a simple firSt step toward self-actualization. I sometimes 
suggest to my students that when they are given a glass of wine 
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and asked how they like it, they try a different way of respond
ing. First, • suggest that they not look at the label on the bottle. 
Thus they will not use it to get any cue about whether or not they 
should like it. Next, • recommend that they close their eyes if 
possible and that they "make a hush." Now they are ready to 
look within themselves and try to shut out the noise of the world 
so that they may savor the wine on their tongues and look to the 
"Supreme Court" inside themselves. Then, and only then, they 
may come out and say, ". like it" or ". don't like it." A state
ment so arrived at is different from the usual kind of phoniness 
that we all indulge in. At a party recently, • caught myself look
ing at the label on a bottle and assuring my hostess that she had 
indeed selected a very good Scotch.

· 
But then • stopped myself: 

What was I saying? • know little about Scotches. All I knew was 
what the advertisements said. I had no idea whether this one was 
good or not; yet this is the kind !lf thing we all do. Refusing to do 
it is part of the ongoing process of actualizing oneself. Does your 
belly hurt? Or does it feel good? Does this taste good on your 
tongue? Do you like lettuce? 

Fourth. when in doubt, be honest rather than not. I am covered 
by that phrase "when in doubt," so that we need not argue too 
much about diplom,cy. Frequently, when we are in doubt we 
are not honest. Clients are not honest much of the time. They are 
playing games and posing. They do not take easily to the sug� 
gestion to be honest. Looking within oneself for many of the 
answers implies taking responsibility. That is in itself a great 
step toward actualization. This matter of responsibility has been 
little studied; It doesn't turn up in our textbooks, for who can 
investigate responsibility in white rats? Yet it is an almost tan
gible part of psychotherapy. In psychotherapy, one can see it, 
ean feel it, can know the moment of responsibility. Then there is 
a clear knowing of what it feels like. This is one of the great 
steps. Each time one takes responsibility, this is an actualizing of 
the self. 

F!/ih. we have ta
'
lked so far of experiencing without self

awareness, of making the growth choice rather than the fear 
choice, of listening to the impulse voices, and of being honest 
and taking responsibility. All these are steps toward self-actual
ization, and all of them guarantee better l ife choices. A person 
who does each of these little things .each time the choice point 
comes will find that they add up to better. choices about what is 
constitutionally right for him. He comes to know what his destiny 
is, who his wife or husband will be, what his mission in life will 
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be. One canrtot choose wisely for a life unless he dares to listen 
to himself, his own stlj, at each 1't1oment in life, and to say calm
ly, "No, [ don't like such and such." 

The art world, in my opinion, has been captured by a small 
group of opinion- and taste-makers about whom I feel suspi
cious. That is an ad hominem judgment. but it seems fair enough 
for people who set themselves up as able to say, "You like whit 
I like or else you are a fooL" We must teach people to listen to 
their own tastes. Most people don't do it. When standing in a 
gallery before a puzzling painting, one rarely hears. "Thlt is I 
puzzling painting." We had a dance program at Brandeis Uni
versity not too long ago-a weird thing altogether. with elec
tronic music, tapes, and people doing surrealistic and Dada 
things. When the lights went up everybody looked stunned. and 
nobody knew what to say. [n that kind of situation most people 
will make some smart chatter instead of saying, "[ would like to 
think about this." Making an honest statement involves daring to 
be different. unpopular. nonconformist. If clients, young or old. 
cannot be taught about being prepared to be unpopular, coun
selors might just as well give up right now. To be courageous 
rather than afraid is another version of the same thing. 

Sixth, self-actualization is not only an end state but also the 
process of actualizing one's potentialities at any time, in any 
amount. It is. for example, a matter of becoming smarter by 
studying if one is an intelligent person. Self-actualization means 
using one's intelligence. It does not mean doing some far-out 
thing necessarily. but it may mean going through an arduous 
and demanding period of preparation in order to realize one's 
possibilities. Self-actualization can consist of finger exercises It 
a piano keyboard. Self-actualization means working to do well 
the ihing that one wants to do. To become a second-rate physi
cian is not a good path to self-actualization. One wants to be 
first-rate or as good as he can be. 

Stverrth. peak experiences (8S, 89) are transient moments of 
self-actualization. They are moments of ecstasy which cannot be 
bought. cannot be guaranteed, cannot even be sought. One must 
be. as C. S. Lewis wrote, "surprised by joy." But one can 
set up the conditions so that peak experiences are more likely, or 
one can perversely set up the conditions so that they are less 
likely. Breaking up an illusion, getting rid of a false notion, 
learning what one is not good at. learning what one's poten
tialities are not-these are also part of discovering what one is . 
in fact. 
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Practically everyone does have peak experiences, but not 
everyone knows it. Some people wave these small mystical ex
periences aside. Helping people to recognize these little mo
ments of ecstasy ( 124) when they happen is one of the jobs of 
the counselor or inetacounselor. Yet, how does one's psyche. 
with nothing external in the world to point at-there is no black
board there-look into another person's secret psyche and then 
try to communicate? We have to work out a new way of com
munication. I have tried one. It is described in another appendix 
in that same book, Religions. Values. and Peak-Experiences, 
under the title "Rhapsodic Communications." I think that kind 
of communication may be more of a model for teaching, and 
counseling, for helping adults to become as fully developed as 
they can be, than the kind we are used to when we see teachers 
writing on the board. If I love Beethoven and I hear something 
in a quartet that you don't, how do I teach you to hear? The 
noises are there, obviously . .  But I hear something very, very 
beautiful. and you look blank. You hear the sounds. How do I 
get you to hear the beauty? That is more our problem in teach
ing than making you learn the ABC's or demonstrating arithme
tic on the board or pointing to a dissection of a frog. These 
latter things are external to both people; one has a pointer, and 
both can look at the same time. This kind of teaching is easy; the 
other kind is much harder. but it is part of the counselor'S job. 
It is metacounseling. 

E.ighth. finding out who one is. what he is. what he likes. what 
he doesn't like, what is good for him and what bad, where ho is 
going and what his mission is-opening oneself up to himself
means the exposure of psychopathology. It means identifying 
defenses. and after defenses have been identified, it means find
ing the courage to give them up. This is painful because defenses 
are erected against something which is unpleasant. But giving 
up the defenses is worthwhile. If the psychoanalytic literature 
has taught us nothing else. it has taught us that repression is 
not a good way of solving problems. 

Desacralizing. Let me talk about one defense mechanism that 
is not mentioned in the psychology textbooks, though it is a 
very important defense mechanism to some youngsters of today. 
It is the defense mechanism of desacralizing. These youngsters 
mistrust the possibility of values and virtues. They feel them
selves swindled or lhwarted in their lives. Most of them have, in 
fact, dopey parents whom they don't respect very much, parents 
who are quite confused themselves about values and who, fre-
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quently, are simply terrified of their children and never punish 
them or stop them from doing things that are wrong. So you have 
• situation where the youngsters simply despise their e1dm
often for good and sufficient reason. Such youngsters have 
learned to make a big generalization: They won't listen to any
body who is grown-up, especially if the grown-up uses the same 
words which they've heard from the hypocritical mO)lth. They 
have heard their father talk about being honest or brave or bold, 
and they have seen their fathers being the opposite of all these 
things. 

The youngsters have learned to reduce the person to the c0n
crete object and to refuSe to see what he might be or to refuse to 
see him in his symbolic values or to refuse to see him or her 
eternally. Our kids have desacralized sex, for example. Sex is 
nothing; it is a natural thing. and they have made it so natural 
that it has lost its poetic qualities in many instances, which 
means that it has lost practically everything. Self-actualization 
means giving up this defense mechanism and learning or being 
taught to resacralize. ' 

ResQcrolizing. Resacralizing means being willing. once again. 
to see a person "under the aspect of eternity," as Spinoza says, 
or to see him in the medieval Christian unitive perception. that 
is, being able to see the sacred. the eternal. the symbolic. It is to 
see Woman with a capital lOW" and everything which that im
plies. even . when one looks at a particular woman. Another 
example: One goes to medical school and dissects a brain. Cer
tainly something is lost if the medical student isn't awed but. 
without the unitive perception. sees the brain only as one con
crete thing. Open to resacralization. one sees a brain as a sacred 
object also. sees its symbolic value. sees it as a figure of speech. 
sees it in its poetic aspects. 

Resacralization often means an awful lot of corny talk-"very 
square," the kids would say. Nevertheless. for the counselor, 
especially for the counselor of older people, where these philo
sophical questions about religion and the meaning of life come 
up, this is a most important way of helpins the person to move 
toward self-actualization. The youngsters may say that it is 
square. and the logical positivists may say that it is meaninsless. 
but for the person who seeks our help in this process. it is ob-

I I have had to make up these words because the En8lish lansua8e is rotten 
for 800d people. It has no decent vocabulary for the virtues. Even the nicc 
words 8CI all smeared up-"lovc." for instance. 
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viously very meaningful and very important, and we had better 
answer him, or we're not doing what it is our job to do. 

Put all these points together, and we see that self-actualization 
is not a matter of one great moment. It is not true that on Thun
day at four o'clock the trumpet blows and one steps into the 
pantheon forever and altogether. Self-actualization is a matter 
of degree, or little accessions accumulated one by one. Too often 
our clients are inclined to wait for some kind of inspiration to 
strike so that they can say, "At 3:23 on this Thursday I became 
self-actualized'" People selected as self-actualizing subjects, 
people who fit the criteria, go about it in these little ways: They 
listen to their own voices; they take responsibility; they are 
honest; and they work hard. They find out who they are and 
what they are, not only in terms of their mission in life. but also in 
tenns of the way their feet hurt when they wear such and such 
a pair of shoes and whether they do or do not like euplanl or 
stay up all night if they drink too much beer. All this is what the 
real self means. They find their own biological natures, their 
congenital natures, which are irreversible or difficult to change. 

The Therapeutic Altitude 

These are the things people do as they move toward self
actualization. Who, then, is a counselor? How can he help the 
people who come to him to make this movement in the direction 
of growth? 

�tk;ng Q Modtl. I have used the words "therapy," "psycho
therapy," and "patient.� Actually, I hate all these wends and I 
hate the medical model that they imply because the medical 

_ model suggests that the person who comes to the counselor is a 
sick person, beset by disease and illness, seeking a cure. Actual
ly, of course, we hope that the counselor will be the one who 
helps to foster the self-actualization of people, rather than the 
one who helps to cure a disease. 

The helping model has to give way, too; it just doesn't fit. It 
makes us think of the counselor as the person or the professional 
who knows and reaches down from his privileged position above 
to 'the poor jerks below who don't know and have to be helped in 
some way. Nor is the counselor to be a teacher, in the usual 
sense, because what teachers have specialized in and gotten to 
be very good at is "extrinsic learning" (discussed in Chapter 12). 
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The process of growing into the best human beina one can be ii, 
instead, "intrinsic learning." 

The existential therapists have wrestled with the question of 
models, and I can recommend Bugental's book, 'Iht $tDrch for 
Authtntidty (20), for a discussion of the matter. Bugental sua
aesu that we caU counseling or therapy "ontogolY," which 
means trying to help people to grow to their fuUest possible 
height. Perhaps that's a better word than the one I once sua
aested, a word derived from a German autho� "psychology," 
which means the education of the psyche. Whatever the word we 
use, I think that the concept we wiD eventuaUy have to come to 
is one that Alfred Adler suggested a long, long time ago when 
he spoke of the "older brother." The older brother is the lovina 
person who takes responsibility, just as one does for his youna. 
kid brother. Of course, the older brother knows more; he's 
lived longer, but he is not qualitatively different, and he is not in 
another realm of discourse. The wise and loving older brother 
tries to improve t�e younger, and he tries to make him better 
than he is, in the younger's own style. See how different this is 
from the "teaching-somebody-who-doesn't-know-nothin' " 
modell 

Counseling is not concerned with training or with molding or 
with teaching in the ordinary sense of telling people what to do 
and how to do it. It is not concerned with propaganda. It is a 
Taoistic uncovering and thtn helpinJ. Taoistic means the non
interfering, the "letting be." Taoism is not a laissez-faire philos
ophy or a philosophy of neglect or of refusal to help or care. As 
a kind of model of this process we might think of a therapist who, 
if he is a decent therapist and also a decent human being, would 
never dream of imposing himself upon his patients or propa
gandizing in any way or of trying to make a patient into an imita
tion of himself. 

What the good clinical therapist does is to help his particulu 
client to unfold, to break through the defenses against his own 
self-knowledge, to recover himself, and to get to know himself. 
Ideally, the therapist's rather abstract f,ame of reference, the 
textbooks he has read, the schools that he has lone to, his beliefs 
about the world-these should never be perceptible to the pa
tient. Respectful of the inner nature, the being, the essence of 
this "yo.unler brother," he would recognize that the best way for 
him to lead a good life is to be more fuUy himself. The people we 
call "sick" are the people who are not themselves, the people 
who have built up aU sorts of neurotic defenses alainst beina 
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human. Just as it makes no difference to the rosebush whether 
the gardener is Italian or French or Swedish, so it should make 
no difference to the younger brother how his helper learned to 
be a helper. What the helper has to give is certain services that 
are independent of his being Swedish or Catholic or Moham
medan or Freudian or whatever he is. 

These basic concepts include, imply, and are completely in 
accord with the basic concepts of Freudian and other systems of 
psycho-dynamics. It is a Freudian principle that unconscious 
aspects of the self are repressed and that the finding of the true 
self requires the uncovering of these unconscious aspects. Im
plicit is a belief that truth heals much. Learning to break through · 
one's repressions, to know one's self, to hear the impulse voices, 
to uncover the triumphant nature, to reach knowledge, insight, 
and the truth-these are the requirements. . 

Lawrence Kubie (64), in "The Forgotten Man in Education," 
some time ago made the point that one, ultimate goal of educa
tion is to help the person become a human being, as fully human 
as he can possibly be. 

Especially with adults we are not in a position in which we 
have nothing to work with. We already have a start; we already 
have capacities. talents, direction. missions. callings. The job is, 
if we are to take this model seriously. to help them to be more 
perfectly what they already are, to be more full, more actual
izing. more realizing in fact what they are in potentiality. 
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The Creative Attitude , 

My feeling is that the concept of creativeness and the con
cept of the healthy, self-actualizing, fully human person seem 
to be coming closer and closer together, and may perhaps 
tum out to be. the same thing. 

Another conclusion I seem to be impelled toward, even 
though I am not · quite sure of my facts, is that creative art 
education, or better said, Education-Through-Art, may be es
peciaDy important not so much for ' turning out artists or art 
products, u for turning out better people . .  If we have clearly in 
mind the educational goals for human beings that I will be 
hinting at, if we hope for our children that they will become fun 
human beings, and that they wiD move toward actualizing the 
potentialities that they have, then, as nearly as I can make out, 
the only kind of education in existence today that has any faint 
iDkIiDa of IUch goa" is art education. So I am thinking of edu
cation through art not because it turns out pictures but because 
I think it may be possible that. clearly understood, it may be
come the paradipn for all other education. That is, instead of 
beiDa reprded u the friD, the expendable kind of thing which 
it now is, if we take it seriously enough and work at it hard 
enough and if it turns out to be what some of us suspect it can 
be, then we may one day teach arithmetic and reading and 
writing on this paradigm. So fat u I am concerned, I am talk
ina about all education. This is why I am jnterested in education 
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through art-simply because it seems to be 100d education in 
potential. 

Another reason for my interest in an education, creativeness, 
psychological health, etc., is that I have a very strong feelinl 
of a change of pace in history. It seems to me that we are at a 
point in history unlike anything that has ever been before. Life 
moves far more rapidly now than it ever did before. Think, for 
instance, of the huge acceleration in the rate of Irowth of 
facts, of knowledge, of techniques, of inventions, of advances 
in technology. It seems very obvious to me that this requires a 
change in our attitude toward the human beinl, and toward 
his relationships to the world. To put it bluntly, we need a dif
ferent kind of human being. I feel I must take far more seriously 
today than I did twenty years ago, the I:feraclitus, the White
head, the Bergson kind of emphasis on the world as a ftux, a 
movement. a process, not a static thing. If this is so and it is 
obviously much more so than it was in 1900 or even in 19� 
if this is so, then we need a different kind of human being to be 
able to live in a world which changes perpetually, which 
doesn't stand still. I may go so far as to say for the educational 
enterprise: What's the use of teaching facts? Faets become 
obsolete so darned fast! What's the use of teaching tech
niques? The techniques become obsolete so fast! Even the 
engineering schools are torn by this realization. M.I.T. for 
instance, no longer teaches engineering only as the acquisi
tion of a series of skills, because practically all the skills that 
the professors of engineering learned when they were in school 
have now become obsolete. It's 110 use today learning to make 
buggy whips. What some professors have done at M.I.T., I 
understand, is to give up teaching of the tried and true method. 
of the past, in favor of trying to create a new kind of human 
being who is comfortable with change, who enjoys chanse, 
who is able to improvise, who is able to face with confidence. 
strength. and courage a situation of which he has absolutely no 
forewarning. 

Even today everything seems to be changing; international 
law is changing. pOlitics are changing, the whole international 
scene is changing. People talk with each other in the United 
Nations from across different centuries. One man speaks in 
terms of the international law of the nineteenth century. An
other one answers him in terms of something else entirely. 
from a different platform in a different world. Things have 
changed that fast. 
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To come back to my title, what I'm talking about is the job of 
trying to make ourselves over into people who don't need to 
staticize the world, who don't need to freeze it and to make it 
stable, who don't need to do what their daddies did, who are 
able confidently to face tomorrow not knowing what's going 
to come, not knowing what will happen, with confidence 
enough in ourselves that we will be able to improvise in that 
situation which has never existed before. This means a new 
type of human being. Heraclitian, you might call him. The sa
ciety which can tum out such people will survive; the societies 
that ca""ot tum out such people will die. 

You'll notice that I stress a great deal improvising and in
spiration, rather than approaching creativeness from the van
tase point of the finished work of art, of the creative work. As 
a matter of fact, I won't even approach it today from the point 
of view of completed products at all. Why is this? Because 
we're pretty clearly aware now from our psychological analysis 
of the proccss of creativeness and of creative individuals, that 
we must make the distinction between primary creativeness 
and a secondary creativeness. The primary creativeness or the 
inspirational phase of creativeness must be separated from the 
working out and the development of the inspiration. This is 
because the latter phase stresses not only creativeness, but also 
relies very much on just plain hard work, on the discipline of 
the artist who may spend half a lifetime learning his tools, his 
skiDs, and his materials, until he becomes finally ready for a full 
expression of what he sees. I am very certain that many, many 
people have waked up in the middle of the night with a flash of 
inspiration about some novel they would like to write, or a 
play or a poem or whatever and that most of these inspirations 
never came to anything. Inspirations are a dime a dozen. The 
difterence between the inspiration and the final product, for 
example, Tolstoy's War and Peace. is an awful lot of hard 
work, an awful lot of discipline, an awful lot of training, an 
awful lot of finger exercises and practices and rehearsals 
and throwing away first dra,(ts and so on. Now the virtues 
which go with the secondary kind of creativeness, the creative
ness which results in the actual products, in the great paint
ings, the great novels, in the bridges, the new inventions, and 
so on. rest as heavily upon other virtues-stubbornness and 
patience and hard work and so on-as they do upon the cre
ativeness of the personality. Therefore, in order to keep the 
field of operation clean. you might say. it seems necessary to 
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me to focus upon improvising on this first flash and, for the 
moment, not to worry about what becomes of it, recognizing 
that many of them do get lost. Partly for this reason, among the 
best subjects to study for this inspirational phase of creative
ness are young children, whose inventiveness and creativeness 
very frequently cannot be defined in terms of product. When a 
little boy discovers the decimal system for himself this can be a 
high moment of inspiration, and a high creative moment, and 
should not be waved aside because of some a priori definition 
which says creativeness ought to be socially useful or it ouaht 
to be novel, or nobody should have thought of it before, etc. 

For this same reason I have decided for myself not to take 
scientific creativeness as a paradigm, but rather to use other ex
amples. M uch of the research that's going on now deals with 
the creative scientists, with people who have proven them
selves to be creative, Nobel prize winners, great inventors, 
and so on. The trouble is, if you know a lot of scientists, that 
you sooq learn that something is wrong with this criterion be
cause scientists as a group are not nearly as creative generally 
as you would expect. This includes people who have dis
covered, who have created actually, who have published things 
which were advances in human knowledge. Actually, this is not 
too difficult to understand. This find�ng tells us something 
about the nature of science raiher than about the nature of 
creativeness. If I wanted to be mischievous about it, I could go 
so far as to define science as a technique whereby noncreative 
people can create. This is by no means making fun of scien
tists. It's a wonderful thing it seems to me, for limited human 
beings, 

. 
that they can be pressed into the service of great things 

even though they themselves are not great people. Science is a 
technique, social and institutionalized, whereby even unintelli
sent people can be useful in the advance of knowledge. That is 
as extreme and dramatic as I can make it. Since any particular 
scientist rests so much in the arms of history, stands on so 
many shoulders of so many predecessors, he is so much a part 
of a huge basketball team, of a big collection of people, that 
his own shortcomings may not appear. He becomes worthy of 
reverence, worthy of great respect through his participation in 
a great and respect-worthy enterprise. Therefore, when he dis
covers something, I have learned to understand this as a product 
of a social institution, of a collaboration. If he didn't discover it, 
somebody else would have pretty soon. Therofore, it seems to 
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me that selecting our scientists, even though they have created, 
is not the best way to study the theory of creativeness. 

I believe also that we cannot study creativeness in an ulti
mate sense until we realize that practically all the definitions 
that we have been using of creativeness, and most of the ex
amplea of creativeness that we use are essentially male or mas
culine definitions and male or masCuline products. We've . left 
out of consideration almost entirely the creativeness of women 
by the simple semantic technique of defining only male prod
ucts as creative and overlooking entirely the creativeness of 
women. I have leamed recently (through my studies of peak 
experiences) to look to women and to feminine creativeness al a 
100d field of opefltion for research, because it seta less in
volved in products, Iesa involved in achievement, more in
volved with the process itself, with the going-on process rather 
than with the climax in obvious triumph and success. 

This is the backaround of the particular problem 1 am talkins 
about. 

II  

The puule that I'm now trying to unravel is  suaested by the 
observation that the creative penon, in the inspirational 
phase of the creative furor, loses his put and his future and 
lives only in the moment. He is aU there, totally immersed, 
fascinated and absorbed in the present, in the current situa
tion, in the here-now, with the matter-in-hand. Or to uae a per
feet phrase from Th� Spins'tr by Sylvia Ashton-Wamer, the 
teacher absorbed with a new method of teachins reading to her 
children says, ... am utterly lost in the present." 

This .bility to become '"lost in the present" seems to be a 
slM qua non for creativeness of any kind. But also certain 
prtrtquisll�s of creativeness-in whatever realm-5omehow 
have somethina to do with ·this ability to become timeless, self
less, outside of space, of society, of history. 

It hu beaun to appear strongly that this phenomenon is a di
luted, more secular, more frequent version of the mystical ex
perience that has been described so often as to have become 
what Huxley called Th� P�'mn;al Philosophy. In various cultures 
and in various eras, it takes on somewhat different coloration
and yet its essence is always recognizable-it is the same. 

It is always described as a lou of self or of eao, or some-
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times as a ... nscendence · of self. There is a fusion with the 
reality being observed (with the matter-in-hand. I shall say 
more neutrally). a oneness where there was a twoness. an 
intesration of some sort of the self with the non-self. There 
is universally 'reported a seeing of formerly hidden truth. a 
revelation in the strict sense. a stripping away of veils. and 
finally. almost always. lh� whole experience is experienced as 
bliss. ecstasy. rapture. exaltation. 

Little wonder that this shaking experi&nce has so often been 
considered to be superhuman. supernatural. so much greater 
and grander than any thins conceivable as human that it could 
only be attributed to trans4tuman sources. And such "revela
tions" often serve as basis. sometimes the sole basis. for the 
various "revealed" religions. 

And yet even this most remarkable of all experiences has 
now been brought into the realm of human experience and 
cognition. My researches on what I call peak experiences 
(88. 89). and Marghanita Laski's on what she .calls ecstasies 
(66)� done quite independently of each other. show that these 
experiences are quite naturalistic. quite easily investigated 
and. what is to the point right now. that they have much to 
teach us about creativeness as well as other aspects of the full 
functioning of human beings when they are most fully realizing 
themselves. most mature and evolved. most healthy. when. in a 
word. they are most fully human. 

One main characteristic of the peak experience is just this 
total fascination with the mauer-in-hand. this getting lost in 
the present. this detachment from time and place. And it 
seems to me now that much of what we have learned from the 
study of these peak experiences can be transferred quite direct
ly to the �nriched understanding of the here-now experience. 
of the creative attitude. 

It is not necessary for us to confine ourselves to these un
common and rather extreme experiences. even though it now 
seems clear that practically all people can report moments of 
rapture if they dig around long enough in their memories. and if 
the simplest version of the peak experience. namely fascin
ation. concentration. or absorption in a"ythi"g which is inter
esting enough to hold this attention completely. And I mean 
not only great symphonies or tragedies; the job can be done by 
a gripping movie or detective story. or simply becoming ab
sorbed with one's work. There are certain advantages in start
ing from such universal and familiar experiences which we all 



have. so that we can get a direct feeling or intuition or empa
thy. that is. a direct experiential knowledge of a modest. mod
erate version of the fancier "high" experiences. For one thina 
we can avoid the ftossy. high-ftying. extremely metaphorical 
vocabulary that is so common in this realm. 

Well then.,. what are some of the things that happen in tbest 
moments? 

Giving up Iht hSI. The best way to view a present problem 
is to give it aU you've got. to study il and its nature. to perceive 
within it the intrinsic interrelationships. to discover (rather 
than to invent) the answer to the problem within the problem 
itself. This is also the best way to look at a painting or to listen 
to a patient in therapy. . 

The other way is merely a matter of shuffling over past 
experiences. past habits. past knowledge to find out in what 
respects this current situation is similar to some situation in the 
past. i.e.. to classify it. and then to use noM' the solution that 
once .worked for the similar problem in the past. This can be 
likened to the work of a filing clerk. I have called it "rubri
ciling" (9S). And it works well enough to the extent that the 
present is like the past. 

But obviously it dotsn.'t work in so far as the matter-in-hand 
is different from the past. The file-clerk approach fails then. 
This person confronting an unknown painting hurriedly runs 
back through his knowledge of art hiltory to remember how he 
is supposed to react. Meanwhile of course he is hardly looking 
at the painting. All he needs is the name or the, style or the 
content to enable him to do his quick calculations. He then en
joys it if he is supposed to. and doesn't if he is not supposed to. 

In such a person, the past is In inert, undigested foreign 
body which the person carries about. It is not yet the person 
himself. 

More accurately said: The past is active and alive only inso
far as it has re-created the person. and has been digested into 
the present person. It is not or should not be something oth" 
than the person. something alien to it. It · has now become Per
son (and hl� lost its own identity as something different and 
other), just as past steaks that I have eaten are now me. not 
steaks. The digested past (assimilated by intussusception) is 
different from the undigested past. It is Lewin's "ahistorical 
past." 

Giving up th, Futurt. Often we use the present not for its 
own sake but in order to prepare for the future. Think how 
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often in a conversation we put on a listening face as the other 
person talks. secretly however preparing what we are loing to 
say, rehearsing. planning a counterattack perhaps. Think how 
different your attitude would be right now if you knew you 
were to comment on my remarks in five minutes. Think how 
hard it would be then to be a good, total listener. >"f-

If we are totally listening or totally looking, we have thereby 
given up this kind of "preparinl for the futu�." We don't tz:e&t 
the present as merely a means to some future end (thereby de
valuating the present). And obviously, this kind of foraetting 
the future is a prerequisite to total involvement with the pres
ent. Just as obviously. a good way to "forget" the future is not 
to be 'apprehensive about it. 

Of course. this is only one sense of the concept "future." 
The future which ' is within us, part of our present selves. is 
another story altogether (89. pp. 14-15). 

Innocence. This amounts to a kind of '"innocence" of per
ceiving and behaving. Something of the sort has often been 
attributed to highly creative people. They are variously de
scribed as being naked in the situation, guileless. without u 
priori expectations. without "shoulds" or "oughts," without 
fashions. fads. dogmas, habits. or other pictures-in-the-head of 
what is proper. normal. "right," as being ready to receive what
ever happens to be the case without surprise, shock. indigna
tion. or denial. 

Children are more able to be receptive in this undemanding 
way. So are wise old people. And it appears now that we all 
may be more innocent in this style when we become "here
now." 

Narrowing oj Consciousness. We have now become much 
less conscious of everything other than the matter-in-hand 
(less distractible). Very important here is our lessened aware
ness of other people. of their ties to us and ours to them, of 
obligations. duties. fears. hopes. etc. We become much more 
free of other people. which in tum, means that we become 
much more ourselves. our Real Selves (Homey). our authentic 
selves. our real identity. 

This is so because the greatest cause of our alienation from 
our real selves is our neurotic involvements with other people. 
the historical hangovers from childhood. the irrational tMns
ferences. in which past and present are confused. and in which 
'he adult acts like a child. (By the way, it's all right for the 
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thlld to act like a child. His dependencies on other people can 
be very real. But. after all.  he is supposed to outgrow them. To 
be afraid of what daddy will say or do is certainly out of place 
if daddy has been dead for twenty years.) 

In a word. we become more free of the influence of other 
people in such moments. So. insofar as these influences have 
affected our behavior. they no longer do so. 

This means dropping masks. dropping our efforts to influ
ence. to impress. ' to please. to be lovable. to win applause. It 
could be said so: If we have no audience to play to. we cease to. 
be actors. With no need to act we can devote ourselves. self
foraetfully. to the problem. 

Loss oj Ego: Self-Forge(fulness. Loss Qf Self-Consciousness. 
When you are totally absorbed in non-self. you tend to become 
less conscious of younelf, less self-aware. You are less apt to 
be observing yourself like a spectator or a critic. To use the 
language of psychodynamics. you become less dissociated than 
usual into a self-observing ego and an experiencing ego; i.e .• 
you come much closer to being all experiencing ego. (You 
tend to lose the shyness and bashfulness of the adolescent. the 
painful awareness of being looked at, etc.) This in turn means 
more unifying. more oneness and integration of the person. 

It also means less critizing and editing. less evaluating, less 
selecting and rejecting, less judging and weighing. less splitting 
and analyzing of the experience. 

This kind of self-forgetfulness is one of the paths to finding 
one's true identity, one's real self, one's authentic nature, one's 
deepest nature. It is almost always felt as pleasant and de
sirable. We needn't go so far as the Buddhists and Eastern 
thinkers do in talking about the "accursed ego"; and yet there 
Is something in what they say. 

Inhibiting Forte oj ConsC'iousness (Qf Setn. In some senses 
consciousness (especially of selO is inhibiting in some ways and 
at some times. It is sometimes the locus of doubts. confticts, 
fears, etc. It is sometimes harmful to full-functioning creative
ness. It is sometimes an inhibitor of spontaneity and of expres
siveness (but the observing ego is necessary for therapy). 

And yet it is also true that some kind of self-awareness, self
observation, self-criticism-Le., the self-observing ego-is neces
sary for "secondary creativeness." To use psychotherapy as an 
example, the task of self-improvement is partly a consequence 
of criticizinl the experiences that one has allowed to come into 
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consciousn�ss. Schizophrenic people experience many insights 
and yet don't make therapeutic use of them because they are 
too much "totally experiencing" and not enough "self-observ
ing-and-criticizing." In creative work.' likewise. the labor of 
disciplined construction succeeds upon the phase of "inspir
ation." 

Fears Disappear. This means that our fears and anxieties 
also tend to disappear. So also our depressions. confticts. am
bivalence. our worries. our problems. even our physical pains. 
Even-for the moment-our psychoses and our neuroses (that is. 
if they are not so extreme as to prevent us ,from becoming 
deeply interested and immersed in the matter-in-hand). 

For the time being. we are courageous and confident. un
afraid . unanxious. unneurotic. not sick. 

ussening 0.1 De.fenses and Inhibitions. Our inhibitions also 
tend to disappear. So also our guardedness. our ( Freudian) de
fenses. and controls (brakes) on our impulses as well as the de
fenses against danger and threat. 

Strength and Courage. The creative attitude requires both 
courage and strength and most studies of creative people have 
reported one or another version of courage: stubbornness. in
dependence. self-sufficiency. a kind of arrogance. strength of 
character. ego-strength. etc.; popularity becomes a minor COI)
sideration. Fear and weakness cast out creativeness or at least 
make it less likely. 

It seems to me that this aspect of creativeness becomes 
somewhat more understandable when it is seen as a part of the 
syndrome of here-now self-forgetfulness and other-forgetful
ness. Such a state intrinsically implies less fear. less inhibition. 
less need for defense and self-protection. less guardedness. less 
need for artificiality. less fear of ridicule. of humiliation and of 
failure. All these characteristics are parI of self-forgetfulness 
and audience-forgetfulness. Absorption casts out fear. 

Or we can say in a more positive way. that becoming more 
courageous makes it easier to let oneself be attracted by mys
tery. by the unfamiliar • . by the novel. by the ambiguous and 
contradictory. by the unusual and unexpected. etc .• instead of 
becoming suspicious. fearful. guarded. or having to throw into 
action our anxiety-allaying mechanisms and defenses. 

A cceptance: the Positive A llitude. In moments of here-now 
immersion and self-forgetfulness we are apt to become more 
"positive" and less negative in still another way. namely. in 
giving up criticism (editing. picking and choosing. correcting. 
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skepticism. improving. doubting, rejecting. judging. evaluat
ing). This is like saying tt)at we accept. We don't reject or dis
approve or selectively pick and choose. 

No blocks against the matter-in-hand means that we let it 
flow in upon us. We let it wreak its will upon us. We let it have 
its way. We let it be itself. Perhaps we can even approve of its 
being itself. 

This makes it easier to be Taoistic in the sense of humility, 
non-interference, receptivity. 

Trust vs. Tr,l'i"l(. Controlling. Striving. All of the foregoing 
happenings imply a kind of trust in the self and a trust in the 
world which permits th'e temporary giving up of straining and 
striving. of volition and control. of conscious coping and effort. 
To permit oneself to be determined by the intrinsic nature of 
the matter-in-hand · here-now necessarily implies relaxation, 
waiting. receiving. The common effort to master, to dominate 
and to control are antithetical to a true coming-ta-terms with or 
a true perceiving of the materials (or the problem, or the per
son. etc.) Especially is this true with respect to the future. We 
must trust our ability to improvise when confronted with novel
ty in the future. Phrased in this way. we can see more clearly 
that trust involves self-confidence, courage. lack of fear of the 
world. It is also clear that this kind of trust in ourselves-facing
the-unknown-future is a condition of being able. to turn totally, 
nakedly. and wholeheartedly to the present. 

(Some clinical examples may help. Giving birth. urination, 
defecation. sleeping, floating in the water. sexual surrender are 
all instances in which straining. trying. controlling. have to be 
given up in favor of relaxed. trusting. confident letting things 
happen). 

Taoistic' Rt'ceptivity. Both Taoism and receptivity mean 
many things. all of them important. but also subtle and difficult 
to convey except in figures of speech. All of the subtle and deli
cate Taoistic attributes of the creative attitude which follow 
have been described again and again by the many writers on 
creativeness. now in one way or another. However. everyone 
agrees that in the primary or inspirational phase of creative
ness. some degree of receptivity or noninterference or "let-be" 
is descriptively characteristic and also theoretically and dynami
cally necessary. Our question now is how does this receptivity 
or "letting things happen" relate to the syndrome of here-now 
immersion and self-forgetfulness? 

For one thing. using the artist's respect for his materials as a 
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paradigm. we may .speak of this re�pectful attention to the 
matter-in-hand as a kind of courtesy or deference (without in
trusion of the controUing will) which is akin to "taking it seri
ously." This amounts to treating it as an end. something prr St. 
with its own right to be, rather than as a means to some end 
other than itself; i.e . •  as a tool for some extrinsic purpose. This 
respectful treatment . of its being implies that it is respect
worthy. . 

This courtesy or respectfulness can apply equally to the prob
lem. to the materials. to the situation. or to the penon. It is 
what one writer (Follett) has called deference (yielding. sur
render) to the authority of the facts. to the law of the situation. 
I can go over from a bare permitting "it" to be itself, to a lov
ing. caring. approving, joyful. eagerness that it be itself. as with 
one's child or sweetheart or tree or poem or pet animal. 

Some such attitude is a priori necessary for perceiving or 
understanding the full concrete richness of the matter-in-hand, 
in its own nature and in . its own style. without our help, 
without our imposing ourselves upon it, in about the same way 
that we must hush and be still if we wish to hear the whisper 
from the other. 

This cognition of the Being of the other (B-cognition) is fully 
described in Chapter 9 (and 85, 89). 

Integration oj the B-Cognizer (vs. Dissociation). Creating 
tends to be the act of a whole man (ordinarily); he is then most 
integrated. unified. all of a piece. one-pointed. totally organized 
in the service of the fascinating matter-in-hand. Creativeness is 
therefore systemic; i.e . •  a whole-or Gestalt-quality of the whole 
person; it is not added-to the organism like a coat of paint, or like 
an invasion of bacteria. It is the opposite of dissociation. Here
now-allness is less dissociated (split) and more one. 

Permission to Dip into Primtlry Process. Part of the process of 
integration of the person is the recovery of aspects of the un
conscious and preconscious. particularly of the primary process 
(or poetic. metaphoric. mystic, primitive, archaic. childlike). 

Our conscious intellect is too exclusively analytic, rational, 
numerical. atomistic. conceptual and so it misses a great deal of 
reality. especially within ourselves. 

Aesthetic Perceiving rather than Abstracting. Abstracting is 
more active and interfering (less Taoistic); more selecting-reject
ing than the aesthetic (Northrop) attitude of savoring, enjoying, 
appreciating, caring. in a noninterfering. nonintruding. noncon
trolling way. 
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The end product of abstracting is the mathematical equation, 
the chemical formula, the map, the diagram, the blueprint, the 
cartoon. the concept, the abstracting sketch. the model, the 
theoretical system. all of which move further and further from 
raw reality ('"the map is not the territory"). The end product of 
aesthetic perceiving, of non-abstracting is the total inventory of 
the percept. in which everything in it is apt to be equally savored. 
and in which evaluations of more important and less important 
tend to be given up. Here greater richness of the percept is 
sought for rather than greater simplifying and skeletonizing. 

For many confused scientists and philosophers. the equa
tion. the concept. or the blueprint have become more real than 
the phenomenological reality itself. Fortunately now that we can 
understand the interplay and mutual enrichment of the concrete 
and the abstract. it is no longer necessary to devalue one or the 
other. For the moment we intellectuals in the West who have 
heavily and exclusively overvalued abstra,ctness in our picture of 
reality. even to the point of synonymizing them. had better re
dress the balance by stressing concrete, aesthetic. phenom
enological. nonabstracting. perceiving of all the aspects and 
detaill of phenomena. of the full richness of reality. including 
the useless portions of it. 

Fulltst Spontantity. If we are fully concentrated on the 
matter-in-hand. fascinated with it ,for its own sake. having no 
other goals or purposes in mind, then it is easier to be fully spon
taneous, fully functioning. letting our capacities ftow forth easily 
from within, of themselves. without effort. without conscious 
volition or control. in an instirtct-Iike, automatic, thoughtless 
way; i.e .• the fullest. least obstructed, most organized action. 

The one main determinant of the organization and adapta
tion to the matter-in-hand is then most apt to be the intrinsic 
nature of the matter-in-hand. Our capacities then adapt to the 
situation most perfectly, quickly. effortlessly. and change ftexi
bly as the situation changes; e.g . •  a painter continuously adapts 
himself to the demands of his developing painting; as a wrestler 
adapts himself to his opponent; as a pair of fine dancers mutu
ally adapt to each other; as water ftows into cracks and con
tours. 

Fullts, Exprtsslvtntss (oj Uniqutntss). Full spontaneity is a 
guarantee of honest expression of the nature and the style of the 
freely functioning orpnism. and of its uniqueness. Both words. 
spontaneity and expressiveness. imply honesty, naturalness, 
truthfulness'. lack of ,uile. non imitativeness. etc., because they 
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also imply a noninstrumental nature of the behnior. a lack of 
willful '"trying." a lack of effortful striving or straining. a lack 
of interference with the How of the impulses and the free "radi
ating" expression of the deep person. 

The only determinants now are the intrinsic nature of the 
matter-in-hand. the intrinsic nature of the person and the in
trinsic necessities of their fluctuating adaptation to each 
other to form a fusion. a unit; e.g .• a fine basketball team. or a 
string quartet. Nothing outside this fusion situation is relevant. 
The situation is not a means to any eJttrinsic end; it is an end in 
itself. 

Fusion oj the Person with the World. We wind up with the 
fusion between the person and his world which has so often been. 
reported as an observable fact in creativeness. and which we may 
now reasonably consider to be a s;lIe qua non. I think that this 
spider web of interrelationships that I have been tearing apart 
and discussing can help us to understand this fusion better 81 
a natural event. rather· than as something mysterious. arcane. 
esoteric. I think it can even be researched if we understand it to 
be an isomorphism. a molding of each to each other. a better and 
better fitting together or complementarity. a melting into one. 

Il has helped me to understand what Hokusai meant when he 
said. "If you want to draw a bird. you must become a bird." 



5 
A Holistic Approach to Creativity 

It has been interesting · for me to compare the present�ay sit
uation in the field of creativeness with the situation about twenty 
or twenty-five years ago. First of all I want to say that the amount 
of data that has been accumulated-the sheer amount of research 
work-is far beyond what anybody could reasonably have ex
pected then. 

My second impression is that, in comparison with the great 
accumulation of methods, of ingenious testing techniques, and 
of sheer quantity of information, theory in this realm has not ad
vanced very much. I want to raise the theoretical questions, that 
is, what disturbs me about the conceptualizations in this field of 
research, and the bad consequences of these disturbing con
ceptualizations. 

I think the most important thing that I would like to communi
cate is my impression that the thinking and the research in the 
field of creativeness tends to be too atomistic and too ad hoc. 
and that it is not as holistic, organismic, or systemic as it could 
be and should be. Now of course I don't want to make any foolish 
dichotomies or polarizations here. That is, I don't want to imply 
any piety about holism or antagonism to dissection or atomism. 
The question for me is how to integrate them best, rather than 
choosing between them. One way of avoiding such a choosing 
up of sides is to use Pearson's old discrimination between a 
general factor ("0") and specific or special factors ("S"), both 
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of which enter into the makeup not only of intelliaence. but also 
of creativeness. 

It seems to me terribly impressive, as I read the creativeness 
literature. that the relationship with psychiatric health or psycho
logical health is so crucial. so profound. so terribly important. 
and so obvious and yet it is not used as a foundation on which 
to build. For instance. there has been rather little relationship 
between the studies. let's say in the field of psychotherapy on the 
one hand, and of creativeness on the other. One of my graduate 
students, Richard Craig, has published what I consider to be a 
very important demonstration that there is such a relationship 
(26). We were very much impressed with the table in Torrance's 
book, Guiding Creative Talent ( 147), in which he pulled to
gether and summarized the evidence on all the personality 
characteristics that have been demonstrated to correlate with 
creativeness. There are perhaps thirty or more characteristics 
that he considered sufficiently valid. What Craig did was'to put 
down these characteristics in a column and then in another 
column beside them to list the characteristics that 1 have used 
in describing self-actualizing people (95) (which overlaps 
considerably with the lists many other people have used in 
describing psychological health, for example. Rogers' "Fully 
Functioning Person" or Jung's "Individuated Person" or Fromm'$ 
"Autonomous Person," and so on). 

The overlap was almost perfect. There: were two or three char
acteristics in that list of thirty or forty which had not been used 
to describe psychologically healthy people, but were simply 
neutral. There was no single characteristic which went in the 
other, opposite direction. which makes. let's say arbitrarily, 
nearly forty characteristics or perhaps thirty-seven or thirty-eight 
which were the same as psychological health-which added up to 
a syndrome of psychological health or self-actualization. 

1 cite this paper as a good jumping-oft' point for discussion 
because it is my very powerful conviction (as it was a long time 
ago) that the problem of creativeness is the problem of the crea
tive person (rather than of creative products, creative behaviors, 
etc). In other words. he i� a particular or special kind of human 
being. rather than just an old-fashioned. ordinary human beinl 
who now has acquired new extrinsic possessiQns. who has now 
got a new skill like ice skating, or accumulated some more 
things that he "owns" but which are not intrinsic to him, to his 
basic nature. 

If you think of the person, the creative person. as being the es-
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eence of the problem, then what you are confronted with is the 
whole problem of transformation of human nature. the transfor
milt ion of the character. the fuIl development of the whole person. 
This in tum necessarily involves us in the question of the WeI
ItlrlSchauung. the life philosophy. the way of living. the code of 
ethics, the values of society, and so on. This is in sharp and di
rect contrast with the ad hoc. causal, encapsulated, atomistic 
conception of theory. research. and training which I have heard 
implied so often. e.g .• "What is Ihe cause of creativity?" "What 
is the most important single thing we can do?" "Shall we add a 
three-<:redit course in creativity to the curriculum?" I half ex
pect to hear someone ask soon. "Where is it localized?" or 
try implanting electrodes with which to turn it on or off. In the 
consultations I've had with Research and Development people in· 
industry, I also get the strong impression that they keep looking 
for some secret button to push. like switching a light on arid off. 

What I would propose in trying to achieve the creative person is 
that there could be hundreds and almost literally thousands of 
determinants of creativeness. That is. anything that would help 
the person to move in the direction of greater psychological 
health or fuller humanness would amount to changing the whole 
person. This more fully human. healthier person would then, 
epiphenomenally, generate and spark off dozens. hundreds, and 
millions of differences in behaving. experiencing. perceiving, 
communicating, teaching. workil\8. etc .• which would al/ be more 
"creative." He would then be simply another kind of person 
who would behave in a different way in every respect. And then. 
instead of the single secret push button or trick or three-credit 
course which will presumably. ad hoc. produce more creative
ness, ad hoc, this more holistic. organismic point of view 
would suggest the more likely question: "And why should not 
eVlry course help toward creativeness?" Certainly this k ind of 
education oj Ihe person should help create a better Iype of per
son. help a person grow bigger. taller. wiser. more perceptive-a 
person who. incidentally. would be more creative as a matter of 
course in 01/ departments of life. 

I give you just one example which pops into my head. One 
of my colleagues, Dick Jones, d id a doctoral dissertation which 
I thought was terribly important from a philosophical point of 
view. but which has not been noticed enough. What he did was 
to run a kind of a group-therapy course with high school seniors, 
and then found that at the end of the year racial and ethnic prej
udice had gone down, in spite of the fact that for one full year 
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he had made it his business to avoid ever mentioninl thac 
words. Prejudice is not created by pushinl a button. You don't 
have to train people to be prejudiced, and you can't really di
recdy train them to be "'unprejudiced." We have tried, and it 
doesn't work very well. But this "beinl unprejudiced" fties 01' 
as a spark oft' the wheel, as an epiphenomenon, as a byproduct. 
simply from becominl a better human beinl, whether from 
psychotherapy, or from any other inftuence that improves the 
person. 

About twenty-five years ago my style of investiption of crea
tiveness was very dift'eren� from the classical scientific (atom
istic) method. I had to invent holistic interviewina techniques. 
That is, I tried to get to know one single person after another 
as profoundly and as deeply and as fully as I could (as unique, 
individual persons) to the point where I felt I understood them 
as a whole person. It was as if I were gettin. very full calC
histories of whole lives and whole people without havin, 
particular problems or questions in mind, that is. without ab
stracting one aspect of the person rather than another. i.e .• I 
was doing it idiographically. 

And yet it is ,he" possible to be nomothetic, to the" ask par
ticular questions. to do simple statistics, to come to general con
clusions. One can treat each person as an infinity. and yet infini
ties can be added. percentages made. just as transfinite numbers 
can be manipulated. 

Once you get to know a sample of people profoundly and 
deeply. and individually in this way. then certain operations be
come possible that arc not possible in typical classical experi
ments. I had a panel of about 120 people with each of whom I had 
spent an awful lot of time just simply getting to know them in 
general. Then. alltr the fact. I could then ask a question. go back 
to the data and answer it, and this could have been done even if 
all the 1 20 people had died. This contrasts with the ad hoc ex
perimentation on a single problem in which one variable would 
be modified and all others presumably "held constant" (al
though of course we know very well that there are thousands of 
variables which are presumably. but not actually, controlled in 
the classical experimental paradigm and which are very far from 
being held constant). 

If I may be permitted to be bluntly challenging. it is my firm 
opinion that the cause-effect way of thinking which works 
pretty well in the nonliving world and which we have learned to 
use more or less well to solve human problems. is now dead as a 
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FReral philosophy of science� It shouldn't be used any more be
cause it just tends to lead us into ad hoc thinking. that is. of 
one ClUse producing one specific effect, and of one factor pro
ducing one factor. instead of keeping us sensitive to systemic 
and organismic changes of the kind that I've tried to describe. in 
which any single stimulus is conceived to change the whole 
organism. which then, as a changed organism, emits behavior 
changed in all departments of life. (This is also true for social 
organization�, large and small.) 

For instance, if you think of physical health, and if you ask t.he 
question, "How do you set people's teeth to be better?" "How 
do you get their feet to be betterT' or their kidneys, eyes. hair. 
etc . •  any physician will tell you that the best thing to do is to im
prove the general systemic health. That is, you try to improve 
the general (G) factor. If you can improve the diet and the mode 
of living and so on and so on. then these procedures. in one single 
blow. will improve their teeth and their kidneys and their hair 
and their liver and their intestines and everything else; that is. 
the whole system will be improved. In the same way general 
cteativeness. holistically conceived. emanates from the whole 
system. generally improved. Furthermore. any factors that 
would produce a more creative person would also make a man 
a .  better father. or better teacher. or better citizen. or a better 
dancer. or a better anything. at least to the extent that the "0" 
factor is strengthened. To this is, then added of course the 
specific (S) contributions thlt differentiate the good father from 
the good dancer or good composer. , 

A pretty good book on the sociology of religion is Glock and 
Stark (38) and I would recommend it as a rather intelligent and 
competent picture of this type of atomistic and lid hoc thinking. 
Ad hoC' thinkers. S-R thinkers. cause-cffec:t thinkers. one-eauac
to-one-cffec:t thinkers. going into a new field start the way 'these 
writers do. First of course they feel they ' must define religion. 
and of course they have to define this in such a way that it is 
pure and discrete. that it is not anything else. So they then pro
ceed to isolate it. cut it away and dissect it away from everything 
else. So lhey wind up with the Aristotelian logic "A" and "Not 
A." "A" is all "An and nothing but MA." It·s just pure "An; and 
"Not A" is pure everything else and so they have no overlap. no 
melting. no merging. no fusing. and so on. The old possibility 
(taken very seriously by all profoundly religious people) that 
religious attitudes can be one aspect or characteristic of practi
cally Ilny behavior-indeed of all behaviors-is lost on the very 
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first page of the book. This enables them to go ahead and get into 
an absolute and total chaos, as beautiful a chaos al I have ever 
seen. They get into a blind alley-and stay there-in which reli
gious behavior is separated off from all other behavlor so that 
all they deal with through the whole book is the external behavior 
-soing to church or not going to church, and saving or not savina 
little pieces of wood, and bowing or not bowing before this or 
that or the other thing. thereby leaving out of the whole book 
what I might call small "r" religion entirely, that is, the reli
gious people who may have nothing to do with institutions or 
with supernaturals or with idolatry. This is a good example of 
atomistic thinking. but I've got plenty of others. One can think 
atomistically in any department of life. 

We can do the same with creativeness if we want to. We can 
make creativeness into a Sunday behavior also, which occurs in 
a particular room, in a particular building, such as a class
room, and at a particular separated-off time, e.g., on Thurs
days. It's just creativeness and nothing else 'there in that room 
and at that time and at no time or place else. And only certain 
areas have to do with creativeness, painting, composing, writing, 
but not cooking or taxi driving or plumbing. But I raise the ques
tion again of creativeness being .an aspect of practically any be
havior at all, whether perceptual or attitudinal or emotional, 
conative, cognitive. or expressive. I think if you approach it in 
that way you get to ask all sorts of interesting questions which 
wouldn't occur to you if you approached it in this other dichoto
mized way. 

It's a little like the difference in the ways you would try to 
learn to be a good dancer. Most people in an ad hoc society would 
go to the Arthur Murray School where you first move your left 
foot and then your right foot three paces and bit by bit you go 
through a lot of external. willed motions. But I think we 
would all agree, and I might even say that we know that it is ra
ther characteristic of successful psychotherapy that there are 
thousands of effects among which might very well be good 
dancing. i.e., being more free about dancing, more graceful, less 
bound up, less inhibited. less self-conscious. less appeasing, and 
so on. In the same way I think that psychotherapy, where it is 
good (and we all know there is plenty of bad psychotherapy too) 
and is successful, then psychotherapy. in my experience, can be 
counted on to enhance the creativity of a person without your 
ever trying to or without your ever mentioning the word. 

1 can also mention a relevant dissertation one of our students 
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has done. which turned up most unexpected kinds of things. 
This staned out to be a study of peak experiences in natural 
childbirth, ecstacies from motherhood and so on. But it shifted 
considerably because what Mrs. Tanzer ( 145) has been finding 
out is that all sons of other miraculous changes come about when 
childbinh is a sood or great experience. When it's a good ex
perience, many things in life change for the woman. It may have 
some of the flavor of the religious conversion experience. or of 
the great illumination effect, or the great success experience 
which changes radically the woman's self-image, and 'therefore 
chanaes all her behaviors. 

I would like to say also that this general approach seems to 
be a much better, a more fruitful way to talk about "climate." 
I have tried to pin down the Nonlinear Systems organizational 
setup (83) and what was the cause of all the good effects there. 
Ali i can say il that the whole place was a climate of creative ate, 
mOlphere. I couldn't" pick one main cause as over against 
another. There wu fre!=dom of a ,tntraJ kind, atmospheric. 
holistic, alobal, rather than a little thing that you did on Tues
day�ne panicular, separable thing. The right climate, the btst 
climate for enhancing creativeness would be a Utopia. or Eupsy
chia, al I prefer to call it, a society which was specifiCally de
sianed for improving the self-fulfillment and psychological 
healt� of all people. That would be my general statement. the 
"0" statement. Within and against that background. we could 
thtn work with a panicular "figure," with a particular ad hoc, 
the "S," or specific factors that make one man a good carpen
ter and another a sood mathematician. But without that general 
societal background. in a bad society (which is a general sys
temic statement), creativeness is just less likely. less possible. 

I think that the parallel from therapy can also be useful to us 
here. We have much to learn from the people who arc inter
ested in this realm of research and thinking. For instance. we must 
faee their problem of what identity means, of what ' is the real 
Self, and of what theftlpy does and what education does. by way 
of helpina people move toward identity. On the other hand we 
have a model of some kind of real Self. some kind of character
istic which is conceived biologically to some extent. It is con
stitutional, temperamental, Minstinctoid." We are a species and 
we are different from other species. If this is so. if you can accept 
this instead of the tabula rasa model. the person as pure clay 
which is to be molded or reinforced into any predesigned shape 
that the arbitrary controller wants, then you must also accept 
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the model of therapy as uncovering. unleashing. rather than the 
model of therapy as molding. creating and shaping. And this 
would be true also for education. The basic models generated by 
these two different conceptions of human nature would be dif
ferent-teaching. learning. everything. 

Is then creativeness part of the general human heritage? It 
does very frequently get lost, or covered " up. or twisted or 
inhibited. or whatever. and then the job is of uncovering what 
all babies are. in principle. born with. Well. I think that this 
is a very profound and very general philos�phical question that 
we are dealing with, a very basic philosophical stance. 

Finally. 1 would like to make one last point which is an "S" 
point, not a "G" point. I would like to ask. when do we nol want 
creativeness? Sometimes creativeness can be a horrible nui
sance. It" can be a troublesome. dangerous, messy thing. as I 
learned once from a "creative" research assistant who gummed 
up a research that I had been working at for over a year. She got 
"creative" " and changed the whole thing in the middle of it 
without even telling me about it. She gummed up all the data. so 
that a year's work was lost. messed up. On the whole we want 
the trains to run on time, and generally we want dentists nOI to 
be creative. A friend of mine had an operation a couple of years 
ago. and he still remembers feeling , uneasy and afraid until he 
met his surgeon. Fortunately. he turned out to be a nice obses
sional type of man, very precise. perfectly neat with a little 
hairline mustache, every hair in place, a perfectly straight, con
trolled. and sober man. My friend then heaved a sigh of relief
this was not a "creative" man. Here was a man who would do a 
normal. routine. pedestrian operation. not play any tricks or try 
any novelties or experiments or do any new sewing techniques 
or anything like that. This is important, I think, not only in our 
society, where, with our division of labor, we ought to be able to 
take orders and to carry through a program and be predictable. 
But also it is important for each of us not only in our capacity 
as creative workers. but also as students of creativeness, with a 
tendency to deify the one side of the creative process, the en
thusiastic, the great insight, the illumination, the good idea. the 
moment in the middle of the night when you get the great in
spiration. and of underplaying the two years of hard and 
sweaty labor that then are necessary to make anything useful 
out of the bright idea. 

In simple terms of time, bright ideas really take a small pro
portion of our time. Most of our time is spent on hard work. My 
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impression is that our students don't know this. It may be that 
these dead cats have been brought to my door more because my 
students so frequently identify with me, because I have written 
about peak experiences and inspirations and so on, that they 
feel that this is the only way to live. Life without daily or hourly 
peak experiences, that's no life, so that they can't do work that is 
boring. , 

Some student tells me, "No, I don't want to do that because I 
don't enjoy it," and then I get purple in the face and fly up in  
a rage-"Damn it, you do it, or  1'1\ fire you"-and he thinks I am 
betraying my own principles. I think also that in making a more 
measured and balanced picture of creativeness, we workers with 
creativity have to be responsible for the impressions we make 
upon other people. Apparently one impression that we are 
making on them is that creativeness consists of lightning striking 
you on the head in one great glorious moment. The fact that the 
people who create are good workers tends to be lost. 



6 
Emotional Blocks to Creativity 

When I started research with this problem of creativity it was 
entirely an academic and professorial one. I've been amazed to 
be plucked at in the last couple of years by big industries of 
which I know nothing, or organizations like the U.S. Army En
gineers whose work I don't really know at al1, and I find myself 
a little uneasy, like many of my colleagues, on this score. I am 
not sure whether the work that I have done and the conclusions 
that I have come to, and what we "know" about creativity today 
is quite usable in its present form in large organizations. Al1 I 
can present are essentially paFadoxes, and problems, and riddles, 
and, at this moment, I don't know how they're going to be solved. 

I thil lk the problem of the management of creative personnel 
is both fantastical1y difficult and important. I don't quite know 
what we are going to do with this problem because, in essence, 
what I am talking about is the lone wolf. The kind of creative 
people that I've worked with are people who are apt to get 
ground �p in an organization, apt to be afraid of it, and apt 
general1y to work off in a corner or an attic by themsdves. The 
problem of the place of the "lone woW' in a big organization, 
I'm afraid , is the organization's problem and not mine. 

This is also a little like trying to reconcile the revolutionary 
with the stable society because the people that I've studied are 
essential1y revolutionary in the sense of turning their backs on 
wha� already exists, and in the sense of being dissatisfied with 
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what is now the case. This is a new frontier, and I think what 
I'U do is just simply play the researcher and the clinician and the 
psychologist, toss out what I've learned and what I have to offer 
in the hope that one can make some use of it. 

This is a new frontier in another sense that you'll all have to dig 
into very, very deeply-a new psychological frontier. If I can 
summarize in advance what I'm going to say: What we have 
found during the last ten years or so is that, primarily, the 
sources of creativeness of the kind that we're really interested in, 
i.e., the generation of really new ideas, are in the depths of hu
man nature. We don't even have a vocabulary for it yet that's 
very good. You can talk in Freudian terms if you like, that is, 
you' can talk about the unconscious. Or in the terms of another 
school of psychological thought, you may prefer to talk about the 
real self. But in any case it's a de�per self. It is deeper in an 
operational way, as seen by the psychologist, or psychotherapist, 
that is, it is deeper in the sense that you have to dig for it. It is 
deep in the sense that ore is deep. It's deep in the ground. You 
have to struggle to get at it through surface layers. 

This is a new frontier in the sense that most people don't know 
about it, and also in another very peculiar sense tha\ has never 
occurred before in history. This is something that nOI only we 
don't know about, but that we're afraid to know about. That is, 
there is resistance to knowing about it. This is what I'll try to 
make clear. I'm speaking about what I'll call primary creative
ness rather than secondary creativeness, the primary creative
ness which comes out of the unconscious, which is the source of 
new discovery-of real novelty-of ideas which depart from what 
exists at this point. This is something different from what I'll 
call secondary creativity. This is the kind of productivity demon
strated in some recent researches of a psychologist by the name 
of Anne Roe, who finds it in group after group of well-known 
people-of capable, fruitful, functional, famous people. For in
stance. in one research she studied all the starred biologists in 
the AmerlC'an Men of SC'lenC'e. In another research she was 
able to study every paleontologist in the country. She was able 
to demonstrate a very peculiar paradox that we'll have to deal 
with, namely, that to a certain degree, many good scientists are 
what the psychopathologist or the therapist would call rather 
riSid people, rather constricted people, people who are afraid of 
their unconscious, in th� sense that I have mentioned. And you 
may then come to a peculiar conclusion that I've come to. I am 
used now to think ins of two kinds of science, and two kinds of 
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technology. Science can be defined, if you want to, as a tech� 
nique whereby uncreative people can create and discover, by 
working along with a lot of other people, by standing upon the 
shoulders of people who have come before them, by beinl 
cautious and careful and so on. Now, that 111 call secondary 
creativeness and secondary science. 

I think, however, that I can lay bare the primary creativeneu 
which comes out of the unconscious and which I have found in 
the specially creative people that I have selected out to study 
carefully. This kind of primary creativeness is very probably a 
heritage of every human being. It is a common and univeral 
kind of thing. Certainly it is found in all healthy children. It is 
the kind of creativeness that any healthy child had and which is 
then lost by most people as they Irow up. It is universal in 
another sense, that if you diS in a psychotherapeutic way, i.e., 
if you dig into the . unconscious layers of the person, you find it 
there. I shall give you only one example that you have probably 
all experienced yourselves. You know that in our dreams, we can 
be an awful lot more creative than we are in wakins life. We can 
be more clever, and wittier, and bolder, and mo.re original, and 
so on and so on. With the lid taken off, with the controls taken 
off, the repressions and defenses taken off, we find generally 
more creativeness than appears to the naked eye. I have been 
roaming around among my psychoanalyst friends recently tryinl 
to get from them an account of their experiences with the releue 
of creativeness. The universal conclusion of psychoanalysts, and 
I am sure of all other psychotheNlpists as well, is that general 
psychotherapy may normally be expected to release creativenas 
which did not appear before the psychotherapy took place. It 
will be a very difficult thing to prove it, but that is the impression 
they all have. , Call it expert opinion if you like. That is the im
pression of the people who are working at the job, for example, 
of helping people who would like to write but who are blocked. 
Psychotherapy can help them to release. to get over this block, 
and t\) get them started writing again. General experience 
therefore is that psychotherapy. or getting down to these deeper 
layers which are ordinarily repressed, will release a common 
heritage-something that we all have had-and that was lqst. 

There's a certain form of neurosis from which we can learn a 
great deal. in breaking into this problem. and which is an under
standable kind of thing. I think I will speak about that first. 
This is the compulsive-obsessive neurosis. 

These are rigid and tight people. people who can't play very 
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well. These are people who try to control their emotions and so 
look rather cold and frozen in the extreme case. They arc tense; 
they are constricted. And these are the people who in a normal 
state (of course when it's extreme it is a sickness that has to be 
handled by psychiatrists and psychotherapists) generally tend to 
be very orderly and very neat and very punctual and very syste
matic and very controlled and who make excellent bookkeepers, 
for instance, and so on. Now these people can be very briefly 
described in psychodynamic terms as "sharply split," possibly 
more sharply split than most of the rest of the population, as 
between what they are conscious of, what they know about them
selves, and what's concealed from themselves, what is uncon
scious or repressed. As we learn more about these people, 
and learn something about the reasons for the repressions, we 
are also learning that these reasons obtain for all of us in a lesser 
degree, and so again we've learned from the extreme case some
thing about the more average and the more normal. These peo
ple have to be this way. They have no alternative. They have no 
choice. This is the only way in which such a person can achieve 
safety, order, lack of threat, lack of anxiety, that is, via orderli
ness, predictability, control, and mastery. These desirable goals 
are all made possible for him by these particular techniques. 
The "new" is threatening for such a person, but nothing new can 
.happen to him if he can order it to his past experience, if he can 
freeze the world · of ftux, that is, if he can make believe nothing 
is changing. If he can proceed into the future on the basis of 
"well-tried" laws and rules, habits, modes of adjustment which 
have worked in the past, and which he will insist on using in the 
future, then he feels safe and he docsn't feel anxious. 

Why docs he have to do this? What's he afraid or! The an
swer of the dynamic psychologist is-in very general terms-that 
he is afraid of his emotions, or of his deepest instinctual urges, 
or his deepest self, which he desperately represses. He's gOI to! 
Or else he feels he'll go crazy. This internal drama of fear and 
defense is within one man's skin, but it tends by this man to be 
seneralizcd, projected outward on the whole world, and he is 
then apt to see the whole world in this fashion. What he's really 
fighting off are dangers within himself. but then anything that 
reminds him of or resembles these dangers within himself, he 
fights in the external world whenever he sees them. He fights 
against his own impulses to disorderliness by becoming extra 
orderly. And he will be threatened by disorderliness in the world 
because it reminds him, or threatens him with this revolution 
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from the suppressed, from within. Anythinl that endansers this 
control; anythinl that strengthens either the dangerous hidden 
impulses, or else weakens the defensive walls, will frishten and 
threaten this kind of person. 

Much is lost by this kind of process. Of course he can gain a 
kind of equilibrium. Such a man can live his life out without 
crackinl up. He can hold things under control. It is a desperate 

. effort at control. A 100d deal of his enerIY is taken up with it 
and so he is apt to let tired just simply controllinl himself. It is a 
source of fatigue. But he can manage, and set along by protect
inl himself alainst the danserous portions of his unconscious, or 
against his unconscious self. or his real self, which he has been 
taulht to relard as dangerous. He must wall off everythinl 
unconscious. There is a fable of an ancient tyrant who wis hunt
inl somebody who had insulted him. He knew this someone was 
walled up in a certain town, so he ordered every man in that town 
to be killed, just to be sure that the one person WOUldn't let 
away. The compulsive-obsessive does somethinl like that. He 
kills off and walls off everythinl unconscious in order to be sure 
that the danlerous portions of it don't get out. 

What I'm leading up to is that out of this unconscious, out of 
this deeper self, out of this portion of ourselves of which we len
erally are afraid and therefore try to keep under control, out of 
this comes the ability to play-to enjoy-to fantasy-to laush
to loaf-to be spontaneous, and. what's most important for us 
here, creativity, which is a kind of intellectual play, which is a 
kind of permission to be ourselves, to fantasy, to let loose, and to 
be crazy, privately. (Every really new idea looks crazy, at first.) 
The compulsive-obsessive lives up his primary creativeness. He 
lives up the possibilities for being artistic. He gives up his 
poetry. He gives up his imagination. He drowns all his healthy 
childishness. Furthermore, this applies also to what we call a 
lood adjustment, and what has been described very nicely as 
being able to fit into the right harness, that is, lettinl alonl 
well in the world, being realistic, common sense, being mature, 
taking on responsibility. I'm afraid that certain aspects of these 
adjustments involve a turning one's back upon what is threaten
inl to the lood adjustment. That is, these are kinds of dynamic 
efforts to make peace with the world and with the necessities of 
common sense, with the necessities of physical and biological 
and social realities. and this is generally at the cost of givin. up 
a portion of our deeper selves. It is not as dramatic in us as in 
the case I've described, but I am afraid that it' is becomina more 
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and more apparent that what we call a normal adult adjust
ment involves a turning one's back on what would threaten us as 
well. And what does threaten us is softness, fantasy, emotion, 
"childishness." One thing I haven't mentioned but have been 
interested in recently in my work with creative men (and un
creative men, too) is the horrible fear of anything that the per
son himself would call "femininity," "femaleness," which we 
immediately call "homosexual." If he's been brought up in a 
tough environment, "feminine" means practically everything 
that's creative: Imagination, fantasy, color, poetry, music, 
tenderness, languishing, being romantic, in general, are walled 
off as dangerous to one's picture of one's own masculinity. 
Everything that', called "weak- tends to be repressed in the 
normal masculine adult adjustment. And many things are caUed 
weak which we are learning are not weak at all. 

Now I think I can be of service in this area by discussing these 
unconscious processes, what the psychoanalyst calls "primary 
processes," and ·"secondary processes." It is a tough job to try to 
be orderly about disorderliness, and rational about irrationality, 
but we've got to do it. The following notes are from what I've 
been writing. 

These primary processes, these unconscious processes of 
cognizing. that is, of perceiving the world and of thinking, 
which interests us here. are very. very different flom the laws of 
common sense, good logic, of what the psychoanalyst calls the 
"secondary processes," in which we are logical, sensible, and 
realistic. When "secondary processes" are walled off from the 
primary processes, then both the primary processes suffer and 
the secondary processes suffer. At the extreme, the walling off 
of or the complete splitting off of logic. common sense, and 
rationality from the deeper layers of the personality produce 
the compulsive-obsessive person, the compulsively rational per
son, the one who can't live in the world of emotion at all, who 
doesn't know whether he's fallen in love or not, because love is 
illogical, who can't even permit himself to laugh very frequently 
because laughing isn't logiCal and rational and sensible. When 
this is walled off, when the person is split, then you've got a 
diseased rationality and also diseased primary processes. 
These secondary processes, walled off and dichotomized, can be 
I=Onsidered largely an organization generated by fears and by 
frustration, a system of defenses, repressions, and controls, of 
appeasement� and cunning underhanded negotiations with a 
frustrating and dangerous physical and social world which is the 
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only source of gratification of needs and which makes us pay 
very d�rly for whatever gratifications we sct from it . .  Such a 
sick conscious, or ego, or conscious self becomes aware of and 
then lives only by what it perceives to be the laws of nature and 
of society. This means a kind of blindneu. The compulsive- ' 
obsessive person not only loses much of the pleasures of living, 
but also he becomes cognitively blind to much of himself, much 
in other people. and even in nature. There is much he is blind 
to in nature even as a scientist. It is true that such people can get 
things done, but we must ask in the first place, as psychologists 
always ask, At whot co.rt-to himself'1 (because he's not a happy 
person), and secondly, we also ask the question about this 
business of getting things done- Which thing.r? And are they 
worthy of doing? 

The best case I ever ran across of a compulsive-obsessive 
man was one of my oid professors. He was a man who very 
characteristically saved things. He had all the newspapers that 
he had ever read, bound by weeks. I think each week was bound 
with a little red string, and then all the papers of the month 
would be put together and tied with a yellow string. His wife 
told me that he had a regular breakfast every day. Monday 
was orange juice, Tuesday was oatmeal, and Wednesday wu 
prunes, and so on, and Ood help her if there were prunes on 
Monday. He saved his old razor blades. He had all his old razor 
blades saved and packaged nicely with labels on them. When be 
first came into his laboratory, I remember that he labeled· every
thing, as such people will do. He had everything organized, and 
then put little stickers on them. I remember his spending hours 
trying to get a label on a little probe of the sort that didn't 
have any space for a label at all. And once I tumed up the lid of 
the piano in his laboratory and there was a label on it, identify
ing it as "Piano." Well. this kind of man is in real trouble. He 
is himself extremely unhappy. Now the kinds of things that this 
fellow did are pertinent to the question I raised above. These 
people get things done. but which things do they get done! Are 
they worthwhile things? Sometimes they are and sometimes 
they are not. We know also unfortunately that many of our 
scientists are of this type. It happens that, in this kind of work. 
such a poking character can be very very useful. Such a man 
can spend twelve years in poking at, let's say, the microdissectiop 
of the nucleus of a one-celled animal. It takes that kind of pa
tience and persistence and stubbornness and need-to-know that 
few people have. Society can most often use that sort of person. 
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Primary processes then in this dichotomized walled-oft'. feared 
sense-this is sick. But it nHdn't be sick. Deep down. we look at 
the world through the eyes of wishes and fean and aratifications. 
Perhaps it will help you if you think of the way in which a really 
youa. child looks at the world, looks at itself, and at other people. 
It is logical in the sense of havin. no negatives, no contradictions. 
no separate identities. no opposites, no mutual exclusions. Aris
totle doesn't exist for the primary processes. It is independent of 
control, taboos. discipline, inhibitions, delays, plannin., calcula
tions of possibility or impossibility. It has nothin. to do with time 
and space or with sequence, causality, order, or with the IaWi of 
the physical world. This is a world quite other than the physical 
world. When it is placed under the necessity of dislUisin. itself 
from conscious awareness to make thinp leas threatenin •• it can 
condense sevel'lll objects into one u in a dream. It can displace 
emotions from their true objects to other harmless ones. It can 
obscure by symbolizing. It can be omnipotent, ubiquitous, omni
scient. (Remember dreams, now. Everything · I've said hold. for 
the dream.) It has nothing to do with action for it can make thinp 
come to pass without doing or without acting, simply by fantasy. 
For most people it is preverbal, very concrete. closer to raw 
experiencing. and usually visual. It is prevaluational, premoral. 
pre�thical. precultural. It is prior to good and evil. Now, in mOlt 
civilized people just bectlUSe il hIlS bHn wlllittl off by this dicho
tomizing. it tends to be childish, immature, crazy, danaerous, 
frightening. Remember. I've given an example of the penon who 
has completely suppressed the primary processes. completely ' 
walled off the unconscious. Such a penon is a sick man in the . 
particular way which I have described. 

The person in whom the secondary processes of control. rea
son. order. logic. have completely crumbled. that man is a 
schizophrenic. He's a very. very sick man. too. 

I think one can see where this leads. In the healthy penon. and 
especially the healthy person who creates. I find that he has 
�omehow managed a fusion and a synthesis of both primary and 
secondary processes; both conscious and unconscious; both of 
deeper self and of conscious self. And he manaacs to do this 
gracefully and fr·uitfully. Certainly I can report that it is possible 
to do. even though it is not very common. It is certainly possible 
to help this process along by psychotherapy; deeper and longer 
psychotherapy can be even better. What happens in this fUlion 
is that both the primary processes and the secondary proc:esaes, 
partaking of each other. then change in character. The uncon-
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scious doesn't become frightening any more. This is the person 
who can live with his unconscious; live with. let's say. his childish
ness. his fantasy. his imagination. his wish fulfillment. his 
femininity. his poetic quality. his crazy �uality. He is the person. 
as one psychoanalyst said in a nice phrase "who can regress in 
the service of ego." This is voluntary regression. This person is 
the one who has that kind of creativeness at his disposal, readily 
available. that I think we're interested in. 

The compulsive-obsessive kind of man that I mentioned ear
lier. in the extreme instance, ('an ', play. He can't let go. Such a 
man tends to avoid parties for instance because he's so sensible 
and you're supposed to be a little silly at a party. Such a man is 
afraid to get a little tight because then his controls loosen up too 
much and for him this is a great danger. He has to be in control 
all the time. Such a person will probably make a horrible subject 
for hypnosis. He will probably get frightened by being anesthe
tized. or by any other loss of full consciousness. These are people 
who try to be dignified. orderly. conscious. rational at a party, 
where you are not supposed to be. Now this is what I mean 
when I say that the person who is comfortable enough with his 
unconscious is able to let go that much anyhow-a little crazy 
in this party sense; to be silly. to play along with a gag. and to 
enjoy it; and to enjoy being nutty for a little while anyhow-in 
the service of the ego" as the psychoanalyst has said. This is like 
a conscious. voluntary regression-instead of trying to be digni
fied and controlled at all times. ( I  don't know why this comes to 
mind: It's about one person who is descri.bed as "strutting." 
even when he is sitting on a chair.) 

Perhaps I can now say something more about this openness to 
the unconscious. This whole business of psychotherapy. of self
therapy. of self-knowledge is a difficult process because. as 
things stand now for most of us. the conscious and the uncon
scious are walled off from each other. How do you get these 
two worlds. the psychic world and the wol'ld of reality, to be 
comfortable with each other? In goneral. the process of psycho
therapy is a matter of slow confrontation. bit by bit. with the 
help of a technician, with the uppermost layers of the uncon
scious. They are exposed and tolerated and assimilated and tum 
out to be not so dangerous after all. not so horrible. Then comes 
the next layer. and then the next. in this same process of getting 
a person to face something which he is terribly afraid of. and 
then find in, when he does face it. that there was nothing to be 
afraid of in the first place. He has been afraid of it because he 
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has been looking at it through the eyes of the child that he used 
to be. This is childish misinterpretation. What the child was 
afraid of and therefore repressed. was pushed beyond the reach 
of common-sense learning and experience and growing up. and 
it has to stay there until it's dragged out by some special process. 
The conscious must become strong enough to dare friendlin'ess 
with the enemy. 

A fair parallei can be found in the relations between men and 
women throughout history. Men have been afraid of women and 
have therefore dominated them. unconsciously. for very much 
the IIBme reasons I believe that they have been afraid of their 
primary processcs. Remember that the dynamic psychologists 
are apt to think that much of the relationship of men to women 
is determined by the fact that' women will remind men of their 
own unconscious. that is of their own femaleness. their own 
softness. their own tenderness. and so on. And therefore fighting 
women or trying to control them or to derogate them has been 
part of this effort to control these unconscious forces which are 
within everyone of us. Between a frightened master and a resent
ful slave no true love is possible. Only as men become strong 
enough. self-confident enough. and integrated enough can they 
tolerate and finally enjoy self-actuali:ting women. women who 
are full human beings. But no man fulfills himself without such 
a woman. in principle. Therefore strong men and strong women 
are the condition of each other. for neither can exist without the 
olber. They are also the cause of the other. because women grow 
men and men grow women. And finally of course, they are the 
reward of each other. If you are a good enough man, that's the 
kind of woman you'll get and that's the kind of woman you'll de
IICrve. Therefore, going back to our parallel. healthy primary 
processes and healthy secondary processes. that is, . healthy fan
tasy and healthy rationality. need each other's help in order to 
fuse into 8 true integration. 

Chronolosically. our knowledge of primary processes was 
derived first from studies of dreams and fantasies and neurotic 
processes. and later of psychotic. insane processes. Only little 
by little has this knowledge been freed of its taint of pathology. 
of irrationality. of immaturity. and primitiveness. in the bad 
IICnse. Only recently have we become aware. fully aware. from 
our studies of healthy people. of the creative process. of play. of 
aesthetic perception. of the meaning of healthy love. of healthy 
srowing and becoming. of healthy education. that every human 
being is both poet and engineer. both rational and nonrational. 
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both child and adult. both masculine and feminine. both in the 
psychic world and in the world of nature. Only slowly have we 
learned what we lose by trying daily to be on�I' and purt�I' ra
tional. on�I' "scientific," on�I' logical, on(l' sensible, on�I' prac
tical, on�\' responsible. Only now are we becoming quite sure 
that the integrated person. the fully evolved human, the fully 
matured person, must be available to himself at both these 
levels. simultaneously. Certa inly it is now obsolete to stigmatize 
this unconscious side of human nature as sick rather than 
healthy. That's the way Freud thought of it originally but we are 
learning d ifferent now. We are learning that complete health 
means being available to yourself at all levels. We can no longer 
call this side "evil" rather than "good," lower rather than higher, 
selfish rather than unselfish, beastly rather · than human. 
Throughout human history and especially the history of Western 
civilization, and more especially the history of Christianity has 
there tended to be this dichotomy. No longer can we dichotomize 
ourse lves into a cave man and a civilized man, into a devil and a 
sa int. We can now see this as an illegitimate dichotomy, an 
illegitimate "either l or," in which by the very process of splitting 
and dichotomizing we create a sick "either" and a sick "or," that 
is to say, a sick conscious and a sick unconscious, a sick ration
ality. and sick impulses. ( Rationality can be quite si"ck, as you 
can see on the television very quickly wi� all the quiz programs. 
I heard of one poor fellow. a specialist in ancient history, who 
was making an awful lot of money, who told somebody that he 
had gotten this way simply by memorizing the whole Cambridge 
A ncient History. He started with page one and went ott right 
through. and now he knows every date and name in it' -The poor 
guy! There is a story by O. Henry about a man who decided that 
since the encyclopedia encompassed all knowledge, he wouldn't 
bother going to school, but would simply memorize the encyclo
pedia. He started with the A's, worked his way on through the 
B's, Cs, and so on. Now that's a sick rationality.) 

Once we transcend and resolve this dichotomy, once we can 
put these together into the unity in which they are originally, for 
instance. in the healthy child, in the Ihealthy adult. or in specially 
creative people. then we can recognize that the dichotomizing 
or the splitting is itself a pathological process. And then it be
comes possible for one's civil war to end. This is precisely what 
happens in people that I call self-actualizing. The simplest way to 
describe them is as psychologically healthy people. It is (>Xac#I' 
what we find in such people. When we pick out from the popu-
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lation the healthiest I per cent or fraction of I per cent. then 
these people have in the course of their lifetime • .  sometimes with 
the benelit of therapy. sometimes without, been able to put 
together these two worlds. and to live comfortably in both of 
them. I've described the healthy person as having a healthy 
childlikeness. It's hard to put it into words because the word 
"childlikeness" customarily means the opposite of maturity. If 
I say that the most mature human beings living are also childlike, 
it sounds like a contradiction. but actually it is not. Perhaps I 
could put it in terms of the party example I spoke of. The most 
mature people are the ones that can have the most fun. I think 
that's a more acceptable phrasing of it. These are also people who 
can regress at will, who can become childish and play with chil
dren and be close to them. I don't think it's any accident that 
children generally tend to like them and get along with them. 
They can regress to that level. Involuntary regression is of course 
a very dangerous thing. Voluntary regression. however, appar
ently is characteristic of very healthy people. 

Now as for practical suggestions about achieving this fusion I 
don't quite know. The only really practicable one that I know i n  
Ordinary practice for making this fusion within the person is 
psychotherapy. And this is certainly not a practicable or even a 
welcome suggestion. There are possibilities. of course. of self
analysis and self-therapy. Any technique which will increase 
self-knowledge in depth should in principle increase one's 
creativity by making available to oneself these sources of fan� 
tasy. play with ideas. being able to sail right out of the world 
and off the earth; getting away from common sense. Common 
sense means living in the world as it is today. but creative people 
are people who don't want the world as it is today but want to 
make another world. And in order to be able to do that. they 
have to be able to sail right off the surface of the earth. to imag
ine. to fantasy. and even to be crazy. and nutty. and so on. The 
suggestion that I have to make. the practical suggestion for 
people who manage creative personnel. is simply to watch out 
for such peopte as they already exist and then to pluck them out 
and hang on to them. 

I think I was able to be of service to one company by making 
this recommendation. I tried to describe to them what these pri
mary-creative people are like. They are precisely the ones that 
make trouble in an organization. usually. I wrote down a list of 
some of their characteristics that would be guaranteed to make 
trouble. They tend to be unconventional; they t�nd to be a little 
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bit queer: unrealistic: they are often caUed undisciplined; some
times inexact; ''unscientific," that is, by a specific definition of 
science. They tend to be called childish by their more compulsive 
colleagues. irresponsible. wild. crazy. speculative. uncritical, 
irregular. emotional. and so on. This sounds like a description of 
a bum or a Bohemian or an eccentric. And it should be stressed. I 
suppose. that in the early stages of creativeness. you've got to be 
a bum. and you've got to be a Bohemian, you've got to be crazy. 
The "brainstorming" technique may help us toward a recipe for 
being creative as this comes from people who have already suc
cessfully been creative; they let themselves be like this in the 
early stages of thinking. They let themselves be completely un
critical. They allow all sorts of wild ideas to come into their 
heads. And in great bursts of emotion and enthusiasm. they may 
scribble out the poem or the formula or the mathematical solu
tion or'. work up the theory. or design the experiment. Then. 
and only then. do they become secondary. become more rational. 
more controlled. and more critical. If you try to be rational and 
controlled and order� in this first stage of the process. you4ll 
never get to it. Now the brainstorming technique. as I remember 
it. consisted in just this-in not being critical-letting yourself 
play with ideas-free association-letting them come out on the 
table. in profusion. and then only later on. tossing away those 
idells which are bad, or useless, and retaining the ones which 
are good. If you are afraid of making this kind of crazy mistake, 
then you'll never get any of the bright ideas either. 

Of course this kind of Bohemian business is not necessarily 
uniform or continued. I am talking about people who are able to 
be like that ..... hen they want to b, (regression in the service of the 
ego; voluntary regression; voluntary craziness; voluntary going 
into the unconscious). These same people can afterward put on 
their caps and gowns and become grown-up, .rational, sensible, 
orderly. and so on, and examine with a critical eye what they 

. produced in a great burst of enthusiasm. and creative fervor. 
Then they can say sometimes, "It felt wonderful while it was 
being born. but it's no good," and toss it away. A truly integrated 
person can be both secondary and primary; both childish and 
mature. He can regress and then come back to reality, becoming 
then more controlled and critical in his responses. 

I mention that this was of use to one company or at least to 
this one person in the company who was in charge of creative 
personnel, because it was precisely this sort of person he'd been 
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firing. He had laid very great stress on taking orders well and on 
being well adjusted to the organization. 

I don't know how an organization manager is going to work 
. these things out. I don't know what would happen to morale. 
This is not my problem. 1 don't know how it would be possible 
to use such characters in the middle of an organization which has ' 
to do the orderly work that ensues upon the idea. An idea is just 
the beginninl in a very complex process of working out. That's a 
problem that we'll be working out i n  this country more than any 
other place on the face of the earth, I guess, during the next dec
ade or so. We've got to face it. Huge sums of money now are go
ina into research and development. The management of creative 
personnel becomes a new problem. 

However, I have no doubt that the standard of practice which 
has worked well in large organizations absolutely needs modifi
cation and revision of some sort. We'll have to find some way of 
permitting people to be individualistic in an organizaJion. I don't 
know how it will be done. I think it will have to be a practical 
kind of working out, just simply trying out this and trying out 
that and trying out the other, and finally coming to kind of an 
empirical conclusion. I would say that it would be a help to be 
able to spot these as characteristics, not only of craziness but also 
of creativeness. ( By the way, I don't want to put in a good rec
ommendation for everybody who behaves like this. Some of 
them actually art> crazy.) Now we've got to learn to distinguish. 
It's a question of learning to r(ospect or at least to look with an 
open eye on people of this sor and trying somehow to fit them 
into society. Customarily today such people are lone wolves. You 
will find them, I think, more in the academic situation than you 
will in large organizations or large corporations. They tend to be 
more comfortable there because they're permitted to be as crazy 
as they like. Everybody expects professors to be crazy, anyhow, 
and it doesn't make much difference to anyone. They're not be- • 
holden to anyone else except for their teaching, perhaps. But the 
professor has time enough ordinarily to go off into his attic or 
his basement and dream up all sorts of things. whether they are 
practical or not. In an organization you've got to give out. 
ordinarily. It·s like! a story I heard recently. Two psychoanalysts 
met e.ch other at a party. One analyst walked up to the other 
analyst and slapped him in the face without any warning. The 
analyst who was slapped looked startled for a moment and then 
shrugged his shoulders and said. "Thal's his problem;" 
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The Need for Creative People 

The question is. Who is interested in creativity? And my answer 
is that practically everybody is.· This interest is no longer confined 
to psychologists and psychiatrists. Now it has become a question 
of national and international policy as well. People in general, 
and especially the military. the politicians. and the thoughtful 
patriots. all must soon come to the following realization: there is 
a military stalemate and it looks as if there will continue to be. 
The function of the army today is essentially to prevent war rath
er than to make war. Therefore the continui'18 struggle between 
the large political systems. i.e .• the cold war. will continue to be 
waged. but in a nonmilitary fashion. That system will prevail 
which will appeal to other neutral people. Which turns out • 
better kind of person. more brotherly. more peaceable. less 
greedy. more lovable. more respect-worthy? Who will attract 
the African and Asian peoples? etc., etc. 

In general. then. the more psychologically healthy (or more 
highly evolved) person is a political necessity. He has to be a 
person who is not hated'. a person who .can get along and be 
friendly. deeply friendly with anybody. including Africans and 
Asians. who are very quick to detect any condescension or 
prejudice or hatred. Certainly one of the characteristics that is 
necessary is that the citizen of the country which will lead and 
win out must not have race prejUdice. He must feel brotherly. he 
must feel like helping. he must be a trustworthy leader rather 
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than someone who is mistrusted. In the long run he must not be 
authoritarian. not sadistic. etc. 

Universal Needs 

But in addition to this. there is another. possibly more immedi
ate necessity for any viable political. social. economic system. 
and that is to turn out more creative people. This is the same 
kind of consideration that weighs so heavily with our great in
dustries. because they are all so aware of possible obsolescence. 
They are all aware that however rich and prosperous they may 
be at this moment. they may wake up tomorrow morning to find 
that some new product has been invented which makes them ob
solete. What will happen to the automobile manufacturets if 
someone comes out with a cheap. personal-travel technique of 
some kind. one which could sell at half the price of an auto
mobile? -As a consequence. every rich corporation that can 
afford it pours back a very large percentage of its money into 
research and development of new products. as well as into the 
improvement of the old ones. The parallel on the international 
scene is the armament race. It is perfectly true that there is a care
ful balance now of deterrent weapons and bombs and bombers. 
etc. But supposing something happened next year of the kind 
that happened when the Americans invented the atom bomb? 

Therefore there is also a huge amount of research and de
velopment now going on. under the head of defense or military 
expenditures in all the large countries. Each must try to discover 
firsi that new weapon which will make all present weapons obso
lete. I think that the rulers of the powerful countries are begin
ning to realize that the people who are capable of discovering 
such things are that peculiar breed to whom they have always 
been reftexly antagonistic. i.e .• the creative persons. Now they 
will have to learn about the management of creative personnel. 
the early selection of creative persons. the education and foster
ing of creative persons. and the like. 

In essence. this is why I think so many more of our leaders to
day are interest-ed in the theory of creativeness. The historical 
situation with which we are confronted helps to create an inter
est in creativeness among thoughtful people. among social 
philosophers. and many other kinds of people. Our era is more in 
ftux. more in process. more rapidly changing than any previous 
one in history. The rate of acceleration of accumulation of new 
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scientific facts. of new inventions. of new technological develop
ments. of new psychological happenings. of increased affluence. 
presents every human being today with a situation different from 
any that has ever happened before. Among other things. this new 
lack of continuity and stability from past to the present into the 
future makes all sorts of changes necessary which many people 
don't realize yet. For instance. the whole process of education, 
especially of technical and professional education. has chanaed 
entirely in the last few decades. To make it simple. there is little 
use in learning facts; they become obsolete too fast. There is 
little use in learning techniques; they become obsolete almost 
overnight. It is of little use. for instance. for professors of enli
neering to teach their students all the techniques that they them
selves learned back in their school days; these techniques are 
almost useless . now. In effect. we are confronted · in practically 
every area of life with obsolescence of old facts and theories and 
methods. We are all a bunch of buggy-whip makers whose skills 
are now useless. 

New TeQ('hing Concepts 

What is then the correct way of teaching people to be. e.g .• en
gineers'! It is quite clear that we must teach them to be creative 
persons. at least in the sense of being able to confront novelty, to 
improvise. They must not be afraid of change but rather must 
be able to be comfortable with change and novelty. and if pos
sible (because best of all) even be able to en.io,l' novelty and 
change. This means that we must teach and train engineers not 
in the old and standard sense. but in the new sense. i.e., "crea
tive" engineers. 

This. in general. is also true of executives. leaders, and ad
ministrators in business and industry. They must be people who 
are capable of coping with the inevitably rapid obsolescence of 
any new product. or of any old way of doing things. They must be 
people who will not fight change but who will anticipate it. and 
who can be challenged enough by it to enjoy it. We must develop 
a race of improvisers. of "here:-now" creators. We must define 
the skillful person or the trained person. or the educated person 
in a very different way than we used to (i.e .• not as one who has a 
rich knowledge of the past so that he can profit from past ex
periences in a future emergency). Much that we have called 
learning has become useless. Any kind of learning which is the 
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simple application of the past to the present. or .the use of past 
techniques in the present situation has become obsolete in many 
areas of life. Education can no longer be considered essentially 
or only a learning process; it is now also a character training. a 
person-training process. Of course this is not oflURtlhtr true. but 
it is very largely true. and it will become truer and truer year by 
year. ( I  think this is perhaps the most radical and blunt and un
mistakable way of saying what I am trying to say.) The past has 
become almost useless in some areas of life. People who depend 
too much upon the past have become almost useless in many 
professions. We need a new kind of human being who can di- . 
vorce himself from his past. who feels strong and courageous 
and trusting enough to trust himself in the present situation. 
to handle the problem well in an improvising way. without 
previous preparation. if need be. 

All of this adds up to increased emphasis on psychological 
health and strength. It means an increased valuing of the ability 
to pay the fullest 'attention to the here-now situation. to be able 
to listen well. to be able to see well in the concrete. immediate 
moment before us. It means that we need people who are dif
ferent from the average kind of person who confronts the present 
all if it were a repetition of the past. and who uses the present 
simply all a period in which he prepares for future threats and 
dangers. which he doesn't trust himself enough to meet unpre
pared when the time comes. This new kind of human being that 
we would need even if there were no cold war. and even if we 
were all united in a brotherly species. is needed simply to con
front the new kind of world in which we live. 

The cold war considerations that I have talked about above. as 
well as the new kind of world we are now confronting. force 
certain other necessities upon our discussion of creativeness. 
Since in essence we are. talking about a kind of person. a kind 
of philos9Phy. a kind of character. then the stress shifts away 
from stress on created products. and technological innovations 
and aesthetic products and innovations. etc. We must become 
more interested in the creative process. the creative attitude. the 
creative person. rather than in the creative product alone. 

Therefore it seems to me a better strategy to tum more atten
tion to the inspiration phase of creativeness rather than to the 
working-out phase of creativeness. i.e.. to "primary creative
ness" rather than to "secondary creativeness" (89). 

We must. more often. use as our example not the finished 
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work of art or science which il socially uaeful. but rather we mUit 
focul our attention on improvilinl. on the flexible and adapta
ble. efficient confront ins of any here-now situation which tU.rnI 
up. whether It is imporlant or unimportant. This il so �use 
USinl the finished product as a criterion introduces too many 
confusions with load work habitl. with stubbornneu. discipline. 
palienee. with load editinl abilities. and other characteristics 
which have nothinl directly to do with creativeness. or at leut 
are not unique to it. 

All of thM considerations make it even mort desirable to 
study creativeness in children rather than in adults. Here many 
of the confounding and contaminating problems are avoided. 
For instance. here we can no longer stress socii I innovation or 
social usefulness or the created product. Also we can avoid con
fusing the issue by avoidinl preoccupation with lreat inborn tal
ent (which seems to hive little coni'lection with the universal 
creativeness that we are all heir to). 

These arc some of the realons why I consider nonverbal edu
cation 110 important. e.g . •  through art. throulh music. throulh 
dancinl. I am not particularly interested in the training of artists 
because in any case this is done in a different way. Neither am I 
much interested in the children having a good time. nor even in 
art as therapy. For that matter I am not even interested in art 
education. ptT S('. What I am really interested in is the new kind 
of education which we must develop which moves toward foster
ing the new kind of human being thlt we need. the process 
person. the creative person. the improvisinl person, the self
trusting. courageous person, the autonomous person. It just 
happens to be a historical accident that the art educators Ire the 
ones who went off in this direction first. It could just as easily be 
true of mathematical education and I hope it will be on� day. 

Certainly mathematics or history or literature are still tausht 
today in most places in an authoritarian. memorizing way (al
though already. this is not true for the very newellt kind of educa
tion for improvising. for guessing. for creativeness. for pleasure 
that J. Bruner has been writinl about. and that the mathema
ticians and physicists have created for the hiSh schools). The 
question again is how to teach children to confront the here-now. 
to improvise. etc .• that is. how to become creative people. able to 
assume the creative attitude. 

The new education-through-art movement with its stress on 
nonobjectivity is one subject in which right and wrong are much 
less involved. in which correctness and incorrectness can be 
pushed aside. and in which therefore the child can be confronted 
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with himself. with his own courage or anxiety. with his stereo
types or his frellhnes». etc. A good way to say this ill that where 
reality has been withdrawn. we have a good projective test lIit
uation. and we therefore hne a 100d psychotherapeutic or 
arowth situation. This is exactly what is done both in projective 
testina and in inllight therapy; i.e . •  reality. correctneti5. adapta
bility to the world. physical and chemical and biological de
terminers are all removed. so that the psyche can reveal itself 
more freely. I might even go so far as to say that in this respect. 
education through art is a kind of therapy and growth technique. 
because it pcrmil!i the deeper layers of the psyche to emerge. 
and therefore to be encouraged. fostered. trained. and educated. 





PART III 

Valu e s  
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Fusions of Facts and Values 

I shall begin with an explanation of what I have called peak 
experiences because it is in such experiences that my thesis i. 
most easily and amply demonstrated. The term peak experi
ences is a generalization for the best moments of the human being. 
for the happiest moments of life. for experiences of ecstasy. 
rapture. bliss. of the greatest joy. I found that such experiences 
came from profound aesthetic experiences such as creative 
ecstasies. moments of mature love. perfect sexual experiences. 
parental love. experiences of natural childbirth. and many others. 
I use the one term-peak experiences-as a kind of generalized 
and abstract concept because I discovered that all of these 
ecstatic experiences had some characteristics in common. In
deed. I found that it was possible to make a generalized. ab
stract schema or model which could describe their common 
characteristics. The word enables me to speak of all or any of 
these experiences in the same moment (66. 88. 89). 

When I asked my subjects. after they had described their 
peak experiences. how the .world looked different to them dur
ing these times, I received answers which also could be ache" 
matized and generalized. Actually. it is almost necessary to do 
this for there is no other way oC encompassing the thousands 
of words or descriptions which have been given to me. My own 
boiling-down and condensation of this multitude of words, and 
these many descriptions of the way the world looks to them, 
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from perhaps a hundred people, during and after peak experi
ences would be: truth, beauty, wholeness, dichotomy-transcen
dence, aliveness-process, uniqueness, perfection, necessity, 
completion, justice, order, simplicity, richness, effortlessne.s, 
playfulness, and self-sufficiency. 

While it is perfectly true that this is one person's condensa
tion and boiling-down, I have little doubt but that anyone else 
would come up with approximately the same list of charac
teristics. I am confident that it would not be very different, at 
least not beyond differences in choice of synonyms or of par-
ticular words of description. . 

These words are highly abstract. How could it be otherwiae? 
Each word has the task of including many kinds of direct ex
perience under one rubric or one heading. This means neces
sarily that such a rubric would be widely encompassinl, which 
is to say, very abstract. 

These are the ways in which the world is variously character
ized when seen in peak experiences. There may '� differences 
in stress or in degree, i.e., during the peak experiences the world 
looks mort honest and naked, mort true, or is reported to look ' 
more beautiful than at other times. 

. 

I want to stress that these are claimed to be descriptive 
characteristics; the ,reports say these are facts about the world. 
They are the descriptions , of what the world appears to be, 
what it looks like, even, they claim, of what it is. They are in 
the same category as the descriptions that a newspaper reporter 
or a scientific observer would use after witnessing some event. 
They are not "ought" or "should" statements, nor are they 
merely projections of the investigator's wishes. They are not 
hallucinations; they are not merely emotional states, Iackina 
cognitive reference. They are reported as illuminations, as true 
and veridical characteristics of reality which previous blindness 
has hidden from them.' 

I This problem of the veridicality of mYltic iIIuminationa is  cenainly an 
old problem. The very roots and orilin. of reliaion are involved. but we 
must be very careful not to be seduced by the absolute subjective cenainty 
of the mystiCl and of the lfealr. experiencen. To them, truth hu been re
vealed. Most of UI have experienced this same certitude in our moment. of 
revelation. 

However. one thina that mankind ha. learned duri.,. three tbouaand 
yeal'l of recorded history il that thi' subjective certainty is not enouah: 
there must also be external validation. There mUlt be lome way of check ina 
the truth of the claim. some mealure of the fruits. some praamatic test: we 
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But especia.11y we-psychologists and psychiatrists-are at the 
beginning of a new age in science. In our psychotherapeutic 
experience. we have seen occasional illuminations. peak ex
periences. desolation experiences. insights and ecstasi�s. both 
in our patients and in ourselves. We are used to them; and we 
have learned that though not all of them are valid. some of 
them most certainly are. " 

It is the chemist. the biologist. or the engineer who will con
tinue to have trouble with this old / new notion that truth may 
come in this old / riew way: in a rush. in an emotional illumina
tion. in a kind of eruptio,n. through broken walls. through re
sistances. through the overcoming of fears. We are the ones 
who specialize in dealing with dangerous truths. with the 
truths which threaten self-esteem. 

This scientific skepticism of the impersonal, even in the im
personal realm. is unwarranted . The history of science. or at 
least of the great scientists. is a story of sudden and ecstatic 
insights into the truth. truth which is then slowly. carefully. 
cautiously validated by more pedestrian workers who function 
more like coral insects than like eagles. 1 think. for instance. of 
visions like ' Kekule's d ream of the benzene ring. 

Too many people of limited vision define the essence of sci
ence as cautious checking. validating of hypotheses. finding out 
if other people's ideas are correct or not. But. insofar as science 
is also a technique of discovery. it will have to learn how to fos
ter peak-experience insights and visions and then how to 
handle them as data. Other examples of Being-knowledge
veridical perception of hitherto unperceived truth in peak 
experiences-come frorr. the perspicuity gained through Being
love. from certain religious experiences. from certain group
therapy experiences of intimacy. from intellectual illuminations. 
or from pl'ofound aesthetic experiences. 

In the last few months. a brand-new possibility for the vali
dation of B-knowledge (illumination-knowledge) has opened 
up. In three different universities, LSD was able to cure alco
holism in about 50 per cent of the cases ( I ). Once we have re-

mU!Jt approach these claims with some reserve, some caution, some sober
nes!J. Too many visionaries, seers, and prophets !lave turned out to be in
correct after .fHlinR absolutely certain. , 

This kind of disillusioning experience is one of the historical roots of 
science: the "mistrust of claims of personal revelation. Official, classical 
!lCience hiS long since rejected private revelations and illuminations as not 
beina wonhy data in themselves. 
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covered from our happiness at learning about this great bleu
ing, this unexpected miracle and, since we are insatiable 
human beings, we inevitably ask: "How about the ones who 
don't recover?" I quote from a letter from Dr. A. Hoffer, dated 
February 8, 1963: 

We have deliberately used P.E. (peak experience) as a 
therapeutic weapon. Our alcoholics who receive LSD or mes
caline are given P� E. using music, visual stimuli. words. SUI
gestion, anything which will give them what they say is a P.E. 
We have treated over five hundred alcoholics and certain 
general rules can be enunciated. One is that in general the 
majority of alcoholics who respond by sobriety after treat
ment have had P. E. Conversely, hardly' any who have not 
had P. E. respond. 

. 

We also have strong data which suggest that affect is the 
chief component of P. E. When LSD subjects are first given 
�nicillamlne for two days they have an experience which is 
Identical with the one normally gained from LSD, but where 
there is a marked dampening of affect. They observe all the 
visual changes, have all the changes in thinking, but they are 
emotionally ftat and are more nonparticipant observers than 
participants. These subjects do not have P.E. In addition, only 
1 0  per cent do well after treatment compared to our expected 
60 per cent recovery on several large follow-up studies. 
Now we make our big jump: This same list of described 

characteristics of reality, of the world, seen at certain times. is 
just about the same as what have been called the eternal 
values, the eternal verities. We see here the old familiar trinity 
of truth, beauty, and goodness. That is to say, this list of de
scribed characteristics is also simultaneously a list of values. 
These characteristics are what the great religionists and philos
ophers have valued. and this is practically the same list that 
most serious thinkers of mankind have agreed upon as the 
ultimate or highest value of life. 

To repeat. my first statement is in the realm of science. de
fined as . public. Anyone can do the same thing; anyone can 
check for himself: anyone can use the same procedure that I 
have used and can. objectively if h, wishes. record on tape the 
things that are said in answer to the questions I posed and 
then make them public. That is, what I am reporting is public. 
repeatable. confirmable or not: it is even quantifiable if you 
wish. It is stable and reliable in the sense that when I repeat 
the operation I get approximately the same results. Even by 
the most orthodox. positivistic definitions of nineteenth-cen-
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tury science. this is a scientific statement. It is a cognitive 
statement. a description of the characteristics of reality. of the 
cosmos. of the world out there. outside the person who is re
poning and describing. oj 'the world as perceived. These data 
can be worked with in the traditional fashion of science. and 
their degree of truth or u,ntruth can be determined.2 

And yet. exactly the same statement about the way the 
world looks, is also a value statement. These are the most in
spiring values of life; these are the ones that people are willing 
to die for; these are the ones they are willing to pay for with 
elort. pain. and torture. These are also the "highest" values in 
the sense that they come most often to the best people. in their 
best moments. under the best conditions. These are the defini
tions of the higher life, of the good life. of the spiritual life. 
and. I may also add. these are the far goals of psychotherapy, 
and the far goals of education in the broadest sense. These are 
qualities for which we admire the great men of human history, 
that characterize our herocs. our saints. even our Gods. 

1bcrefore. this cognitive statement is the same as this valu
ing statement. Is becomes the same as ought. Fact becomes the 
same as value. The world which is the case, which is described 
and perceived. becomes the same as the world which is valued 
and wished for. The world which is becomes the world which 
OUIfht to be. That which ought to be has come to pass, in other 
words. facts have here fused with values.l 

DijJ/culty with the Word " Values. " It is clear that what I 

, 2  Further researches are possible for anyone who is interested in doinS 
them. My students and I have done some. For instance. in one very simple 
experiment. done.only in order to show what it was possible to do. we 
found that college lirls had such peak experiences silnificantly more of
ten from the experience of being loved. College men. on the other hand. 
significantly more often sot their peaks from victory. success. from over
coming. and from achievement. This coincides with our common-sense 
knowledse. and also with OIU clinical experience. Many other researches 
of this sort can be done: the field is wide open for research especially now 
that we know peak experiences can often be deliberately brought about 
by drugs . 

• 1 AI tM very beginning. I wish to avoid confusion over the word "ought" 
a8 I am usinS it here. wilh the "neurotic shoulds" of Horney as sel forth. 
for instance. in Chapler J of Neurosis and Human Growth (49). What 
man ill supposed 10 be is often extrinsic. arbilnlfY. a priurl. perfection
istic-in a word. unrealistic. I am usinS the word "ouSht" here as intrinsic 
to the orlanism. as actual potentiality which can actually be fulfilled and 
which had better be fulfilled under pain of illness. 
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have discussed has something to do with values (21 ,  93), no 
matter how the word is defined. However, "'values" are de
fined in many ways, and mean different things to different 
people. As a matter of fact, it is so confusing semantically that 
I am convinced we will soon give up this catchall word in 
favor or more precise and more operational definitions for 
each of the many submeanings that have been attached to it. 

To use another image, we can think of the concept "'values" 
as a big container holding all sorts of miscellaneous and value 
things. Most of the philosophical writers about values have 
tried to find a simple formula or definition which would tie to
gether everything in the container, even though many of the 
things inside were there by accident. They ask-"What does the 
word really mean?" -forgetting that it doesn't really mean any
thing, that it's just a label. Only pluralistic description can 
serve, that is. a catalogue of all the diffe�nt ways in which the 
word "'value" is actually used by different people 

What follows is a series of brief observations, hypotheses, 
and questions about various facets of this problem; various 
ways in which facts and values may be said to fuse or to ap
proach fusion. in various senses of the word "values" and in 
various senses of the word "facts." This is like a shift f4-om a 
debate among lexicographers to a focus on operations and ac
tual happenings in the realm of psychology and psychotherapy: 
from the world of semantics to the world of nature. Actually, 
this would be a first step toward bringing these problems into 
the realm of science (broadly defined to include experiential 
data as well as objective data). 

Psychotherapy as an "Ought-Is-Quest. " I want now to apply 
this kind of thinking to the phenomenon of psychotherapy and 
self-therapy. The questions that people ask in the search for 
identity. rea) self, etc., are very largely "ought" questions: 
What ought I to do? What ought I to be? How should I solve 
this conflict situation? Should I pursue this career or that one? 
Should I let divorced or not? Should I live or die? 

Most untutored people are quite willing to answer these 
questions directly. "If I were you . . .  " they say. and then pro
ceed with suggestions and advice. But technically trained peo
ple have learned that this doesn't work or is even harmful. We 
don't say what we think another ought to do. 

What we have learned is that ultimately, the best way for a 
person to discover what he ought to do is to find out who and 
what he is. because the path to ethical and value decisions. to 
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wiser choices, to oughtness, is via "isness," via the discovery 
of facts, truth, reality, the nature of the particular penon. The 
more he knows about his own nature, his deep wishes, his 
temperament, his constitution, what he seeks and yearns for 
and what really satisfies him, the more effortless, automatic, 
and epiphenomenal become his value choices. (This is one of 
the great Freudian discoveries, and one which is often over
looked.) Many problems simply disappear; many others are 
easily solved by knowing what is in conformity with one', 
nature, what is suitable and right.4 (And we must also remem
ber that knowledge of one's own deep nature is also simultane
ously knowledge of human nature in general.) 

That. is to say, we help him to search for "oughtness" via 
"facticity." Discovering one's real nature is simultaneously an 
ought quest and an is quest. This kind of value quest, since it 
is a quest for knowledge, facts, and information, that ii, for 
the truth, is squarely within the jurisdiction of a sensibly de
fined science. As for the psychoanalytic method as well as all 
other noninterfering, uncovering, Taoistic therapeutic meth
ods, I can S8¥ with equal accuracy that they are scientific 
methods on the one hand, and value-discovering on the other; 
this kind of therapy is an ethical quest, even a religious quest 
in the naturalistic sense. 

Observe here that the process of therapy and the goals of 
therapy (another contrast between is and ought) are indis
tinguishable. To separate the two becomes merely ludicrous or 
tragic. The immediate goal of therapy is to find out what the 

4 The achtevement of identity. authenticity. self-realization. etc., definitely 
does not automatically solve 0/1 ethical problems. Even after the pseudo
problems fade away. there are many real problems left. But. oi course, 
even these real problems are likely to be handled better by a man with 
clear eyes. Honesty with oneself and clear knowledge of one's nature is an 
inevitable prerequisite to authentic moral decisions. But I do not wish to 
imply that it is enouah to be authentic and self-knowing. Authentic self
knowledge is definitely not enough for many decisions; it i. absolutely 
necessary. but it is not sufficient. And also, I leave aside here the undoubted 
educational characteristics of psychotherapy, i.e., the unwitting indoctrin
ation with the therapist's value, if only by being a model. The questions 
are: What is central? What is peripheral? What is to be maximized' 
What m�nimized? Do we aim for pure self-discovery by uncovering, and 
what is pragmatically correct to aim for? I wish also to point out that re
fusing to impose oneself upon the patient or to indoctrinate him can be 
achieved via either the Freudian mirror detachment or the B-Iovina "en
counter" of the existential psychotherapists. 
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person is; the proc�ss of therapy is also finding out what thc 
person is. Do you want to find out what you ought to be? Then 
find out who you arc! "Become what thou art'" The descrip
tion of what one ought to be is almost thc samc as the descrip
tion of what onc deeply is.' 

Here "value," in the sense of t�/os. of the end toward which 
you are striving, the terminus, the Heaven, exists right now. 
The self, toward which one is struggling. exists right now in a 
very real sense, just as real education, rather than being the 
diploma that one gets at the end of a four-year road, is the 
moment to moment to moment process of learning. perceiving, 
thinking. Religion's Heaven, which one is supposed to enter 
after life is over-life itself being meaningless-is actually avail
able in principle all through life. It is available to us now, and is 
all around us. 

Being and Becoming are, so to speak, side by side, sImul
taneously existing, now. Traveling can give end-pleasure; it 
need not be only a means · to an end. Many people discover too 
latc that the retircment madc ·possible by the years of work 
doesn't taste as sweet as the years of work did. 

Acc�pt(Jltc�. Another kind of fusion of fact and valuc comes 
from what we call acceptance. Here the fusion comes not so 
much from an improvement of actuality, the is. but from a 
scaling down of the ought. from a redefining of expectations so 
that they come closer and closer to actuality and therefore to 
attainability. 

What I mean by this can be exemplified in the course of 
therapy, when our overperfect demands upon ourselves, our 
idealized image of ourselves, break down under insight. The 
self-image of the perfectly brave man, the perfectly maternal 
woman, or the perfectly logical and rational person, collapses 
as we permit ourselves to discover our bits of cowardliness. 
cnvy. hostility. or selfishness. 

Very often. this is a depressing and even a crushing realiza
tion. We may feel totally sinful. or depraved or unworthy. We 
see our is as extremely far away from our ought. 

But. it is also quite characteristic that in successful therapy 
we go through the process of acceptance. From being horrified 
with ourselves, we move toward resignation. But from resigna
tion we sometimes move on toward thinking: "After all. that's not 
so bad. It's really quite human and quite understandable that a 

� The real self is also partly constructed and invented. 
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Joving mother might sometimes resent her baby." And some
times we see ourselves · going even beyond this stage to a fully 
loving acceptance of humanness, and out of full understanding 
of the failing. finally see it as desirable� beautiful. as a glory. 
The woman. fearful and resentful of maleness. can finally come 
to be pleased with it. to be even religiously awed by it to the 
point of ecstasy. What was seen first as an evil can become a 
glory. By redefining her notion of masculinity. her husband can 
change before her eyes into being what he ought to be. 

We can all experience this with children if we give up our 
censoriousness. our definitions of what they ought to be. our 
demands for them. To the extent that we can occasionally do 
this. we can then see them transiently as perfect. as now actu
ally being acutely and poignantly beautiful. remarkable, totally 
lovable. Our subjective experience of willing and wishing-i.e .• 
of not being content-can then fuse with the subjective experi" 
ence of satisfaction. of agreement, and of the finality that we 
feel when the ought has come to pass. I quote an interesting 
passage from Alan Watts who says this very well: " . . .  in the 
moment of death many people undergo the curious sensation 
not only of accepting but of having willed everything that has 
happened to them. This is not willing in the imperious sense; it 
is the unexpected discovery of an identity between the willed 
and the inevitable." ( 1 5 1 )  

Here we are also reminded of various experiments by · earl 
Rogers' ( 1 28) group which showed that in the course of suc
cessful therapy the ego ideal and the actual self slowly corne 
closer and closer toward fusion. In Homey's phrasing, the real 
self and the idealized image are slowly modified and move 
toward fusion, that is, toward becoming the same thing rather 
than widely different things (49). Similar is the more orthodox 
Freudian notion 'of the harsh and punishing super�go, which, 
in the course of psychotherapy. is scaled down, becomes more 
benevolent, more accepting. more loving. more self-approving; 
this is another way of saying that one's ideal for one's self, and 
one's ·actual perception of one's self come closer together so as 
to permit self-respect and hence. self-love. 

The example which I prefer is that of the dissociated or 
multiple personality. in which the presenting personality 
always is an over-conventionalized. prissy. good'y-goody type, so 
rejecting the underlying impulses as to repress them altogether. 
so that he can get satisfaction only by total break-through of the 
psychopathic. childlike. impulsive. pleasure-seeking, uncon-
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trolled aspects of the self. Dichotomizing them distorts both 
"personalities"; fusing them involves real change in both "per
sonalities." Getting rid of arbitrary "oughts" and "shoulds" 
makes possible an embracing and enjoying of what is. 

A few rare psychotherapists, ' like scoptophiliacs, use uncover
ing as a kind of debunking or lowering of the patient, as if a 
mask is tom away, and the patient is revealed to be "not so 
much." This is a kind of dominance maneuver, a kind of one
upmanship. It becomes a form of social climbing, a way of feel
ing powerful, strong, dominant, above, even godlike. For some 
who don't think very much of themselves this is a method of 
becoming intimate. 

This partly implies that what is revealed-the fears, the 
anxieties, the confticts-are defined as low, bad, evil. Fo� in
stance, Freud, even toward the end of his life, did not really 
like the unconsciou's and still defined it mostly as something 
dange.rous and evil that had to be brought under control. 

Fortunately, most therapists I know are quite different in this 
respect. In general, the more they know the depths of human 
beings, the more they like them and respect them. They like hu
manness, and do not condemn it on the basis of some pre
existing definition or Platonic essence to which it fails to 
measure up. They find it possible to think men heroic, saintly, 
wise, talented, or great, even when these men are patients 
and reveal themselves and their "weaknesses" and "evils." 

Or, to say it in another way, if one becomes disillusioned 
with humanness as one gets to see 1t more , deeply, then this is 
the same as saying that one had illusions or expectations which 
could not be realized or could not stand the light of day, i.e., 
which were false and unreal. I remember a subject in one of my 
sexological researches about twenty-five years ago ( l  am not 
sure this would happen today in the same way) who lost her re
ligion because she simply could not believe in a God who had in
vented such a nasty, dirty, and disgusting way of making 
babies. Here I am reminded of the writings of various monks in 
medieva. times who were tortured by the incompatibility of 
their animal nature (e.g., defecation) and their religious aspira
tions. Our professional experience permits us to smile at such 
unnecessary, self-created foolishness. 

In a word, basic human nature has been called dirty, evil, or 
b!lrbaric because some of its characteristics were Q priori de
fined to be so, If you define urination or menstruation as dirty, 
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then .tte human body becomes dirty by this semantic trick. A 
man I once knew tortured himself with agonies of gUilt and 
shame every time he was sexually attracted by ' his wife; he was 
"semantically" evil. evil by arbitrary definition. Redefining then. 
in a more reality-accepting way. is a way of reducing the dis
tance between what is and what ought to be. 

Unitiv, Consciousn,ss. Under the best conditions what is. is 
valued. (What ought ' to be has been achieved. )  I have already 
pointed out that this fusion can take place in either of two di
rections. one by improving the actuality so that it comes closer 

, to the ideal. the other by scaling down the ideal. so that ideality 
may come closer to what actually exists. 

Perhaps now. I ean add a third way. namely the unitive con
sciousness. This is the ability to simultaneously perceive in the 
fact-the is-its particularity. and its universality; to see it simul
taneously as here and now. and yet also as eternal. or rather 
to be able to see tile universal in and through the particular and 
the eternal in and through the temporal and momentary. In my 
own phrasing. this is a fusion of the Being-realm and the De
ficiency-realm: to be aware of the B-realm while immersed in 
the D-realm: 

This is nothing new. Any reader of Zen. Taoistic. or mystical 
literatures knows what I am talking about. �very mystic has 
tried to describe this vividness and particularity of the con
crete object and. at the same time. its eternal. sacred. symbolic 
quality (like a Platonic essence). And now. in addition. we have 
many such descriptions from the experimenters (Huxley. for in
stance) with the psychedelic drugs. 

I can use our perception of the child as a common example 
of this kind of perception. In principle. any baby may become 
anythinl. It has vast potentials and. therefore. in a certain s�nse. 
Is anythins. If we have any sensitivity. we should be able to 
sense these potentials when looking at the baby. and therefore be 
awed. This particular baby may be seen as possibly the future 
president. the future genius. the future scientist. or hero. He 
actually in fact. at this moment. in a realistic sense. has and is 
these , potentials. Part of his facticity is the various kinds of pos
sibilities that he embodies. Any rich and full perception of the 
baby perceives these potentials and these possibilities. 

In the same way. any full perception of any woman or man 
includes their God and Goddess. priest and priestess possibili
ties. and mysteries embodied in and shining through the actual 
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and limited human individuals before one's eyes: what they 
stand for. what they could be. what they remind us of, what 
we can be poetic about. ( How is it possible for a sensitive per
son always to remain unawed by the sight of � woman suckling 
her infant or baking bread, or of a man interposing himself 
between his family and the danger that confronts them?) 

Every good therapist must have this kind of unitive percep
tion of his patient or he can never become a decent therapist. 
He must be able to give the patient simultaneously "uncon
ditional positive regard" (Rogers)-regard him as a unique and 
sacred person-at the same time that he is also implying that 
the patient is lacking something. that he is imperfect. that he 
needs to be improved.6 Some such sacredness of the patient 
as a human individual is required; we owe it to any patient no 
matter how horrible the deeds he has committed. This is the 
kind of philosophy implied by the movement to abolish capital 
punishment. or to forbid the degradation of the individual be
yond a particular point. or forbid cruel and unusual punish
ment. 

To perceive unitively we must be able to perceive both the 
sacred and profane aspects of a person: Not perceiving these 
universal. eternal. infinite. essential symbolic qualities is cer
tainly a kind of reduction to the concrete and to the JQchlich. 
the thinglike. It is therefore a kind of partial blindness. (See be
low for "ought-blindness.") 

The relevance of this for our topic lies in the fact that this is a 
technique for perceiving simultaneously the is and the ought. 
the immediate. concrete actuality and also what might be. what 
could be. the end-value that not only could come to pass but is 
there now, existing before our eyes. Also. this is a technique 
that I have been able to teach to some; therefore. in principle. it 
sets before us the possibility of deliberately. voluntarily fusing 
facts and values. It is hard to read Jung. Eliade or Campbell 
or Huxley without being permanently affeCted in our per-

" This simultaneous acceptanee and fusing of seemingly contradictory 
perceptions is often paralleled in religious. God-language. For instan.;e. 
the following is from a letter from a religious woman: MI see a parallel in 
the growth-safety idea and the d ichotomy idea (selfish-unselfish) with 
the actual-potential idea. God sees and loves us in our present condition 
and yet sees our potential and requires of us growth toward the potential. 
As we become more Godlike. can we not too. be aceep

'
ting of a penon'in 

his present state while beckoning to him to take the next step?" 
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ceptions, without bringing facts and values closer together. 
We need not wait for peak experiences to bring about fusionl 

MOrIlijicalion. " Another relevant way of saying _ this involves 
turning to another facet ot the same problem. Practically any 
means-activity (a means-value) can be transformed into an end
activity (an end-value) if one is wise enough to want to do this. 
A job entered into for the sake of earning a living, can be loved 
for its own sake. Even the dullest, dreariest job, u long as it is 
worthwhile in principle, can be sanctified, sacralized (ontified, 
changed from a mere means into an end, a value in iuelO. The 
Japanese movie Ikuri makes this point very well. The dreariest 
kind of bureaucratic job is ontified when death by cancer ap
proaches, and life must become meaningful and worthwhile, 
what it ought to be. This is still another way of fusing fact and 
value; one can transform the fact into an end-value simply by 
seeing it as such and, therefore, making it be so. (I have the 
fceling that sacralizing or seeing unitively is in some way dif
ferent from ontifying, even though they overlap.) 

7he Vectorial Nature oj Facts. I begin this approach with a 
quotation from Wertheimer ( I SS): 

What is the structure? The situation, seven plus seven 
equals . . .  is a system with a lacuna, a gap (eine lIerslelle). 
It is possible to fill the gap in various ways. The one comple
tion-fourteen-corresponds to the situation, fits in the gap, is 
what is structurally demanded in this system, in this place. 
with its function in the whole. It does justice to the situation. 
Other completions, such as fifteen, do not fit. They are not 
the right ones. They are determined by caprice, in blindness 
or in violation of the function this gap has IR the structure. 

We have here the concepts of "systems," of the "gap," of 
different kinds of "completIon," of the demands of the situa-
tion; the "required ness." _ 

The case is similar if a good mathematical curve has a saP, 
a place in which something is lacking. For the filling in of the 
sap, there arc- often, from the structure of the curve, determi
nations which indicate that the one completion is appropriate 
to the structure, is sensible, the right one; other completions 
are not. This is connected with the old concept of inner neces
sity. And not only logical operations, conclusions, etc., but 
also happenings, doings. being. can be. in this sense, sensible 
or senseless. logical or illogical. 

We may formulate: Given a situation. a system with a lIer
slelle. whether a given completion (LueckenjUllung) does 
justice to the structure. is the "right" o�e, i� often determined 
by the structure of the system, of the situation. There are re:' 
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'quirementll, structurally detennined; there are pOllible in 
pure cases unambiguous decisions as to which completion 
does justice to the situation, which does not, which violat. 
the requirements of the situation . . . .  Here sits a hungry child; 
yonder a man, who is building a small house, and lacks a sin
gle brick. I have in one hand a piece of bread and in the other 
a brick. I give the hungry child the brick and take the soft 
bread to the man. Here we have two situations, two systems. 
The allotment is blind to the functions of the gap filling. 

And then in a footnote, Wertheimer adds: 

I cannot deal with this [a clarification of the tenns "reqUired
ness," etc.] here. I may only mention that the usual simple 
dichotomy of to be and oUlht to be has to be revised. "Deter
minations," "requirements of such an order are objective 
qualities. . 

Similar statements were made by most of the other writers 
in Documents oj Gestalt Psychology (4S). As a matter of fact, 
the whole literature of Gestalt psychology is testimony to the 
fact that facts are dynamic and not just static; that they are DOt 
scalar (magnitude only) but rather vectorial (havin. both maa
nitude and direction) as Kahler (62) especially hu pointed out. 
Even stronger examples can be found in the writings of Gold
stein, Heider, Lewin, and Asch (39, 44, 7S, 76, 7). 

Facts don't just lie there, like oatmeal in a bowl; they do all 
sorts of things. They group . themselves, and they complete 
themselves; an incompleted series "calls for" a good com
pletion. The crooked picture on the wall begs to be straight
ened; the incompleted problem ,peneverates and annoys us 
until we finish it. Poor gestalten make themselves into better 
gestalten and unnecessarily complex percepts or memories 
simplify themselves. The musical progression demands the right 
chord which it needs for completion; the imperfect tepds to
ward perfection. An unfinished problem points inexorably to its 
proper solution. "The logic of the situation demands . . ." we 
say. Facts have authority and demand-character. They may 
require us; they may say "No" or "Yes." They lead us on, sug
gest to us, imply the next thing to do and guide us in one direc
tion rather than another. Architects speak about the requirements 
of the site. Painters will say that the canvas "calls for" some 
more yellow. A dress designer will say that her dress needs a 
particular kind of hat to go with it. Beer goes with Limburger 
better than it goes with Roquefort or. as some people say, beer 
"Jikes" the one cheese more than it does the other. 
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Goldstein's work (39) especially demonstrates organismic 
"oughtiness." A damaged organism isn't satisfied just to be 
what it is, merely damaged. It strives, presses, and pushes; it 
fights and struggles with itself in order to make itself into a 
unity again. From being a Unity, minus a lost capacity, it 
presses toward becoming a new kind of U nity in which the 
lost capacity no longer destroys its Unity. It governs itself, 
makes itself, re-creates itself. It is certainly active and no,t pas
sive. That is, the Gestalt and Organismic psychologies are not 
only is-perceptive, but they are also vector-perceptive (ought
perceptive?) instead of being ought-blind as the behaviorisms 
are, in which organisms only get passively "done-to," instead 
of also "doing," "calling for." From this point of view Fromm, 
Homey, and Adler may also be seen as Is and Ought percep
tive. Sometimes I find it useful to think of the so-called neo
Freudians as synthesizing Freud (who wasn't holistic enough) 
with Goldstein and the Gestalt psychologists, rather than 
simply as deviants from Freud. 

What I should like to maintain is that many of these dynamic 
characteristics of facts, these vectorial qualities, CaU well 
within the semantic jurisdiction of the word "value." At the very 
least, they bridge the dichotomy between fact and value which is 
conventionally and unthinkingly held by most scientists arid 
philosophers to be a defining characteristic of science itself. 
Many people define science as morally and ethically neutral, as 
having nothing to say about ends or oughts. They thus open 'the 
door to the inevitable consequence that if ends have to come 
from somewhere, and that iC they cannot come from know
ledge, then they must come from outside of knowledge. 

1he Creation oj "Oughtiness" by "Fact/city. " This leads by 
easy stages into a more inclusive generalization, namely that 
increase in the "factiness" of facts, of their "facty" quality, 
leads simultaneously to increase in the "oughty" quality of these 
facts. Fac:tiness generates oughtiness, we might say. 

Facts create oughts! The more clearly something is seen or 
known, and the more true and unmistakable something be
!=omes, the more ought-quality it acquires. The more "is" 
something becomes, the more "ought" it becomes-the more 
required ness it acquires, the louder it "caUs for" particular 
action. The more clearly perceived something is, the more 
"oughty" it becomes and the better a guide to action it becomes. 

In essence, what this means is that when anything is clear 
enough or certain enough, true enough, real enough, beyond the 
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point of doubt, then that something raises within itself its own 
require<iness. its own demand-character, its own suitabilities. It 
"calls for" certain kinds of action rather than others. If we define 
ethics, morals, and values as JUides to action, then the easiest 
and best guides to the most decisive actions are very facty facts; 
the more fatty they are, the better guides to action they are. 

We can use an uncertain diagnosis al an example of this 
point. We know the unsureness. the wobbling and the waver
ing, the tolerance, the suggestibility, and the indecisiveness 
of the young psychiatrilt who is interviewing someone and is 
not quite sure of what is what. When he gets many other clinical 
opinions and a whole battery of tests which support each other; 
and if these coincide with his own perceptions and he checks 
them repeatedly, he becomes absolutely certain, for instance, 
that the patient is a psychopath; then his behavior changes in a 
very important way toward certainty, toward decisiveness and 
sureness, toward knowing exactly what to do and when and bow 
to do it. This feeling of certainty arms him against disagreement 
and contradiction by relatives, or by anyone else who thinks 
difterently. He can drive right on through opposition simply 
because he is certain; this is another way of saying that he per
ceives the truth of the matter without any doubts. This knowl
edge enables him to plow ahead in spite of the pain he may 
have to inflict upon the Patient, in spite of tears, proteR, or 
hostility. You don't mind exerting strength if you are sure of 
yourself. Sure knowledge means lure ethical decision. Certainty 
�n the diagnollis. then, means certainty in the treatment. 

I have an example in my own experience of how moral sure-. 
ness can come from factual certainty. As a graduate student 
I did researches in hypnosis. There was a university rule that 
hypnosis was forbidden, on the grounds, I gather, that it did 
not exist. But I was so certain that it did exist (because I was 
doing it), and I was so convinced that it was a royal road to 
knowledge and a necessary kind of research, that I was able to 
be absolutely psychopathic about my researches. I startled my
self by my lack of scruples; I did not mind lying or stealing or 
hiding. I just did what had to be done because I was absolutely 
certain that it was the right thing to do. (Notice that the phrase 
"right thing to do" is simultaneously a cOg71lllve word and all 
ethical word.)' I just knew better than they did. I was not nee-

"'·Wrong." "bad," "correct" are also such cognitive-evaluative words. A 
further illustration is the story of the English professor who tokl hit stu-
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essarily angry at  these people; I just simply regarded them as 
ilnorant in the matter and paid no attention to them. (Here I 
pass by the very difficult problems of unjustified feelings of cer
tainty; that is another problem.) 

Another example: Parents are weak only when they are un
certain: they are definite and strong and clear when they are 
certain. If you know exactly what you are doing you do not fum
ble even if your child cries. has pains. or protests. If you know 
that you have to pull out a thorn or an arrow, or if you know that 
yOu have to cut in order to save the child's life. you can 10 ahead 
surely. definitely. 

This is where knowledge brings certainty of decision, action, 
choice and what to do. and, therefore, strength of arm. This is 
very much like the situation wiih a surgeon or dentist. The sur
geon opening up the abdomen and finding an inflame4 appendix 
knows that it had better be cut out because if it bursts it will kill 
the person. This is an example of truth dictating what must be 
done. of the Is dictating the ought. 

All of this relates to the Socratic belief that no man will will
inSly ' choose falsehood over truth. or evil over good. The 
assumption here is that ignorance makes the bad choice possible. 
Not only this. but also the whole of Jeffersonian democratic 
theory is based on the conviction that full knowledge leads to 
right action. and that right action is impossible without full 
knowledge. 

Perception oj Facts and Values in Self-Actualizing People. 
Some years ago. ' I  reported that self-actualizing people were I )  
very good perceivers of reality and truth. and also 2) that they 
were generally unconfused about right and wrong. and made 
ethical decisions more quickly and more surely than average 
people (95). The first finding has been supported often enough 
since then; also I think we can understand it better today than 
was possible twenty years ago. 

However. the second finding has remained something of a 
puzzle. Of course, we know more today of the psychodynamics 
of psychological health. and so we can feel more comfortable 
with this finding. and more inclined to expect that it will be 
confirmed as a fact by research in the future. 

The context of our present discussion permits me to offer my 

, 
dents of two inelegant words that he did not want them to use in their 
writing. One was "lousyR and one was "swell.R After an expectant hush. 
one student asked. "Well. what are they?" 
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. strong impression (which must. of course, be confirmed by other 
observers) that these two �ndings may be intrinsically con
nected. That is, I think that the clear perception of values ia in 
part a consequence of the clear perception of facts or, perhaps, 
they may even be the same thing. 

What I have called B-cognition, the perception of the 8eina. 
the otherness. or the intrinsic nature of the person or thinl' 
occurs more often in healthier people and seems to be not only I 
perception of the deeper lactidty but also, at the same time, of 
the ought/ness of the object. That is to say. oughtiness is all ill
Ir;ns;c aspect of deeply perceived facticity; it is itself I fact to be 
perceived. 

This oughtiness. demand character. or required ness or built-in 
reques,t-for-action, seems to affect only those people who can see 
clearly the intrinsic nature of the percept. Therefore. B-cogni
tion can lead to moral sureness and decisiveness, in just about 
the same sense that the high IQ can lead to a clear perception 
of a complicated set of facts. or in about the same sense that I 
constitutionally sensitive aesthetic perceiver tends to see very 
clearly what color-blind people cannot see or what other people 
do not see. It makes no difference that one million color-blind 
people cannot see that the rug is colored green. They may think 
it is colored gray, but this will make no difference to the person 
who clearly. vividly, and unmistakably perceives the truth of 
the matter. 

Because healthier, more perceptive people are less ought
blind-because they can let themselves perceive what the facts 
wish, what they call for, what they suggest, demand or beg for
because they can therefore permit themselves to be Taoistically 
guided by the facts-they will therefore have less trouble with 
all value decisions that rest in the nature of reality, or that 
are part of the nature of reality. 

Insofar as the facty aspect of a percept is separable from the 
oughty aspect of that same percept, then it may help to speak 
separately of is-perceptiveness and is-blindness, and pught
perceptiveness and ought-blindness. I believe that the average 
person can then be described as is-perceptive but ought-blind. 
The healthy person is more ought-perceptive. Psychotherapy 
conduces to greater ought-perceptiveness. The greater moral 
decisiveness of my self-actualizing subjects may come directly 
from greater is-perceptiveness. greater ought-perceptiveness, or 
both . .  

Even if it complicates this issue. I cannot resist adding here 
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that ought-blindness may be understood partly as a blindness to 
potentialities, to ideal possibilities. As an instance, let me cite 
Aristotle's ought-blindness 'about slavery. When he examined 
slaves he found that they were, in fact, slavish in character. 
This descriptive fact was then assumed by Aristotle to be the 
true. innermost. instinctual nature of slaves. Therefore, slaves 
are slaves by nature and they ought to be slaves. Kinsey made a 
similar mistake by confusing simple; surface description with 
"normality." He couldn't see what "might" be. This was also 
true for Freud and his weak psychology of the female. Females 
in his time did not ordinarily amount to much in fact; but to fail 
to see their potentialities for further development was like failing 
to see that a child can grow into adulthood given a chance. Blind
ness to future possibilities, change, development, or potenti
alities leads inevitably to a kind of status quo philosophy in 
which "what is" (being all there is or can be) must then be taken 
as the norm. Pure description merely is, as Seeley has said about 
descriptive social scientists, an invitation to join the conservative 
party." "Pure" value-free description is, among other things, 
simply sloppy description. 

Taoistic Listening. One finds what is right for oneself by listen
ing in order to let oneself be molded, guided, d irected. The good 
psychotherapist helps his patient in the same way-by helping the 
patient hear his drowned-out inner voices, the weak commands 
of his own nature on the Spinozistic principle that true freedom 
consists of accepting and loving the inevitable, the nature of 
reality. 

Similarly. one finds out what is right to do with the world by the 
same kind of listening to tIS nature and voices, by being sensitive 
to ilS requiredness and suggestions, by hushing so that its voices 
may be heard; by being receptive, noninterfering. nondemand
ing. and letting be. 

• Thus far I have placed under the rubric "ought-perception" several , 
separate kinds of perception. One is the perception of the Gestalt-vectorial 
(dynamic or directional) aspects of the perceptual field. Second is the per
ception of the future as now ex.isting. i.e .• of potentialities and possibilities 
for future growth and development. Third is the unitive type of perception 
in which the eternal and symbolic aspects of the percept are perceived 
simultaneously with its concrete. immediate. and limited aspects. I am not 
sure how similar or how different from this is what I have called "ontifi
cation." the deliberate perception of an activity as an end and not only a 
means. Since they are different operations. I will keep them apart for the 
time being. 
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We do this all the time in our daily lives. CarvinS a turkey is 
made easier by the knowledse of where the joints are, how to 
handle the knife and fork.......,that is, by possessins full knowledle 
of the facts of the situation. If the facts are fully known, they 
will guide us and tell us what to do. But what is also implied here 
is that the facts are very soft-spoken and that it is difficult to per
ceive them. In order to be able to hear the fact-voices it is nec
essary to be very quiet, to listen very receptively-in a Taoistic 
fashion. That is. if we wish to permit the facts to tell us 
their oughtiness, we must learn to listen to them in a very spe
cific way which can � called Taoistic-silently, hushed, quietly, 
fully listening, non interfering, receptive, patient, respectful of 
the matter-in-hand, courteous to the matter-in·hand. 

This also is a modem phrasing of the old Socratic doctrine that 
no man with full knowledge could ever do evil. While we cannot 
go that far since we now know of sources of evil behavior other 
than ignorance, still we can agree with Socrates that isnorance 
of the facts is a major source of evil behavior. This is the same as 
saying that the facts themselves carry, within their own nature, 
suggestions about what ought to be done with them. 

Fitting a key into a stick lock is another kind of activity which 
had best be 

"
done Taoistically, gently, delicately, by feeling one's 

way. I think we can all understand that this is also a very good 
way, and sometimes the best way, to solve geometry problems 
( I  S6), therapeutic problems, marital problems, vocational choice, 
and others, as well as problems of conscience, of right and 
wrong. 

This is an inevitable consequence of accepting the oughty 
quality of facts. If this quality is there, then it has to be perceived. 
We know that this is not an easy thing to do, and we shall have to 
study the conditions which maximize ought-perceptiveness. 
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Notes on Being-Psychologyl 

I. Definition oj Being-Psychology 
by Its Subject Malter, Problems, Jurisdictions 

(Could also be called Onto-Psychology, Transcendental Psychol
ogy, Psychology of Perfection, Psychology of Ends) 

I. Deals with ends (rather than with means or instruments); 
with end-states, end-experiences (intrinsic satisfactions and en
joyments); with persons insofar as they are ends-in-themselves 
(sacred, unique, noncomparable, equally valuable with every 
other person rather than as instruments or means-to�nds); with 
techniques of making means into ends, of transforming meana
activities into end-activities. Deals with objects per se, as they 
are in their own nature, not insofar as they are self-validatins. 
· intrinsically valid, inherently valuable, per se valuable, needing 

IThese pieces are not yet in final form. nor do they form a complete 
structure. They huild upon the ideas presented in (89) and (95). and 
carry thelle ideas further toward their ideal limit. They were written dur
ina my tenure lIS Andrew Kay Visitinl Fellow at the . Western Behav
iorad Sciences Institute. u. Jolla. California. in 1961.  Additional notes 
on Beina-psychology are available in (84) and (86). 

121 
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no justification. Here-now states in which the present is exper
ienced fully, p�r s� (as end-in-itselt), and not as repetition of past 
or prelude to future. 

2. Deals with states of finis and of ttlos; i.e., of completion, 
climax, finality, ending, totality, consummation, finishing (states 
in which nothing is lacking, nothing more is needed or wanted, 
no improvement is possible). States of pure happiness, joy, bliss, 
rapture, ecstasy, fulfillment, realization, states of hopes ful
fiUed, of problems solved, of wishes granted, of needs gratified, 
of goals attained, of dreams realized. Already being there; hav
ing arrived rather than striving to get there. Peak experiences. 
States of pure success (transient disappearance of all negation). 

2a. Unhappy, tragic states of completion and finality, insofar 
as they yield B-cognition. States of failure, of hopelessness, of 
despair, of collapse of defenses, acute failure of value system, 
acute confrontation with real guilt, can forc� perception of truth 
and reality (as an end and no longer as a means) in some in
stances where there is enough strength and c.ourage. 

3. States felt to be, perceived to be perfect. Concepts of per
fection. Ideals, models, limits, examplars, abstract definitions. 
The human being insofar as he potentially is, or can be conceived 
to be perfect, ideal, model, authentic, fully human, paradigmatic, 
godlike, exemplary, or insofar as he has potentialities and vectors 
in these directions (i.e., man as he might be, could be, or poten
tially Is under best conditions; the ideal limits of human develop
ment, to which he approaches, but never attains permanently). 
His Destiny, Fate. These ideal human potentialities extrapolated 
out from the ideal far goals of psychotherapy. education. family 
training, end product of growth, self-development, etc. (See 
"Operations Which Define B-Values.") Deals with Pefinition of 
Core and with defining characteristics of the human being; his 
nature; his "intrinsic core" or "inner core"; his essence, his 
presently existing potentialities; his sin� qua nons (instincts, 
constitution, biological nature, inherent, intrinsic human nature). 
Th.is makes possible definitIon (quantitatively) of "full tiu
manness" or "degree of humanness" or "degree of human 
diminution." Philosophical Anthropology in European sense. 
Differentiate "sine qua non." defining characteristics (which 
define the concept "humanness"). from the exemplar (model. 
Platonic idea, ideal possibility. perfect idea, hero. template. die). 
Former is the minimum; latter is the maximum. Latter is pure, 
static Being which the former tries to Become. Former has very 
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low entrance requirements to the class, e.g., human is feather
less biped. Also, membership is all-or-none, in or out. 

4. States of desirelessness. purposelessness, of lack of D-need 
(deficiency-need). of being unmotivated, noncoping, nonstriving, 
of enjoying rewards, of having been satisfied. Profit taking. 
(Able, therefore, "to leave one's interests, wishes, and aims en
tirely out of sight� thus of entirely renouncing one's own per
sonality for a time, so as to remain pure knowing subject . . .  
with clear vision of the world"-Schopenhauer.) 

4&. States of fearlessness� anxiety-free states. Courage. Un
hampered, freely ftowing, uninhibited. unchecked human natu�e. 

S. Metamot-ivation (dynamics of action when all the D-needs, 
lacks, wants, have been satisfied). Growth motivation. "Unmoti
vated" behavior. Expression. Spontaneity. 

Sa. States and processes of pure (primary and/or integrated) 
creativeness. Pure here-now activity ("freedom" from past or 
future insofar as this is possible). Improvisation. Pure fitting of 
person and situation (problem) to each other, moving toward 
person-situation fusion as an ideal limit. 

6. Descriptive, empirical, clinically or personologically or 
psychometrically described states of fulfillment of the promise 
(or destiny, vocation, fate, call), of the self; (self-actualization, 
maturity, the fully evolved person, psychological health, authen
ticity, attainment of "real self," individuation, the creative per
sonality, identity, realizing or actual-izing of potentiality). 

7. Cognition of Being (B-cognition). Transactions with extra
psychic reality which are centered upon the nature of that reality 
rather than upon the nature of, or interests of, the cognizing self. 
Penetration to the essence of things or persons. Perspicuity. 

7a. Conditions under which B-cognition o·ccurs. Peak exper
iences. Nadir-or-<lesolation experiences. B-cognition before death. 
ikognition under acute psychotic regression. Therapeutic in
sights as B-cognition. Fear and evasion of B-cognition; dangers 
of B-cognition. 

( 1 .) Nature of the percept in B-cognition. Nature of reality 
as described and as ideolly extropoloted under B-cognition, 
i.e .• under "best" conditions. Reality conceived to be inde
pendent of the perceiver. Reality unabstracted. (See note on 
ikognition and D-cognition.) 

(2.) Nature of the perceiver in B-cognition. Veridical be
cause detached� desireless, unselfish, "disinterested," Taoistic. 
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fearless. here-now (See note on Innocent Perceiving), recep
tive, humble (not arrogant). without thought of selfish profit, 
etc. Ourselves as most efficient perceivers of reality. 

8. Transcending time and space. States in which they are for
gotten (absorption, focal attention, fascination, peak exper
iences. Nadir experiences), irrelevant or hampering or harmful. 
Cosmos. people. objects, experiences seen insofar as they are 
timeless. eternal, spaceless. universal. absolute. ideal. 

9. The sacred; sublime, ontic. spiritual. transcendent. eternal, 
infinite. holy. absolute; states of awe; 'of worship. oblation, etc. 
"Religious" states insofar as they are naturalistic. Everyday 
world. objects. people seen under the aspect of eternity. Unitive 
Life. Unitive consciousness. States of fusion of temporal and 
eternal. of local and universal. of relative and absolute, of fact 
and value. 

1 0. States of innocence (using child or animal as paradigm). 
(See B-cognition). (using mature. wise. self-actualizing person as 
paradigm). Innocent perceiving (ideally no discrimination of im
portant and unimportant; everything equally probable; every
thing equally interesting; less differentiation of figure and 
ground; only rudimentary structuring and differentiation of envi
ronment; less means-ends differentiation. as everything tends to 
be equally vallJable in itself; no future. no prognosis, no fore
boding. therefore no surprises, apprehensions, disappointments, 
expectations, predictions. anxieties. rehearsals. preparations. or 
worries; one thing is as likely to happen as another; noninter
fering-receptiveness; acceptance of whatever happens; little 
choosing. preferring, selecting. discriminating; little discrimina
tion of relevance from irrelevance; little .abstraction; wonder.) 
Innocent behaving (spontaneity, expressiveness. impUlsiveness; 
no fear. controls, no inhibitions; no guile. no ulterior motives; 
honesty, fearlessness; purposeless; unplanned, unpremeditated. 
unrehearsed; humble (not arrogant); no impatience (when future 
unknown ); no impulse . to improve world. or reconstruct it ( In
nocence overlaps with B-cognition very much; perhaps they will 
turn Qut to be identical in the future). 

I I . States tending toward ultimate holism. i .e.,  the whole cos
mos. all of reality, seen in a unitary way; insofar as everything is 
everything else as well,  insofar as anything is related to every
thing; insofar as all of reality is a single thing which we perceive 
from various angles. Bucke's cosmic consciousness ( 1 8). Fasci-
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nated perception of a portion of the world as if it were the whole 
world. Techniques of seeing something as if it were all there was, 
e.g., in art and photogl'8phy, cropping, magnification, blowing' 
up, etc. (which cut off object from all its relations, context, im
bedded ness, etc., and permit it to be seen in itself. absolutely, 
freshly). Seeing all its characteristics rather than abstracting in 
terms of usefulness. danger, convenience. etc. The Being of an 
object i s  the  whole object; abstracting necessarily sees it from 
the point of view of means and takes it out of the realm of the 
per se. 

Transcending of separateness. discreteness. mutual exclusive
ness. and of law of excluded middle. 

1 2. The observed or extrapolated characteristics (or Values) of 
Being. (See List of D-Values). The D-realm. The U nitive Con
sciousness. See attached memo for the operations that give defi
nition to the B-values [section I V  below]. 

13 .  All states in which dichotomies (polarities. opposites. con
tradictories) are resolved (transcended, combined, fused. inte
grated). e.g . •  selfishness and unselfishness. reason and emotion, 
impulse and control. trust and will. conscious and unconscious, 
opposed or antagonistic interests. happiness and sadness, tears 
and laughter. tragic and comic, Apollonian and Dionysian, ro
mantic and classical, etc. All integrating processes which trans
form oppositions into synergies, e.g., love, art, reason, humor, 
etc. 

14. All synergic states (in world. society, person. nature, self, 
etc.). States in which selfishness becomes the same as unselfish
ness (when by pursuing "selfish ends" I must benefit everyone 
else; and when by being altruistic, I benefit myself, i.e., when the 
dichotomy is resolved and transcended). States of society when 
virtue pays, i.e .• when it is rewarded extrinsically as well as in
trinsi,cally; when it doesn't cost too much to be virtuous, or in
telligent. or perspicuous. or beautiful or honest, etc. All states 
which foster and encourage the B-Values to be actualized. States 

, in which it is easy to be good . States which d iscourage resent
ment. counter-values and counter-morality (hatred and fear of 
excellence, truth, goodness. beauty. etc.). All states which in
crease the- correlation between the true, the good. the beautiful, 
etc., and move them toward their ideal u'nity with leach other. 

, I S. States in which the Human Predicament. (Existential Di
lemma) is transiently solved. integrated. transcended. or for
gotten, e.g .• peak experience, B-humor and laughter. the "happy 
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ending," triumph of 8-justice. the "good death," B-Iove, B-an, 
B-tragedy or comedy. all integrative moments, acts, and percep
tions, etc. 

II. Col/ation of the Various Ways in Which the Word 
"Bein$" Has Been Used in Toward a Psychology 
of Bemg (89) 

I .  It has been used to refer to the whole cosmos. to everything 
that exists. to all of reality. In peak experiences, in states of fas
cination, of focal attention, attention can narrow down to a sin
gle object or person which is then reacted to "as ir it were the 
whole of Being, i.e., the whole of reality. This implies that it is 
all holistically interrelated. The only complete and whole thing 
there is is the whole Cosmos. Anything short of that is partial, 
incomplete, shorn away from intrinsic ties and relatiQns for the 
sake of momentary, practical convenience. It refers also to Cos
mic Consciousness. Also implies hierarchical integration rather 
than dichotomizing . 

. 2. It refers to the "inner core," the biological nature of the 
individual-his basic needs, capacities, preferences; his irreduc
ible nature; the "real selr ( Horney); his inherent, essential, in
trinsic nature. Identity. Since "inner core" is both species-wide 
(every baby has the need to be loved) and individual (only Mo
zart was perfectly Mozartian), the phrase can mean either "being 
fully human" and / or "being perfectly idiosyncratic." 

3. Being can mean "expressing one's nature," rather than cop
ing, striving, straining, willing, controlling, interfering, com
manding (in the sense that a cat is being a cat, as contrasted with 
the sense in which a female impersonator is being a female, or 
a stingy person "tries" to be generous). It refers to effortless 
spontaneity (as an intelligent person expresses intelligence, as a 
baby is babyish) which permits the deepest, innermost nature to 
be seen in behavior. Since spontaneity is difficult, most people 
can be called the "human impersonators," i.e., they are "trying" 
to be what they think is human, rather than just being what they 
are. It therefore also implies honesty, nakedness, self-disclosure. 
Most of the psychologists who have used it include (covertly) the 
hidden. not-yet-sufficiently-examined assumption that a neuro
sis is not part of the deepest nature. the inner core. or the real 
Being of the person, but is rather a more superficial layer of 
the personality which conceals or distorts the real self, i.e., 
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neurosIs IS a defense against real Being, against one's deep, 
biological nature. "Trying" to be may not be as good as "being" 
(expressing), but it is also better than not trying, i.e., hopeless-. 
ness, not coping, giving up. 

4. Being can re(er to the . concept "human being," "horse," 
etc. Such a concept has defining characteristics, includes and 
excludes from membership wi�hin it by specific operations. For 
human psychology this has limitations because any person can 
be seen eithtr as a member, or example, of the concept or class 
"human being," or as the sole member of the unique class "Ad
dison J. Sims." 

Also. we can use the class concept in two extremely different 
ways. minimum or maximum. The class can be defined minimal
ly so that practically no one is excluded. This gives us no basis 
for grading quality or for discriminating among human beings in 
any way. One 'is either a member of the class or not a member 
of the class. either in or out. No other status is possible. . 

Or else the class can be defined by its perfect exemplars 
(models. heroes. ideal possibilities. Platonic ideas, extrapola
tions out to ideal limits and possibilities). This usage has many 
advantages, but its abstract and static quality must be kept in 
mind. There is a profound difference between describing care� 
fuUy the best actual human beings I can get (self-actualizing 
people). none of w�om are perfect. and on the other hand. des': 
cribing the ideal. the perfect. the conceptually pure concept of 
�e exemplar. constructed by extrapolating out ahead fr.om the 
descriptive data on actual, imperfect people. The concept "self
actualizing people" describes not only the people but also the 
ideal limit which they approach. This should make no di�culty. 
We a� used to blueprints and diagrams of "the" steam engine. 
or automobile. which are certainly never confused with. e.g .• a 
photograph of my automobile or your steam engine. 

Such a conteptual definition gives the possibility also of dis
tinguishing the essential from the peripheral (accidental. super
ficial, nonessential). It gives criteria for discriminating the real 
from the not-real. the true from the false, the necessary from the 
dispensable or expendable. the eternal and permanent from the 
passing. the unchanging from the changeable. 

S. Being can mean the "end" of developing, growing, and be
coming. It refers to the end product or limit, or goal, or telos of 
becoming rather than to its process. as in the following sentence: 
"In this way. the psychologies of being and of becoming can be 
reconciled. and the child, simply being himself, can yet move 
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forward and grow." This sounds very much like Aristotle's '"final 
cause," or the telos. the final product. the sense in which the 
acorn now has within its nature the oak tree which it will be
come. (This is tricky because it is our tendency to anthropomor
phize and say that the acorn is '"trying" to grow up. It is not. It is 
simply "being" an infant. In the same way that Darwin could not 
use the word '"trying" to explain evolution. so also must we avoid 
this usage. We must explain its growth forward toward its limit 
as an epiphenomenon of its being. as "blind" byproducts of 
contemporary mechanisms. and processes.) 

III. The Being- Values (as Descriptions of the World 
Perceived in Peak Experienc·es) 

The characteristics of being are also the values of beill8. 
(Paralleled by the characteristics of fully human people. the pref
erences of Cull human people; the characteristics of selfhood 
(identity] in peak experiences; the characteristics of ideal an; 
the characteristics of ideal children; the characteristics of ideal 
mathematical demonstrations, of ideal experiments and theories. 
of ideal science and knowledge; the far goals of all ideal [Tao
istic non interfering] psychotherapies; the far goals of ideal hu
manistic education; the far goals and the expression of some 
kinds of religion; the characteristics 'of the ideally good environ
ment and of the ideally good society.)  

I .  Truth: (honesty; reality; nakedness; simplicity; richness; 
essentiality; oughtness; beauty; pure; clean and unadulterated 
completeness). 

2. Goodn�ss,;" (rightness; desirability; oughtness; justice; be
nevolence; honesty); (we love it. are attracted to it, approve of 
it). 

' 

3. B�aut.l': (rightness; form; aliveness; simplicity; richness; 
wholeness. perfection,; completion; uniqueness; honesty). 

4. Wholeness: (unity; integration; tendency to oneness; inter
connectedness; simplicity; organization; structure; order. not 
dissociated; synergy; homonomous and integrative tendencies). 

4a. Dichotomy-transcendence: (acceptance. resolution. inte
gration, or transcendence of dichotomies, polarities, opposites, 
contradictions; synergy. i.e., transformation of oppositions into 
unities. of antagonists into collaborating or mutually enhancing 
part-ners). , 

5. A liveness: (process; not-deadness; spontaneity; self-regula-
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tlon; full-functioning; changing and yet remaining the same; ex
pressing itscIO .. 

6. Uniqueness: (idiosyncrasy; individuality; noncomparability; 
novelty; quale; suchness; nothing else like it). 

. 

7. PerJeC'tion: (nothing superftuous; nothing lacking: every
thing in its right place. unimprovable; just-rightness; just-so
nas; suitability; justice. completeness; nothing beyond: ought
ness). 

7a. NeC'essity: (inevitability; it must be just that way; not 
changed in any slightest way; and it is good that it is that way). 

8. Completion: (ending; finality; justice; it's finished; no more 
changing of the Gestalt; fulfillment; finis and telos; nothing 
milling or lacking; totality; fulfillment of destiny; cessation; cli
max; consummation closure; death before rebirth; cessation and 
completion of growth and development). 

9. JustiC'e: (fairnels; oughtness; suitability; architectonic qual
ity; necessity; inevitability; disinterestedness; nonpartiality). 

98. Order: (lawfulness; rightness; nothing superftuous; per
fectly arranged). 

10. Simplicity. (honesty; nakedness; essentiality; abstract 
unmistakability; essential skeletal structure; the heart of the 
matter; bluntness; only that which is necessary; without orna
ment. nothing extra or superfluous). 

I I .  Richness: (differentiation; complexity; intricacy; totality; 
nothing missing or hidden; aU there; "nonimportance�" i.e . •  
everything is equally important; nothing is unimportant; every
thing left the way it is. without improving. simplifying. abstract
ing. rearranging). 

12. E:UortJessneu: (ease; lack of strain. striving. or difficulty; 
grace: perfect and beautiful functioning). 

13. Playfulness: (fun; joy; amusement; gaiety; humor; exuber
ance; effortlessness). 

14. Se!f-su.tficienC',I': (autonomy; independence; not-needing
any-thing-other-than-itself-in-order-to-be-itself; self-determin
ing; environment-transcendence; separateness; living by its own 
laws; identity). 

IV. Operations WhiC'h Define the Meaning of the 
Being- Values in Testable Form 

I .  First seen as described characteristics of self-actualizing 
(psychologically healthy) people. as reported by themselves and 
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as perceived by investigator ·and by people close to them (Values 
I ,  2, 3, 4, 4&, " 6, 7, (?), 8, 9, 9a, 10, I I , 12, 1 3, 14, and also 
perspicuity, acceptance, ego-transcendence, freshness of cogni
tion, more peak experiences, Geme;"scha/tsgefUhl, B-love, non
striving, B-respect, creativeness,,i). 

2. Seen as preferences, choices, desiderata, values of self
actualizing people, in themselves, in other people, in the world 
(granted fairly good environmental conditions and fairly good 
chooser). Some likelihood that many more than self-actualtzing 
people have same, though weaker preferences, needing, how
ever, very good environmental conditions and vtry good condi
tion of the chooser. The probability of preference for any and all 
of the B-Values increases with increase in a) psychological 
health of the chooser. The probability of preference for any and 
all of the B-Values increases with increase in a) psychological 
health of the chooser, b) synergy of the environment, and c) 
strength, courage, vigor, self-confidence, etc., of chooser. 

Hypothesis: The B-Values are what many (most? all?) pe0-
ple deeply yeam Jor (discoverable in deep therapy). 

Hypothesis: The B-Values are ultimate satisfiers, whether or 
not consciously sought, preferred, or yearned for; i.e., bring 
feelings of perfection. completion. fulfillment, serenity, destiny 
fulfilled, etc. Also in terms of producing good effects (thera
peutic and growth).] 

3. Reported to the investigator as characteristics of the world 
(or as trends toward such characteristics) perceived in the peak 
experiences by the peak experiencers (i.e .• the way the world 
looks in the various peak experiences). These data supported in 
general by the common reports in the literatures on ID¥stic ex
perience, love experience, aesthetic experience, creative ex
periences, parental and reproductive experiences, intellectual 
insight, therapeutic insights (not always). athletic sports, bodUy 
experiences (sometimes), and by some aspects of religious writ-
ings. . 

4. Reported to the investigator as characteristics of the self by 
peak experiencers ("acute identity-experiences"); (all values 
with possible exception of 9, plus creativeness,..; here-now qual-

2 The author suggests the use of qualifying subscripts for many sub
jective terms, in this case "sa," indicating self-actualizing. (See 9�. p. 362.) 
-ED . 
. 1 See Chapter 3 in Toward a Psychology of Being (89). 
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ity; nonatrivins which may be taken as exemplifyina 5, 7, 1 2; 
poetic communication). . 

5. Observed by the investigator as characteristics of the be
havior of the peak experiencers (same as #4 preceding). 

6. Same for other 8-cosnitions when there is sufficient 
strength and courase; e.s., some foothill experiences: some 
Nadir and desolation experiences (psychotic resression. con
frontation with death, destruction of defenses. illusions or value
systems. tragedy and tragic experiences, failures. confrontation 
with human predicament or existential dilemma): some intel
lectual and philosophical insights, constructions and workihp
throuJh: 8-cognition of . the past ("embracing the past"). This 
"operation" or source of data not sufficient in itself: i.e .• needs 
other validations. Sometimes supports findings by other opera
tions. sometimes contradicts them. 

7. Observed as characteristics of "good" an ("good" so far 
means "preferred by this investigator"): e.g . •  painting. sculp
ture, music, dancing, poetry, and other literary ans: (all values 
except 9, and with some exceptions to 7 and 8). 

A pilot txptrl"" nt: Children's nonrepresentational paintings 
rated by artistic judges on ten-point scale from "most generally 
aesthetic quality" to "least generally aesthetic quality," another 
set of judges rating aU these paintings on ten-point scale for 
"wholeness," another set of judges rating for "alivenel8," an
other set of judges rating for "uniqueness." All four variables 
correlate positively. A pilot Invt,stlgQtlon: leaves imprel8ion that 
it is possible by examination of paintings or short stories to make 
a better-than-chance judgment about the health of the anist. 

ltstf:lblt Hypothisls: That the correlation between beauty, 
wisdom, and goodness and psychological health increases with 
aae. People in increasing age decades to be rated for health. 
beauty. ,oodness. and wisdom, each rating by different sets of 
judaes. Correlation should be positive throuJhout and should be 
higher for people in the thinies. still higher in the forties. etc. So 
far hypothesis supported by casual observation. 

Hypothtsls: . Rating novels in all fifteen B-Values will show 
that "poor" novels (so rated by judges) are less close to the B
Values than "good" novels. Same for "good" music and "poor" 
music. Non-normative statements are possible also: e.g.. which 
painters. which words, what kind of dancing help to heighten or 
to strengthen or exemplify individuality, honesty. self-sufficiency, 
or other B-Values. Also. which books. poems are preferred by 
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more matured people. How possible is it to use healthy people 
as "biological assays" (more sensitive and efficient perceivers and 
choosers of B-Values, like canaries in a coal mine)? 

8. What little we know about the characteristics of and the 
determinants of increasinl and decreasing psychological health 
in children of all ages in our culture indicates on the whole that 
increasing health means movement toward various and perhaps 
aU "of the B-Values. "'Good" external conditions in school, fam
ily, etc., may then be defined as conducive to psychological 
health or toward the B-Values. Phrasing this in terms of testable 
hypotheses would yield, e.g., psychologically healthier children 
are more honest (beautiful, virtuous, integrated, etc . . . . ) than 
less healthy children, health to be measured by projective testlt or 
behavior samples or psychiatric interview, or absence of classical 
neurotic symptoms. etc. 

. 

H),pothesis: Psychologically healthier teachers should produce 
movement toward the B-Values in their students, etc. 

Question in non-normative style: Which conditions increase and 
which decrease integration in children? Honesty. beauty, play
fulness, self-sufficiency, etc.? 

9. "Good" (Value 2) or "elegant" mathematical demonstra
tions are the ultimate in "simplicity" ( 10). in abstract truth ( I ), 
in perfection and completion and "order" (7. 8. 9). They can be 
and often are seen as very beautiful (3). Once done. they look 
easy and are easy ( 1 2). This move toward. yearning for. love for, 
admiration for. even in some people need for perfection. etc., is 
roughly paralleled by all machine makers. engineers. production 
engineers. toolmakers. ca rpenters. specialis\s in administration 
and or.anization in business. army. etc. They too show Drang 
nach the above B-Values. This should be measurable in terms of 
choices between: e.g . •  an elegantly simple machine. and an un
necessarily complex one. a well balanced hammer and a clumsily 
balanced hammer. a '"fully" functioning engine and a partially 
functioning one (5). etc. Healthier engineers. carpenters, etc .• 
should spontaneously demonstrate greater preference for and 
closeness to the B-Values in all their products. which should be 
more preferred. command Ii higher price. etc . •  than the less "8: 
ward" products of less developed and evolved engineers. car
penters. etc; Something similar is probably also true of the 
"good" experiment. the "good" theory and for "good" science 
in general. It is probable that a strong determinant of the use of 
the word "good" in these contexts is "closer to the B-Values" in 
about the same sense as is true for mathematics. 
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10. Most (insight. uncovering. nonauthoritarian. Taoistic) psy
chotherapists. of whatever school. when they can be induced to 
speak of the ultimate goals of psychotherapy. will even today, 
speak of the fully human. authentic. self-actualizing. individuat
ed person. or some approximation thereof both in the descriptive 
sense and in the sense of the ideal. abstract concept. When 
teased out into subdetails. this usually means some or all of the 
B-Values; e.g . •  honesty ( I ). good behavior (2). integration (4), 
spontaneity (5), movement toward fullest development and ma
turing and harmonizing of potentialities (7. 8. 9). being what one 
fully is in essence ( 1 0). being all that one can be and accepting 
one's deeper self in all iu aspects ( I I ). effortless. easy function
ing ( 1 2). ability to play and to enjoy ( 1 3). independence. autono
my. and self-determination ( 14). I doubt that any therapist would 
seriously object to any of these. although some might want to 
add. 

Massive evidence on the actual effects of successful and un
successful psychotherapy comes from the Rogers group. and all 
of it, without exception so far as I am aware. supports or is com
patible with the hypothesis that the B-Vahles are the far goal of 
psychotherapy. This operation-i.e .• before and after psycho
therapy-is available for putting to the test the as yet untested 
hypothesis that therapy also increases the beauty of the Patient 
and also his sensitiveness to. yearning for. and enjoyment of 
beauty. A parallel set of hypotheses for humor ... is also testable. 

Pilot experiment: Unquantified observation from two-year
long experiments with group therapy; both the college boys and 
the college girls in general looked more beautiful or handsome 
both to me Bnd to the participants themselves (and actually be
came more beautiful. attractive as measu� by the judgment -of 
strangers) because of increased self-love and self-respect and in
creased pleasure in pleasing the group members (out of in
creased love for them). In general. if we stress the uncovering 
aspect of therapy. then whatever it reveals was there already in 
some sense. Therefore. whatever emerges or is re"ealed by un
covering therapy is very likely to be constitutionally or temper
mentally or genetically in ... insic to the organism; i.e., its essence, 
its deepest reality. is biologically given. That which is dissipated 
by uncovering therapy is thereby proven to be. or at least indi
cated to be. not intrinsic. or inherent. but rather accidental. 
superficial. acquired by or imposed upon the organism. The rele
vant evidence which indicates Wlat the B-Val�es are strengthened 
or actualized by uncoverins therapy therefore supports the belief 
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that these B-Values are attributes or defining characteristics of 
the deepest, most essential, most intrinsic human nature. This 
general proposition is quite testable in principle. Rogers' tech
nique of "moving toward and away from" in therapy ( 1 29) offers 
a wide range of possibilities of research on what helps movement 
toward and away from B-Values. 

I I .  The far goals of "creative," "humanistic," or "whole 
person" education, especially nonverbal (art. dance. etc.) educa
tion. overlap very considerably with the B-Values. and may 
tum out to be identical with them. plus all sorts of psycho
toherapeutic additions which are probably means rather than 
ends. That is. this kind of education half-consciously wants 
the same kind of end product as ideal psychotherapy. All the 
kinds of

'
research that have been done and will be done on the 

effects of therapy can. therefore. in principle be paralleled with 
"creative" education. As with therapy. so also with education, 
cah be seen the possibility of winding up with a usable. norma
tive cElncept-i.e.. that education is "good" which· best "be
ifics" the student; i.e., helps him to become more honest, good, 
beautiful. integratea, etc. This probably holds true also for 
higher education, if the acquisition of skills and tools is ex
cluded. or seen only as a means to ultimate Being-ends. 
. 12. About the same is true for certain versions of the large 
theistic and nontheistic religions. and for both the legalistic 
and mystical versions of each of these. On the whole they pro
pagate: a) a God who is the embodiment of most of the B
Values; b) the ideal, religious, and Godly man is one who best 
exemplifies or at least yearns for these same "Godlike" B
Values; c) all techniques, ceremonials, rituals, dogmas can be 
seen as means toward achieving these ends; d) heaven is the 
place or state, or time of achievement of these values. Salva
tion. redemption, conversion, are all acceptances of the truth of 
the above, etc. Since these propositions are supported by se
lected evidence, they need a principle of selection outside 
themselves; i.e., they are compatible with 8-psychology, but do 
not prove it to be true. The literature of religion is a useful 
storehouse if one knows what to pick and use. As with other 
propositions above, we may turn things about and offer as 
theoretical proposition to try out. e.g .• B-Values are definers 
of "true" or functional, usable, helpful religion. This criterion is 
probably best satisfied now by a combination of Zen and Tao 
and Humanism. 

13 .  It is my impression that most people move away from 8-
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Values under hard or bad environmental conditions that 
threaten the D-need gratifications, e.g., concentration camps, 
prison camps, starvation, plague, terror, hostility from the envi
ronment, abandonment, rootlessness, widespread breakdown 
of value systems, absence of value systems, hopelessness, etc. 
It is not known why a Jew people under these very same "bad" 
conditions, move toward the B-Values. However, both kinds of 
movement are iestable. 

HypotheSis: That one useful meaning of "good conditions" 
is "synergy," defined by Ruth Benedict as "social-institutional 
conditions which fuse selfishness and unselfishness, by arrang
ing it so that when I pursue 'selfish' gratifications. I auto
matically help others. and when I try to be altruistic. I 
automatically reward and gratify myself also; i.e., when the 
dichotomy or polar opposition between selfishness and altruism 
is resolved and transcended." Thus the hypotheses: a good 
society is one in which virtue pays; the more the synergy in a 
society or sub-group or pair or within a self. the closer we come 
to the B-Values; poor social or environmental conditions arc 
those which set us against each other by making our personal 
interests antasonistic to each other, or mutually exclusive. or in 
which the personal gratifications (D-needs) are in short sup
ply so that not all can satisfy their needs. except at the expense 
of others. Under 800d conditions we have to pay little or noth
ing for being virtuous, for pursuing the B-Values. etc.; under 
good conditions. the virtuous businessman is more successful 
financially; under good conditions, the successful person is 
loved rather than hated or feared or resented; under gOQd con
ditions. admiration is more possible (unmixed with erotization 
or domination, etc.). 

14. There is some evidence to indicate that what we call 
"good" jobs and "good" working conditions on the whole help 
to' move people toward the B-Values; e.g., people in less desir
able jobs value safety and security most, while people in ,the 
most desirable jobs most often value highest the possibilities 
for self-actualization. This is a special case of "good" environ
mental conditions. Again the possibility is implied here of 
movins toward non-normative statements, e.g., which work 
conditions produce sreater wholeness. honesty, idiosyncrasy, 
etc., thereby replacing the word "good" with the phrase "con
ducing to the B-Values." 

15. The hierarchy of basic needs and their order of pre
potency was discovered by the operation of a "reconstructive 
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biology," i.e . •  the frustration of which needs produce neurosil� 
Perhaps one day not too far off we shall have sensitive enouah 
psychological instruments to put to the test the hypothesis that 
threat to or frustration of any of the 8-Values produces a kind 
of pathology or existential illness. or a fcelina of human di
minution, i.e.. that they are also "needs" in the above sense 
(that we yearn for them in order to complete �urselves or be
come fully human). At any rate, it is possible now to ask the re
searchable questions which have not yet been researched. 
"What are the effects of living in a dishonest world. an evil 
world, an ugly world, a split. disintearated world. a dead. 
static world of clichEs and stereotypes, an incomplete. unfin
ished world, a world without order or justice, an unnecessarily 
complicated world, an oversimplified, overabstract world. an 
effortful world, a humorless world. a world without privacy or 
independence?" 

1 6. I have already pointed out that one usable operational 
meaning of the "good society" is the dearee to which it offers 
all its members the basic need satisfactions and the possibilities 
of self-actualization and human fulfillment. To this phrasing 
can be added the proposition "the good society" (by con
trast with the poor society) exemplifies. values. strives for, 
makes possible the achievement of the 8-Values. This can also 
be phrased non-normatively. as we have done above. The ab
stractly ideal Eupsychia would perfectly achieve the 8-Values. 
To what extent is the good society (Eupsychia) the same as 
the synergic society? 

V. How Can Being- Love Bring Disinterest. Neutrality 
Detachment. Greater Perspicuity? 

When does Love sometimes bring blindness? When does it 
mean Kreat(>r and when lesser perspicuity? 

The point at which a corner is turned is when the love be
comes so great and so pure (unambivalent) for the object itself 
that its good is what we want. not what it can do for us. i.e .• 
when it passes beyond being means and becomes an end (with 
our permission). As with the apple tree for instance: We can 
love it so much that we don't want it to be anything else; we 
are happy it is as it is. Anything that interferes with it ("butts 
in") can do on�I' harm and make it /(>$$ an apple tree. or less 
perfectly living by its own intrinsic. inherent rules. It can look so 
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perfect that we're afraid to touch it for fear of lessening it. 
Certainly. if it is seen as perfect. there is no possibility of im
proving it. As a matter of fact. the effort to improve (or dec
orate. etc.) is itself a proof that the object is seen as less than 
perfect. that the picture of "perfect development" in the im
prover's head is conceived by him to be better than the final 
end of the apple tree itself; i.e . •  he can do better than the apple 
tree. he knows better; he can shape it better than it can itself. 
So we feel half-consciously that the dog-improver is not really 
a dog-lover. The real dog-lover will be enraged by the tail 
cropping. the ear cropping or shaping. the selective breeding 
that makes this dog fit a pattern from some magazine. at the 
cost of making it nervous. sick. sterile. unable to give birth 
normally. epileptic. etc. (And yet such people do call themselves 
dog-lovers.) Same for people who train dwarf-trees. or teach 
bears to ride a bicycle. or chimpanzees to smoke cigarettes. 

Real love then is (sometimes at least) noninterfering and 
nondemanding and can delight in the thing itself; therefore. it 
can gaze at the object without guile. design. or calculation of 
any selfish kind. This makes for less abstracting (or selecting of 
parts or attributes or single characteristies of the object), less 
viewing of less-than-the-whole. less atomizing or d issecting. 
This is the same as saying that there is less active or Procrus
tean structuring. organizing. shaping. molding. or fitting-to
theory. or to a preconception; i.e .• the object remains more 
whole. more unified. which amounts to saying. more itself. The 
object is less measured against criteria of relevance or irrele
vance. importance or unimportance. figure or ground. useful or 
useless. dangerous or not-dangerous, valuable or valueless. 
profit or no-profit. good or bad, or ' other criteria of selfish 
human perceiving. Also the object is less apt to be rubricized. 
classified. or placed in a historical sequence, or seen as simply 
a member of a class, as a sample. or instance of a .  type. 

This means that all the (unimponant as well as important) 
aspects or characteristics of (holistic) parts of the object 
(peripheral as well as central) are more apt to be given equal 
care or attention, and that every part is apt to be delightful and 
wonderful; B-Iove. whether of a lover, or a baby or a painting 
or a flower, almost always guarantees this kind of dist·ributed 
looking-with-care-intense-and-fascinated. 

' 

Seen in this holistic context, little flaws are apt to be seen as 
"cute." charming. endearing, because idiosyncratic; because 
they give character and individuality to the object. because they 
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make it what-it-is-rather-than-something-else. perhaps also just 
,because they are unimportant. peripheral. nonessential. 

Therefore. the B-Iover (B-cognizer) will see details that will 
evade the D-Iover or nonlover. Also he will more easily see the 
ptr St nature of the object itself. in its own right and in its own 
style of being. Its own delicate and cartilaginous structure is 
more likely to be yielded to by receptive looking. which is non
active. noninterfering, less arrogant. That is. its perceived 
shape is more determined by its own shape when B-cognized 
than when a structure is imperiously imposed upon it by the 
perceiver, who will therefore be more likely to be too brusque, 
too impatient, too much the butcher hacking a carcass apan 
for his own appetite, too much the conqueror demanding un
conditional surrender, too much the sculptor modeling clay 
which has no structure of its own. 

VI. Under What Conditions and by Which People 
Are Being- Values Chosen or Not Chosen? 

The evidence available shows &hat B-Values are more often 
chosen by "healthy" people (self-actualizing. mature, productive 
characters, etc.). Also by a preponderance of the "greatest," 
most admired, most loved people throughout history. (Is this 
why they are admired. loved, considered great?) 

Animal experimentation on choice shows that strong habits, 
previous learning, etc., lowers the biological efficiency, flexi
bility. adaptability of self-healing choice, e.g., in adrenalec
tomized rats. Experiments with familiarization demonstrate 
that people will continue to choose and to prefer even the in
efficient, the annoying, and the initially nonpreferred if previ
ously forced to choose them over a ten-day period. General 
experience with human beings suppons these findings, e.g., in 
the area of good habits. Clinical experience indicates that this 
preference for the habitual and familiar is greater and more 
rigid, compUlsive, and neurotic in people who are more anxious, 
timid, rigid, constricted, etc. 'Clinical evidence and some ' ex
perimental evidence indicate that ego-strength, courage, health, 
and creativeness make more likely in adults and children the 
choice of the new, the unfamiliar, the unhabitual. 

Familiarization in the sense of adaptation also can cut the 
tendency to choose the B-Values. Bad smells cease to smell 
bad. The shocking tends to cease shocking. Bad conditions are 
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adapted to and not noticed any more, i.e., cease to be con
scious, even though their bad effects may continue without 
conscious awareness, e.g., effects of continued noise or of con
tinued ulliness, or of chronically poor food. 

Real choice implies equal and simultaneous presentation with 
the alternatives. For instance, people used to a poorly repro
ducing phonograph preferred it to a hi-Ii phonograph. People 
used to the hi-Ii preferred thQI. But when both groups were ex.� 
posed to both poor and good music reproduction. both Iroups 
finally chose the better reproduction of the hi-Ii (Eisen
bera)· 

The preponderance of the experimental literature on dis
crimination shows that it is more efficient when the alterna
tives are simultaneously present and close together rather than 
far apan. We may expect that the selection of the more 
beautiful of two paintings, or the more honest of two wines, or 
the more alive of two human beings, will be more likely the 
closer together they are in space and time. 

Proposed ,xptrime",: If the gamut of qualities is from I 
(poor ciprs, wine, fabric, cheese, coffee, eic.) to 1 0  ("good" 
cipn, wine, etc.), the persons used to level I may very well 
choose I ,  if the only alternative choice is at the other extreme, 
e.I., 10. But it is probable that the person will choose 2 rather 
than I, J rather . than 2, etc., and in this way be brought to 
choose level 10 finally. The alternative chQices ought to be 
within the same realm of discourse, i.e., not too far apan. Using 
this same technique for those who ini�ially prefer the very lood 
wine, i.e., giving them a choice between 10 and 9, 9 and 8, S 
and 4, etc., they will probably continue to choose the higher 
value. 

In the various senses above, uncovering insight therapy can 
be seen as leading up to a "real choice" process. The ability to 
make real choice is much greater after successful therapy than 
it was before, i.e .• it is constitutionally rather than culturally 
determined, it is determined by the self rather than by the ex
tornal or internal "others." The alternatives are conscious 
rather than unconscious, fear is minimized, etc. Successful 
therapy increases the tendency to prefer B-Values as well as 
to exemplify them. 

This implies that characterological determinants of choosers 
must also be held constant or taken into account; e.g., learning 
that the "better" choice (higher in the hierarchy of values, 
gain, toward B-VaJues) tastes better by actually tasting it is 
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more difficult for traumatized. negatively conditioned. or gen
erally neurotic people. for shy. timid people. for narrowed. 
impoverished. coarcted people. for rigid. stereotyped. conven
tionalized people. etc. (because they may be afraid to try the 
experience. or to experience the taste. or may deny the exper
ience. suppress it, repress it. etc.) This characterological control 
holds true in principal both for constitutional determinants and 
for acquired determinants. 

Many experiments show that social suggestion, irrational 
advertising, social pressure, propaganda. 'have considerable 
effect against freedom of choice and even freedom of percep
tion; i.e., the choices may be misperceived and then mis-chos
en. TJ:Iis deleterious effect is greater in conforming rather than 
in independent� stronger people. There are clinical and social
psychological reasons for predicting that this effect is greater 
in younger than in older people. However, all of these effects, 
and similar ones, from e.g., subliminal conditioning, propa
ganda, prestige suggestion, or false advertising. subliminal 
stimuli. covert positive reinforcement, etc., rest upon blindness, 
ignorance. lack of insight. concealment. lying, and unaware
ness of the situation. Most of these effects can be eliminated by 
making the ignorant chooser consciously aware of the way in 
which he has been manipulated. 

Really free choice-in which the inner. intrinsic nature of the 
chooser is the main determinant-is therefore enhanced by free
dom from social pressure. by an independent rather than de
pendent personality. by chronological maturity, by strength and 
courage rather than by weakness and fear, and by truth. know
ledge. and awareness. Satisfying each of these conditions 
should increase the percentage of 8-choices. 

The hierarchy of values, in which the B-Values are the 
"highest" is in part determined by the' hierarchy of basic needs, 
by the prepotency of deficit-needs over growth-needs. by the 
prepotency of homeostasis over growth, etc. In general. where 
there are two lacks to be gratified, the more prepotent. i.e., the 
"lower" is chosen to be gratified . Therefore, an expectable, 
highly probable preference for B-Values rests in principle upon 
prior gratification of lower, more prepotent values. This gener
alization generates many predictions; for example. the safety
need-frustrated person will prefer the true to the false. the 
beautiful to the ugly. the virtuous to the evil, etc .• less often 
than will the safety-need-gratified person. 

This implies a restatement of the age-old problem: In what 
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senses are "higher" pleasures (e.g., Beethoven) superior to 
"lower" pleasures (e.g., Elvis Presley)? How can this be 
proven to one "stuck" in the lower pleasures? Can it be 
taught? Especially can it be taught to one who doesn't want to 
be taught? 

What are the "resistances" to . the higher pleasures? The 
general answer (in addition to all the above considerations) is: 
The higher pleasures taste (feel) better than the lower ones, 
for instance. to anyone who can be induced to experience them 
both. But all the special. experimental conditions above are 
necessary in order for the person to be able to make a real 
choice. i.e . •  to be able fully and freely to compare the two 
tastes. Growth is theoretically possible only because the 
"higher" tastes are better than the "lower" and because the 
"lower" satisfaction becomes boring. (See Chapter 4 in Toward 
a Psychology oj Being for discussion of "growth-through-de
light-and-eventual-boredom-with-conseq'uent-seeking-for-new
higher-experience. ") 

Constitutional factors of another type also determine choices 
and therefore values. Chickens, laboratory rats, farm animals 
have all been found to vary from birth in efficiency of choice, 
especially of a good diet: i.e., some animals are efficient choos
en and some are poor choosers, in a biological sense. That is, 
these latter poor choosers. will sicken or die if left to choose 
for themselves. The same is reported in an unofficial way for 
human infants by child psychologists, pediatricians. etc. All 
these organisms also vary in the energy with which they will 
struggle for satisfaction and the overcoming of frustration. In 
addition. constitution work with human adults shows that the 
different body types show some difference in choices of satis
factions. Neurosis is a powerful destroyer of choicc-efficiency. 
preference for B-Values. preference for real need-satisfactions. 
etc. It is even possible to define psychological ill health by the 
degree to which that is chosen which is "bad" for the health of 
the organism. e.g., drugs. alcohol, bad diet. bad friends, bad 
jobs. etc. 

Cultural conditions, in addition to all the obvious effects, are 
a main determinant of the range of choices possible, e.g. , of 
careers, of diet, etc. Specifically, economic-industrial condi
tions are also important; e.g., large scale, profit-seeking, mass
distribution industry is very good at supplying us with, for ex
ample. inexpensive and well-made clothes, and very bad at 
supplying us with good. unpoisoncd foods such as chemical-
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free bread, insecticide-free beef, hormone-free fowl, etc. 
Therefore, we may expect B-Values to be more strongly pre

ferred by: 1 .  people who are more healthy, matured, 2. older, 
3. stronger, more independent, 4. more courageous, S, more 
educated, etc. One of the conditions which will increase the 
percentage of choice of B-Values is absence of great --social 
pressure. 

" 

All the above can easily be cast in a non-normative form for 
those who get uneasy over the use of the' terms "good" and 
"bad," "higher" and "lower," etc., even though these can be 
defined operationally. For instance, the nonhuman Martian 
could ask, "When and by whom and under what conditions is 
truth chosen rather than falsehood, integrated rather than dis
integrated, complete rather than incomplete, orderly rather 
than disorderly, etc.?" 

Another old question can also be rephrased in this more 
manageable way; i.e., , Is man basically good or evil? No matter 
how we choose to define these words, man turns out to have 
both good and evil impulses, and to behave in both 100d and 
evil ways. (Of course, this observation doesn't answer the 
question of which is deeper, more basic, or more instinctlike.) 
For purposes of scientific investigation we had better repbrase 
this question to read: Under what conditions and when will 
who choose the B-Values, i.e.. be "good"? What minimizes or 

. maximizes this choice? What kind of society maximizes this 
choice? What kind of ' education? Of therapy? Of family? 
These questions in tum open up the possibility of asking, 
How can we make men "better"? How can we improve 
society? 



1 0  
Comments from a 

Symposilim of Human Values 

These four papers I seem to be utterly dissimilar and yet in one 
way they are not really so. They assume and share certain basic 

I Presented by Charlotte BUhler. Herben Fingarctte. Wolfgang Lederer. 
and Alan Watts on December I S. 196 1 .  at the California State Psychologi
cal Association Meeting. San Francisco. Symposium Chairman Or. 
lawrence N. Solomon summarized each author's position: 

In the lead paper. Or. Buhler takes olffrom a psychoanalytic orienta
tion to explore life's basic tendencies a. a possible basis for a value sys
tem consonant with nature. She presents some of the empirical opera
tions utilized to approach this area and lugesll what appean to her, at 
thill time. to be a mOlt promisinl technique. 

Or. Fingarette tackles the philosophical problem of moral pilt and 
raises the profoundly meaningful question of whether or not behavior 
mUlt always reIIect an inner acceptance (on some level of consciou .. 
ness) of the wish behind the deed. H is affirmative answer to this question 
leads to some interesting conclusions reprdinl the distinction between 
moral and neurotic auilt. 

Or. Lederer. In hi. paper. shares with the reader hi. experiences al an 
analyst and. speciftcally, those .ianificant events which led to hil belief 
that plychotherapy mUlt. in this day and age. be value-oriented. A thera
piat can no lonaer "listen long and silently. with free-Boating attention, 
without criticilm, without livinl advice-uninvolved," ValuCi enter 
paychotheMPY when the therapist becomes sufficiently liberated to follow 
hi. own undentandina and conscience in his therapeutic encountera 
with today's patient: the young man without identity. 

I4J 
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chansel in belief about values. revolutionary changes that have 
come about only recently and that we should be conscious of. 

There is no appeal in any of these papers to an extrahuman 
10Urce or locus of values. No supernatural is involved. no sacred 
book. no hallowed tradition. All the lpeakers agree that the val
ues which are . to guide human action must be found within the 
nature of human and natural reality itself. 

Not only is the locus of values implied to be natural but 10 
also is the procedure for discovering these values. They are to be 
uncovered (or discovered) by human effort and by human cogni
tion. by appealing to the experimental. clinical. and philosoph
ical experiences of human beings. No powers are involved here 
that are not human powers. 

The further implication is that they are to be found. that is. 
discovered or uncovered. rather than (or II well as) invented. 
constructed. or created. This implies further that they exist In 
somr srmr and In somr drgrrr and t·hat they are. 10 to speak. 
waiting for us to see them. In this sense. values are beinS treated 
like other secrets of nature which we may not know much about 
at the moment but which will undoubtedly yield to our probin8 
and searching. 

All four papers by implication discard that simplistic conception 
of science which conceives it to be "objective" in the conven
tional sense. o1fly public. only "out there." and which expects III 
scientific statements to be thrown into physicalistic form. if Dot 
now then in the future. 

Such an acceptance of the psyche mUlt of course destroy an 
exclusively objectivistic theory of science. Some people will feel 
that such "mentalism" will destroy Gil science. but I disagree with 
such a foolish notion. On the contrary. I claim that science with 
the psyche left in is far more powerful. rather than leu powerful. 
For instance. I think that this laraer amd more inclusive con
ception of science can certainly handle problems of value with 
ease. As we know, the narrower science which tried to be purely 

Dr. Watts' paper presents. for the Western reader. what may appear 
to be a novel. but at the same time fundamentally important. concept. 
alization of the nature of man. Orawina upon the Taoistic traditions, he 
ponrays tbe humin beina inside the skin and the world outside the skiA 
as havina the skin as a COmmon boundary between them which brio,." 
10 both. Such thinking lends itself easily to conceptualizations about the 
behavior of a unified field. and has meaningful implications for any 
theory of values and morality. 

. 
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objectivistic and impenonal could then find no place 01 11// for'  
values. goals. or ends and so had to define them out of existence. 
Either their factuality had to be denied. or else put forever beyond 
the reach of scientific cognition (which made them '"unimpor
tant" and not worthy of serious examination). To talk about values 
bec:ame "unscientific" or even antiscientific. and so they were 
turned over to poets. philosophen. artists. religionists, and other 
soft headed though warmhearted people . .  

In other words these papen are essentially '"scientific" even 
though in an older and more original sense of the word "sci
ence." These papen are not essentially different in spirit or 
approach, I would guess, from a discussion of vitamins around the 
yar 1920 or 1925. They, too, . were then in the clinical. pre�x
peri mental stage as we are today. 

If this is so. then of course we should keep discussion and 
hypothesizing open and diverse. We should not close off possi
bilities prematurely. The diversity of approaches in this sympo
sium seems to be fitting and proper and could have been even 
greater if there had been time. This is no time for orthodoxies 
and I am glad to notice that the fierce and bitter arguments 
among the schools of twenty years ago have been replaced by a 
more humble recognition of collaboration and division of labor. 

I believe it will also be humbling for us if we admit freely that 
we are impelled to our interest in values not only by the intrinsic 
logic of science and philosophy but also by the current historical 
position of our culture, or rather of our whole species. Through
out history values have been discussed only when they became 
moot and questionable. Our situation is that the traditional 
value systems have all failed, at least for thoughtful people. 
Since it seems to be impossible for us to live without values to 
believe in and approve of, we are now in the process of casting 
about in a new direction, namely. the scientific one. We are 
trying the new experiment of differentiating value-as-fact from 
value-as-wish, hoping thereby t6 discover values that we Can 
believe in because they are true rather than because they are 
gratifying illusions. 

. 





PART IV 

Education 





1 1  
Knower and Known 

My general thesis is that many of the communication diffi
culties between persons arc the byproduct of communication 
barriers within the person; and that communication between the 
person and the world. to and fro. depends largely on their iso
morphism (i.e .• similarity of structure or form); that the world 
can communicate to a person only that of which he is worthy. 
that which he deserves or is '"up to"; that to a large extent. he can 
receive from the world. and give to the world. only that which he 
himself is. As George Lichtenberg said of a certain book. "Such 
works are like mirrors; if an ape peeps in. no apostle will look 
out." 

For this reason. the study of the "innards" of the personality 
is one necessary base for the understanding of what a person can 
communicate to the world. and what the world is  able to 
communicate to him. This truth is  intuitively known to every 
therapist. every artist. every teacher. but it should be made 
more explicit. 

Of course I take communication here in the very broadest 
sense. I include all the proceslles of perception and of learn
ing. and all the forms of art and of creation. And I include 
primary-process cognition (archaic. mythological. metaphorical. 
poetic. cognition) as well as verbal. rational. secondary-process 
communication. I want to speak of what we are blind and deaf to 
as well as what gets through to us; of what we express dumbly 
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and unconsciously as well as what we can verbalize or structure 
clearly. 

A main consequence of this general thesis-that difficulties 
with the outer parallel difficulties within the inner-is that we 
sh�uld expect communication with the outer world to improve 
along with improvement in the development of the personality, 
along with its integration and wholeness, and along with freedom 
from civil war among the variou,s ponions of the personality, i.e., 
perception of reality should improve. One then becomes more 
perceptive in . the sense implied by Nietzsche when he says that 
one must have earned for oneself the distinction necessary to 
understand him. 

Splits within the Personality 

First of all, what do I mean by failure of internal communica
tion? Ultimately the simplest example is that of dissociation of 
the personality, of which the most dramatic and mOlt usually 
known form is the multiple personality. I have examined as 
many of these cases as I could find in the literature, and a few 
I had access ,to myself, along with the less dramatic fUJUeB and 
amnesias. They seem to me to fall into a general pattern which 
I can express as a tentative general theory, which will be of use 
to us in our present task because it tells something about the 
splits in 0/1 of us. 

In every case I kntw, the '"normal" or presenting penonality 
has been a shy or quiet or reserved penon, most often a female, 
rather conventional and controlled, rather submissive and even 
self';abnegating, unaggressive and "good," tending to be mousy, 
and easily exploited. In every case I know of, the '"personality" 
that broke througt) into consciousness and into control of the 
person was the very opposite, impUlsive rather than controlled, 
self-indulgent rather than self-abnegating, bold and brassy rath
er than shy, ftouting the conventions, eager for a lood time, ag
gressive and demanding, immature. 

This is, of course, a split that we can see in a/l of us in a less 
extreme form. This is the inward battle between impulse and 
control, between individual demands and the demands of soci
ety, between immaturity and maturity, between irresponsible 
pleasure and responsibility. To the extent that we succeed in 
being simultaneously the mischievous, childish rascal and the 
sober, responsible, impulse-controlling citizen, to that extent are 
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we leu split and more integrated. This, by the way. is the ideal 
therapeutic JOal for multiple personalities: to retain both or all 
three personalities. but in a paceful fusion or integration under 
conscious or preconscious control. 

Each of these multiple personalities communicates with the 
world. to and fro, in a different way. They talk differently, write 
differently, indulge themselves differently, make love differently, 
_leet different friends. In one case I had contact with, "the 
willful child" personality had a big sprawling, child's handwrit
ina. vocabulary, and misspellin,: the "self-abnegating, exploit
able" penonality had a mousy, conventional, good-school-girl 
handwritin,. One "'penonality" read and studied books. The 
other could not, being too, impatient and uninterested. How dif
ferent would have been their art productions, had we thought to 
Jet them. 

In the rest of us, too, those portions of ourselves which are re
jected and relegated to unc(lnscious existence can and inevi
tably do break throup into open effects upon our communication, 
both intake and output, aft'ectin, our perceptions as well as our 
actions. This is easily enoup demonstrated, by projective tests 
on one side and art expression on the other. 

The projective test shows how the world looks to us, or better 
aid, it shows how we organize the world, what we can take out 
of it, what we can let it tell us, what we choose to see, and what 
we choose "01 to listen or to see. ' 

Somethin, similar is true on our expressive side. We express 
what we are (95). To the extent that we are split. our expressions 
and communications are split. partial, onesided. To the extent 
that we are intearated; whole. unified. spontaneous. and fully 
functioning, to that extent are our expressions and communi
cations complete, unique and idiosyncratic. alive and creative 
rather than inhibited, conventionalized, and artificial. honest 
rather than phony. Oinical experience shows this for pictorial 
and verbal art expressions, and for expressive movements in 
aenera). and probably also for dance, athletic, and other total 
bodily expressions. This is true not onlf for the communicative 
effects that we mta" to have upon other people; it seems also 
to be true for the effects we do not mean to have. 

Those portions of ourselves that we reject and repress (out 
Qf fear or shame) do not 10 out of existence. They do not die, but 
rather ,0 under,round. Whatever effects these underground 
portions of our human nature ma)' thereafter have upon our com-
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munications tend either to be unnoticed by ourselves or else to 
be felt as if they were not pan of us. e.g .. ... don't know what 
made me say such a thing." ... don't know what came over me." 

To me this phenomenon means that expression is not alone a 
r.ultural thing; it is also a biological phenomenon. We mUSI talk 
about the instinctoid elements in human nature. those intrinsic 
aspects of human nature , which culture cannot kill but only re
press. and which continue to affect our expression�ven thoup 
in a sneaky way-in spite of all that culture can do. Culture is 
only a necessary cause of human nature. not a sufficient cause. 
But so also is our biology only a necessary cause and not a suf
ficient cause of human nature. It is true that only in a culture can 
we learn a spoken language. But it is just as true that in that 
same cultural environment a chimpanzee will nOl learn to speak . 
• say this because it is my vague impression that communication 
is studied too exclusively at the sociological level and not enoup 
at the biological level. 

Pursuing this same theme. of the ways in which splits within the 
personality contaminate our communications to the wor.d and 
from the world • •  turn to several well-known pathological exam
ples. I cite them also because they seem to be exceptions to the 
general rule that the healthy and integrated person tends to be a 
superior perceiver and expresser. There is both clinical and ex
perimental evidence in large quantity for this generalization; for 
instance. the work of H. J. Eysenck and his colleages. And yet. 
there are exceptions that force us to be cautious. 

The schizophrenic is one in whom the controls and defenses 
are collapsing or have collapsed. The person then tends to slip 
into his private inner world. and his contact with other people 
and with the natural world tends to be destroyed. But this in
volves also some destruction of the communications to and from 
the world . Fear of the world cuts communication with it. So also 
can inner impulses and voices become so loud as to confuse re
ality-testing. But it is also true that the schizophrenic patient 
sometimes shows a selective superiority. Because he is so 'in
volved with forbidden impulses and with primary-process cogni
tion, he is reported occasionally to be extraordinarily acute in 
interpreting the dreams of others or in ferreting out the buried 
impulses of others, for instance. concealed homosexual impulses. 

It can also work the other way about. Some of the best thera
pists with schizophrenics were schizophrenics themselves. And 
here and there we see a report that former patients can make 
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exceptionally good and understanding ward attendants. This 
works on about the same principle as Alcoholics Anonymous. 
Some of my psychiatrist friends are now seeking this participant
understanding by having an experience of being transiently psy- ' 
chotic with LSD or mescaline. One way of improving communi
cation with a V is to be a Y. 

In this area we can learn much also from the psychopathic 
personality. especially the "charming" type. They can be de
acrihed briefly as ha�ing no conscience. no guilt, no shame, no 
love for other people, no inhibitions. and few controls. so that 
they pretty well do what . they want to do. They tend to become 
forgers. swindlen, prostitutes, polygamists. and to make their 
living by their wits rather than by hard work. These people. be
cause of their own lacks, are generally unable to understand in 
others the pangs of conscience. regret, unselfish love, compas
sion. pity. guilt. shame. or embarrassment. What you are not, 
you cannot perceive to understand. It cannot communicate 
itself to you. And since what you are does sooner or later com
municate itself. eventually the psychopath is seen as cold, horri- ' 
ble. and frightening, even though at first he seems so delightfully 
carefree. gay.. and unneurotic. 

Again we have an instance in which sickness. though it in
volves a general cutting of communications. also involves, in 
specialized areas. a greater acuteness and skill. The psychopath 
is extraordinarily acute at discovering the psychopathic element 
in us. however carefully we conceal it. He can spot and play upon 
the swindler in us, the forger, the thief, the liar. the faker, the 
phony, and can ordinarily make a IivinS out of this skill. He says 
"You can't con an honest man," and seems very confident of his 
ability to detect any "larceny in the soul." (Of course, this im
plies that he can detect the absence of larceny, which means in 
tum that the character becomes visible in mien and demeanor, 
at least to the intensely in�erested observer. i.e., it communicates 
itself to those who can understand it and identify with it.) 

Masculinity and Femi"ity 

The close relationship between intra- and interpersonal 
communication is seen with especial clarity in the relations 
between masculinity and fer.lininity. Notice that I do not say 
"between the sexes.," becau�e my point is that the relations 
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bet wee" the sexes are very largely determined by the relation 
betw.een masculinity and femininity wlthl" each person, male or 
female. 

The most extreme example I can think of is the male para
noid who very frequently has passive homosexual yearnings, in a 
word, a wish to be raped and injured by the strong man. This 
impulse is totally horrifying and unacceptable to him, and he 
struggles to repress it. A main technique that he uses (projec
tion) helps him to deny his yearning and to split it off from him
self, and at the same time permits him to think about and talk 
about and be preoccupied with the fascinating subject. It is the · 
other man who wants to rape him, not he who wishes to be 
raped. And so there is a suspiciousness in these patients which 
can express itself in the most pathetically obvious ways, e.g., 
they will not let anyone get behind them, they will keep their 
backs to the wall, etc. 

This is not so crazy as it sounds. Men throughout history have re
garded women as temptresses, because they-the men-were 
tempted by them. Men tend to become soft and tender, unselfish 
and gentle when they love a woman. If they happen to live in a 
culture in which these are nonmasculine traits, then they get 
angry at women for weakening them (castrating them), and they 
invent Samson and Delilah myths to show how horrible women 
are. They project malevolent intentions. They blame the mirror 
for what it reftects. 

Women, especially "advanced" and educated women in the 
United States of America, are frequently fighting against their 
own very deep tendencies to dependency, passivity, and sub
missiveness (because this unconsciously means to them a 
giving up of selfhood or personhood). It is then easy for such a 
woman to see men as would-be dominators and rapists and to 
treat them as such, frequently by dominating them. 

For such reasons and others, too, men and women in most 
cultures and in most eras have misunderstood each other, have 
not been truly friendly with each other. It can be said in our 
present context that their intercommunications have been and 
are still bad. Usually one sex has dominated the other. Some
times they manage to get along by cutting off the women's world 
from the men's, and making a complete division of labor, with 
concepts of masculine and feminine character that are very wide 
apart, with no overlapping. 'This makes for peace of a certain 
sort but certainly not for friendship and mutual understanding. 
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What do the psychologists have to suggest about the improve
ment of understanding between the sexes? The psycholoaical 
solution stated with especial clarity by the Jungians but also 
aenerally aareed upon is as follows: The antagonism between tbe 
sexes is laraelv a projection of the unconscious strullie within the 
person. between his or her masculine and feminine components. 
To make peace between the sexes. make peace within the person. 

The man who is fightina within himself all the qualities he and 
his culture defi.ne as feminine will fiaht these same qualities 
in the external world. especially if his culture. values male
ness more than femaleness. as is so often the case. If it be emo
tionality, or illogic. or dependency. or love for colors, or tender
ness 'with babies, he will be afraid of these in himself and fisht 
them and try to be the opposite. And he will tend to fisht the", 
in the external world too by rejecting them, by relegating them 
to women entirely. etc. Homosexual men who solicit or accost 
are frequently brutally beaten up by the men they approach, 
most likely because of the fears they arouse by being temptina. 
And this conclusion is certainly fortified by the fact that the 
beating up often comes ofter the homose«ual act. 

What we see here is an extreme dichotomizing. either/or, 
Ari�totelian thinking of the sort that Goldstein, AcNer, Kor .. 
zybski, tt. 01.. considered so danaerous. My psychologist's way 
of saying the same thing is "dichotomizing means pathologizinl: 
and pathologizing means dichotomizing." The man who thinta 
you can be tithtr a man, all man, or a woman, and nothing but 
a woman, is doomed to strullie with himself, and to eternal 
estrangement from women. To the extent that he learns the 
facts of psychological "bisexuality," and becomes aware of the 
arbitrariness of either/or definitions and the pathogenic nature 
of the process of dichotomizing, to the degree that he discovers 
that differences can fuse and be structured with each olber, and 
need not be exclusive and mutually antagonistic, to that ex
tent will he be It more ' integrated person. able to accept and 
enjoy the "feminine" within himself (the "Anima," as Junl 
calls it). If he can make peace with his female inside, he can 
make peace with the females outside. understand them better, 
be less ambivalent about them. and even admire them more as 
he realizes how superior their femaleness is to his own much 
weaker version. You can certainly communicate better with a 
friend who is appreciated and understood than you can with a 
feared. resented, and mysterious enemy. To make friends with 
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lOme portion of the outside world, it is well to make friends 
with that part of it which is within yourself. 

I do not wish to imply here that one process necessarily 
coMes before the other. They are parallel and it can start the 
other way about, i.e., accepting X in the outside world can help 
achieve acceptance of the same X in the inside world. 

Primary- and Secondary-Process Cognition 

The repudiation of the inner psychic world in favor of the ex
ternal world of common-sense "reality" is stronger in those who 
must deal successfully with the outer world primarily. Also, the 
tougher the environment is, the stronger the repudiation of the 
inner world must be, and the more dangerous it is to a "success
ful" adjustment. Thus the fear of poetic feeling, of fantasy, of 
dreaminess, of emotional thinking. is stronger. in men than in 
women, in adults than in children, in engineers than in artists. 

Observe also that we have here another example of the pro
found Western tendency, or perhaps general human tendency, to 
dichotomize, to think that between alternatives or differences, 
one must choose either one or the other, and that this involves 
repudiation of the non-chosen, as if one couldn't have both; 

And again we have an instance of the generalization that what 
we are blind and deaf to within ourselves, we are also blind and 
deaf to in the outer world, whether it be playfulness, poetic 
feelinll, aesthetic sensitivity, primary creativity. or the like. 

This example is especially important for another reason, 
namely that it seems to me that reconciling this dichotomy may 
be the best place for educators to begin in the task of resolving 
all dichotomies. That is. it may be a good and practicable starting 
point for teaching humanity to stop thinking in a dichotomous 
way in favor of thinking in an integrative way. 

This is one aspect of the great frontal attack upon an over
confident and isolated rationalism. verbalism. and scientism 
that is gathering force. The general semanticists. the existential
ist!!, the phenomenologists. the Freudians, the Zen Buddhists. the 
mystics, the Gestalt therapists, the Humanistic psychologists. 
the Jungians. the self-actualization psychologists. the Rogerians. 
the Bergsonians, the "creative" educationists. and many others. 
are all helping to point out the limits of language, of abstract 
thought, of orthodox science. These have been conceived as con
trollers of the dark, dangerous, and evil human depths. But now 
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as we leam steadily that these depths are not only the wellsprinp 
of neuroses. but also of health. joy. and creativeness. we begin to 
speak of the healthy unconscious. of healthy regression. healthy 
instincts. healthy nonrationality. and healthy intuition. We begin 
also to desire. the salvaging of these capacities for ourselves. 

The general theoretical answer seems to lie in the direction of 
integration and away from splitting and repressing. Of coune 
all these movements which I have mentioned can too easily 
themselves become splitting forces. Antirationalism. antiab
stractionism. antiscienee. antiintellectualism are also splits. 
Properly defined and conceived. intellect is one of our greatest. 
most powerful integratinR forces. 

Autonomy and Homonomy 

Another paradox that faces us as we try to understand the 
relations between inner and outer. between self and world is the 
very complex interrelation between autonomy and homonomy. We 
c;an easily agree with Angyal (5) that there are within us these two 
general directions or needs. one toward selfishness and one toward 
unselfishness. The trend toward autonomy. taken by itself. leads us 
toward self-sufficiency. toward strength over against the world. 
toward fuller and fuller development of our own inner unique Self 
out of its own laws. its own inner dynamics. autochthonous laws of 
the psyche rat�er than of the environment. These psychic laws are 
different from. separate from. and even opposed to the laws of the 
nonpsychic worlds of the external reality. This quest for identity. or 
search for self (individuation. self-actualization) has eertainly �n 
made familiar to us by the growth and self-actualization psy
chologists. not to mention the existentialists. and the theologians 
of many schools. 

But we are also aware of the equally strong tendency. seemingly 
contradictory. toward giving up the self. toward submerging 
ourselves in the non-sclf. toward giving up will. freedom. self
sufficiency. self-control. autonomy. In its sick forms this results in 
the wild romanticism of blood. earth, and instinct. in masochism. in 
contempt for the human being. in the search for values either ow'
side the human being altogether or else in his lowest animal nature. 
both of which rest on contempt for the human being. 

Elsewhere I have made ' the differentiation between the high 
homonomy and the low homonomy (89). Here I should like to 
differentiate the high autonomy from the low autonomy. I wish to 
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show how these differentiations can help us to understand the 
isomorphism between inner and outer. and thereby lay a theoretical 
base for improvement of communication between the personality 
and the world. 

The autonomy and strength which is found in emot40nally secure 
people is different from the autonomy and strength of insecure peo
ple (9S). Very broadly, and without too much inaccuracy, we can 
say that insecure autonomy and strength is a strengthening of the 
personality as OVtr against the world, in an either lor dichotomy 
in which they are not only quite separate, but also mutually �x
clusive, as if they were enemies. We might call this selfish au
tonomy and strength. In a world in which one is either hammer 
or anvil, these are the hammers. In the monkeys in which I first 
studied the different qualities of strength. this was called auto
cratic or fascistic dominance. In the college students who were 
later studied it was called insecure high-dominance (9S). 

Secure high-dominance was another matter altogether. Here 
there was affection for the world and for others. big-brotherly 
responsibility and a feeling of trust in and identification with the 
world rather than an antagonism and fear toward it. The sq
perior strength of these individuals was therefore used for enjoy� 
ment. for love. and for helping others. 

On various grounds we can now find it possible to speak of these 
differentiations as between psychologically healthy and unhealthy 
autonomy. and between psychologically healthy and unhealthy 
homonomy. We find also that this differentiation enables us to see 
that they are interrelated rather than opposed to each other; for as 
the person grows healthier and more authentic. the high autonomy 
and the high homonomy grow touther. appear together and tend 
finally to fuse and to become structured into a hilher unity which 
includes them both. The dichotomy between autonomy and 
homonomy. between selfishn�ss, between the self and the non-self. 
between the pure psyche and outer reality, now tends to disappear, 
and can be seen as a byproduct of immaturity and of incomplete 
development. 

While this transcendence of dichotomy can be seen as a usual 
thing in self-actualizing persons, it can also be seen in mest of the 
reat of us in our most acute moments of integration within .tle self, 
and between self and the world. In the highest love between man 
and woman. or parent and child. as the person reaches the ultimates 
of strength. of self-esteem, of individuality. so also doei he 
limultaneously merge with the other, lose self-consciousness and 
more or less transcend the self and selfishness. The same can happen 
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in the creative moment, in the profound aesthetic e,..,erience, in the 
insiaht experience, in giving birth to a child, in dancing, in athletic 
experiences, and others which I have generalized as peak ex
periences (89). In all of these peak experiences it becomes impossi
ble to differentiate sharply between the self and the non-self. As the 
person becomes integrated so does his world. As he feels good, so 
does the world look good. And so on. 

Observe first of all that this is an empirical statement and not a 
philosophical or theological one. Anyone can repeat these findings. 
I am definitely speaking of human experiences and not of super
natural ones. 

Secondly, observe that this implies a disagreement with var
ious theological statements which imply that transcending the 
limits of self means spuming or repudiating, or losing the self or 
the individuality. In the peak experiences of ordinary people and 
in' self-actualizing people as well, these are end products of the 
development of greater Bnd greater autonomy. of the achieve
ment of identity; and they are the products of self-transcendence. 
not of self-obliteration. 

Thirdly, observe that they are transient experiences, and not per
manent ones. If this is a going into anoVler world. then there is 
always a comina back to the ordinary world. 

Full Functioning. Spontaneity. B-Cognilian 

We begin to know something in a scientific way about the 
more integrated personality as it affects receiving and emitting 
communications. For instance. the many studies by Carl 
Rogers ( 128) and his collaborators indicate that as the person 
improves in psychotherapy. he becomes more integrated in vari
ous ways, more "open to experience" (more efficiently perceiving). 
and more "fully functioning" (more honestly expressive). This 
is our main body of experimental research. but there ,are also 
many clinical and theoretical writers who parallel and support 
these general conclusions at every point. 

My own pilot explorations (not exact enough to be called 
researches in the contemporary sense) come to the same con
clusions from another angle, i.e., the direct exploration of the 
relatively healthy personality. First of all. Vlese explorations 
support the finding that integration is one defining aspect of 
psychological health. Secondly, they support the conclusion that 
healthy people are more spontaneous and more expressive. that 
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they emit behavior more easily. more totally. more honestly. 
Thirdly. they support the conclusion that healthy people per
ceive better (themselves. other people. all of reality) although. 
as I have indicated. this is not a uniform superiority. A current 
story has the psychotic saying. "2 plus 2 equals S." while the 
neurotic says. "2 plus 2 equals 4. but I can't stand it!" I might 
add that the valueless person-a new kind of illness-says. "2 
plus 2 equals 4. So what!" And the healthier person says in 
effect. "2 plus 2 equals 4. How interesting!" 

Or to put it another way. Joseph 8ossom and I have recently 
published an experiment ( 1 3) in which we found that secure 
people tended to see photographed faces as more warm than 
did insecure perceivers. The question remains for future re
search. however. as to whether this is a projection of kindness. 
or of naivetE. or more efficient perception. What is called for is 
an experiment in which the faces perceived have known levels 
of warmth or coolness. Then. we may ask. are the secure per
ceivers who perceive or attribute more warmth right or wrong? 
Or are M'iey right for warm faces and wrong for cool faces? Do 
they see what they want to see? Do they want to like what they 
see? 

A last word about B-cognition. This seems to me to be the 
purest and most efficient kind of perception of reality (although 
this remains to be tested experimentally). It is the truer and 
more veridical perception of the percept because most de� 
tached, most objective, least contaminated by the wishes. 
fears, and needs of the perceiver. It is- noninterfering. nonde
manding, most accepting. In B-cognition dichotomies tend to 
fuse. categorizing tends to disappear. and the percept is seen as 
unique. 

Self-actualizing people tend more to this kind of perceivinl. 
But I have been able to get reports of this kind of perception in 
practically al/ the people I have questioned. in the hiahest. 
happiest. most perfect moments of their lives (peak experi
ences). Now. my point is this: Careful questioning shows that 
as the percept gets more individual. more unified and inte
grated. more enjoyable. more rich. so also does the perceivinl 
individual get more alive. more integrated. more unified. more 
rich, more healthy for the moment. They happen simultane
ously and can be set off on either side. Le., the more whole the 
person (the world) becomes. the more whole the person be
comes. And also. the more whole the person becomes. the more 
whole becomes the world. It is a dynamic interrelation. a 
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mutual causation. The meaning of a message clearly depends 
not alone on its content, but also on the extent to which the 
personality is able to respond to it. The "higher" meaning is 
perceptible only to the "higher" person. The taller he is, the 
more he can see. 

As Emerson said. "What we are. that only ean we see." But 
we must now add that what we see tends in tum to make us 
what it is and what we arc. The communication relationship be
tween the person and the , world is a dynamic one of mutual 
forming and lifting-lowering of each other, a process that we 
may call "reciprocal isomorphism." A higher order of persons 
can understand a higher order of knowledge; but also a higher 
order of environment tends to lift the level of the person, just 
as a lower order of environment tends to lower it. They make 
each other more like each other. These notions are also applica
ble to the interrelations between persons, and should help us 
to upderstand how persons help to form each other. 



1 2  
Education and Peak Experiences 

I 

If one took a course or picked up a book on the psycholoay 
of learning, most of it, in my opinion, would be beside the point 
-that is, beside the "humanistic" point. Most of it would pre
sent learning as the acquisition of associations, of skills and 
capacities that are external and not intrinsic to the buman 
character, to the human personality, to the person bimself. 
Picking up coins or keys or possessions or sometbinl of tbe 

• sort is like picking up reinforcements and conditioned reflexes 
that are, in a certain, very profound sense, expendable. It does 
not really matter if one has a conditioned reftex; if I salivate te 
the sound of a buzzer and then this extinluisbes, nothina baa 
happened to me; I have lost nothing of any consequence what
ever. We might almost say that these extensive books on the 
psychology of learning are of no consequence, at least to the 
human center, to the human soul, to the human essence. 

Generated by this new humanistic philosophy is also a new 
conception of learning, of teaching, and of education. Stated 
simply, such a concept holds that the function of education, 
the goal of education-the human goal, the humanistic goal, the 
goal so far as human beings are concerned-is ultimately the 
"self-actualization" of a person, the becoming fully human, 
the development of the fullest height that the human species can 
stand up to or that the particular individual can come to. In a 

/61 
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len technical way. it is helpina the person to become the best 
that he is able to become. 

Such a loal involves very serious shiftl in what we would 
teach in a course in the psycholoJY of leaminl. It is not loinl 
to be a matter of auociative learnin,. Associative leaminl in 
aeneral il certainly useful. extremely useful for leaminl thin" 
that are of no real consequence, or for leaminl means-tech
niques which are after all interchanaelble. And many of the 
thin" we mUlt learn are like thlt. If one needs to memorize the 
vocabulary of lome other lanauap. he would leam it by sheer 
rote memory. Here, the laWI of allocation can be a help. Or if 
one wantl to lelm III Ions of automatic habits in drivinl. re
lpandinl to I red liPl1 lipt or lomethinl of the Ion. then con
ditioninl is of consequence. It is important and useful, especially 
in a technoloaical society. But in terms of becominl a better 
person. in terms of aelf-development and self-fulfillment. or in 
terms of "becominl fully human." the areatest leamina ex
periences are very different. 

In my life. such experiences have been far more important 
than classes. listeninl to lectures, memorizina the branches of 
the twelve cranial nerves and dissecting a .human brain. or 
memorizing the insertions of the muscles. or the kinds of thina 
that one does in medical schools. in biology courses. or other 
such courses. 

Far more important for me have been such experiences al · 
having a child. Our first baby changed me as a psychologist. 
It made the behaviorism I had been so enthusiastic about look 
10 foolish that I could not stomach it any more. It was impossi
ble. Havinl a second baby. and leaming how profoundly dif
ferent people are even before birth. made it impossible for me 
to think in terms of the kind of leaminl psychology in which 
one can teach anybody anything. Or the John B. Watson theory 
of "Give me two babies and I wiJJ make one into this and one 
into the other." It is as if he never had any children. We know 
only too .well that a parent cannot make his children into any
thina. Children make themselves into somethinl. The best we 
can do and frequently the most effect we can have is by servina 
.. somethina to react against if the child presses too hard. 

Another profound learning experience that I value far more 
hiahly than any particular course or any degree that I have 
ever had was my personal psychoanalysis: discovering my own 
identity. my own self. Another basic experience-far more im
portant-was setting married. This was certainly far more im-
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portant than my Ph.D. by way of instructiveness. If one thinks 
in terms of the developing of the kinds of wisdom, the kinds of 
understanding. the kinds of life skills that we would want, then 
he must think in terms of what I would like to call intrinsic edu
cation-intrinsic learning; that is, learning to be a human bcina 
in general, and second, learning to be Ihls particular human 
being. I am now very busily occupied in trying to catch up with 
all the epiphenomena of this notion of intrinsic education. Cer
tainly one thing I can tell you. Our conventional education 
looks mighty sick. Once you start thinking in this framework, 
that is. in terms of becoming a good human being, and if then 
you ask the question about the courses that you took in hiah 
school. "How did my trigonometry course help me to become 
a better human being?" an echo answers, "By gosh. it didn't'" 
In a certain sense. trigonometry was for me a waste of time. 
My early music education was also not very successful, because 
it taught a child who had a very profound feeling for music and 
a great love for the piano not to learn it. I had a piano teacher 
who taught me in effect that music is somethina to stay away 
from. And I had to relearn music as an adult. all by myself. 

Observe that I have been talking about ends. This is a rev
olutionary repudiation of nineteenth-century science and of 
contemporary professional philosophy. which is essentially a 
technology and not a philosophy of ends. I have rejected thereby, 
!IS theories of human nature. positivism. behaviorism. and ob
jectivism. I have rejected thereby the whole model of science 
and all its works that have been derived from the historical acci
dent that science began with the study of nonpersonal. non .. 
human things. which in fact had no ends. The development of 
physics. astronomy. mechanics. and chemistry was in fact 
impossible until they had become value-free. value-neutral. so 
that pure descriptiveness was possible. The great mistake that 
we are now learning about is that this model. which devel
oped from the study of objects and of things. has been iII� 
gitimately used for the study of human beings. It is a terrible 
technique. It has not worked. 

Most of the psychology on this positivistic model. on this 
objectivistic. associationistic. value-free. value-neutral model of 
science. as it piles up like a coral reef or like mountains and 
mountains of small facts about this and that, is certainly not 
false. but merely trivial. I would like to point out here that. in 
order not to sell my own science short. I think we do know a 
great deal about things that do matter to the human being. but 
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I would maintain that what has mattered to the human being 
that we have learned has been learned mostly by nonphysical
istlc techniques. by the humanistic science techniques of which 
we have become more conscious. 

In speaking of the world situation at the opening ceremonies 
of a recent Lincoln Center Festival. Archibald MacLeish said 
in part: 

. 

What is wrong is not the great discoveries of science-infor
mation is always better than ignorance. no matter what infor
mation or what ignorance. What is wrong is the belief behind 
the information. the belief that information will change the 
world . It won't. Information without human understanding is 
like an answer without its question-meaningless. And human 
understanding is only possible through the arts. It is the work 
of art that creates the human perspective in which information 
turns to truth . . . .  
In a certain sense I disagree with Macleish. although I can 

understand why he said this. What he is talking about is infor
mation short oj this new rr\·olution. short of the humanistic 
psychologies. short of the conceptions of the sciences Mlat not 
only repudiate the notion of being value-free and value-neutral. 
but actually ,assume as an obligation. as a duty. the necessity 
for discovery of values-the empirical d iscovery. demonstra
tion. and verification of the values that are inherent in human 
nature itself. This work is now busily going on. 

What Mr. MacLeish said was appropriate for the ere, from 
1920 to 1930. It is appropriate today if one doesn't know about 
the new psychologies. "And human understanding is only pos
sible through the arts." That M'as true. Fortunately. it is no 
longer true. It now is possible to gather iriformalion that can 
contribute to human understanding. that carries imbedded 
within it value hints. vectorial and directional information. in
formation that goes someplace. 

"It is the work of art that creates the human perspective in 
which information turns to truth ." I deny that. and we had 
better argue about that. W.e must have some criteria for dis
tinguishing good art from bad art. They do not yet exist in the 
realms of art criticism 50 far as I know. They are beginning to 
exist. and I would like to leave one hint. an emp irical hint. A 
possibility is beginn ing to emerge that we would have some 
objective criteria for discriminating gQod art from bad art. 

If your situation is like mine. you know that we are in a com
plete and total confusion of values in the arts. In music. just 
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try to prove somethins about ' the virtues of John Cap .1 
apinst 8eethoven�r Elvil Presley. In paintinl and architec
ture similar confusion il present. We have no shared valuel 
anymore. I don't bother to read music criticism. It is useless to 
me. So is art criticism. which I have allo .iven up readin •. 
Book reviews I find useless frequently. There is • complete 
chaos and anarchy of standards. For instance, the Saturday 
RtV/tM' recently carried a favorable review of one of Jean 
Genet's crummy books. Written by a professor of theololY, it 
was total confusion. It was the approach that Evil now hal be
come Good because there is some kind bf paradox while play
in. with words: If evil becomes totally evil, then it somehow 
becomes sood, and there were rhapsodies to the beauties of 
sodomy and druB addiction. which. for a poor psychologist who 
spends much of his time trying to rescue people from the an
.uish of these kinds of thinss. were incomprehensible. How can 
a Fown man recommend this book al a chapter in ethics and a 
guide to the young? 

If Archibald MacLeish says that works of art lead to the 
truth. Archibald .. MacLeish is thinkins about particular works 
of art that Archibald Macl..eish has picked out. but ones his 
son might not asree with. And thtn. Macl..eish really has noth
ing much to say. There is no way of convincing anybody about 
this point. I think this could be some symbol of the way in 
which I feel that we are at a tum ins point. We are movins 
around the comer. Something new is happening. There are dil-

- cernible differences-and these are not differences in taste or 
. arbitrary valuel. These are empirical discoveries. They are new 
things that are being found out. and from these are gener
ated all sorts of proposiMons about values and education. 

One is the discovery that the human being has high" flHa, 
.... at he has instinctlike needs. which are a part of his bioloaical 
equipment-the need to be disnified. for instance. and to be re
spected. and the need to be free for self-development. The dil-

. covery of higher needs carries with it all sorts of revolutionary 
implications. 

Secondly. the point I have already made about the social 
sciencei: Many people are begintlins to discover that the 
physicalistic. mechanistic model was a mistake and that it has 
led us . . .  where? To atom bombs. To a beautiful technololY 
of kUlinS. as in the concentration camps. To Eichmann. An 
Eichmann cannot be refuted with a positivistic philosophy or 
science. He just cannot; and he never got it until the moment 
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he died. He didn't know what was wrong. As far as he was con
cerned, nothing was wrong; he had done a good job. He did do a 
good job, if you forget about the ends and the values. I point 
out that professional science and professional philosophy are 
dedicated to the proposition of forgetting about the values, 
excluding them. This. therefore must lead to ,Eichmanns. to atom 
bombs. and to who knows what! 

. 

I'm afraid that the tendency to separate good style or talent 
from content and ends can lead to this kind of danger. 

The great discoveries Freud made. we can now add to. His 
one bi, mistake, which we are correcting now. is that he 
thought of the unconscious merely as undesirable evil. But un
consciousness carries in it also the roots of creativeness, of joy, 
of happiness, of ,oodness. of its own human ethics and values. 
We know that there is such a thing as a healthy unconsciou.s as 
well as an unhealthy one. And the new psychologies are study
ina this at full tilt. The existential psychiatrists and psycho
therapists are actually putt in, it into practice. New kinds of 
therapies are beina practiced. 

So we have a ,ood conscious and a bad conscious-end a 
JOOd unconscious and a bad unconscious. Furthermore. the 
aood Is real. in a non-Freudian senle. Freud was committed by 
his own politivism. Remember. Freud came out of a physicaUs
tic, chemica listie science. He was a neurologist. And a Iwom 
oath that is in print called for a project to develop a psychology 
that could be entirely reduced to physical and chemical state
ments. This is what he dedicated himself to. He himself dis
proved his point. of course. 

And about this hilher nature that I claim we have discov
ered. the question is. how do we explain it? The Freudian �x
planation has been reductive. Explain it away. If I am a kind 
man. this is a reaction formation apinst my" rage to kill. Some
how. here the killing is more basic than the kindness. And the 
kindness is a way of trying to cover up. repress, and defend 
myself asainst realizinl the fact that I am truly a murderer. If 
I am generous. this is a reaction formation against stinginess. I 
am really stingy inside. This is a very peculiar thing. Somehow 
there is the begging of the question that is so obvious now. Why 
did he not say. for instance, that maybe killing pe�ple was a 
reaction formation against loving them? It is just as legitimate 
a conclusion and. as a matter of fact. more true for many 
people. 

But to return to the principal idea. this exciting new develop-
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ment in science. this new moment in history. I have a. very 
strong sense of being in the middle of a historical wave. One 
hundred and fifty years from now. what will the historians say 
about this age? What was really important? What was loinl? 
What was finished? My belief is that much of what makes the 
headlines is finished. and the "growing tip" of mankind is what 
is now growing and will flourish in a hundred or two hundred 
years. if we manage to endure. Historians will be talking about 
this movement as the sweep of history, that here. as Whitehead 
pointed out. when you get a new model. a new paradigm, a 
new way of perceiving. new definitions of the old words. words 
which now mean something else, suddenly. you have an illumi
nation. an �nsight. You can see things in a different way. 

For instance. one of the consequences generated by what I 
have been talking about. is a flat denial. an empiriCtlI denial 
(not pious. or arbitrary, or Q priori, or wishful) of the Freudian 
contention of a necessary. intrinsic, built-in opposition between 
the needs of the individual and the needs of society and civili
,.alion. It just is not so. We now know something about how to 
set up the conditions in which the needs of the individual be
become synergic with. not opposed to, the needs of society, 
and in which they both work to the same ends. This is an em
pirical statement. I claim. 

Another empirical statement is about the peak experiences. 
We have made studies of peak experiences by asking groups of 
people and individuals such questions as, What was the most 
ecstatic moment of your life? Or as one investigator asked, 
Have you experienced transcen.dent ecstasy? One might think 
that in a general population, such questions might get only 
blank stares. but there were many answers. Apparently. the 
transcendent ecstasies had all been kept private, because there 
is no way of speaking about them in public. They are sort of 
embarrassing. shameful, not "scientific" -which, for many pe0-
ple is the ultimate sin. 

In our investigations of peak experiences, we found many, 
many triggers, many kinds of experiences that would set them 
off. Apparently most people. or almost all people, have peak 
experiences. or ecstasies. The question might be asked in terms 
of the single most joyous, happiest, most blissful moment of 
your whole life. You might ask questions of the kind I asked. 
How did you feel different about yourself at that time'} How did 
the world look different? What did you feel like'} What were 
your impulses? How did you change if you did'} I want to report 
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that the two easiest ways of getting peak experiences (in 
terms of simple statistics in empirical reports) are through 
music and through sex. I will push aside sex education. as such 
discussions are premature....,.-although I am certain that one day 
we will not giule over it. but will take it quite seriously and 
teach children that like music. like love. like insight. like a 
beautiful meadow. like a cute baby. or whatever. that there are 
many paths to heaven. and sex is one of them. and music is one 
of them. These happen to be the easiest ones. the most wide
spread, and the ones that are easiest to understand. 

For our purposes in identifying and studying peak experi
ences, we can say it is justified to make a list of kinds of trig
gers. The list gets so long that it becomes necessary to make 
generalizations. It looks as if any experience of real excellence. 
of real perfection, of any moving toward the perfect justice or 
toward perfect values tends to produce a peak experience. Not 
always. But this is the generalization I would make for the many 
kinds of things that we have concentrated on. Rememb�. I am 
talking here as a scientist. This doesn't sound like scientific talk. 
but this is a new kind of science. A dissertation will soon be 
published which will show that out of this humanistic science 
has come. I would say. one of the real childbearing improve
ments since Adam and Eve. It is a dissertation ( 1 45) on peak 
experiences in naklral childbirth. And this can be a potent 
source of peak experiences. We know just how to encourage 
peak experiences; we know the best way for women to have 
children in such a fashion that the childbearing mother is apt 
to have a great and mystical experience. a religious experience 
if you wish-an illumination, a revelation. an insight. That is 
what they call it. by the way. in the interviews-to simply be
come a different kind of person because, in a fair number of 
peak experiences, there ensues what I have called "'he cogni
tion of being." . 

We must make a new vocabulary for all these untilled. these 
unworked problems. This "cognition of being" means really Wle 
cognition that Plato and Socrates were talking about; almost, 
you could say. a technology of happiness, of pure excellence, 
pure truth. pure goodness. and so on. Well. why not a technology 
of joy. of happiness? I must add that this is the only known 
technique for inducing peak experiences in fathers. It had oc
curred to us, as my wife and I had first gotten to these surveys 
in college studonts. that many triggers were discovered. One of 
them was that while women talked about peak e.riences 
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from havins children. men didn·t. Now we have a way to teach 
men also to have peak experiences from childbirth. This means, 
in a certain condensed s,ense. �ing changed. seeins thin81 
differently. IivinS in a different world. havins d ifferent cosni
tions. in a certain sense some move toward IivinS happily ever 
after. Now these are data. various paths to mystical experi
ences. I think that I had better pass them by as they are so 
numerous. 

So far. I have found that these peak experiences are repon
ed from what we might call "classical music." I have not found 
a peak experience from John Cage or from an Andy Warhol 
movie. from abstract-expressionistic kind of paintins. or the like. 
I just haven't. The peak experience that has reported the sreat 
joy. the ecstasy. the visions of another world, or another level 
of livins. has come from classical music-the sreat classics. 
Also I must report that this melts over, fuses over, into dancinl 
or rhythm. So far as this realm of research is concerned, there 
really isn't much difference between them; they melt into each 
other. I may add, even. that when I was tllkins about music II 
a path to peak experiences, I included dlncing. For me they 
have already melted tosether. The rhythmic experience, even 
the very simple rhythmic experience-the good dlncinl of I 
rumba. or the kinds of things that the 'kids can do with drums: 
I don't know whether you want to call that music, dancinl, 
rhythm. athletics. or something else. The love for the body, 
awareness of the body, and a reverence of the body-these Ire 
clearly good paths to peak experiences. These in tum are 100d 
paths (not guaranteed. but statistically likely to be good pathl) 
to . the "cognition of being." to the perceiving of the Plltonic 
essences. the intrinsic values. the ultimate values of being. which 
in turn is a therapeutic-like help toward both the curing-of
sicknesses kind of therapy and also th� srowah toward self-ac
tualization. the growth toward full humanness. 

In other words. peak experiences often have consequences. 
They can have very. very important consequences. Music and 
art in a certain sense can do the same; there is a certain overlap. 
They can do the same there as psychotherapy. if one keeps his 
soals right. and if one knows just what he is about. and if one 
is conscious of what he is going toward. We can certainly talk. 
on the one hand. of the breaking up of symptoms. like the 
breaking up of clichEs. of anxieties. or the like; or on the other 
hand. we can talk about the development of spontaneity. and of 
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courage. and of Olympian or Godlike humor and suchness. 
sensory awareness. body awareness. and the like. 

Far from least. it happens that music and rhythm and danc
ing are excellent ways of moving toward the discovering of 
identity. We are built in such a fashion that this kind of trigger. 
this kind of stimulation. tends to do all kinds of things to our 
autonomic nervous systems. endocrine glands. to our feelin ... 
and to our emotions. It just does. We just do not know enough 
about physiology tu understand why it does. But it does. and 
these are unmistakable experiences. It is a little like pain. 
which is also an unmistakable experience. In experientially 
empty people. which includes a tragically large proportion of 
the population. people who do not know what is going on inside 
themselves and who live by clocks. schedules. rules. laws. hints 
from the neighbors-other-directed people-this is a way of dis
covering what the self is like. There are signals from inside. 
there are voices that yell out. "By gosh this is lood. don't ever 
doubt it t" Jbis is a path. one of the ways that we try to teach 
self-actualization and the discovery of self. The discovery of 
identity comes via the impulse voices. via the ability to listen 
to your own guts. and to their reactions and to what is goinl on 
inside of you. This is also an experimental kind of education 
that. if we had the time to talk about it. would lead us into 
another parallel educational establishment. another kind of 
school. 

Mathematics can be just as beautiful. just as peak-producing 
as music: of course. there are mathematics teachers who have 
devoted themselves to preventing this. I had no glimpse of 
mathematics as a study in aesthetics until I was thirty years 
old. until I read some books on the subject. So can history. or 
anthropology (in the sense of learning another culture). social 
anthropology. or paleontology. or the study of science. Here 
apin I want to talk data. If one works with great creators. 
sreRt IIcientilits. the creative scientists. ,hat is the way ttiey 

. talk. The picture of the scientist must change. and is living way 
to an understand ins of the creative lICientilit. Ilnd the creative 
!lCientist liveN by peak experiences. He Iivell for the moments of 
,lory when a problem solves itself • .  when suddenly throulh a 
microscope he S,"'ell things in a very different way. the moments 
of n:velation. of illumination. inllight. understanding. ecstasy. 
Then: un: vit,,1 for him. Scientists are very. vcry shy and em
hIlrrusli'-'d about this. They refuse to talk about this in pUblic. 
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It takes a very. very delicate kind of a midwifery to get these 
things out. but I have gotten them out. They are there. and if 
one can manage to convince a creative scientist that he is not 
going to be laughed at for ·these things. then he 'will blushingly 
admit the fact of having a high emotional experience from. for 
example. the moment in which the crucial correlation turns out 
right. They just don't talk about it. and as for the usual textbook 
on how you do science. it is total nonsense. 

My point here is that it is possible; that if we are conscious 
enough of what we arc doing. that is. if we are philosophical 
enough in the insightful sense too. we may be able to use those 
experiences that most easily produce ecstasies. that most easily 
produce revelations. experiences. illumination. bliss. and rap
ture experiences. We may be able to use them as a model by 
which to re<valuate history teaching or any other kind of 
teaching. 

. 

Finally. the impression that I want to try to work out-and I 
would certainly suggest that this is a problem for everyone in
volved in arts education-is that effective education in music. 
education in art. education in dancing and rhythm. is intrinsi
cally far closer than the usual "core curriculum" to intrinsic 
education of the kind that I am talking about, of learning one's 
identity as an essential part of education. If education doesn't 
do that. it is useless. Education is learning to grow. learning what 
to grow toward. learning what is good and bad, learning what is 
desirable and undesirable, learning what to choose and what 
not to choose. In this realm of intrinsic learning, intrinsic teach
ing, and intrinsic education, I think that the arts, and especially 
the ones that I have mentioned, are so close to our psychological 
and biological core, so close to this identity. this biological 
identity. that rather than think of these courses as a sort of 
whipped cream or luxury, · they must become basic experiences 
in education. I mean that this kind of education can be a glimpse 
into the infinite. into ultimate values. This intrinsic education 
may very well have art education. music education. and dancing 
education as its core. (I think dancing is the one I would choose 
first for children. I t  is the easiest for the two-. three-. or four
year-old children-just plain rhythm.) Such experiences could 
very well serve as the model, the means by which perhaps we 
could rescue the rest of the school curriculum from the value
free. value-neutral, goal-less meaninglessness into which it has 
fallen. 
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Goals and Implications 

of Humanistic Education 

, Just before he died, Aldous Huxley was on the brink of an enor
mous breakthrough, on the verge of creating a great syn
thesis between science, religion, and art. Many of his ideas are 
iUustrated in his last novel, Island (52). Although Island is not 
�ry significant as a work of art, it is very exciting as an essay 
on what man is capable of becoming. The most revolutionary 
ideas in it are those pertaining to education, for the educational 
system in Huxley's Utopia is aimed .t radically different goals 
than the educational system of our own society. 

If we look at education in our own society, we see two sharp:" 
Iy different factors. First of all, tbere is the overwhelming 
majority of teachers, principals, curriculum planners, school 
superintendents, who are devoted to passing on the knowledge 
that children need in order to live in our industrialized society. 
They are not especially imaginative or creative, nor do they often 
question .,.·h.l' they are teaching the things they teach. Their 
chief concern is with e·fficiency, that is, with implanting the 
areatest number of facts into the greatest possible number of 
children, with a minimum of time, expense, and effort. On the 
other hand, there is the minority of humanistically oriented edu
cators who have as their goal the creation of better human be
ings, or in psychological terms. self-actualization and self-tran
scendence. 

Oassroom learning often has as its unspoken goal the reward 
or pleasina the teacher. Children in the usual classroom learn 
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very quickly that creativity is punished. while repeat ina a 
memorized response is rewarded. and concentrate on what 
the teacher wants them to say, rather than understandina the 
problem. Since classroom learning focuses on behavior rather 
than on thought, the child learns exactly how to behave while 
keeping his thoughts his own. . 

Thought, in fact, is often inimical to extrinsic learnina. The 
effects of propaganda, indoctrination, and operant conditionina 
all disappear with insight. Take advertisin" for example. The 
simplest medicine for it is the truth. You may worry about sub
liminal advertising and motivational research, but all yo� need 
are the data which prove that a panicular brand of toothpaste 
stinks, and you'll be impervious to all the advertising in the 
world. As another example of destructive effect of truth upon 
extrinsic; learning. a psychology class played a joke on their pro
fessor by secretly conditioning him while he was deliverina a 
lecture on conditionin,. The professor, without realizin, it, 
began nodding more and more, and by the end of the lecture he 
was nodding continually. As soon as the class told the professor 
what he was doing, however, he stopped nodding, and of coune 
after that no amount of smiling on the part of the class could 
make him nod again. Truth made the learnin, disappear. ex
tending this point, we oUgbt to ask ounelves how much class
room learning is actually supported by ianorance, would be de
stroyed by insight. 

Students, of coune, have been steeped in attitudes of extrinsic 
learning and respond to grades and examinations as the chimps 
responded to the poker chips. In one of the best universities 
in the country a boy sat -on the campus reading a book. and 
a friend passing by asked him why he was reading that par
ticular book as it hadn't been assigned. The only reason for 
reading a book could be the extrir11ic rewards that it would bring. 
In the poker-chip milieu of the university. the question wu 101-
ieal. 

The difference between the intrinsic and the extrinsic as
pects of a college education is illustrated by the following story 
about Upton Sinclair. When Sinclair was a youna man. he found 
that he wall unable to raile the tuition money needed to attend 
colleae. ·Upon eareful readina of the colleae catalolue. how
ever. he found that if a . student failed a course. he received 
no credit for the course. but wall oblilcd to take another course 
in ita place. The college. did not charae the student for the 
second course. reasonin, that he had already paid once for his 
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credit. Sinclair took advantase of this policy and ,at a free edu
cation by deliberately failin, all his courses. 

The phrase '*tarnin, I de,ree" summarizes the evils of extrin
sically oriented education. The student automatically sets his 
depee after investin, a cenain number of hours at the univer
sity. referred to as credits. All the knowledge taught in the uni
versity has its "ca�h �alue" in credits. with little or no distinc
tion made between various subjects taught at the university. A 
semester of basketball coaching. for example. earns the student 
as many credits as a semester in French philology. Since only the 
final dcsree is considered to have Iny real value. leaving college 
before the completion of one's 'seniot yelr is considered to be I 
waste of time by the society and a minor traaedy by parents. You 
have' all heard of the mother bemoaning her dau,hter's fool
ishness in leavins school to get married durinS her senior year 
since the sirl's education had been "wasted." The learninJ value 
of spend ins three years at the university has been completely 
forlotten: 

In the ideal collese, there would be no credits, no desrees. and 
no required courses. A person would lelrn what he wanted to 
learn. A friend and I attempted to put this ideal into action by 
Slanin. a series of seminars at Brandeis called "Freshman 
Seminars-Introduction to the Intellectual Life." We announced 
thlt the course would have no required readinl or writins and 
Jive no credits. and that whatever was discussed would be of the 
student's own choosins. We also stated who we were-e profes
sor of psychology and a practicins psychiatrist. expectin. that 
the description of the seminar and of our own interests would in
dicate to the student who should come and who should not. The 
students who came to this seminar came of their own volition 
Ind were at least panially responsible for its successes and 
failures. The exact opposite holds true for the' classical school
room-it is compulsory. people have been forced into it one way or 
another. 

In the ideal collese. intrinsic education would be available to 
Ilnyone who wanted it-since anyone can improve and learn. The 
lItudent body might include creative. intelligent children .s well 
IlS adults: morons as well as geniuses (for even morons can learn 
emotionally and spiritually). The college would be ubiquitous
that is. not restricted to panicular building» at panicular times. 
and the teachers would be any human beings who had somethin, 
that they wanted to share with others. The college would be life
long. for learning can take place all through life. Even dying can 
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be a philosophically illuminating, highly educative experience. 
The ideal college would be a kind of educational �t�at in 

which you could try to find yourself; find out what you like and 
want; what you a� and a� not good at. People would take 
various subjects, attend various seminan, not quite lure 
of whe� they were going, but moving toward the discovery of 
vocation, · and o"c� they fou"d It. they could then make goocl 
use of technological education. The chief goals of the ideal col
lege, in other words. would be the discovtry 0/ Idmtity, and 
with it, the discovery of vocation. 

What do we mean by the discovery of identity? We mean 
finding out what your real desirts and characteristics are, and 
being able to Jive in a way that exp�s them. You learn to be 
authentic, to be honest in the sense of allowing your behavior 
and your speech to be the true and spontaneous expression of 
your inner feelings. Most of us have learned to avoid authenti
city. You may be in the middle of a fight, and your guts a� 
writhing with anger, but if .he phone rings, you pick it up and 
sweetly say hello. Authenticity is the �uction of phoniness 
toward the zero point. 

The� are many techniques for teaching authenticity. The T
group is an effort to make you awa� of who you really a�, of 
how you really react to other people, by giving you a chance 
to be honest, to teU what is reaUy going on inside of you instead 
of presenting fa�des or giving polite evasions. 

People whom we describe as healthy, strong, and definite 
seem to be able to hear their inner-feeling-voices mo� clearly 
than most people. They know what they want, and tbey know 
equally clearly what they don't want. Their inner p�fe�nces 
teU them that one color doesn't go with another, and that they 
don't want wool clothing because it makes them itch, or that 
they dislike superficial sexual relations. Other people, in con
trast, seem to be empty, out of touch with their own inner sig
nals. They eat. defecate. and go to sleep by the clock's cues, 
rathe.r than by the cues of their own bodies. They use external 
criteria for everything from choosing their food ( .. it's good for 
you") and clothing ("it's in style") to questions of values and 
ethics ("my daddy told me to"). 

We do a very good job of confusing our young child�n about 
their own inner voices. A child may say, "I don't want any 
milk," and his mother replies, "Why, you know you want some 
milk." Or he may say, "I don't like spinach," and she tells him, 
"We love spinach." An important part of self-knowledge is 
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being .able to hear clearly these signals from the inside, and the 
mother is not helping her child when she confuses their clarity 
for him. It would be just as easy for her to say, "I know you don't 
like spinach, but you have to eat it anyway for such-and-such 
reasons." 

Aesthetic people seem to have clearer impulse voices than 
most people about matters of colors. relationships of appear
aaces, suitability of patterns, etc. People with high IQs seem to 
have similarly strong impulse voices about perceiving truth, 
_ing that this relationship is true and that one is not, in" the 
.me way that aesthetically gifted people seem to be able to see 
that this tie goes well with this jacket but not with that one. 
Presently a lot of research is being done on the relationship be
tween creativity and high IQ in children. Creative children seem 
to be those who have strong impulse voices that .  tell them what 
is right and what is wrong. Noncreative high IQ children seem 
to have lost their impulse voices and become domesticated, so 
that they look to the parent or the teacher for guidance or inspir
ation. 

Healthy people seem to have clear impulse voices about mat
ters of ethics and values, as well. Self-actualizing people have 
to a large extent transcended the values of their culture. They are 
not so much merely Americans as they are world citizens, mem
bers of the human species first and foremost. They are able to 
reprd their own society objectively, liking some aspects of it, 
disliking olhers. If an ultimate goal of education is self-actual
ization, then education ought to help people transcend the con
ditioning imposc<l upon them by their own culture and become 
world citil.eris. Here the technical questions of how to enable 
people to overcome their enculturation arises. How do you awak
en the sense of brotherhood to all mankind · in a young child 
that is going to enable him to hate war as an adult and do all 
that he can to avoid it? The churches and Sunday schools have 
carefully avoided this task, and instead teach the children color
ful Bible tales. 

Another goal which our schoofs and teachers should be 
pUnluing is the discovery of vocation, of one's fate and destiny. 
Part of learning who you are, part of being able to hear your 
inner voices, .is discovering what it is that you want to do with 
your life. Finding one's identity is almost synonymous with 
finding one's career, revealing the altar on which one will 
sacrifice one�lf. Finding one's lifework is a little like finding 
one's mate. One custom is for young people to "plaY the field," 
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to have a lot of contacts with people, a love affair or two, and 
perhaps a serious trial marriage before getting married. In this 
way they discover what they like and don't like in members of 
the opposite sex. As they become more and more conscious of 
their own needs and desires, those people who know themselves 
well ' enough eventually just find and recognize one another. 
Sometimes very similar things happen when you find your 
career, your lifework. It feels right and suddenly you find that 
twenty-four hours aren't a long-enough time span for the day, 
and you begin bemoaning the shortness of human life. In our 
schools, however, many vocational counselors have no sense ofthe 
possible goals of human existence, or even of _what is necessary 
for basic happiness. All this type of counselor considers is the 
need of the society for aeronautical engineers or dentists. No 
one ever mentions that if you are unhappy with your work, you 
have lost one of the- most important means of self-fulfillment. 

Summarizing what we have Slid, the schools should be 
helping the children to· look within themselves, and from this 
self-knowledge derive a set of values. Yet values are not tausht 
in our schools today. This may be a holdover from the relisious 
wars in which the church and the state were made separate and 
the rulers decided that the discu,sion of values would be the 
church's concern, whereas the secular schools would concern 
themselves with other problems. Perhaps it is fortunate that 
our schools, with their srievous lack of a real philosophy and of 
suitably trained teachers, do nOl teach values, just as it is for
tunate they have not tausht sex education for the same reasons. 

Among the many edijcational consequencell generated by the 
humanistic philosophy of education is a different conception- of 
the self. This is a very complex conception, difficult to describe 
briefty, because it talks for the first time in centuries of In ,s
s,n('" of an Inlrlns/(o nature, of specieshood, of a kind of animal 
nature. This is in sharp contrast with the European existentialist. 
most especially with Sartre. for whom man is '",Ir'�\' his own 
project. ,n,lr,II' and merely I product of his own Irbitrlry. un
aided will. For Sartre and all Shose whom he has inftuenced. 
one's self becomes an arbitrary choice. a willing by fiat to be 
something or do something witho\lt any luidelines about which 
is better. which is worse. what's good and whit's bid. In essen
tillly denying the existence of biology. Sirtre has liven up IltoP 
sether any absolute or at least any species-wide conception of 
values. This comes very close to making I life-philosophy of the 
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obsessive-compulsive neurosis in which one finds what I have 
caUed "experiential emptiness," the absence of impulse voices 
from within. 

The American humanistic psychologists and existential psy
chiatrists are mostly closer to the psychodynamicists than they 
are to Sartre. Their clinical experiences have led them to con
ceive of the human being as having an essence, a biological na
ture, membership in a species. It is very easy to interpret �e 
"uncovering" therapies as helping the person to disC'over hi. 
Identity. his Real Self. in a word, his own subjective biology, 
which he can thtn proceed to actualize. to "make himself." to 
"choose." 

The trouble is that the human species i. the only species which 
finds it hard to be a species. For a cat there seems to be no 
problem about being a cat. It's easy; cats seem to have no com
plexes or ambivalences or conflicts, and show no signs of yearn
ing to be dogs instead. Their instincts are very clear. But Wt have 
no such unequivocal animal instincts. Our biological essence. 
olJr instinct remnants. are weak and subtle. and they are hard to 
get at. Learnings of the extrinsic sort ort' mort' pOM't�ful thon 
our c/t't'pt'st Impu/st's. These deepest impulses in the human 
species. at the points where the instincts have been lost almost 
entirely. where they are extremely weak. extremely subtle ·and 
delicate. where you have to dig to find them. this is where I 
speak of introspective biology. of biological phenomenology. 
implying that one of the necessary methods in the search for 
identity. the search for self. the search for spontaneity and for 
naturalness is a matter of closing your eyes. cutting down the 
noise. turning off the thoughts. putting away all busyness. just 
relaxing in a kind of Taoistic and receptive fashion (in much the 
SlIme way that you do on the psychoanalyst's couch). The tech
ni'lue here is to just wait to see what happens. what comes to 
mind. This is what Freud called free association. free-floating 
attention rather than task orientation. and if you are successful 
in this effort and learn how to do it. you can forget about the out
side world Ilnd its noises and begin to hear these small. delicate 
impulse voices from Within. the hints from your animal nat�re. 
not only from your common species-nature. but also from your 
own uniqueness. . 

There's a very interesting paradox here. however. On the one 
hund I've talkl.-d about uncovering or discovering your idiosyn
Crll!lY. the way in which you are different from everybody else in 
the whole world. Then on the other hand I've spoken about dis-
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dovering your specieshood. your humanness. As Carl Rogers has 
phrased it: "How does it happen that the deeper we go into our
selves as particular and unique. seeking for our own individual 
identity. the more we find the whole human species'!" Doesn't 
that remind you of Ralph Waldo Emerson and the New England 
Transcendentalists'? Discovering your specieshood. at a deep 
enough level. merges with discovering your selfhood. Becoming 
(learning how to be) fully human means both enterprises car
ried on simultaneously. You are learning (subjectively exper
iencing) what you peculiarly are. how you are you. what your p0-
tentialities are. what your style is. what your pace is. what your 
tastes are. what your values are. what direction your body is 
loing. where your personal biology is taking you. i.e .• how you 
are dU/'"lft from others. And at the same time it means leam
ing what it means to be a human animal like other human 
animals. i.e .• how you are simi/ar to others. 

One of the loals of education should be to teach that life is 
precious. If there were no joy in life. it would not be worth liv
ing. Unfortunately many people never. experience joy. those aU
too-few moments of total life-affinnation which we call peak ex-' 
periences. Fromm (35) spoke about the life-wishers who often 
experienced joy. and the death-wishers who never seemed to ex
perience moments of joy and whose hold on life was very weak. 
The latter group would take all sorts of idiotic chances with their 
lives. as though they were hoping that an accident would save 
them from the trouble of committing suicide. Under adverse con
d itions. such as in concentration camps. those to whom every 
moment of life was precious struggled to keep alive. while the 
others let themsel,ves die without resistance. We are beginning to 
find out through such agencies as Synanon that drug addicts. 
who are killing a part of themselves. \!iill give up drugs easily if 
you offer them instead some meaning to their lives./Psychologists 
have described alcoholics as being fundamentally depressed. 
basically bored with life. They describe their existence as an end
less ftat plain with no ups or downs. Colin Wilson ( 1 59). in his 
book. Introduction tp th, New Existtntialism. pointed out that 
life has to have meaning. has to be filled with moments of high 
intensity that validate life and make it worthwhile. Otherwise 
the desire to die makes sense. for who would want to endure end
less pain or endless boredom? 

We know that children are capable of peak experiences and 
that they happen frequently during childhood. We also know 
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that the present school system is an extremely elfective instru
ment for crushing peak experiences and forbidding their possi
bility. The natural child-respecting teacher who is not frightened 
by the sight of children enjoying themselves is a rare sight in 
classrooms. Of course, with the traditional model of thirty-five 
children in one classroom and a curriculum of subject matter 
which has to be gotten through in a given period of time, the 
teacher is forced to pay more attention to orderliness and lack 
of noise than she is making learning a joyful experience. But 
then our official philosophies of education and teachen' colleges 
seem to have as an implicit assumption that it is dangerous for a 
child to have a good time. Even the difficult tasks of learning to 
�d and subtract and multiply, which are necessary in an indus
ttialized society, can be enhanced and made joyful. 

What can the schools do to counteract the death wish in kin
dergarten. to strengthen the wish for life in the first grade? Per
haps the most important thing they can do is to give the child a 
sense of accomplishment. Children get a great deal of satisfac
tion in . helping someone younger or weaker than themselves ac
complish something. The child's creativity can be encouraged by 
avoiding regimentation. Since the children imitate the attitudes 
of the teacher. the teacher can be eneouraged to become a joyful 
and self-actualizing person. The parents convey their own dis
torted patterns of behavior 10 the child. but if the teacher's are 
healthier and stronger. the children will imitate Ihese instead. 

In the firsl place, unlike the current model of teacher as lectur
er. conditioner, reinforcer. and boss. the Taoist helper or teacher 
is receptive rather than intrusive. I was told once that in · the 
world of boxers. a youngster who feels himself to be good and 
who wants to be a boxer will go to a gym. look up one of the 
managers. and say, "I'd like to be a pro, and I'd like to be in your 
stable. I'd like you to manage me." In this world, what is then 
done characteristically is to try him out. The good manager 'will 
select one of his professionals and say. "Take him on in the ring. 
Stretch him. Strain hint Let's see what he can do. Just let him 
show his very best. Draw him out." If it turns out that the boxer 
has promise. if he's a "natural." then what the good manager 
does is to take that boy and train him to be. if this is Joe Dokes, a 
twlltr Jot Dok,s. That is. he takes his style as given and builds 
upon that. He does not start all over again. and say, "Forget all 
you've lelirned. and do it this new way." which is like saying. 
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"Forget what kind of body you have," or "Forget what you are 
.ood for." He takes him and builds upon his OM'n talents and 
builds him up into the very best Joe Dokes-type boxer that he 
possibly can. . '  

It iii my strong impression that this is the way in which much 
of the world of education could function. If we want to be helpers, 
counselors. teachers. guiders, or psychotherapists. what we must 
do is to accept the person and help him learn what kind of person 
he iii already. What is his style. what are his aptitudes. what is he 
good for. not good for, what can we build upon, what are his good 
raw materials. his good potentialities'� We would be nonthreat
ening and would supply an atmosphere of acceptance of the 
child's nature which reduces fear. anxiety. and defense to the 
minimum possible. Above all. we would care for the child. thlt 
iii. enjoy him and his growth and self-actualization ( 1 1 7). So far 
this sounds much like the Rogerian therapist. his "unconditional 
positive regard." his congruence, his openness and his caring. 
And indeed there is evidence by now that this "brings the child 
out." permits him to express and to act, to experiment. and even 
to make mistakes: to let himself be seen. Suitable feedback at 
this point. as in T-groups or basic encounter groups. or nondi
rective counseling. then helps the child to dillCover what and who 
he is. We must learn to treasure the "jags" of the child in school. 
his fallCination, absorptions. his persistent wide-eyed wonderings. 
his Dionysian enthusiasms. At the very least, we can value his 
more diluted raptures, his "interests," and hobbies, etc. They can 
lead to much. Especially can they lead to hard work. persistent, 
absorbed, fruitful. educative. 

And conversely I think it is possible to think of the peak experi
ence. the experience of awe, mystery, wonder. or of perfect com
pletion, as the goal and reward of learning as well. its end as well 
as its beginning (67). If this is true for the Krt'UI historians. math
ematicians, scientists, musicians, philosophers. and all the rest, 
why should we not try to maximi1e these studi,,'lI as sources of 
peak experiences for the child ns well'! 

I must 
'
suy that whlltever little knowledge and experien� I 

huve to support these suggestions com,,'lI from intell igent lind 
cn:utive children ruther than from retllrded or underprivileg,,'(j or 
sick ones. However. I must lliso say that my experience with such 
unpromising udults in Synunon. in T-groups ( 14 1 ). in Theory-Y 
industry (H3), in ESlllen-type ,,'(jucutivc centers (32). rn Grol:"type 
work with psychedelic chemicllis (40), not to mention l.lIing-type 
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work with psychotics (65). and other such experiences. has 
taught me never to write an,l'hod,· off in advance. 

Another important goal of intrinsic education is to see that the 
child's basic psychological needs are satisfied . A child cannot 
reach self-actuali7.ation until his needs for security. belonging
ness. dignity. love. respect. and esteem are all satisfied . In psy
chological terms. the child is free from anxiety because he feels 
himself to be love-worthy. and knows that · he belongs in the 
world. thllt someone respects and wants him. M ost of the drug 
addicts who come to Synanon have had a life devoid of almost 
all need-grutificlltion. · Synanon creates an atmosphere in which 
they are treated .. s if they were four-year-olds. arid then slowly 
lets them grow up in Itn atmosphere which wilt allow their funda
mental nC\.-ds to he sntisl1ed one by one. 

Another goal of education is to refreshen consciousness so that 
we are continually aware of the beauty and wonder of life. Too 
often in this culture we become desensitized so that we never 
really see things we look at or hear the things we listen to. Laura 
Huxley had a little cube of magnifying glasses into which you 
could insert a tiny Hower and look at the Hower while it was 
illuminated from lights at the sides of the cubes. After a while the 
watcher would become lost in the experience of total attention. 
·and frolt! that would arise the psychedelic experience. which is 
seeing the absolute concreteness of a thing and the wonder of 
its existence. A very good trick for refreshening the quality of 
daily experience is imagining that you are going to die-or that 
the other person you are with is going to die. If you are actually 
threatened by death. you perceive in a different way with closer 
attention than you do ordinarily. If you Ifnow that a particular 
person is soing to die. you 11ft him more intensely. more penon
ally. without the casual catesorizing that marks sO much of our 
experience. You must fight stereotypinS. never allowing younelf 
to get used to anything. Ultimately the best way of teaching. 
whether the subject is mathematics. history. or philosophy. is to 
make the students aware of the beautiell involved. We need to 
tellch our children unitive perception. the Zen experience of be
ing able to see the temporal and the eternal simultaneously. the 
lIIlcn:d and the profane in the same object. 

We must once again learn to control our impUlses. The days in 
which Freud treated overinhibited people are now long past. and 
uldllY we are confronted with the opposite problem-that of ex-
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pressing every impulse immediately. It is possible to teach pe0-
ple that controls are not necessarily repressive. Self-actualized 
people have a system of Apollonian controls in which the control 
and the gratification work together to make the gratification 
more pleasurable. They know. for example. that eating is more 
fun if you sit down at a well-set table with well-cooked food even 
t.hough it takes more control to prepare the table and the food. 
Something similar is true for sex. 

One of the tasks of real education is to transcend pseudoprob
lems and to grapple with the serious existential problems of life. 
All neurotic problems are pseudoproblems. The problems of evil 
and suffering. however. arc real and must be faced by everybody 
sooner or later. Is it possible to reach a peak eltperience through 
suffering? We have found that the peak experience contains two 
components-an emotional one of ecstasy and an intellectual one 
of illumination. Both need not be present simultaneously. For ex
ample, the sexual orgasm can be extremely satisfying emotion-

. ally, but not illuminate the person in any way. In confrontation 
with pain and death. a nonecstatic illumination can occur. as 
pointed out in Marghanita laski's book, Et's,asy (66). We now 
have a fairly extensive literature on the psychology of death in 
which it is evident that some people do experience illumination 
and gain philosophical insight as they approach death. Huxley. 
in his book. Mand (52), illustrates how a person can die with 
reconciliation and acceptance rather than being dragged out of 
life in an undignified way. 

Another aspect of intrinsic education is learning how to be a 
good chooser. You can teach yourself to choose. Place yourself 
before two glasses of sherry. a cheap one and an expensive one. 
and see which one you like the best. Try seeing if you can tell the 
difference between two brands of cigarettes with your eyes 
closed. I f  you can't tell the difference. there is none. I found my
self that I can tell the difference between good and cheap sherry. 
so I now buy expensive sherry. On the other hand. I can't tell the 
difference between good gin and cheap gin. so I buy the cheapest 
gin I can. If I can't tell the difference. why bother'! 

What do we really mean by self-actualization'! What are the 
psychological characteristics that we are hoping to produce in 
our ideal educational system? The self-actuali7.ed person is in a 
state of good psychological health: his basic needs are satisfied 
so what is it that mot�vates him to become such a busy and capa
ble person? For one thing. all self-actuali7.ed people have a 
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cause they believe in. a vocation they are devoted to. When they 
say. "my work." they mean their mission in life. If you ask a 
self-actualized lawyer why he entered the field of law, what 
compensates for all the routine and trivia, he will eventually say 
something like. "Well. I just get mad when I see somebody 
taking advantage of somebody else. It isn't fair." Fairness to him 
is an ultimate value; he can't tell you why he values fairness any 
more than an artist can tell you why he values beauty. Self-actu
alizing people, in other words, seem to do what they do for the 
sake of ultimate, final valUes, which is for the sake of princi
ples which seem intrinsically worthwhi/�. They protect and love 
these values. and if the values !ire threatened. they will be aroused 
to indignation. action, and often self-sacrifice. These values are 
not abstract to the self-actualizing person; they are as much a 
part of them as ,their bones and arteries. Self-actualizing people 
are motivated by the eternal verities. the B-Values, by pure 
truth and beauty in perfection. They go beyond polarities and 
try to see the underlying oneness; they try to integrate every
thing and make it more comprehensive. 

The nex.t question is. are these values instinctoid. inherent in 
the organism. just as the need for love or vitamin 0 are inherent 
in the organism'! If you eliminate all vitamin 0 from your diet, 
you will become sick. We can call love a need for the same rea
son., If you take away all love from your children. it can kill them. 
Hospital staft's have learned that unloved babies die early from 
colds. Do we need truth in the same way? I find that if I am de
prived of truth. I come down with a peculiar kind of sickness-I 
become paranoid. mistrusting everybody and trying to look be
hind everything. searching for hidden meanings to every event. 
This sort of chronic mistrustfulness is certainly a psychological 
disease. So I would say that being deprived of truth results in a 
pathology-a metapathology. A metapathology is the illness, 
which results in being deprived of a B-Value. 

The deprivation of beauty can cause illness. People who are 
aesthetically very sensitive become depressed and uncomfort
able in ugly surroundings. It probably affects their menstruation. 
gives them headaches, etc. 

I performed a series of experiments on beautiful and ugly sur
roundings to prove this point. When subjects saw pictures of 
faces to be judged in an ugly room, they viewed the people as 
being psychotic. paranoid. or dangerous, indicating that faces 
and presumably human beings look bad in ugly surroundings. 
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How much the ugliness affects you depends on your sensitivity 
and ahe ease with which you can turn your attention away from 
the obnoxious stimuli. To carry the point further. living in an un
pleasunt environment with nasty people is a pathological force. 
If you choose beautiful and decent people to spend your time 
with. you will find that you feel better and more uplifted. 

Justice is another B-Value. and history has given us plenty of 
examples of what happens to people when they are deprived of it 
over a long period of time. In Haiti. for example. people learn 
distrust of everything. cynicism about all other human beings. 
believing that underneath everything there must be rot and cor
ruption. 

The meta pathological state of uselessness is of great interest 
to me . I have met many youngsters who fulfill all the criteria of 
self-actuali7.ation; their basic needs are gratified) they are usina 
their capacities well and show no obvious psychological symp
toms. 

Yet they are disrupted and disturbed. They mistrust all the B
Values. all the values that people over thirty espouse. and regard 
such words as truth. goodness. and love as empty clich&. They 
have even lost faith in their ability to make a better world. and so 
all they can do is protest in a meaningless and destructive way. 
If you don't have a value-life. you may not be neurotic. but you 
suffer from a cognitive and spiritual sickness. for to a certain ex
tent your relationship with reality is distorted and disturbed. 

If B-Values are as neceSsary as vitamins and love. and if their 
absence can make you sick. then what people have talked about 
for thousands of years as the religious or platonic or rational 
life seems to be a very basic part of human nature. Man is a hier
archy of needs. with the biological needs at the base of the hier
archy and the spiritual needs at the top. Unlike the biololical 
needs. however. the B-Values are not hierarchical in and of them
selves. One is as important as the next. and each one can be 
defined in terms of all the others. Truth. for example. must be 
complete. aesthetic. comprehensive. and strangely enoulh. it 
must be funny in an Olympian godlike sense. Beauty must be 
true. good. comprehensive. etc. Now if the B-Values are all de
finable in terms of each other. we know from fac:tor-analysis that 
some general factor underlies them all-a G-factor. to use the 
stat·istical term. The B-Values are not separate piles of sticks. but 
rather the different facets of one jewel. Both the scientist who is 
devoted to truth and the lawyer who is devoted to justice are 
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devoted to the same thing. Each has found out that the aspect of 
the general value which suits him best is the one he is using in 
his life's work. 

An interesting aspect of the B-Values is that they transcend 
many of the traditional dichotomies. such as selfishness and un
aelfishnesa, ftesh and spirit. religious and secular. If you are do
ina the work that you love and are devoted to the value that you 
hold highest. you are being as selfish as possible. and yet are 
also being unselfish and altruistic. If you have introjected truth 
as a value so that it is all much a part of you as your blood. then if 
a lie is told anywhere in the world. it hurts you to find out about 
it. The boundaries of yourself in that sense now extend far be
yond your personal sphere of interests to include the entire 
world. If an injustice is being committed against a person in BJlI
garia or China. it is also being committed against you. Though 
you may never meet the person involved. you can feel his betray
al as your own. 

Take the dichotomy of "religious" and "secular." The form of 
religion that was offered . to me as a child seemed so ludicrous 
that I abandoned all interest in religion and experienced no de
sire to "find God." Yet my religious friends. at least those who 
had gotten beyond the peasants' view of God as having a skin and 
beard. talk about Ood the way I talk about B-Values. The ques
tions that theologians consider of prime importance nowadays 
are questions such as the meaning of the universe. and whether 
or not the universe has a direction. The search for perfection. the 
discovery of adherence to values is the essence of the religious 
tradition. Arid many religious groups are beginning to declare 
openly that the external trappings of religion. such as not eating 
meat on Friday. are unimportant. even detrimental. because they 
confuse people as to what religion really is. and are beginning 
once again to commit themselves in practice as well as in theory to 
the B-Values. 

People who enjoy and are committed to the B-Values also en
joy their basic need-gratifications more because they make 
them sacred. To lovers who view each other in terms of the B
Values as well as in terms of need fulfillment. sexual intereourse 
becomes a sacred ritual. To live the spiritual life. you don't have 
to sit on top of a pillar for ten years. Being able to live in the B
Values somehow makes the .body and all its appetit� holy. 

I( we were to accept as a major educational goal the awaken
ins and fulfillment of the B-Values. which is simply another 
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aspect of self-actualization. we would have a great flowering of 
a new kind of civililation. People would be stronger, healthier. 
and would tllke their 6wn lives into their hands to a greater ex
tent. With increased personal responsibility for one's personal 
life, and with a rational set of values to guide one's choosing. 
people would begin to actively change the society in which they 
lived. The movement toward psychological health is also the 
movement toward spiritual peace and social harmony. 



PART V 

S o c ie t y 





1 4  
Synergy in the, 

Society and in. the Individual 

I would like to dedicate this chapter to the memory of Ruth 
Benedict.' who invented and developed the concept of synergy 
in a series of lectures she gave at Bryn Mawr College in 194 1 .  
This concept is not familiar only because her manuscript was 
lost. When I first read these lectures I was horrified to find that 
the copy she had given me was the onty one in existence. I was 
afraid that she would not publish it-she seemed not to care 
much whether it was published or not. I was also afraid that it 
might be lost. This fear turned out to be well founded. Margaret 
Mead. her executrix. has hunted through all her files and papers, 
but has never been able to find the manuscript. But I had some
one type out as many part� as possible. These excerpts are to be 
published soon (9, 4 1 ). so I will use only a few of them in this 
chapter. 

Developmtnt Qnd De.finition of Syntrgy 

Ruth Benedict tried in her last years to overcome and to trans
cend the doctrine of cultural relativity with which her name has 

I Ruth Benedict ( 1887-1948) was professor of anthropololY. Columbia 
Univenity. and a poet. under the name of Ann Singleton. Her main fteld 
of interest was the American Indian. During World War 11 .  ahe studied 
Japanese culture. furnishing basic information for Allied propaganda. 
Amona her books are PIl"trns o./'Culturt: RIl(·t. S('itm't llnd Po/ili('s:and 
71w Chrysllnlhtmum lind Iht SM'ord,-Ed. note. Heinz L. Ansblcher. 

J9J 
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been assOciated incoJTC(tly. My recollection is that she was ex
tremely irritated by this identification. Her Pall"ns Qf Cul,u" 
( 10) she felt was essentially an essay in holism. It was a holistic; 
rather than an atomistic effort to describe societies as unitary or-' 
pnisms of wholes. with a feel. a flavor. a tone that she tried 
to d�ribe in her own poetic way. 

As things stood while I Wli studying anthropology in 1933-
1937. cultures were unique. idiosyncratic. There was no scientific 
way of handling them. no generalization you could make. Each 
one seemed to be different from every other. There was nothin. 
you could say about any culture except from within. Benedict 
kept strugling with the effort to achieve a comparative sociology. 
It came as it would to a poetess. in an intuitive way. She kept 
strulliing with words which she did not dare to say in public in 
her capacity as a scientist. because they were normative. in
volved rather than cool. words that could be said over a martini 
but not in print. . 

lNvtlopmen,. As she described it. she had huge sheets of 
newsprint upon which she wrote all that was known about four 
pairs of cultures that she selected because she felt that they were 
different. She had an intuition. a feeling. and she phrased It in 
different ways which I have written down in old notes. 

One culture in each pair was anxious and the other was not. 
One was surly (obviously an unscientific word); they were surly 
people and she didn't like surly people. The four cultures on the 
one side were all surly and nasty people. and the four on the 
other side were nice people. She spoke at other times. as the war 
threatened us. of low morale and high morale cultures. She spoke 
on the one hand of hatred and aggression. and on the other hand 
of affection. What was there general to all the four cultures that 
she disliked and opposite to what was general to the four that 
she liked'! She spoke tentatively of these as insecure and secure 
cultures. 

The good ones. the secure ones. those she liked. felt drawn to. 
were the Zuni. the Arapesh. the Dakota. and one of the Eskimo 
sroups (I forget which one). My OW" field work (unpublished) 
added the Northern Blackfoot as a secure culture. The nasty. 
surly ones. that she would shiver a little about and shudder over 
were the Chuckchee. the Ojibwa. the Dobu. and the Kwakiutl. 

She tried one after another all the generalizations that she 
might be able to make of these cultures. all the standard can
openers. you might call them. that were available at that time. 
She compared them on the basis of race. seography. climate. size. 
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wealth. complexity. But these criteria failed to 'work, that is, to be 
common to the four secure ones and absent in the four insecure 
ones. No integration was possible on these bases. no logic, no 
taxonomy. She asked, which cultures commit suicide and which 
don't? Which have polygamy and which don't? Which are matri
lineal and which are patrilineal? Which have big houses and 
which have small houses? None of these principles of, classifica
tion worked. 

Finally what did work was what I can only call thelu"C'tio" of 
behavior rather than the overt behavior itself. She realized that 
behavior was not the answer. that she had to look for the func
tion of the behavior. the meaning that it purported. what it tried 
to say. what character structure it expressed. It is this jump 
which I think was a revolution in the theory of anthropology and 
of society. laying the basis for a comparative sociology. a tech
nique for comparing societies and placing them on a continuum 
instead of regarding each as unique and per se. The following is 
from her manuscript: 

Take, for example; suicide. ' Suicide has repeatedly been 
shown to be related to the sociological environment; it goes up 
under certain conditions and goes down under others. In  
America i t  i s  one index of psychological catastrophe because 
it is an act which cuts the Gordian knot of a situation with 
which a man is no longer able or willing to deal. But suicide, 
listed as a common trait of culture. may be an act with very 
different significance in some other culture where it is com
mon. In old Japan, it was the honorable act of any warrior 
who had lost hiS battle; it was an act which reinstated honor 
more than life-the whole duty of man in the Samurai code. In 
primitive society suicide is sometimes the final loving duty 
of a wife or sister or mother in th� extravagance of mourning; 
it is the reaffirmation that love of a close relative is more than 
anything else in life and that when that relative is dead, life 
is no longer worthwhile. Where this is the highest moral code 
of such a society. suicide is a final affirmation of ideals. On 
the other hand, suicide in some tribes is more like the Chinese 
idea of suicide, as they say, "on the doorstep" of another 
man; meaning that suicide is an accepted way of revenging 
himself against one! who has wronged him or against whom 
he holds a grudge. Such suicide in primitive tribes where it 
exists is the most effective. and sometimes the only, action 
one can take against another. and it stacks up with action at 
law in other cultures. not with any of the kinds of suicide we 
have already spoken of. 
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DtJlnit;on. Instead of secure and insecure Benedtct finally 
chose the concepts "high synergy" and "low synergy" which are 
less normative, more objective, and less open to suspicion of pro
jection of one's own ideals and tastes. She defined these terms 
IS follows: 

Is there any sociological condition which correlates with 
Itronl agression and any that correlates with low aares
lion? AU our Iround plans achieve the one or the other in 
proportion as their social forms provide areas of mutual ad
vantage and eliminate acts and loala that are at the expense 
of others in the aroup. . . . From all comparative material, the 
conclusior. tbat emerges is that societies whrre nonoQggrts
.flon i" ('onspirllous havt sO('ial orders In M'hlrh the individual 
by the same a('t and at the same time strvtS his OM'n advan
taR� a,nd that ql the Rroup . .  , . Non-al8ression occurs (in these 
SOCieties) not because people .are unselfish and put social 
obli8ltions above personal desires, but when social arranlc
ments make these two identical. Considered just logically, 
production-whether raising yams or catching fish-is a &en
eral benefit and if no man-made institution distorts the fact 
that every harvest, every catch adds to the village food supply, 
a man can be a 800d 81rdener and also be a social benefactor. 
He is advantaged and his fellows are advantaged. , . . 

I lhall speak of cultures with low synerIY where the social 
structure provides for acts which are mutually opposed and 
counteractive, and cultures with hiilh synergy where it pro
vides for acts which are mutually remforcins. . . . I spoke of 
JOr/ttlts with high sorial synergy whtrt their /rut/tutlorlS In
sun mutual advantage Jrom their undrrtaklngs. and socletlts 
with low socitll synrrgy whert the adwzntGgf of one Indi
vidual blcomes a victor), ovrr anothrr. and the majority who 
(ITt not vlC'torlous must shift as they can [my italics]. 

These societies have high synergy in which the social institu
tions are set up so as to transcend the polarity between selfish
ness and unselfishness. between self-interest and altruism, in 
which the person who is simply being selfish necessarily reaps 
rewards for himself. The society with high synergy is one in 
which virtue pays. 

I would like to deal with some of the manifestations and as
pects of high and low synergy. I am using my notes, which are 
twenty-five years old; and I must apologize for not knowing 
which is Benedict and which is my own thinking. I have made 
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use of this concept throuah the years in various ways. and there 
hal been a kind of fusion. 

HIXh and Low Synergy in Primitive Societies 

Siphon/nil \I.s. Funntltnll ql Wtalth. With regard to the eco
nomic institutions. Benedict found that the overt. superficial. 
face-value kind 'of thinas-whether the society was rich or poor. 
etc.-:did not matter. What did matter was that the secure. hiah
syneray societi� had what she called a siphon system of wealth 
,distribution. whereas the insecure. low synerlY cultures had 
what she called funnel mechanisms of wealth distribution. I 
can summarize funnel mechanisms very briefly. metaphorically: 
they are any social arranaement that auarantees that wealth at
tracts wealth. that to him that hath is aiven and from him that 
hath not is taken away. that povery makes more poverty and 
weilth makes more wealth. In the secure. hiah-synerlY societies. 
on the contrary. wealth tends to get spread around. it aets si
phoned oft' from the high places down to the low places. It tends. 
one way or another. to ao from rich to poor. rather than from 
poor to rich. 

An example of a siphon mechanism is the "aiveaway" durina 
the Sun Dance ceremony of the Northern Blackfoot Indians as I 
IIW it. In this ceremony all the tepees of the society pthered in ' 
one hUle circle. The rich men of the tribe, (rich mean ina those 
who have worked hard and accumulated a areat deal) would 
have accumulated mounds of blankets. food. bundles of various 
sorts. and sometimes very pathetic thinp-cases of Pepsi-Cola 
o I remember. As many possessions as a man could have accum
ulated during the previous year' were piled up. 

I am thinkina of one man I saw. At one point in the ceremony. 
in the Plains' Indian tradition. he strutted. and. we would say. 
booted. that is. told of his achievements. "You all know �hat I 
have done so and so. you all know that I have done this and that. 
and you all know how smart I am. how good a stock man I am. 
how aood a far.mer. and how I have therefore accumulated areat 
wealth." And then. with a very lordly gesture. a 'gesture of great 
pride but without being humiliatina. he gave this pile of wealth 
to the widows. to the orphaned children. and to the blind and 
diseased. At the end of the Sun Oance ceremony he was stripped 
of all his possessions. owning nothing but the clothes he stood in. 
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He had, in this synergic way (I won't say either selfishly or un
selfishly because clearly the polarity has been transcended) 
given away everything he had, but in that process had demon
strated what a wonderful man he was, how capable, how intel
ligent, how strong. how hard-working. how generous. and 
therefore how wealthy. 

I remember my confusion as I came into the society and tried 
to find out who was the richest man, and found that the rich 
man had nothing. When I asked the white secretary of the re
serve who was the richest man, he mentioned a man none of the 
Indians had mentioned. that is. the man who had on the books 
the most stock. the most cattle and horses. When I came back to 
my Indian informants and asked them about J immy McHugh. 
about all his horses. they shrugged with contempt. "He keeps it," 
they said. and, as a consequence, they hadn't even thought to re
gard him as wealthy. White-Headed Chief was "wealthy" even 
though he owned nothing. In what way then did virtue pay? The 
men who were formally generous in this way were the most ad
mired. most respected, and the most loved men in the tribe. 
These were the men who benefited the tribe, the men they could 
be proud of. the men who warmed their hearts. 

To say it another way. if White-Headed Chief. this generous 
man. had discovered a gold mine or stumbled across some pile of 
wealth. everyone in the tribe would have been happy because of 
his generosity. If he had been an ungenerous man. as happens 
so frequently in our society, then the tendency would have been 
as it is for our friends who have suddenly acquired great wealth; 
it is apt to set them over against us. Our institutions encourage 
the development of jealousy. envy. resentment. distance. and 
finally a real likelihood of enmity, in a situation like this. 

Among the siphon systems of wealth distribution that Benedict 
listed. the giveaway of this type was one. Another was ritual hos
pitality as in many tribes where the rich man will immediately 
have all his relatives come to visit and he will take care of them. 
There were also generosity. mutual-reciprocity relationships. co
operative techniques of food sharing and so on. In  our own sa
ciety. I think our graded income and property taxes would be an 
instance of a siphon mechanism. In theory, if a wealthy person 
gets twice as wealthy. this is good for me and you because so 
much of that goes into the common treasury. let us assume it is 
used for the common good. . 

As for funnel mechanisms. examples are exorbitant rent. 
usurious interest (by comparison we know nothing of usurious 
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interest even on the waterfront: as I recall it. the K.wakiutl rate of 
interest was 1 200 per cent a year). slave labor and forced labor. 
exploitation of labor, excessive profits, relatively greater taxation 
of the poor than of the rich. and so on. 

I think you can see Benedict's point about the purport. the 
effect. or the flavor of the institution. Giving away money is in 
itself. as sheer behavior, meaningless. I consider this to be true 
at the psychological level also. So many psychologists do not 
realize that behavior is a defense against the psyche as often as 
it is a direct expression of it. It·s a way of hiding motivations and 
emotions. intent. and purport. as well as of revealing them. and 
therefore must never be taken at face value. 

Use vs. ()Mmership. We can also look at the relation of owner
ship to actual use of possessions. My interpreter. who spoke Eng
lish quite well. had been to the Canadian schools. had got some 
college education. and was therefore wealthy. for in this kind of 
tribe intelligence correlated very closely with wealth. even in our 
sense. He was the only man in the sQciety who owned an automo
bile. We were together most of the time. so I could see that he 
hardly ever used his car. People would come and say. "Teddy, 
how about the key to your car?" And he would pass over the 
key. As near as I could make out. owning the car for him meant 
paying for the gas. fixing the tires. coming out and rescuing peo
ple in the middle of the reservation who didn't know how to han
dle it, and so on. The car belonged to anybody who needed it and 
could ask for it. Obviously the fact that he possessed the only car 
in the whole society was a point of pride. of pleasure and gratifi
cation rather than attracting to him envy, malice, and hostility. 
The others were glad he had the car and would have been glad if 
five people had cars instead of just one. 

Com.forting vs. Frightening Religion. The distinction in terms 
of synergy also holds for the religious institutions. You will find 
that the god or gods or the ghosts or the supernaturals in the se
cure or high-synergy societies tend uniformly to be rather benev
olent. helpful, friendly. sometimes even in a way that some in 
our society call sacrilegious. Among the Blackfoot. for instance, 
the personal ghost that any man would have for himself privately. 
the one he had seen in a vision perhaps on a mountain. could ac
tually be invoked at a poker game. There was so much comfort 
with these personal gods that it was perfectly all right for a man 
with an inside straight to call a halt to the game and go off in a 
corner and commune with his ghost to decide whether to draw or 
not. In the insecure or low-synergy societies on the other hand. 
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the ,odl. the lupematurall. and the aholtl were uniformly ruth
less. terrifyina. and 80 on. 

I checked this relationlhip with some students at Brooklyn 
Colle .. in a very informal way (around 1940). There were a cou
ple of dozen younasters whom I had tested as sec:ure or insecure 
in a questionnaire that I had constructed. I asked those who were 
reliaious in a formal way one question: Suppose you woke up out 
of your sleep and felt somehow that God was either in the room 
or lookina in at you. how would you feel? The tendency was for 
the secure people to feel comfoned. and protected; and for the 
insecure to feel terrified. 

Now on a · much lar,er scale. it il approximately thil kind of 
thina that you can find in the lecure and inlecure locieties. 
Western notions of the ,od of venleance and wrath al over 
a,ainst the Sod of love indicate that our own relilioul documents 
are .composed of a kind of a mixture of what you miaht call ... 
cure and insecure relision. In the insecure societies the penons 
who have relilious power Ie nerally use this for penonal profit 
of some son. for what we would call selfish purposes, whereas 
relilious power in a secure socie�y is intended to be used. as in 
the Zuni for instance. for brin,in. rain. for makin, the crops .bat
ter. for brinlinl benefit to the Whole lociety. 

This kind of contrastina psychololical purpon or upshot can 
be diltinauished in the style of prayer. the style of leadenhip. the 
family relationship. the relationships between men and women. 
.the phrasin, of sexuality. the styie of emotional ties, of kinahip, 
of friendship. and SO on. If you have the feel for this differentia
tion. you should be able to predict rilht on down the line what 
you could expect in these two kinds of societies. I wUl add just 
one more thins. a little unexpected I think to our Western minds. 
The societies with hip synerlY all have techniques for work ina 
off humiliation. and the societies with low synerl)' uniformly do 
not. In the latter. life is humiliatina. embimllina. and hunina. 
It must be. In Benedict's four insecure societin the humiliation 
rankled. lasted. somehow never ended; whereas in the lecure s0-
cieties there was a way of brinlinl it to a close. of payinl your 
debt and being done with it. 

High and Low Synergy in Our Society 

It must have occurred to you by now that our own society is 
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one of mixed synergy. We have high-synergy and low-synergy 
institutions. 

We have a wide pervasiveness of high synergy in philanthropy, 
for instance. which does not occur in many other cultures at all. 
Our society is a very generous culture and frequently in a very 
nice. very secure way. 

On the other hand. there are obviously institutions in our so
ciety which set us against each other. making us into rivals neces
llrily. which put us into a situation where we must scrap for a 
Umited amount of goods. This is like the zero-sum game where 
one can win and the other must therefore lose. 

Perhaps I can illustrate by a simple familiar example, the 
.... din. system as it is used in most colleges. especially grading 
on a curve. I have been in situations like that, and could see very 
well how it felt to be placed against my brothers. to have their 
JOOd become my hun. Supposing my name begins with Z and 
the .... des are called off alphabetically. and we know there are 
only aix A's. Of course, • must sit there and hope that the people 
before me will get poor grades. Every time someone gets a bad 
arade. this is good for me. Every time someone gets an A. this is 
bad for me. since it lowers my chances of getting an A. And it is 
easy enough to say. ". hope he drops dead." 

This synergy principle is so important, not only for a general 
objectively comparative sociology, not only for the tan�lizing 
possibility that this comparative sociology also opens up the way 
for a supracultural system of values by which to evaluate a cul
ture and everything within it, not only because it furnishes a 
scientific basis for Utopian theory, but also for more technical 
social phenomena in other areas. 

For one thing, it seems to me that not enough psychologists, 
panicularly social psychologists, are aware of the great and im
portant things that are happening in an area which does not even 
have a very 100d name yet, which we may call organization the
ory. or the social psychology of industry perhaps, or the theory of 
enterprise or business. The book read as a primer by most people 
interested in this field is McGregor's The Human Side of Enter
prlu ( 1 14). I sUllest that you look at what he calls the Theory-Y 
level of social orsanization as an example of high synergy. It i1-
lustrates the possibility of arranging social institutions. whether 
in business, in an army. or in a university, in such a fashion that 
the people within the organization are coordinated with each 
other and are perforce made into colleagues and teammates rath-

.• 
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er than into rivals. I have stud ied such a business during the last 
few years, and I assure you it is possible to describe it, to some 
extent at least, in terms 01 high synergy. or secure social organi
zation. I hope that these new social psychologists wi l l  t ry using 
Benedict's concepts to contrast ca refully such an organization 
with one which is based on the doctrine th.at there is a limited 
amount of good and "if I get some you must get less." 

I would refer you a lso to Likert's recent book, Ne .... · Patterns of 
Manaf(ement (78) , which is a col lect ion of extensive, careful re
searches on va rious a spects of what we can call synergy in  indus

. trial organ i7ations. There is even one place in which Likert ac
tually d iscusses what he ca l ls  the "in fluence pie" ( p. 57), t rying 
to work with a paradox which he found d ifficult, namely that the 
good foremen. the good leaders. the ones who would rate high in 
terms of actual resu lts gave power all'ay more than the others. 
What could you say anout the fact that the more power you give 
away the more you have? Likert's t reatment of this paradox is in
terest i ng because you see a Western mind struggling with a not 
very Western concept. 

I would say no Utopia can be const ructed henceforth by the 
knowledgeable person without mak ing peace with the concept 
of synergy. It looks to me at this t ime as if any Utopia, or .Eupsy
chia (which I th ink is a better name), must have as one of its 
foundations a set of h igh-synergy inst i tutions. 

Synergy in the Individual 

Identification. The synergy concept can a lso be appl ied on the 
ind ividual level ,  to the nature of ' interpersonal relationsh ips be
tween two persons. I t  makes a fairly decent definition of the 
high love relationship, what I have written about as Being-love 
(89, pp. 39-4 1 ). Love has been defined variously as if your inter
ests were my interests, or as if two h ierarchies of basic needs 
pooled into one. or as if my feet hurt when you have a corn. or 
as if my happiness rested upon your happiness. Most of the 
definit ions of love that have been offered imply ident ification of 

'" th is sort. But th is is also a good parallel with the notion of high 
synergy, that somehow two people have arranged their relation
ship in such a fashion that one person's advantage is the other 
person's advantage rather than one person's advantage being the 
other's d isadvantage. 
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Some recent studies of sex life and family life in the lower ec
onomic classes in' this country (e.g . •  6 1 )  and in England ( 142) 
describe what they call the exploitative relationship. which is 
clearly a relationship with low synergy. Here there is always the 
question of who wears the pants in the family. or who is the boss • .  
or who loves whom more. with the conclusion that whoever loves 
more is a sucker or must get hurt. and so on. All of these are low
synergy statements and imply a limited amount of good. rather 
than an unlimited amount. 

I think that the concept of identification. which has come not · 
only from Freud and Adler but from other sources as well. can 
stand broadening on this new basis. Perhaps we could say that 
love can be defined as the expansion of the self. the person. the 
identity. I think we have all experienced this. with children. with 
wives or husbands. with people who are very close to us. There is 
a feeling. especially with helpless children I would say. that you 
would rather have the cough than have your child cough during 
the night. It just hurts more when the child coughs than when 
you do. You are stronger. therefore. if you could only take the 
cough it would be better all round. Clearly this is 8 melting of 
the psychological skin between two entities. This is. I would sug
gest. another direction for the notion of identification. 

Fusing the Se(lish-Unse(fish DicholomJ" Here I would like to 
take a jump beyond Benedict. She seems too often to have been 
talking in terms of a straight-line continuum. a polarity. a dicho
tomizing of selfish and unselfish. But it seems obvious to me 
that she clearly implied a transcendence of this dichotomy in the 
strict. Gestalt sense of the creation of a superordinate unity 
which would demonstrate that what had seemed a duality was so 
only because it had not yet developed far enough into unity. I n  
highly developed. psychiatrically healthy people. self-actualizing 
people. whichever you choose to call them. you will find if you try 
to rate them that they are extraordinarily unselfish in some ways. 
and yet also that they are extraordinarily selfish in other ways. 
Those who know Fromm's work on healthy and unhealthy selfish
ness. or Adler's on Gemelns('hQ/lsgejahl, will know what I mean 
here. Somehow the polarity. the dichotomy. the assumption that 
more of one means less of the other. all this fades. They melt into 
each other and you have now a single concept for which we have 
no word yet. High synergy from this point of view can represent 
a transcending of the dichotomizing, 8 fusion of the opposites 
into a single concept. 
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Integrating the Cognitive and the Conative. Finally. I have 
found the concept of synergy useful for the understanding of in
trapersonal psychodynamics. Sometimes this usefulness is very 
obyious. as in seeing integration within the person as high syner
gy. and intrapsychic dissociations of the ordinary patholo,ical 
sort as low synergy. i.e . •  as a person torn and set against himself. 

In the various studies on free choice in various animal species 
and in human infants. I think a further improvement in theoreti
cal phrasing can be made with the aid of synergy theory. We can 
say that these experiments demonstrate a synergic working or 
fusing of cognition and conation. These are situations in which. 
so to speak. head and heart. rational and nonrational speak the 
same language. in which our impulses lead us in a wise direction. 
This applies as well to Cannon's concept of homeostasis. which 
he called the "wisdom" of the body. 

There are situations in which especially anxious. insecure peo
ple t�nd to assume that what they want must necessarily be bad 
for them. What tastes good is probably fattening. What is wise or 
right .to do. or what you ought to do. is very likely something that 
you have to spur yourself on to do. You have to force yourself to 
do it. because of this deep assumption in so many of us that what 
we wish for. what we yearn for. what we like. what tastes good. 
is probably not wise. not good. not correct. But the appetite and 
other free-choice experiments indicate. on the contrary. that it is 
morj: likely that we enjoy what is good for us. at least with fairly 
good choosers and under fairly good conditions. 

. 

I will conclude with a statement by Erich Fromm that has al
ways impressed me very · much. "Sickness consists essentially in 
wanting what is not good for us." 
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Questions for the 

Normative Social Psychologist I 

Note that the description of the seminar implies practicality. 
actual attainability. rather than dreams. fantasies. or wish ful
fillments, In order to stress this point. not only must your paper 
describe your lood society. but It must also have some specifi
cation about the methods of achieving it. i.e,. politiC.. Next year 
the title of the course will be chan,ed to "Normative Social 
Psychology," This is to stress that the empirical attitude will 
prevail in this class, This means that we will talk in terms of 
degree. of percentages. of the reliability of evidence. of missin, 
information that needs to be obtained. of needed investiptions 
and researches. of the possible. We will not waste our time on 

I Thia chapter is based on notes liven out at the bcJinninl of the Sprlnl 
1967 .. meliter-Ionl seminar for senion and lraduate students at Brandeis 
Univel'llity, In addition to furnishina a common back,round of .uum� 
liona. ruicl. and problems for the assianed readinl and papers. I hoped al
so that IhcK noles would help keep the aroup in the realm of empirical 
and Kit:ntific endeavor, 

The catalo8uC description of the proposed seminar read: "Utopian Social 
PsycholoBY: Scminar for lraduate Htudenls in PsychololY. SociololY. 
Philosophy or any of the lIocial IICiences, DillCu!I!Iion of !lClccted Utopian and 
Eupliychhln writin8s. The !lCminar will concern it .. lf with the empirical 
and realistic qucstion.: How lood a society docs human nature permit? 
How BOtK! a human nature docs society permit? What is pol8ible and 
rt:usibh:'! What is not'r" 

20J 
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dichotomizing, on black or white, either/or, on the perfect, 
on the unattainable, or on the inevitable. (There is no inevit
able.) It will be assumed that reform is possible, as are also 
proaress, improvement. But inevitable progress toward the at
tainment, in some future moment. of a perfect ideal, is not like
ly, and we will not bother talking about it. ( Deterioration or ca
tastrophe are also possible). In general, merely being against 
something will not be sufficient. Better alternatives should be 
presented at the same time. We will assume a holistic approach 
to the problem of reforming or revolutionizing or improving an 
individual man or the whole society. Furthermore, we will 
assume that it is not necessary to change one first before the 
other can be changed, i.e., the man or the society. We will as
sume that they can both be worked at simultaneously. 

Make the general assumption that no normative social think
ing is possible until we have some idea of the individual goal, 
i.e . ,  the kind of person to aim to be and by which to judge the 
adequacy of any society. I proCeed on the assumption that the 
aood society, and therefore the immediate goal of any society 
which is trying to improve itself, is the self-actualization of all 
individuals. or some norm or goal approximating this. (Tran
scendence of self-living at the level of Being--is assumed to 
be most possible for the person with a strong and free identity, 
i.e . •  for the· self-actualizing person. This will necessarily involve 
consideration of societal arrangements, education, etc., that 
make transcendence more possible.) The question here is: Do 
we have a trustworthy, reliable conception of the healthy or de
sirable or transcending or ideal person? Also, this normative 
idea is itself moot and debatable. Is it possible to imp,rove a 
society without having some idea of what one considers to be 
an improved human being? 

We must also have some notion, I assume, of the auton
omous soeia/ requirements (which are independent of the in
trapsychic or of individual psychological health or maturity). I 
assume that the idea of personal improvement, one person by 
one person, is not a prac&icable solution of the problem of im
provins the society. Even the best individuals placed under 
poor social and institutional circumstances behave badly. One 
can set up social institutions which will guarantee that individ
uals will be at each other's throats: or one can set up social sit
uations which will encourage individuals to be syntrgic with 
each other. That is, one can set up social conditions so that one 
person's advantage would be to another person's advantage ra-
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ther than the other person's disadvantage. This is a basic as
sumption and is debatable, and ought to be demonstrable (83, 
pp.88- l07); 

I .  Is the norm 10 be universal (for the whole human species). 
or national (with political and military sovereignty). or sub
('u/lura/ (with a smaller group within a nation or state) or 
Jamilial and individual? I assume that universal .  peace is not 
possible so lona as there arc separate and sovereign nations. Be
cause of the kind of wars which arc possible today (and which I 
think arc unavoidable so long as we have national sovereignty) 
any normative social philosopher must assume in the long run 
limited sovereignty of nations, e.g., like that proposed by the 
United World Federalists, etc. I assume that the normative 
social thinker will be automatically working toward such a goal 
at all times. , But once this is assumed, then the questions come 
up of improving the nation-states as they now exist, of local sub
divisions like the states within the U.S., or subcultural group
ings in the United States, like the Jews or the Chinese, or, 
finally. the questions of making an oasis out of the individual 
family. This does not exclude even the question of how a single 
person ,can make his own life and his own environment morc 
Eupsychian. I assume that all of these are simultaneously pos
sible; they do not in theory or in practice mutually exclude each 
other. (I suggest as a basis for discussion "The Theory of Social 
Improvement: The Theory of the Slow Revolution," in my Eupsy
chian Management [83, pp.247-260». 

2. Sele('led or unselected societies. For my conception of 
Eupsychia, sec page 350 in Motivation 'and Personality (95). 
Also see "Eupsychia. the Good Society." Journal of Humanistic 
Psychology (9 1 ). Also scattered sections in my Eupsychian 
Management {83). My definition of Eupsychia is clearly a se
lected subculture. i.e.. it is made up only of psychologically 
healthy or mature or self-actualizing people and their families. 
Through the history of Utopias, this q�estion has sometimes 
been faced and sometimes not. I assume it a/.,."Q\'s has to be con
sciously decided upon. In your papers you must specify whether 
you are speaking about 'the whole human species, unselected, 
or about a selected-out smaller group. with specified entrance 
requirements. Also you must address yourself to the question 
of exiling or assimilating d isruptive individuals if you do have 
a selected Utopian group. Must individuals be kept in t he 
society once they have been selected or born into it? Or' do 
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you think you need provisions for exile or imprisonment. etc.? 
For criminals. evildoen. etc.? (I assume on the basis of your 
knowledge of psychopathology and psychotherapy, and of so
cial pathology, and of the history of Utopian attempts. that 
any unselective group may be destroyed by sick or immature 
individuals. But since our techniques of selection are still very 
poor. my opinion is that any group trying to be Utopian or Eu
psychian must also be able to expel dystopian individuals who 
slip by the selection techniques.) 

3. P/urQ/lsm. The QC'C'eptQnC', Qnd us, 0/ IndtvlduQ/ diff,r
,nC't1 in C'onstitution Qnd In C'hQrQC'ttr. Many Utopias pro
c:eeded as if all human beings were interchangeable and were 
equal to each other. We must accept the fact that there are 
very wide ranges of \!Briation in intelligence, character, consti
tution. etc. Permission for individuality or for idiosyncrasy or 
individual freedom must specify the range of individual differ
ences to be ta·ken into consideration. In the fantasy Utopias 
there have been no feeble-minded people, no insane, no seniles, 
etc. Furthermore; there is frequently built in, in a covert fashion, 
some norm for the desirable human person which seems to me 
far too narrow in view of our actual knowledge of range of vari
ations in human beinp. How fit all kinds of people into on, 
set of rules or laws? Do you want to allow for a wide pluralism. 
e.,., of styles and fashions in clothes, shoes, etc.? In the United 
States we now permit a very wide, though not complete� range 
of choice ainong foods, but a very narrow range of choice amona 
fashions in clothes. Fourier, for instance. founded his whole 
Utopian scheme on the full acceptance and use of a very wide 
range of constitutional differences. Plato on the other hand had 
only three kinds of human beings. How many kinds do you 
want? Can there be a society without deviants? Does the con
cept of self-actualization make this question obsolete? If you 
accept the widest range of individual differences and the plural
ism of characters and talents, then this is a society that in 
effect accepts much (or all) of human nature. Does self-actuali
zation mean in effect the acceptance of idiosyncrasy or of devi
ants'� To what extent? 

4. Pro-lndustriQ/ or Qnti-industrIQl? Pro-sC'ienC'e or Qnti
sC'ience? Pro-intellec·tuQI or Qnti-intelleC'lual? Many Utopias have 
been Thoreauvian. rural, essentially agricultural (e.g., Borsodi's 
School of Living). Many of them have been a move away 
from and against the cities, machines, the money ecenomy, di
vision of labor, etc. Do you agree? How possible is decen-
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trallzed. ruralized indultry? How possible Taoistic harmony 
with the surroundinp? Garden cities? Garden factories? i.e., 
with housina always attached so no commutina? Must modem 
technololY necessarily enslave human beinas? There certainly are 
small aroups of people in various places in the world who are 
movina back to aariculture. and certainly this is feasible for 
smill JI'Oups. Is it feasible for the whole human species? But 
also some intentional communities were and are built around 
manufacturin. rather than aariculture or handicrafts. 

There is sometimes seen in antitechnololY. anticity phi
losophies a son of coven anti-intellectualism. antiscience. 
anti-abstract thoulht. These are seen by some people u de
sacralizin •• divorced from basic concrete reality. bloodless. 
opposed to beauty and emotion. unnatural. etc. (82. 1 26). 

5. C,,,trall,,d-c,,,tral, pla""ing-soclalistlc, or d,c,,,tra/
iz,d-a"archic socl'tlls. How much planning is possible? Must it 

,be centralized? Must it be coercive? Most intellectuals know 
little or nothing about philosophical anarchism. (I recommend 
Mtmas [79].) One basic aspect of the Ma"as philosophy is a 
philosophical anarchism. It stresses decentralization rather than 
centralization. local autonomy. ' personal responsibility. a mis
trust of large oraanizations of any kind or of larae accumulations 
of power of any kind. It mistrusts force as a social technique. 
It is ecological and Taoistic in its relationship to nature and to 
reality. etc. How much hierarchy is necessary within a commu
nity. e.I . •  a kibbutz or a Fromm-type factory. Or a partnership
owned farm or factory. etc.? Is command necessary? Power 
over other people? Power to enforce majority will? Power to 
punish? The scientific community can be taken as an example 
of a leaderless Eupsychian "subculture." decentralized. volun
tary. yet coordinated. productive. and with a powerful and 
effective code of ethics (which works). With this may be con
trallted the Synanon subculture (highly organized. hierarchi
'cally structured). 

6. 1h, qUlsl/on qf evil behavior. In many Utopias this 
question is simply missing. It is either wished away or over
looked. There are' no jails. nobody is punished. Nobody huns 
anybody else. There is no crime. etc. I accept as a basic assump
tion that the problem of bad behavior. or psychopatholoaical 
behavior. of evil behavior. of violence. jealousy. arced. exploita
tion. lalinesll. sinfulness. malice. etc .. mu5t be consciously con
fronted and manased. ("The short and sure path to despair and 
lIumnder ill this. to believe that there is somewhere a scheme of 
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things that will eliminate conflict, strugle, stupidity, cupidity, 
personal jealousy"-Devid U1ienthll.) The question of evil must 
be discuased both intrapersonally and, in terms of the societal 
arrangements, i.e., psychololically Qnd socioloaically (which 
means also historically). 

7 . .  1h� dQng�,s oj un'ttllistlc p�"�cllonlsm. I assume that 
. perfectionism, i.e., thinking that ideal or perfect solutions may 

be demanded, is a danger. The history of Utopias shows many 
such unrealistic, unattainable, nonhuman fantasies (e.I., let 
us all love each other. Let us all share equaUy. All people 
must be treated as equals in all ways. Nobody must have any 
power over anybody else. Application of force is always evil. 
"There are no bad people; there are only unloved people"). A 
common sequence here is perfectionism or unrealistic expecta
tions I�Qding 10 inevitable failure I�Qding 10 disillusionment, 
I�oding 10 apathy, discouragement, or active hostility to III 
ideals and all normative hopes and efforts. That is, perfection
ism very often (always?) tends ultimately to lead to active hos
tility against normative hopes. Improvability has often been 
thought impossible when perfectibility turned out to be impos
sible. 

8. How to hond/� oggression. hostility. fighting. ('on.lllC't. Can 
these be abolished? Is aggression or hostility in some sense in
stinctive? Which social institutions foster conflict? Which min
imize it? Granted that wars are unavoidable in a human species 
divided up into sovereign nations, could force be conceivably 
unneeded in a united world? Would such a world govemment 
need a police force or an army? (As a basis for discussion, I 
suggest Chapter 1 0  "Is Destructiveness Instinctoid?" in my 
Moti"vation ond Personolity [95], and Appendix B.) My gen
eral conclusions are: that aggression. hostility. strife. conflict. 
cruelty. sadism certainly all exist commonly and perhaps uni
versally on the psychoanalytic couch. i.e.. in fantasy. in 
dream. etc. I assume that aggressive behavior can be found in 
everyone as an actuality or a possibility. Where I see no assres
siveness at all. I suspect repression or suppression or self
contro\. I assume that the quality of aggression changes very 
markedly as one moves from psychological iml'jtaturity or 
neurosis up toward self-actualization or maturity in that sadistic 
or cruel or mean behavior is a quality of agression found in un
developed or neurotic or immature people. but that as one moves 
toward personal maturity and freedom. the quality of this as
gres!lion changes into reactive or righteous indignation and 
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into self-affirmation. resistance to exploitation and domination, 
passion for justice. etc. I also assume that successful psycho
therapy changes the qualit.l· of aggression in this second 
direction. i.e . •  changing it from cruelty into healthy self-affirma
tion. I assume also that verbal airing of aggression makes 
actual aggressive behavior less likely. I assume that social insti
tutions can be set up in such a way as to make aggression of any 
quality more likely or less likely. I assume that some outlet for 
violence is more necessary for young males than for young 
females. Are there techniques for teaching young people how 
to handle and express their aggressions wisely. in a satisfying 
fashion. and yet not in a fashion not harmful to others? 

9: How simp(v should life be? What are the desirable limits 
to the complexity of life? 

10. How much privacy ./or the individual person. the child. 
the .Iami(l' must a society aI/ow? How much togetherness. com
munity activjty. fellowship. sociability. community life? How 
much privacy. "let-be," nonintrusiveness? 

I I . How tolerant can a society be? Can everything be forgiven? 
What cannot be tolerated? What must be punished? How toler
ant can a society be of stupidity. falsehood, cruelty, psycho
pathy. criminality. etc.? How much protection must be built 
into the social arrangements for. e.g. , aments, seniles, ignorant, 
crippled. etc.? This question is also important because it raises 
the question of overprotection. and of hampering the ones who 
don't need protection, which may lead to hampering the freedom 
of thousht. discussion. experimentation. idiosyncrasy, etc. It 
also raises the question of the dangers of the sermfree atmos
phere, of the tendency in Utopian writers to somehow remove 
all danser as well as all evil. 

12. How wide can the range of public tastes be that must be 
accepted? How much tolerance for what you disapprove oj? 
How much tolerance Jor degrading. value-destroying. "low 
tastes. " How about drug addiction. alcohol. LSD. dg�relles? 
How about the tastes on TV. movies. newspapers? It  is claimed 
that this is what the public wants, and probably this is not too 
far off the statistical truth. How much will you interfere with 
what the statistical public wants? Do you plan equal votes for 
superiors. for geniuses, for the talented, the creative. the capa
ble on the one hand, and feebleminded on the other hand? 
What would you do with the British Broadcasting Corporation? 
Should it always teach? How much should it reHect the Neil
sen ratings? Ought there to be three channels for different kinds 
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of people. five channels? Do the makers of movies. TV IhoWi. 
etc.. have any responlibility for educatinl and improvina pub
lic tute? Whose businesl is this? Or il it nobodY'1 busineu? 
What Ihould be done, for inltance, about homosexuals, 
pederasts, exhibitionistl, sadiltl, and masochiltl? Should 
homosexuall be allowed to lolicit children? Suppolina a pair of 
homosexual, carry on their sexual life in complete privacy
Ihould the society interfere? If a IIdilt and a ma.ochist please 
each other privately, is this. public bUlineu? Should they be 
allowed to advertise publicly for each other? Should transves
tites be allowed public exposure? Should exhibitionists be pun
ished or limited or confined? 

13. 1ht probllm oj ,ht ltad" (a"d ,ht !ol/oWlr). 'hI capa
bit. ,ht tX",II,,,,. ,h, SlrO",. ,h, boss. ,h, ''''"p""tur. Is it 
possible wholly to admire and love our (factual) superion? II 
it possible to be postambivalent? How protect them from envy, 
r(sst",/m,,,t, '"the evil eye"? If all newborn infantl were .iven 
complete equality of opportunity. all sorts of individual differ
ences in capacity. talent. intelliaence, strenath. etc., would ap
pear durina the life span. What to do about these? Should 
&reater rewards. areater pay, more privileaes be given to the 
more talented. the more useful, the ones who produce more? 
Where would the "gray. eminence" idea work, i.e.. paying the 
powerful people I,ss (in money) than other people, while per
haps paying them off in nonmonetary terms • .  i.e., in terms of 
higher need and meta need gratifications, e.g., being permitted 
freedom. autonomy. self-actualizatio� How possible is the 
vow of poverty (or at least simplicity) for leaders, bosses, etc.? 
How much freedom should be given to the entrepreneur, to 
the person with the high need for achievement, to the organizer, 
to the initiator, to the person who enjoys running thinp, being 
boss, wielding power? How get voluntary self-subordination? 
Who will collect the garbage? How will the strong and the 
weak relate to each other? The more capable and the lesl capa
ble? How achieve love, respect, and gratitude for authority 
(policeman, judge, lawmaker, father, captain)? 

14. Is ptrman",t co"" ",m,,,t. poslibll? /s Immldlat, co,,
',ntm,,,, posslblt? As a basis for diKussion I sullest the chap
ter "On Low Orumbles, High o rumbles, and Metagrumbles" 
(Chapter 1 8). Also various writinll of Colin WillOn on what he 
calls the "St. Neat margin" ( l S9). Also, Work a"d 'hI Nal"" 
oj Man (46). It can be assumed that contentment is for prac
tically all people a transient state, no matter what the social 
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conditions may be, and that it is uleless to seek for permanent 
contentment. Compare with concepts of Heaven, Nirvana, the 
benefits expected from areat wealth, from leisure, retirement, 
etc. Parallel to this the finding that solving "lower" problems 
brin.. not so much contentment u more but "higher" prob
lems. and "higher" arumbles. 

IS. How Ihall IMIIS and " mal,s adapl 10 tflch olhtr. mjoy 
lQC'h OIMr. "sPlel tflch olhtr? Most Utopias have been writ
ten by males. Would females have different conceptioDi of a 
JOOd society? MOlt Utopians allo have been either obviously 
patriarchal or covertly so. In any case throughout most of his
tory females were regarded as inferior to males in intellect, in 
executive capacity, in creativeness, etc. Now that females, at 
leut in the advanced countries, have been emancipated and 
self-actualization is pollible for them also, how will this change 
the relationships between the sexes? What kind of change is 
necessary in the male in order to accommodate to tbil DeW fe
male? Is it pouible to transcend the simple dominanCMub
ordination hierarchy? What would a Eupsychian marriage be 
Ute. i.e., between the Hlf-actualizing male and the self-actual
izing female? What kinds of functions. dutiea, what kindl of 
work would the femaln do in Eupsychia? How would the lex 
life challle? How would femininity and masculinity be defined? 

16. 11w qutllion o} Insllllllionallztd ,,'/glons. ptrlonal ,.,. 
liglons. Ih, ' fflplrllual 11/" " Ih, Iii' of valuts. Iht mtlamoll
Wlltd II}I. All known cultum have a religion of one son or 
another, and pmumably always have had. For the 8m time 
nonreliaion or IJumanilm or noninstitutionalized penonal 
religion is possible. What kind of religious or spiritual or value
life would exist in Eupsychia, or in a sman Eupsychian com
munity? If group religions. religious institutions, the historical 
religions c;ontinued, how would they be changed? How would 
they differ from what they were in the put? How shall cbildren 
be reared and educated toward self-actualization and beyond to 
the value-life (spiritual. religious, etc.)? Toward beiDI lood 
members of a Eupsychia? Can we learn from otber cultures, 
from the ethnological literature. from the high-syneray cul-
tures? . . 

17. 1ht qutllion o} intimacy groups. of famUI'I. brothl� 
hoodl. jl'altrnltl'l. }IlIoWlhlpl. There seems to be an instino
toid need for belongingness, for roots, for a face-to-face group 
in which affection and intimacy are siven freely. It is pretty 
clear that these would have to be smallish aroups, cenainly Dot 
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over fifty or one hundred. In any case it is unlikely that intimacy 
and affection is possible' between millions of people. and there
fore any society must organize itself from below upward start
ing' with intimacy groups of some sort. In our society it is the 
blood family. at least in the cities. There are religious fellow
ships. sororities. fraternities. The T-groups and encounter 
groups practice candor. feedback. honesty with each other. ef
forts toward friendship. expressiveness. and intimacy. Is it pos
sible to institutionalize something of this son? An industrial 
society tends to be highly mobile. i.e.. people tend to move 
around a lot. Must this cut the roots and the ties to other people? 
Also-must these groups be cross-generational? Or can they be 
peer groups? It looks as if children and adolescents are not 
capable of complete self-rule (unless perhaps if specifically 
brought up toward this end). Is it possible to have some non
adult peer groups living by their own values. that is. without 
fathers. mothers. without elders? 

Problem: is intimacy possible without sex? 
1 8. 1 he e.f.!ecl;ve helper; Iht hur(ful helper. F/!tclivt non

helping (laoislic noninltrjertnce). The Bodhisattva. Assumin. 
that in any society the stronger would want to help the weaker. 
or in any case. would have to. what is the best way to help 
others (who are weaker. poorer. less capable. less intelligent)? 
What is the best way to help them become stronger? How 
much of their autonomy and responsibility for themselves is it 
wise to take upon yourself if you are the stronger or older per-



son? How can you help other people if they are poor and you 
are rich? How can a rich nation help poor nations? For discus
sion purposes. I will define arbitrarily the Bodhisattva as a per
son a) who would like to help others. b) who agrees he will be 
a better helper as he himself becomes more mature. healthy. 
more fully human. c) who knows when to be Taoistic and non
interfering. i.e .• nonhelping. d) who offers his help or makes it 
available to be chosen or not chosen as the other person wishes. 
and. e) who assumes that a good way to self-growth is via help
ing others. This is to say that if one wishes to help other people, 
then a very desirable way to do this is to become a better person 
oneself. Problem: How many nonhelping persons can' a society 
assimilate. i.e., people looking for their own personal salvation. 
hermits. pious beggars. people who meditate alone in a cave, 
people who remove themselves from society and go into pri
vacy. etc? 

19.  Institutionalizing sex and love. My guess is that the ad-
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ftIlCCd societies are now movinl toward beBinning the sex 
life approximately at the ale of pUberty without marriale or 
without other ties. There are "primitive" societies that do some
thiq of the sort, i.e., pretty complete premarital promiscuity 
plus a postmarital monogamy or near-monogamy. In these so
cieties the marriage partner is chosen hardly at aU for sexual 
reasons since sex is freely available, but rather as a matter of 
penonal taste and also as a partner in the culture, e.g., for 
bavilll children, for economic division of labor, etc. Is this • 
reasonable guess? What does it imply? There hu already a� 
peared a tremendous range of variation in sexual drive or sex
ual need, especially in women (in our culture) . .  It is unwise to 
assume that everybody is equally strongly sexed. How is it p0s
sible to accept in a 100d society a wide ranle of difference in 
sexual appetite? 

Sexuality, love, and family folkways are now in very "rapid 
transition in many parts of the world, including many Utopian 
communities. e.... promiscuity groups. group marriage. "swap 
clubs." nonlegal marriales. etc. (See for instance the novel. 
of Robert Rimmer.) Many kinds of arrangements are beinl sug
gested and actually tried out. The data from these ' "experi
ments" are not yet available, but will be one day and will tben 
have to be considered. 

20. 1he prob/,," oj choosing the best leaders. In our society 
there are many groups. e.g .• adolescents. that seem often to pre
fer bad leaders to good ones. That is. they choose people who 
will lead them to destruction and to defeat-losers rather than 
winners-paranoid characters. psychopathic personalities. blus
terers. Any good society that hopes to grow must be able to 
choose as leaders those individuals who are best suited for the 
job in fact. in actual talents. and capacity. How can such good 
choices be enhanced? What kinds of political structure make it 
more possible for, e.g., a paranoid person to have great power? 
What kinds of political structures make this less possible or im
possible? 

2 1 .  Whot are the best so�;al �ond;t;ons for bringing human 
nalur(l to .lull humanness? This is a ·nQrmative way of phrasing 
the study of personality-culture. The new literature of scx:ial 
psychiatry is peninent here. and also the new literature of the 
mental-hygiene and the social-hygiene movement. the various 
forms of group therapy that are now being experimented with, 
the Eupsychian educational communities like Esalen Institute. 
This is the point at which to brin, up the question of how to 
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make the classroom more Eupsycbian-the schools. universities. 
and education in general-and then on to each of the other 10-
cial institutions. Eupsychian management (or Theory-Y 
management) is an example of this kind of normative social 
psychololY. In it society and each of the institutions within the 
society are defined as "good" to the extent that they help peo
ple toward fuller humanness. and they are defined II bad 
or psychopathogenic to the extent that they diminish human
ness. At this point as well as at other points the questions of 
social pathololY and of individual patholoty mUit undoubtedly 
be discuued. 

22. Can II hea/th�fosltrlng group Itse(f be II pllrh rowllrd self
Ilc'Iull/lzallon? (See the materials on the Eupsychian factory. on 
Synanon. the intentional community. etc.) Some people are 
convinced that the interests of the individual mUSl be opposed 
to the interests of a group. all institution. an organization. a 
society-civilization itself. The history of religions shows fre
quently a split between the individual mystics whose private 
illuminations set them agalnsl the church. Can a church foster 
individual development? Can the schools? Factories? 

23. How is "Idealism" relaled 10 pracliralily. "malerialism. "  
realism? 1 assume that lower basic needs are prepotent to high
er n�ds. which in tum are prepotent to meta needs (intrinsic 
values). This means that materialism is prepotent to "idealism" 
but also that they both exist and are psychological realities 
which must be taken into account in any Eupsychian or Utopian 
thinking. 

' 

24. Man.!' Utopias have visualized a world composed txdu
sivt(I' oj sane. hea/lhy. and effecllve ririzens. Even if a sociely 
selerrs on (I' such Individuals origlnal(I·. yel som, will become 
sick. aged. weak. or incllpable. Who will ,ake core of Ihem? 

25. I assume Ihal the abolition qf social injuslires will permit 
the unmislakable appearance of "biological i"!justlces. " of ge
netic. pre-natal and natal inequalities. e.g.. one child is born 
with a healthy heart while another is born with a bad hean
which of course is not fair. Neither would it be fair that one 
is more talented or intelligent or strong or beautiful than anoth
er. Biological injustices may be harder to bear than social injus
tices. where alibis are more possible. What can a good society 
do about this? 

26. Is ignoranC'r. misi"formation. c'oncrQlmrnl q( truth. �n
sorifIR. hlindne.fS nrc'essary in Ihe sodrty or any portion q( il? 
Are certain truths reserved for the governing group'? Dictator-
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ships. benevolent or not. seem to require some concealing of 
truth. What truths are considered dangerous. e.g .• to the young, 
etc.? Jeffersonian democracy needs full access to truth. 

27. Many aC'tual and ./antasied Utopias have relied on a wise. 
benevolent, shrewd. strong. effective leader. a philosopher
king. But ran this be counted on? (See Frazier in Skinner'S 
Walden Two [ 140] for a modern version.) Who will pick 
this ideal leader? How guarantee that this leadership will not 
fall into the hands of tyrants? Are such guarantees possible at 
all? What happens when the good leader dies? How possible 
are leaderlessness. decentralization of power. retention of power 
by each individual and leaderless groups? 

28. At least some 0.1 the surC'essful Utopian communities. 
past and present. e.g., Bruderho.f. have buill into the culture 
C'andor merhanisms .for private or public ronfession. discussion 
oj earh other. mutual honesty. truthfulness. and feedback. Cur
rently this is true of the T-groups (encounter groups) of Syna
non and Synanon-like groups of Eupsychian (Theory Y) factories 
and industries. various types of therapy groups. etc. See 
Esalen brochures (32); The Tunnel Bark: 5.manon ( 1 64); pages 
154-1 87 in my ' Eups.l'l'hian Management (83); The Lemon 
Eaters ( 14 1 ); the back · files of the Journal o.f Applied Behavioral 
Sdenc'es (56). of the Journal of Humanistir Psychology (57)� 
etc. 

29. Ho ..... integrate enthusiasm with skeptical realism? Mys
ticism with practical shrewdness and good reality-testing'? Ideal
istic and perfect and therefore unattainable goals (needed as 
compass directions) with good-natured acceptance of the un
avoidable imperfections of means? 
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Synan on and Eupsychia I 

First of all, so that there will not be any misunderstand ins. 
I must a4mit that I have led a very sheltered life. I did not know 
anything at aU about much of what is goinS on here. and the 
reason that I came down was to get another angle on the lives of 
people who weren't so sheltered as I was. I wanted to see what 
I could learn. The use that I can be to you is as naive person. 
from your point of view, someone who is taking a look at 
things that you are used to and perhaps noticing things that you 
would overlook simply because they are so familiar. Perhaps I 
can help in this way simply by telling you the kinds of reactions 
I have had and the killds of questions I am comins away with. 

My background is as a theoretical and research psychologist. I 
have done clinical psychotherapy in the past, but in a situation 
that is very, very different from the one here. using different 
approaches and with different kinds of people-such as college 
students and privileged characters generally. I have spent a 
whole lifetime learning . to be pretty careful with people. to be 
sort of delicate and gentle. and to treat them as if they were like 

I This paper (editor. Arthur Warmoth) is based on an impromptu talk 
siven at OilY top Village. an offlihool from Synanon. Slalen Island. N. V .. 
on Augulit 14. 1 965. Synllnon is a community run by formerdruBliddicllllO 
which IIddiclli come to be cured. 

2 1 6  
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brittle china that would break easily. The first thing that inter
ested me in what was going on here is the evidence that indi
cates that maybe the whole attitude is wrong. What I have read 
about Synanon, as well as what I saw last night and this after
noon, suggests that the whole idea of the fragile teacup which 
might crack or break, the idea that you mustn't say a loud 
word to anybody because it might traumatize him or hurt him, 
the idea that people cry easily or crack or commit suicide or go 
crazy if you shout at them-that maybe these ideas are outdated. 

The assumption in your groups seems to be, on the contrary, 
that people are very t6ugh, and not brittle. They can take an 
awful lot. The best thing to do is to get right at them, and not to 
sneak up on them, or be delicate with them, or try to surround 
them from the rear. Get right smack into the middle of things 
right away. I've suggested that a name for this might be "no
CI'llP therapy." It serves to clean out the defenses, the rational
izations, the veils, the evasions, and politenesses of the world. 
The world is half-blind, you might say, and what I've seen here 
is the restoring of sight. In these groups people refuse to accept 
the normal veils. They rip them aside and refuse to take any crap 
or excuses or evasions of any sort. 

Well. I have been asking questions, and I have been told that 
this assumption works fine. Did anybody ever commit suicide or 
crack in any way? No. Has anyone gone crazy from this rough 
treatment? No. I watched it last night. There was extremely di
rect talking, and it worked fine. Now this contradicts a whole 
lifetime of training, and that makes it terribly important to me as 
a theoretical psychologist who has been trying to figure out 
what human nature is like in general. It raises a real question 
about the nature of the whole human species. How strong are 
people? How much can they take? The big question is how much 
honesty can people take. How is it good for them, how bad for 
them? I'm reminded of a line from T. S: Eliot, "Mankind can
not bear very much reality." He is suggesting that people can
not take it straight. On the other hand, the kind of eJlpcri�ncc 
that you are having here indicates that not only can people take 
honesty, but also that it may be very helpful, very therapeutic. it 
may move things faster. This is true even when the honesty 
hurts. 

I heard from a friend of mine, who is very much interested in 
Synanon, about a drug addict who had been through this kind 
of thing and who, for the first time in his life, had experienced 
real intimacy, real friendship, real respect. This was his first 
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experience of honesty and directness. and he felt for the fint 
time in his Ufe that he could be himself and that people wouldn', 
kill him for it. It was delightful: The more himself he was, the 
better they liked him for·it. And he said something that affected 
me very much. He was thinking about a friend of his whom he 
liked and who he felt would benefit from this kind of thina. And 
he said what seemed a really crazy thina: "Isn't it a pity that he 
is not an addict. because if he were an addict he could come to 
this wonderful place." In a way. this is a little Utopia. a place 
out of the world wher� you can iet real straishtforwardness. 
real honesty and the respect that is implied by honesty. and the 
experience of a real group working together as a team. 

Another thought that came to me here: Could it be that this 
has some of the elements of the good society. and that the insan
ity is outside? Years ago I worked with the Northern Blackfoot 
Indians. They are wonderful people. 1 was interested in that kind 
of person. and I spent some time with them and got to know 
them. And yet I had a funny experience. I came into the reserva
tion with the notion that the Indians are over there on a shelf. 
like a butterfly collection or somethins like that. And then slowly 
I shifted and chansed my mind. Those Indians on the reservation 
were decent people; and the more I got to know the whites in the 
village. who were the worst bunch of creeps and bastards I've 
ever run across in my life. the more it got paradoxical. Which 
was the asylum? Who were the keepers and who the inmates? 
Everything got all mixed up. as it does for the small. good soci
ety. It is not like creating crutches. but rather like creating an 
oasis in a desert. 

Another thought .came out of our conversation at lunch. The 
process here basically poses the question of wha� people need 
universally. It  seems to me that there is a fair amount of evi
dence that the things that people need as basic human beings 
are few

· 
in number. ,It is not very complicated. They need a 

feeling of protection and safety. to be taken care of when they 
are young so that they feel safe. Second. they need a feeling of 
belongingness.. some kind of a family. clan. or group. or some
thing that they feel that they are in and belong to by right. Third. 
they have to have a feeling that people have affection for them. 
that they are worth being loved. And fourth. they must exper
ience respect and esteem. And that's about it. You can talk 
about psychological health. about being mature and strong. 
adult and creative. mostly as a consequence of this psychological 
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medicine-like vitamins. Now. if this is true. then most of the 
American population suffers from lack of these vitamins. There 
are all sorts of sames cooked up to cover the truth. but the truth 
is that the average American citizen does not have a real friend 
in the world. Very few people have what a psychologist would 
call real friendships. The marriages are mostly no good in that 
ideal sense as well. You could say that the kinds of problems we 
have. the open troubles-not being able to resist alcohol. not 
being able to resist drugs. not being able to resist crime. not 
beins able to resist any thins-that these are due to the lack of 
these basic psychological sratifications. The question is. docs 
Day top supply these psycholoSical vitamins? My impression as 
I wandered around this place this mornins is that it does. Re-, member what they are: first of all. safety. beinS anxiety-free. 
free of fear; next. belonsingness. you have to belong to a group; 
next. affection. you have to have people who like you; and 
finally. respect. you have to have some respect from people. 
Could it be that Day top is effective because it provides an en
vironment where these feelings are possible? 

I have a lot of impressions and thoushts rushing in on me. 
I've been ask ins a thousand questions and tryinS out a thousand 
ideas. but this all seems to be part of it. Let me say it this way: 
Do you think that this straight honesty. this bluntness that even 
sounds cruel at times. provides a basis for safety, affection. and 
respect? It hurts. it must hurt. Each of you has gone through it. 
Do you think that it is a good idea? There was a prospect here 
just interviewed. and I sat in on it. The swords were out. and 
there was no gentleness about it. It was very straisht. very di
rect. very blunt. So. do you think that this works for you? This is 
one question that I am very much interested in hearins answered. 
Another is. does this particular kind of group functioninl. with 
everybody clicking together and everything beinl taken care of 
by the group. does this supply this feeling of belonginaness? 
And had this feeling been missing before? It seems possible 
that this brutal honesty. rather than being an insult, implies a 
kind of respect. You can take it as you find it. as it really is. And 
this can be a basis for respect and friendship. 

I remember hearing an analyst talkinl a long time ago. long 
before group therapy. He was talking about this honesty too. 
What he was saying sounded foolish at the time. as if he was 
being cruel or something. What he said was that "I place upon 
my patients the fullest load of anxiety �hat they can bear." Do you 
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realize what that implies? As much as they can take, that is 
what he is going to dish out, because the more he can dish out, 
the faster the whole thing wnt move. It doesn't seem so foolish in 
the light of experience here. 

And this brings out the idea of education, and of Day top as an 
educational institution. It is an oasis, a little good society which 
supplies the · things all societies should supply but don't. In the 
long run, Day top brings up the whole question of education and 
the usc which cultures make of it. Education docs not mean just 
books and words. The lessons of Day top are for education in the 
larger sense of learning how to become a good adull human 
being. 

. 

[Note: At  this point a discussion began that involved a lively 
interaC'tlon between Dr. Maslow and the residents of Day top. 
Unjorlunately, the many Interesting comments by the resid.:�ts 
were not caught on the tape, so that the remainder of this trans
cription contains only those remarks by Dr. Maslow that were 
sujjiC'iently extensive and selj-C'ontained to be understandable 
out oj the context oj the interaction.] 

ConC'erning Day top and the theory of .fe{f-actua!ization. In 
principle, everyone can become self-actualized. If everyone does 
not, it is because something has happened to gum up the proc
ess. What is added to the data here is that, more than I had real
ized, the search for - maturity, for responsibility, for a good life 
is so powerful that it can take all this rough stuff that you dish 
out. At least this is true for some people. People sort of have to 
fight their way in here past the pain, the embarrassment, and so 
forth; and this impressed me as a stronger need for actualizing 
one's self than even I had realized. Of course, the people here 
are the ones that could take it. Who couldn't take it? How many 
people has this honesty turned away because it was too painful? 

On the development oj responsibility. It looks as if or,e way to 
breed grown-up people is to give them responsibility. to assume 
that they can take it, and to let them struggle and sweat with 
it. Let them work it out themselves. rather than overprotecting 
them. indulging them, or doing things for them. Of course. on 
the other hand, there is complete neglect, but that is another 
story. I gather that what is happening here is just this sort of 
development of a sense of responsibility. You don't take any 
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crap from anybody, and if you have to do something you have 
to do it. There don't seem to be any excuses. 

I can give an example of what I mean from the Blackfoot I n
dians. These are strong characters, self-respecting men, and 
they were the bravest of warriors. They were tough characters. 
they could take it. I f  you watched to see how they developed this. 
I think it was through greater respect for their children. I can 
give you a couple of examples. I can remember a little baby, a 
toddler, trying to open a door to a cabin. He could not make it. 
This was a big, heavy door and he was shoving and shoving. 
Well, Americans would get up and open the door for him. The 
Blackfoot Indians sat down there for half an hour while that 
baby struggled with that door. until he was able to get it done 
for himself. He had to grunt and sweat, and then everyone 
praised him because he was able to get it done himself. I would 
say that the Blackfoot Indian respected the child more than the 
American observer. 

Another example was a little boy that I was very fond of. He 
was about seven or eight years old. and I found by looking very 
close that he was a kind of rich kid. in a Blackfoot way. H e  
had several horses and cattle in his name. and he owned a medi
cine bundle of particular value. Someone, a grown-up, turned 
up who wanted to buy the medicine bundle. which was the most 
valuable thing that he had. I learned from his father that what 
little Teddy did when he was made this offer-remember he was 
only seven years old--'was to go into the wilderness by himself 
to meditate. He went ' away for about two or three days and 
nights, camping out. thinking for himself. He did not ask his 
father or his mother for advice. and they didn't tell him any
thing. He came back and announced his decision. I can just see 
us doing that with a seven-year-old kid. 

On the new sodal therapy. This is a thought which may turn 
out to be of professional interest to you. There is a new kind of 
job opening up that is an activist's job. and it is one that de
mands experience rather than book training. It is a sort of 
combination of an old-fashioned minister and a teacher. You 
have to be concerned with people. You have to like working 
with them directly, rather than at a distance: and you have 
to have as much knowledge of human nature as possible. I have 
suggested calling it "social therapy." Well, this seems to be' 
developing very gradually over the last year or two. The people 
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who are doing best are not the people with Ph.D.s and so on; 
they are the people who have been on the streets and who know 
what it is all about themselves. They know what they're talking 
about. They know. for example, when to push hard and when to 
take it easy. 

With one-third of the American population and with about 98 
per cent of the rest of the wo.-ld what you might call "not priv
ileged"; and with the sudden effon to try to teach the illiterate 
how to read; and of psychiatry to help people to maturity and 
responsibility; and so on, there is already a great shortage of 
people to do these jobs. My impression is that it has turned out 
that ordinary academic training might help some but is not 
enough. At the present time, much of this is being pushed into 
the hands of social workers; and the average social worker, if 
I know anything about his training, generally won't know what 
is going on. In terms of actual experience, that is. So it might 
be bet,ter to man all these new agencies at least panly with peo
ple who are wise by experience rather than by lectures. Well, 
one of the interesting things about Day top is that it is being run 
by people who have been through the mill of experience. You 
people know how to talk to others in the same boat. And this is 
a job; it may be a new type of profession. 

On the current sorial revolution. I could give you a half hour 
of examples of the 'way it takes place in different spots. The 
churches are all changing, religion is changing. There is a revo
lution going on. There are some spots which are more growing 
points than others; but they are all growing in the same Eupsy
chian direction. that is, in the direction of more fully human 
people. This is the direction of people as strong and creative 
and joyful as people are capable of being, people enjoying life, 
psychologically and physically healthy people. You can speak 
about Eupsychian rel,igion and it's happening. I have a book, 
fupsychian Management (83), that is about the work situa
tion, jobs. factories, and so on. There is a revolution going on 
there. too. In some places the whole job situation is being set 
up in such a fashion that it ,5 good for human nature, not bad 
for it. Human nature is developed rather than diminished by 
these procedures. 

There are books and articles and investigations about marriage 
and love and sex in the same way. �ll of them pointing toward 
an ideal of a sort that tells us the direction in which we are 
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,oina. in the direction of a man being as taU as he can be, as 
fully human, as fully developed as you can get. 

Now, it is perfectly true that the mass of society is still like a 
dead weight. But there are so many growing points, so many 
different spots, that you begin to call it the wave of the future. 
This isn't the only spot in the world where these things are 
heinl talked about, you know. There are dozens of others. We 
don't hear about most of them because they develop indepen
dently. If you let a brilht idea, if I make a discovery, some 
beautiful idea that I work up, I've learned that if I can cook it 
up, several other people are cooking it up at the same time. It is 
always a response to what is ,oing on, and the more sensitive 
people will respond. 

This is goinl on in education as well. I think that it would be 
possible. if we got together and pooled all the experiences, bad 
and lood. that we could all pool together. to take the skin off 
the whole damn educational system. But we could also rebuild 
it. We could make 100d suasestions-and we should have an 
educational system. Well, this is explosive because it  demands 
a human reality, human needs. and human development, rather 
than a sort of traditional heritage from a thousand years aao 
which is outdated. 

It is difficult to speak about Eupsychian education. I think 
that you can contribute some with the thought that I suasested 
to you that you consider this as a sort of pilot experiment. 
Act as if the whole world were lookina over your shoulder to see 
what will happen out of your efforts-what works, what doesn't 
work. what's lood and what's bad, what succeeds and what 
fails. 

Panly, we can do this because the United States is the richest 
country in the world. We can afford to sit around here instead 
of srubbinl in the fields for a little rice or something of the sort 
just to keep alive. It's not exactly luxury. but we can sit and talk, 
whereas there are not many other societies on the face of the 
earth where you could spend this much time talkinl and not 
starve to death. In that sense, we are a sort of pilot experiment 
where things can be tried out. You can take your experience as 
an object lesson. or as a biologist would talk of the growina tip 
of a plant. Instead of another world altogether, this is the 
growing tip. as you might say when you feel optimistic. When 
you feel pessimistic, of course. it looks a8 if most of society is 
dead weight. It is traditional, conventional. outdated. There are. 
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all sorts of moral lessons that we are being given that were 
good for 1 8S0. It depends on your mood to some extent. But I 
think it is a fair way to look at it, to say that this is not just a 
little backwater. Maybe it's the growing tip of mankind. 

On encounters. May I tell you something. I've been in only 
one encounter group-last night-and I don't know how I would 
react if I'd been in that thing for a long time. Nobody has ever 
been that blunt with me in my whole life. It is certainly a strikina 
contrast to the conventional world, the world of university pro
fessors. Faculty meetings are certainly not like these encounten. 
They don't mean a damn thing and I try to avoid them if I �n
all the politen�ss, nobody will say "boo!" If I may say it, I remem
ber thinking of one professor that he would not say "shit" if he 
were in it up to his neck. Well, this is different; it shook me up a 
little last night. In the world I come from everyone is so polite 
because they are avoiding confrontation. There are a lot of prissy 
old maids around-I mean masculine "old maids." I think it would 
be a wonderful thing if it were possible for you to get in on one 
of our faculty meetings and have a real encounter. It would tum 
the whole thing upside down. And I have a suspicion that it 
-would be for the best. 

A major research question. That raises a question that I am 
asking around here. It is a very important question, and you 
don't really have the answer, I guess. The question is why do 
some people stay and others not? That also means, if you take 
this as a kind of educational institution, how good will it be for 
how much of the population? How many customers do you ex
pect? How many people won't it work for? You know, the pc&
pie who never show up do not get counted as failures. 

You people here overcame a hurdle, YOll overcame a fear. 
What is your theory about the people who don't jump over the 
fear'? What is the difference between them and you? This is a 
practical question, since you people will be the graduates who 
will be running places like this somewhere else in the future. 
Then you must face the problem of how to make a larger per
centage stay. 

On psychotherapy. You see, the problem is the same for psycho
analysis, for individual psychotherapy. The theory that they have �eveloped out of their experience is that it is just this directnesa 
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that will drive people away from therapy. What they do is to 
work people in very gently and allow them months before they 
really start dialing at the problem. They try to establish a rela
tionship first and then put a little pressure on. This is contra
dicted here where nobody waits for six months; the intensive 
therapy starts right away. It is a question of what works best. and 
for whom. for how many. Compared with regular psychoanalytic 
procedure. it seems that things move very fast here. 

That reminds me of something else. The theory that I was 
brought up with. and that I have used in therapy. is that it does 
not do much good to give people the truth. The thing to do is to 
help them to discover the truth about themselves for themselves. 
And the figuring is that it is going to take a long time because 
the truth is not such a nice thing to see. You have to face it grad
ually. I report to you that by comparison wit I:! that picture-that 
procedure-what happens here is that the truth is being dished 
out and shoved right in your face. Nobody sits and waits for 
eight months until you discover it for yourself. At least the people 
who stay can accept it. and it appears to be good for them. That 
is in contradiction to a whole psychiatric theory. 

On selj-know/edge Qnd groups. Somehow the group is a help 
Nobody quite knows why, by the way. All they know is that 
somehow it works. I have a mass of impressions that I have not 
really sorted out yet. I am not sure what to make of it since it 
takes time thinking about it. From the kind of talking that we did 
lut night, I very definitely have the feeling that the group would 
feed back things that you could not get in a hundred years of 
psychoanalysis from one person. Talking about what somebody 
looks like and what you look like to somebody else, and then 
having six other people agreeing about the impression you give, 
is revealing. Maybe it is not possible to form your own identity 
or a real piCture of yourse�f unless you also get the picture of 
what you look like to the world. Well. Shat is a new assumption. 
In psychoanalysis that assumption isn't made. What you look 
like to other people isn't taken into account. It is just simply what 
you can discover in yourself from your own guts. from your own 
insides, from your own dreams and fantasies. 

I have the feeling that if I stayed with that group. I would hear 
things I had never heard before. It would be the kind of stuff I 
would get if there were a candid motion picture camera that 
could show me myself as other people see me. Then I could weigh 
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it and think about it, ask are they right or are they wrong? How 
much truth is there in it? I have a feeling that this would mike 
for more knowledge of myself. This self-knowledge would be 
useful in the search for identity. 

After you get over the pain, eventuilly self-knowledge is I 
very nice thing. It feels good to know about something rather 
than to wonder about it, to speculate about it. "Maybe he didn't 
speak to me because I'm bad, maybe they behaved that way be
cause I'm bad." For the average man, life is just a succession of 
maybes. He doesn't know why people smile at him or why they 
don't. It is a very comfortable feeling not to have to guess. It is 
good to be able to know. 



1 7  
On Eupsychian Management 

One basic question is. what conditions of work. what kinds of 
work. what kinds of management. and what kinds of reward or 
pay will help human nature to Sf ow healthily. to its fuller and 
fullest stature? That is. what conditions of work are best for per
sonal fulfillment? But we can also tum this about to ask. pnted 
a fairly prosperous society and fairly healthy or normal people. 
whose most basic needs-gratifications in food. shelter. clothes. 
etc.-can be taken for granted. then how can such people be uaecI 
best to foster the aims and values of an organization? How had 
they best be treated? Under what conditions will they work 
bat? What rewards. nonmonetary as well as monetary. will 
they work for best? -

Eupsychian (pronounced yew-sigh-key-an) conditions of work 
are often good not only for personal fulfillment. but also for the 
health and prosperity of the organization. as well as for the quan
tity and quality of the products or services turned out by the or
ganization. 

The problem of management (in any organization or society) 
can then be approached in a new way: how to set up social cOn
ditions in any organization so that the goals of the individual 
merge with the 80als of the organization. When is this possible? 
When is it impossible? Or harmful? Which are the forces that 
foster social and individual synergy? Which forces. on the other 
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hanet. increase the antagonism between society and the individu
al? 

SU!=h questions obviously touch upon the profoundest issues of 
penonal and social life. of social. political. and economic theory, 
and even of philosophy in general. For instance, my Psychology 
oj Sd,,,c, (8 1 )  demonstrates the need for and the possibility of a 
humanistic science to transcend the self-imposed limits of value
free, mechanomorphic scienc:e. 

And it can also be assumed that classical economic theory, 
based as it is on an inadequate theory of human motivation, 
could also be revolutionized by accepting the reality of higher 
human needs. including the impulse to self-actualization and the 
love for the highest values. I am sure that something similar is 
also true for political science, for sociology, and for all human 
and social sciences and professions. 

This is all to emphasize that this is not about sQme new tricks 
of management, or some "gimmicks" or superficial techniques 
that can be used to manipulate human beings more efficiently for 
ends not their own. This is not a guide to exploitation. 

No. it is rather a clear confrontation of one basic set of ortho
"ox values by another newer system of values which claims to be 
not only more efficient but also more true. It draws some of the 
truly revolutionary consequences of the discovery that human 
nature has been sold short, that man has a higher nature which is 
just as "instinctoid" as his lower nature. and that this higher na
ture includes the needs for meaningful work. for responsibility, 
for creativeness, for being fair and just. for doin. what is worth
while and for preferring to do it well. 

To think of "pay" in terms of money alone is clearly obsolete 
in such a framework. It is true that the lower need-gratification. 

' can be bought with money-but when these are already fulfilled, 
then people are motivated only by higher kinds of "pay," e.g., 
belongingness. affection. dignity. respect. appreciation. honor, 
as well as the opportunity for self-actualization and the fostering 
of the highest values-truth. beauty. efficiency. excellence. jus
tice. perfection. order. lawfulness. etc. 

There is obviously much to think about here. not only for the 
Marxian or the Freudian. but also for the political or military 
authoritarian or the "bossy" boss or for the liberal. 



1 8  
On Low Grumbles, High 

Grumbles, and Metagrumbles 

The general principle from which tht whole thing proceeds is 
something like this: People can live at various levels in the moti
vation hierarchy. that is. they can live a high life. or a low life. 
they can live barely at the level of survival in the jungl�. or 
they can live in in Eupsychian society with good fonune and 
with all the basic needs taken care of so that they can live at a 
higher level and think about the nature of poetry or mathematics 
br that kind of thir,g. 

There are various ways of judging the motivational level of 
life. For instance. one can judge the level at which people live 
by the kind of humor that they laugh at. The person living at 
the lowest-need levels is apt to find hostile and cruel humor 
very amusing. e.g . •  the old lady who is getting bitten by a dog 
or the town moron who is being plagued by the other children. 
etc. The Abraham Lincoln type of humor-the philosophical. 
educational type of humor-brings a smile rather than a belly 
laugh; it has little to do with hostility or conquest. This higher 
type of humor cannot be understood at all by the person living 
at the lower-need levt:ls. 

The projective tests also can serve as an example of the way 
in which the motivational level at which we are living expresses 
itself in all kinds of symptoms and expressive acts. The Ror
schach test can be used to indicate what the person is actively 
striving for. what he wishes. needs. and craves. AU the basic 
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needs which have been fully gratified tend to be forgotten by 
the individual and to disappear from consciousness. Gratified 
basic needs just simply cease to exist in a certain sense, at least 
in consciousness. Therefore. what the person is craving and 
wanting and wishinjl for tends to be that which is just out ahead 
of him in the motivational hierarchy. Focusing on this particu
lar need indicates that all the lower needs have been satisfied, 
and it indicates that the needs which are still higher and be
yond what the person is craving for have not yet come into 
the realm of possibility for him, so he doesn't even think about 
that. This can be judged from Rorschach tests. Also, this can 
be judged from dreams and dream analysis. 

In the same way it was my thought that the level of complaints 
-which i"s to say, the level of what one needs and craves and 
wishes for-can be an indicator of the motivational level at which 
the person is living; and if the level of complaints is studied in 
the industrial situation, it can be used al80 as a measure of the 
level of health of the whole organization, especially if one has a 
larae enough sampling. 

For instance, take the workers living in the authoritarian jun
lie industrial situation in which fear and want and even simple 
starvation are a real possibility. and determine the choice of job 
and the way in which bosses will behave and the submissive
ness with which workers will accept cruelty, etc., etc. Such 
workers who have complaints or. grumbles ' are apt to be falling 
short of basic needs which are low in the hierarchy. At this low
est level this means complaints about cold and wet and danaer 
to life and fatigue and poor shelter and all of these basic bio
logical necessities. 

Certainly. in the modem industrial situation, if one runs 
across complaints of this sort, then this is an indication of ex
tremely poor management and an extremely low level of living 
in the organization. In even average industrial situations, this 
kind of complaint. this sort of low grumble hardly ever comes 
up. On the positive side, that is, those complaints which repre
sent a wish or craving out ahead of what is now available
these are at this same low level approximately. That is. the 
worker in Mexico might be making positive grumbles at the se
curity and safety level, at such things as being fired arbitrarily, 
of not being able to plan his family budget because he does not 
know how long the job will last. He may complain about a total 
lack of job security, about the arbitrariness of the foreman, 
ahout the kinds of indignities that he has to take in order to 
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keep his job, etc. I think we can call low grumbles those grum
bles which come at the biological and at the safety level" per
haps, also. at the level of aregariousness and belonging to the 
informal, sociable group. 

The higher-need levels would be mostly at the level of esteem 
and self-esteem, where questions would be involved of dignity. 
of autonomy; of setf-respeet, of respect from the other; feelinls 
of worth, of ,ettinl praise and rewards and credit for one's a� 
complishments and the like. Grumbles at this level would prob
ably be mostly about somethinl that involved loss of dilnity or 
the threat to self-esteem or to prestige. Now, so far as the meta
grumbles are concerned, what 1 have in mind here are the 
meta-motivations which hold in the self-actualizing life. More 
specifically, theae can be summed up as the B-Values. These 
meta-needs for perfection, for justice, for beauty. for truth, and 
the like also show themselves in the industrial situation, where 
t�ere might very well be complaints about inefficiency (even 
when this does not affect the pocket of the complainer). In effect. 
then, he ill making a statement about the imperfection of the 
world ir. which he lives (again not a selfish complaint but an 
impersonal and altruistic philosopher's complaint, one might al
most call it). Or he might complain about not being given the 
full truth, all the facts. or about other blocks in the free flow of 
communications. 

This preference for truJh and honesty and all the facts again 
is one of the metaneeds rather than one of the "basic" needs, 
and people who have the luxury of complaininl at . this level 
are strictly livin. a very high-level life. In the society which is 
cynical, which is run by thieves or by tyrants or by nasty people. 
one would get no such complaints as this-the complaints would 
be It a lower level. Complaints about justice are also metl
,rumbles, and I see plenty of them in the protocols from the 
workers in a well-manased place. They are apt to complain about 
an injustice even where it is to their personal financial advan
talC· Another kind of metagrumble is the complaint about a 
virtue not bein, rewarded. and about villainy getting these re
wards, i.e .• a failure of justice. 

In other worda, everything above implies very strongly that 
human beinls will always complain. There is no Garden of 
Eden, there is no paradise. there is no heaven except for a pass
in, moment or two. Whatever satisfactions al � !Jiven to human 
beings, it is inconceivable that they should be perfectly content 
with these. This in itself would be a negation of the highest 
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reaches of human nature because it would imply that no im
provements could be made after this point-and this, of CoUI1e. 
is nonsense. We cannot conceive of a million years of furtber 
development bringing such a perfection to pass. Human beinas 
will always be able to tuck in under their belts whatever grati
fications, whatever blessings, whatever good fortune are avail
able. They'll be absolutely delighted with these blessings for a 
little while. And then, as soon as they get used to them, they'll 
forget about them and start reaching out into the future for still 
higher blessings, as they restlessly perceive how things could 
be even more perfect than they are at this moment. This looks 
to me like an eternal process going on into the future forever 
( 160). 

Therefore. I am concerned to stress this point very heavily 
because I see in the management literature a considerable 
amount of disappointment and disillusionment, and an occa
sional giving up of the whole philosophy of enlightened man
agement and going back to authoritarian management, because 
the management has been sharply disappointed by the lack of 
gratitude, by the continuation of complaints ,when the better 
conditions came to pass. But we should, according to motiva
tion theory. never expect a cessation of complaints; we should 
expect only that these complaints will get to be higher and 
higher complaints, i.e., that they will move from the lower
grumble level to higher-grumble levels and finally to meta
grumble levels. This is in accordance in principle with what I 
have written about human motivation being never-ending and 

. simply proceeding to higher and higher levels all the time as 
conditions improve. And it also conforms with my concept of 
frustration levels. That is, I repudiated the simple acceptance 
of frustration as being always necessarily bad; I assumed that 
there were hierarchies of frustration and that moving from a 
low-frustration to a high-frustration level is a sign of blessed
ness. of good fortune. of good social conditions, and of good 
personal maturity. etc. To complain about the garden programs 
in the city where I live. to have committees of women heatedly 
coming in and complaining that the rose gardens in the parks 
are not sufficiently cared for. is in itself a wonderful thing be
cause it ind icates the height of life at which the complainers 
are living. To complain about rose gardens means that your 
belly is full. that you have a good roof over your head. that your 
furnace is working. that you're not afraid of bubonic plague. that 
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YOU'R not afraid of assassination, that the police and fire de
partments work well, that the government is good, that the 
school system is good. that local politics are good, and many 
other preconditions are already satisfied. This is the point: The 
high-level complaint is not to be laken as simply like any other 
complaint: il muSI be used to indicate all the preconditions 
which have been salislied in order to make the height of this 
complaint theoretically possible. 

. 

If an enlightened and intelligent management understands 
all the above deeply, then such a management will expect that im
provement in conditions would raise the complaint level and 
raise the frustration level as outlined above, rother than expect
ing thai improved conditions will make all complaints disap
ptar. There will then be little danger that they will become dis
illusioned and angry when. much trouble and money and effort 
soes into making some improvements in work conditions and 
then the complaints continue. What we must learn to look for is, 
Have these complaints gone up in motivational level? This is 
the real test and this is, of course, all that can be expected. 
But furthermore, I suppose this means that we must learn to be 
very happy about such a thing, not. merely to be contented with 
it. 

Some special problems do emerge here. One such problem is 
the question of what to call justice and injustice. There are cer
tainly going to be many petty complaints about comparisons be
tween others and one's self-maybe that someone has a better 
light. or a better chair or somewhat better rate of pay or some
thing of this sort. Such things can become extremely petty, 
with people comparing the size of the desks that they'll have in 
their offices or whether they'll have two flowers or one flower 
in the vase and that sort of thing. Frequently, we will have' to 
make an ad hoc judgment in the particular sense as to wheth
er this is at the level of justice in the meta needs or whether it 
is simply a surface indication of dominance hierarchy and of el
bowing forward in this hierarchy, and trying to go up the ladder 
in terms of prestige. Or even it could be. as in Dalton's book 
where there are several examples of this sort of thing, that one 
could tell from the context that this was clearly referring to 
safety need. One example I remember is that it was noticed 
that if the boss's secretary behaved in a friendly fashion with 
one person and in a neglectful fashion with another person. 
that this meant that the latter person was about to be fired. 
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In other words, · one mUlt make a auesl in the particular. in
stance about the motivation level. 

Another one perhaps more difficult is to try to make some anal
ysis of the meaning of money in a motivational way. Money can 
mean practically anything in the motivational hierarchy. It can 
mean low or middle or hiah values or metavalues IS well. When 
I've tried to specify the particular need level, there were certain
ly some instances in which I simply failed-in such CIIeI I just let 
them slide altogether and considered the instances unratable. and 
pushed them aside without attemptina to rate them in the moti
vational hierarchy. 

There will certainly be other instances that will be difficult 
to rate. Probably the most cautious thin, to do il simply not to 
try to rate them, to put them aside as unusable data. Certainly. 
if one were making a huge and careful and penonal ltUdy, then 
one could go back and reinterview the personl to see just 
exactly what they did mean in a motivational sense by a partic
ular complaint, e.g., about money. But in the present Itudy this 
is not feasible or possible or even necessary. This is especially 
true if we use the same criterion of rating for the two outfits 
which are being used for experimental purposes, that is. the 
well-managed plant and the poorly manaaed plant. 

7he mtaning oj rtll/b' btld C'onditlons. Let us keep in mind 
what bad conditions really are at the extreme. In the mana .. 
ment literature we don't have any instances of really bad condi
tions of the kind that any calual or nonprofellional laborer il 
used to, where conditionl come close to the verae of civil war. 
Perhaps we could take al an example for the end of the ale 
something like a prisoner-oC-war camp or a jail or a concentration 
camp. Or else within this country we could take the small one
or two-man business in a hi,hly competitive and cutthroat activity 
where nickels and dimes are important; where the bOil can IUr
vive only by bleeding his employees to the last drop, to the point 
of desperation where they limply have to quit; where he tries to 
make a living by hanginl on to them al lon, al pouible, squeez
ing out as much profit as he can before they quit. Let UI not fall 
into the delusion of thinking of a relativelY leu well-manaaed 
large corporation as having "bad conditions"-these are not bad 
at all. Let us remember that 99 per cent of the human species 
.would give several years of their lives to get a job in the worst
managed large corporation we have in the whole country. We 
must have a wider scale for comparison. I think it would proba-
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bly be desirable for research such as this to start making a collec
tion of really bad instances in our own experience. 

Anothtr complicQtion. One characteristic of good conditions 
that is emerging to view these days for the first time, and certain
ly surprised me when 1 first ran across it, is that good conditions. 
though they have a growth effect on most of the population. nev
ertheless also have a bad, even catastrophic, effect on a certain 
small proportion of the population. Freedom and trust given to 
authoritarians. for instance, will simply bring out bad behavior in 
these people. Freedom and permissiveness and responsibility 
will make really dependent and passive people collapse in anx
iety and fear. 1 don't know much about this because 1 started 
noticing it only a few years ago. But it's a good thing to keep in 
mind in this kind of work. We should accumulate more natural
istic instances of this before we try making any theories about it 
and certainly before we try making any experiments. Put it this 
way: A fair proportion of the population at the psychopathological 
end are. for example. very easily tempted to steal but perhaps 
never realize this because they work in a situation where they are 
watched all the time, so that the temptation hardly ever comes up 
to consciousness. Suppose. for example. that a bank suddenly 
goes "liberal." takes off all the controls, fires the detectives. and 
so on. and trusts the employees; then, certainly one employee in 
ten or twenty-l really don't know what proportion-Will be as
sailed for the first time in his conscious life with temptations to 
steal. Some of them may give in if they think they can set away 
with it. 

The big point here is not to think that good conditions inevita
bly make all human beings into growing, self-actualizing, people. 
Certain forms of neurosis don't respond in this way. Certain kinds 
of constitution or temperament are much less apt to respond in 
this way. And finally, the little bit of larceny and sadism and all 
the other sins which you can find in practically any human being 
on the face of the earth may be called forth by these "good con
ditions," when the person is trusted and put completelj on his 
own honor and the like. I am reminded of the way the honor sys
tem worked when I was an undergraduate student at Cornell 
University in 1926 and 1927. It was really amazing that about 95 
per cent (or more) of the student population. I would estimate, 
were very honored. very pleased by this system. and it worked 
perfectly for them. But there was always that I or 2 or 3 per cent 
for whom it didn't work. who took advantage of the whole busi-
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ness to copy, to lie, to cheat on examinations, and so on. The hon
or system still cannot be used generally in situations where the 
temptations are too great, where the stakes are too great. 

All of the above ideas and techniques could in principle be ap
plied to many other social-psychological situations. For instance. 
in the college situation. we could judge the level of enlighten
ment in which the whole community was living by the grumbles, 
by the height of the grumbles of the faculty, of the administra
tion, and of the students. There can be in such a situation a whole 
hierarchy of complaints, of gratifications being sought for. The. 
same thing is true for a marriage and might even turn out to be a 
way of judging the goodness of the marriage, or its health. one 
might say. i.e., by the level of the complaints and grumbles in the 
marriage. A wife who complained about her husband forgetting 
to bring her flowers once, or taking too much sugar in his coffee. 
or something of the sort is certainly at a different level from the 
wife who complains that her husband broke her nose or knOCked 
her teeth out or scarred her or the like. I n  general the same thing 
could be true for children's complaints about their parents. Or 
for children's complaints about their school or their teachers. 

I think I could make a generalization of this, that the health or 
the level of development of any human interpersonal organization 
can in theory be judged by this same technique of rating the 
height in the hierarchy of the complaints and grumbles. The one 
thing to remember is that no matter how good the marriage or 
the college or the school or the parents, there will be perceived 
ways of improving the situation. i.e., there will be complaints and 
grumbles. I t  should also be taken for granted that it is necessary 
to divide these into the negative and positive. that is, that there 
.will be very quick and sharp complaints about any more basic 
gratifications which are taken away or threatened or jeopardized, 
even though the person doesn't notice these gratifications or 
takes them for granted entirely when they are easily available. 
That is, if you ask a person what's good about his place, he won't 
think to tell you that his feet don't get wet because the floors 
aren't flooded, or that he is protected against lice and cockroaches 
in his office. or the like. H e  will simply take all of these for granted 
and won't put them down as pluses. But if any of these taken�for
g,anted conditions disappears, then of course you'll hear a big 
howl. To say it another way. these gratifications do not bring 
appreciation or gratitude, even though they do bring violent com
plaints when they are taken away. Then. on the other hand, in 
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contrast. we must talk about the positive grumbles or complaints 
or suggestions about improvement. These are generally comments 
about what is just higher in the hierarchy of motivation. what is 
just out ahead. what is the next wish wished for. 

I suppose that. in principle. an easily possible extension of this 
research on grumbles. would be. first of all. to collect real in
stances of bad bosses in the extreme sense and of bad conditions 
in the extreme sense. For instance, one upholsterer that I know 
�who feels murderous about his boss but who simply cannot get 
• better job because in that industry no better jobs are available 
-is made perpetually angry by the fact that his boss whistles for • 
him instead of calling him by name. This insult is chronic and de
liberate and makes him angrier and angrier over the months. An
othednstance oc:c:urred in my own experience in working in hotel 
dining rooms and restaurants when I was in college. I signed up 
for a summer job at a resort hotel as a waiter (around 1925). and 
then paid my way up to the hotel aM was made a busboy instead 
at much lower wages. and as it turned out, without any tips at 
all. I was simply swindled in this situation-I didn't have the 
money to go back with. and anyway it was too late to get another 
job for the summer; the boss promised he would make me a wait
er very soon. and I took his word for it. As a busboy without tips 
I was working at the rate of about ten or twenty dollars a month. 
This was a seven-day-a-week job. about fourteen hours a day, 
with no days off. Also. this man asked the staff to take on the ad
ditional task of preparing all of the salads because he said the 
salad man. whose job this was. was delayed for a day or two. 
Arter a few days of the staff doing this additional work. we asked 
him where the salad man was. and he said he was coming the fol
lowing day. This kind of thing kept up for about two weeks. but it 
became very clear that the man was simply swindling us all and 
trying to snatch an extra dollar or two out of the situation. 

Finally. for the July Fourth holiday, there were three or four 
hundred guests in the hotel. and we were asked to stay up most 
of the night before preparing some very fancy dessert which 
looked pretty but which took a huge amount of time. The staff all 
got together and agreed to' do this without complaint; but then 
after we had set the first course of dinRer on the Fourth. the 
whole staff walked out and quit the job. This was. of course. a 
great sacrifice financially to the workers because it was already 
hue to get good jobs and possibly too late to get any job; and yet 
the hatred and the desire to retaliate was so great that the satis
faction of doing so remains with me to this day, thirty-five years 
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later. This is what I mean by reaUy bad conditions and what I 
mean by civil war. 

. 

Well, anyway, collecting this sort of treatment, this sort of in
stance, might be the basis for making up a checklist in order to 
make well-managed workers more aware of their blessings 
(which normally they won't even notice, which they will take for 
granted, as normal). That is, instead of asking them to volunteer 
complaints, it might be desirable to have a checklist of really-bad 
conditions and ask them if any of these things happen: for in
stance. if there are any bugs or if it's too cold, or too hot or too 
noisy or too dangerous or if corrosive chemicals spatter on them 
or if they are physically hurt or attacked · by anybody or if 
there are no safety precautions on dangerous machines. etc .• etc. 
Any man presented with a check list of two hundred such items 
could then realize that the absence of all these two hundred bad 
conditions was itself a positive good. 
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Being-Cognition 
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Notes on Innocent Cognition 

"Suchness" is a synonym for the Japanese word sono-momo. 
(Descriptions are found in the book by Suzuki. Mysticism: Chris
lion ond Buddhisl [ 144]. especially pages 99 and 102.) Literally 
it means the "as-it-isness" of things. It is also expressed by the 
English suffix "-ish," as in tigerish. meanins just like a tiser, or 
nine-year-oldish. or Beethovenish, or the German word om�ri
konlsch. These all refer to the peculiar and characteristic defin
ins whole-quality. or Gestalt, of the object which makes it exactly 
what it is. Sives in ill particular idiosraphic nature, which 
differentiates it from everything in the whole world. 

The old psycholosieal word "quale" means what suchnesa 
I1)C8ns. with reference to sensation. Quale is that quality that is 
impossible to describe or define, which makes red color different 
from blue color. It is the reddishness or the iuchness of the red 
that is different from the suchness of the blue. 

We also in the English language imply somethins of the lort 
when we say of a particular penon, "He would!" This means for 
us that thjs was expectable, that it fits with his nature, it con
rorms to his nature, it is characteristic of him, etc. 

Suzuki, on page 99, where he defines sono-momll for the tint 
time as such ness, lOeB on to imply that this is the same as the 
unitive consciousness, the same as "living in the lisht of eternity." 
He quotes William Blake. implyins that he is spcakinS of sono
momll when he says, "To hold infinity in the palm of your hand 
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and eternity in In hour." Here Suzuki il very clearly implyina 
that thil such ness, or sono-mQmQ, is the lime II Beina-cognition 
(89) and yet, allo, he impliel that "seeinl thin .. sono-mQmQ," 

in their such ness, is the lime al concrete perception. 
Goldstein's description (39) of brain-injured people who are 

reduced to the concrete (for instance, when he describes the ways 
in which their color vision haa been reduced to the concrete and 
the ability to abstract has been lost) is very much lik� Suzuki's 
description of such ness. That is. brain-injured people do not see 
a pneral catelory' green. or blue, but they see each panicular 
color in ita own such ness, not related to anythina else, Dot on a 
continuum of any kind, not more or leu anythinl else, not better 
than or worse than. not greener than or len green than, but simply 
.. if it were the only color in the whole world and there was noth
inl to compare it with. This is what I understand II one element 
of suchneas (noncomparability). If I am right in this reading. 
then we have to be extremely careful to avoid a pOllible confusion 
between Goldsteinian reduction to the concrete and secondly, the 
ability to perceive freshly and concretely of the healthy man who 
is not reduced to the concrete. And funhermore we must differen
tiate this aU from Beins-cognition, in aeneral, because Beina-col
nition can be not only of the concrete suchnesa, but it can also be 
abstraction in various senses of the word abstract, not to mention 
the fact that it can be cognition of the whole cosmos. 

It is also desirable to discriminate aU of the foregoing from the 
peak experience itself (89). or the satorl experience that Suzuki 
describes. For instance, . B-coanition (B for Seina) always comes 
when one has a peak experience. but it may come without a peak 
experience. and it may come even from a traaic experience. Then, 
also, we have to make a differentiation between the two kinds of 
peak experience and the two kinds of &-cognition. In tbe finl 
place, there is the cosmic consciousness of Bucke ( 1 8). or of var
IOUS mystics, in which the whole. of the cosmos is perceived and 
everythinl in it is seen in relationship with everythina elle, In
cludinl the perceiver. This haa been described by my aubjectl in 
such worda aa "I could see that I belonaed in the universe and I 
could · see where I belonled in it; 1 could aee how imp0rJant I was 
and yet. alao how unimponant and amall I WII, ao at the lime 
time that it made me humble, it made me feel imponant." "I WII 
very definitely a necesllry pan of the world. I WII in the family, 
so to apeak, and not outside lookina in. not separate from the 
world, not on a clift' looking acroSl at another clift', but rather I 
was in the hean of thinss, I was in the family, in this very bis 
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family and belonged in it instead of being like an orphan, or an 
adopted child, or like somebody looking in from the outside 
through the window, from the outside looking into the house." 
This is one kind of peak experience, one iQind of B-cognition, and 
must be sharply differentiated from the other kind in which fasci
nation occurs, and in which there is an extreme narrowing of 
consciousness down to the particular percept, for example, the 
face or the painting, the child or the tree, etc., and in which the 
rest of the world is totally forgotten and in which the ego itself is 
also totally forgotten. This is when there is so much absorption 
and fascination with the percept, and everything else in the world 
is so much forgotten that there is a felt transcendense, or at least 
self-consciousness is lost, or the self is gone, and the world 
is gone, which means that the percept becomes the whole of the 
cosmos. This percept is seen as if it were the whole world. For 
the time b.eing, it's the only thing there is. Therefore, all the laws 
of perception that apply to seein8 the whole world now apply to 
seeing this cut-off percept with which we are fascinated and 
which has become the whole world. These are two different kinds 
of peak experiences and two different kinds of B<ognition. 
Suzuki loes on to refer, without discriminating, to both of these 
kinds of experience. That is, sometimes he talks about seeing the 
whole world in a little wild ftower. Then at other times. he 
talks in a religious and mystical way of satori as identification 
with Ood, or with heaven, or with the whole of the universe. 

This cut-down and narrowed fascination is very much like the 
Japanese concept of muga. This is the state in which you are do
ing whatever you arc doing with a total wholeheartedncsli, with
out thinking of anything else, without any hesitation, without 
any criticism or doubt or inhibition of any kind whatsoever. It is 
a pure and perfect and total spontaneous acting without any 
blocks of any kind. This is possible only when the self is trans
cended or forgotten. 

This muga state is frequently spoken of as if it were the same 
as the satori state. M uch of the Zen literature speaks of muga as 
if it were total absorption with whatever one was doing at the 
time, for example, chopping wood with all one's heart and might. 
And yet the Zen people also talk about this as if it were the same 
as. the mystic unification with the cosmos. These are clearly very 
different in certain respects. . 

So al80 ought we to be critical of the Zen attack on abstract 
thought, as if only concrete such ness was worth anything and as 
if abstraction could be only a danger. This, of course, we can't 
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agree with. This would be a voluntary self-reduction to the con
crete. with the bad consequences which are clearly set forth by 
Goldstein. 

From such considerations. it is clear that we psychologists can
not accept the concrete perception as the only truth. or the only 
good. and that we cannot accept abstraction as only a danger. We 
must remember the description of the self-actuaJ.izing person as 
able to concrete and also as able to abstract. as the situation calls 
for; and also we must remember that he is able to enjoy both. 

There is an excellent example. starting on page 100 in Suzuki. 
to make exactly this point. There the little flower is seen in its 
such ness and it is also seen as the same as God. as full of heaven
ly splendor. standing in the midst of the light of etemity. etc .• 
etc. Here the flower clearly is seen not only in a purely concrete 
such ness. but is seen either as the whole of world with everything 
else being excluded. or else is being seen in" a B-cognizing way as 
symbolic of the whole world. i.e .• as a B-flower. rather than a D
flower (0 for deficiency). When the fiower is seen as a B
flower. certainly all of these things are true abou� eternity and 
the mystery of being. of heavenly splendor and so on. and every
thing is seen in the B-realm; that is. seeing the flower is like 
glimpsing through the flower the whole of the B-realm. 

Then Suzuki goes on to criticize Tenny�on for the way in which. 
in his poem. he plucked the flower and then reflected on and ab
stracted about it • .  or maybe even dissected it. Suzuki makes this 
out to be a bad thing. He contrasts it with the way in which the 
Japanese poet handled this same experience. He didn't pluck the 
flower. he didn't mutilate it. He left it where he found it. To quote 
from Suzuki. page 102. "He does not detach it from the totality of 
its surroundings. he contemplates it in its sono-mQmQ state. not 
only in itself. but in the situation as it finds itself-the situation 
in its broadest and deepest possible sense." 

On page 104. Suzuki quotes from Thomas Traheme. The first 
quote is a very good one to illustrate the unitive consciousness. 
that is. the fusion of the B-realm and the D-realm. and so also is 
the second quote on the same page. But on page lOS. trouble be
gins. where Suzuki talks about the state of innocence as if the 
unitive consciousness. the fusing of the temporal and the etemal. 
is somehow akin to the state of the child whom Traheme de
scribes at the foot of page lOS as having primal innocence. Suzuki 
says this is to revisit the Garden of Eden. to regain paradise. 
where the tree of knowledge has not yet begun to bear fruit . ..  It 
is our eating the forbidden fruit of knowledge which has resulted 
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in our constant habit of intellectualizing. But we have never for
gotten, methodically speaking, the original abode of innocence." 
Suzuki makes this biblical innocence, this Christian notion of in
nocence correspond with "being sono-mama," that is of seeing 
such ness. This I think is a very bad mistake. The Christian fear 
of knowledge, as in the Garden of Eden fable in which knowledge 
was the cause of the downfall of Adam and Eve, has remained in 
Christianity ever since as a kind of anti-intellectualism, a fear of 
the knower, the scientist, etc., along with the feeling that faith, 
or piety, or simplicity, of the St. Francis of Assisi kind of in
nocence is somehow better than the intellectual kind of knowl
edge. And in some aspects of the Christian tradition there is even 
a feeling that these two are mutually exclusive, that is, if you 
know too much, you can't have a simple, innocent faith and cer
tainly since faith is better than knowledge, it is better not to 
study too much or to go to school too much, or be a scientist, or 
the like. And it  is certainly tru� in all the "primitive" sects I 
know, that they are uniformly anti-intellectual and mistrust learn
ing and knowledge as if this was something "belonging only to 
God and not to man.'" 

But ignorant innocence is not the same as wise or sophisticated 
innocence. Furthermore. the concrete perception of the child and 
his ability to perceive suchness is definitely not the same as the 
concrete perception and the such ness perception of the self-ac
tualizing adult. These are quite different in at least this sense. 
The child has not been reduced to the concrete; he hasn't even 
grown up to the abstract yet. He is innocent because he is ignor
ant. This is very, very different from the "second innocence" or 
the "second naivetE," as I have called it, of the wise, self-actualiz
ing. old adult who knows the whole of the D-realm, the whole of 
the world. all its vices, its contentions, poverties, quarrels, and 
tears, and yet is able to rise above them, and to have the unitive 
consciousness in which he is able to see the B-realm, to see the 
beauty of the whole cosmos, in the midst of all the vices. conten
tions. tears. and quarrels. Through defects. or in defects, he is 
able to see perfection. This is a very different kind of thing from 
the childish innocence of the · ignorant child that Traherne de
scribes. This state of innocence is definitely not the same as that I 
I I have speculated on the possibility that "knowledge" in this legend 
could also mean "knowledge" in the old sexual sense. i.e .• eating the apple 
·may have meant discoverin, the forbidden sexuality. losing innocence in 
that way rather than by the traditional interpretation. Hence. perhaps al
so. the traditional Christian antisexuality. 
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which is achieved by saintly men, or by sages, by men who have 
gone through the D-realm and who have worked with it and 
fought with it, have been made unhappy by it and yet who are 
fully able to transcend it. . 

This adult innocence or "srlf-actualizing innocence" probably 
overlaps with, or maybe even is synonymous with, the unitive 
consciousness in which "8" (the realm of Being) is fused and in
tegrated with "0" (the realm of deficiencies). This is a way then 
of differentiating out the healthy, realistic, knowledseable and 
human perfection that can be, in fact, more or less attained by 
strong, powerful, and self-actualizing people, and which rests 
squarely on the fullest knowledge of the "0" realm. This is quite 
different from the 8-cosnition of the child who yet knows noth
ins of the world and had better be said to have isnorant-innocence. 
This is also different from the fantasy world of some relisious 
people, includinS Traheme, in which the whole of the O-realm is 
somehow denied (in the Freudian sense). They stare at it and 
don't see it. They won't admit its existence. This kind of unhealthy 
fantasy is like perceiving only "8" without any "D." This is un
healthy because it is only a fantasy, or else it is based on denial 
or childish ignorance, on lack of knowledse, or On lack of exper
ience. 

What this amounts to is differentiating and discriminatinl the 
high nirvana from the low nirvana, union upward from union 
downward (93), the high resression from the low resression, the 
healthy resression from the unhealthy regression. The tempta
tion for some religious people is to make the perception of heav
en, or the perception of the 8-world a resression to childhoOd or 
to this ignorant-innocence, or 

'else a return to the Garden of 
Eden before the fruit of knowledge was eaten, which is practi
cally the same thing. It is like sayinS that it is only knowledse 
that makes you miseJllble. Which then implies-"Then be stupid . 
and ignorant and you will never be miserable." "Then you will 
be in heaven, then you will be in the Garden of Eden, then you 
won't know anything about the world of tears and quarrels." 

But it is a general principle that "you can't 10 home again," 
you can't really regress, the adult cannot become a child in the 
strict sense. You can't "undo" knowledge, you cln't really be
come innocent again; once you have seen somethins, you can't 
undo the seeing. Knowledge is irreversible, perceiving is irrevers
ible, knowins is irreversible; in this sense you can't go home 
again. You can't really regress. not even by giving up your sanity 
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or strength altogether. You can't long for some mythological Gar
deft of Eden, and if you are an adult you can't long for childhood 
because you just can't get it. The only possible alternative for the 
human being is to understand the possibility of going on ahead, 
growing older, going on ahead to the second naivet�, to the so
phisticated innocence, to the unitive consciousness, to an under
standing of . B-cognition so that it is possible in the midst of the 
D-world. Only in this way can the O-world be transcended, only 
by real knowledge and only by growth, only by the fullest adult-
hood. 

' 

It is therefore necessary to stress the ,distinction between the 
suchness of a) persons reduced to the conorete, including brain
injured people, b) the concrete perception of the child who has 
not yet grown up to abstractness, c) the concrete perception of 
the healthy adult, which is quite compatible with the ability to 
abstract as well. 

This phrasing applies as well to the Wordsworth kind of na
ture mysticism. The child is really not a good model for self
actualization: it is not a good model for B-cognition; it is not a 
100d model for concrete perception, or for sono-mama, or for the 
perception of suchness. This is because he does not transcend the 
abstract: he hasn't even lot to it yet. 

It is also desirable to say for Meister Eckhart and for Suzuki 
and for many other religious people that the way in which they 
define the unitive consciousness, i.e., the fusion of the eternal 
with the temporal, is by denying the temporal altogether. ( For in
stance, see the quote from Eckhart, at the top of page I I I , where 
he speaks about the now-moment.) These people hover on the 
edle of denying the reality of the world in favor of treating as 
reality only the sacred or the eternal or the Godlike. But these 
must be seen in the temporal; the sacred must be seen in and 
through the profane. The B-realm must be seen through the 0-
realm. I would add that it can be seen in no other way since there 
isn't any B-realm in the geographical sense of being on the other 
shore someplace, or being quite different from the world, being 
something other than it, something not-world in the Aristotelian 
sense. There is only the world. only one world. and the business 
of fusing "B" and "0" is really a matter of being able to retain 
both the "0" and "B" attitudes toward the one world. If we say 
anything else. then we fan into the trap of the otherworldliness 
which finally winds up in fables of a heaven above the clouds. 
some place which is like another house, or another room. which 
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we ca n see and feel and touch. and in wh ich religion becomes 
otherworld ly and supl!rna t u ra l  rather than t his-worldly and hu
man istic and na t u ra l istic. 

S incl! talk ing about " S" real m and " D" realm might be mis
undl! rstood as rderring to two separate realms in actual physical 
�pace or actual physical t i ml!. which are sl!parate and discrete 
from each other. I had bet ter ' st ress that talk of "8" realm and 
"D" rl!a l m  is actually talk about two k ind s of perception. two 
k inds of cognit ion. two attit udes toward the one world. It might 
a lso bl! better to talk a bout the uni tive attitude. rathl!r than about 
u n it ive consciousness. An exa mple of the kind of confusion that 
could be d i m inatl!d by t h i n k i n'g of "8" and "D" cogni tion as 
simply two att i tudes or styll!s of pl!rceiving can he sel!n later in 
S U 7 u k i's book where hI! finds it  nl!cessary to talk about trans
m igra t io n .  incarnation. reincarnation. souls. and the like. This is 
the rt:su l t  of hypostatizing thl!se att itudes into real objective 
things. If I. speak of thl!sl! t wo k i nd s of cognition as attitudes, 
then t hl!sl! t ra n sm igratio ns. etc . •  si mply do not apply. any more 
than they wo u ld to the new k i nd of percept ion that a person would 
have of a 81!ethoven symphony after he had taken a course in the 
struct u re of music. This also impl ies that the mean mg. or 
the st ruct ure in the Beethoven symphony was there before the 
lessons too k  p lace; it was only that a certain blindness was lifted 
from the perceiver. He could now perceive. now that he had the 
right att itude. knew what to look for and how to look for it. and 
could see the st ructure of thl! music and the ml!aning of the 
music a nd what Bl!et hoven was t ryi ng to say. what he was trying 
to com m u n icate. etc. 
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Further Notes on Cognition 

ChQrQClerislics oj Being-Cognilion Qnd 
lhjiciency-Cognilion oj the World! 

KOONITION I>COQNITION 

I. Seen as whole. as complete. I .  Seen as part. as incom
self-sufficient. u unitarY. Ei- plete. not self-sufficient, as de
ther Cosmic Consciousness pendent upon other thinas. 
(Bucke), in which whole cosmos 
is perceived as single thing with 
oneself belonging in it; or else 
the person, object, or portion of 
the world seen is seen as if it 
were the whole world, i.e., rest 
of world is forgotten. Integra-
tive perceiving of unities. Unity 
of the world or object J'CI"ived. 

2. Exclusively, fully narrow- 2. Attended to with simultan
ly attended to; absorption. fas- cous attention to all cause that 
cination, focal attention; total is relevant. Sharp figure-

I Improved from A. H. Mallow, Chapter 6, of TOWflrd " Ps.vth01ogy of 
"". (89). See Chapter 7 for characteristics of the" Ikoplizer (of the ICIt) 
in the peak experiences. 

249 
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8-COGNITION 

attentiOn. Tends to de-differen
tiate figure and ground. Rich
ness of detail; seen from many 
sides. Seen with "care," to
tally, intensely. with complete 
investment Totally cathected. 
Relative importance becomes 
unimportant; all aspects equal
ly important. 

3. No comparing (in Dorothy 
Lee's sense). Seen per se, in it
!ielf. by itself. Not in competi� 
tion with anything else. Sole 
member of the class (in Hart
man's s,ense). 

4. Human-irrelevant. 

S. Made richer by repeated 
experiencing. More and more 
perceived. "Intra-object rich
ness." , 

6. Seen as unneeded. as pur- ' 
pose less, as not desired, as un
motivated perceiving. Perceived 
as if it had no reference to the 
needs of the perceiver. Can 
therefore be seen as indepen
dent. in its own right. 

D-COONITION 

ground differentiation. Seen im
bedded in relationships to aU 
else in world, as part of the 
world. Rubricized; seen from 
some aspects only; selective at
tention and selective inatten
tion to some aspects; seen cas
ually, seen only from some 
point of view. 

3. Placing on a continuum 
or within a series; compari .... 
judging. evaluating. Seen al a 
member of a class, as an in
stance. a sample. 

4. Relevant to human con
cerns; e.g.. what good is it, 
what can it be used for, is it 
good for or dangerous to peo
ple, etc. 

S. Repeated experiencing im
poverishes, reduces richness. 
makes it less interesting and 
attractive. takes away its de
mand-character. Familiariza
tion leads to boredom. 

6. M otivated perceiving. Ob
ject seen as need-gratifier. u 
useful or not useful. 

7. Object-centering. Self-for- 7. Oraanized around ego as a 
getful, ego-transcending. un- centering point. which means 
selfish. disinterested. There- projection of the ego into the 
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8-COGNITION 

fore. it-centered. Identification 
and fusion of perceiver and per
ceived. So absorbed and poured 
into the experience that self 
disappears. so that whole ex
perience can be organized 
around the object itself as a 
centering point or organizing 
point Object uncontaminated 
and unconfused with self. Ab
neption of the perceiver. 

8. The object is permitted to 
be itself. Humble, receptive. 
passive. choiceless. undemand
ing. Taoistic. noninterference 
with the object or percept. Let
be acceptance. 

9. Seen as end in itself. self
validating. Self-justifying. In
trinsically interesting for its 
own sake. Has intrinsic value. 

10. Outside of time and space. 
Seen as eternal. universal. "A 
mipute is a day; a day is a min
ute." Disorientation of perceiv
er in time and space. not con
scious of surroundings. Percept 
not related to surrounding�. 
AhistQrical. 

1 1 . The characteristics of Se
ina are perceived as Values of 
Being. 

D-COGNITION 

percept. Perception not of the 
object alone but of the object
m ixed-with-seIf-of-the-perceiv
er. 

8. Active shaping. organizina. 
and selecting by the perceiver. 
He shifts it. rearranges it. He 
works at it. This must be more 
fatiguing than &-COgnizing. 
which probably is fatisue-cur
ing. Trying. striving. effort. 
Will. control. 

9. A means. an instrument, 
not having self-contained worth 
but having only exchange
value. or standing for some
thing else. or a ticket to some 
other place. 

10. In time and space. Tem
poral. Local. Seen in history. 
and in the physical world. 

I I . D-Values are means-val
ues. i.e.. usefulness. desirabil
ity-undesirability. suitability 
for a purpose. Evaluations. 
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.cOGNITION 

12. Absolute (because time
less and space less, because 
detached from the ground, be
cause taken �r se, because 
rest of world and history all for
Botten). This is compatible with 
the perception of process and 
shifting. alive organizations 
M'ithin the perception-but it is 
strictly M'ilhln the perception. 

13. Resolution of dichotomies. 
polarities, confticts. Inconsis
tencies seen to exist simultane
ously and to be sensible and 
necessary, i.e., to be seen as a 
higher unity or integration, or 
under a superordihate whole. 

14. Concretely (ond abstract
ly) perceived. All aspects at 
once. Therefore ineffable (to 
ordinary language); describable. 
if at al1. by poetry. art. etc .• but 
even this will make sense only 
to one who has already had 
same experience. Essential1y 
aesthetic experience (in Nor
throp's sense). Nonchoosing 
preferring or selecting. Seen in 
its suchness (different from the 
concrete perception of young 
children. of primitive adults. or 
of brain-injured people because 
it coexists with abstract ability). 

D-COONITION 

comparisons. condemnations. 
approvals, or disapprovals. 
judgments upon. 

12. Relative to history. to cul
ture. to characterology, to local 
values. to the interests and 
needs of man. It is felt to be 
passing. Depends on man for 
its reality; if man were to dis
appear, II would disappear. 
Shifting from one syndrome to 
another as a whole. i.e.. it is 
now a bit in this syndrome, now 
a bit in thol syndrome. 

13.  Aristotelean logic. i.e., 
separate things seen as dissect
ed and cut off and quite differ
ent from each other. mutually 
exclusive. often with antago
nistic interests. 

14. Only abstract, categorized, 
diagrammatic. rubricized. sche
matized. Classifying. "Reduc
tion to the abstract." 
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&-COGNITION 

IS. The idiographic object; the ' 
concrete, unique instance. 
Classification impossible (ex
cept for abstracted aspects) be
cause sole member of its class. 

16. Increase of dynamic iso
morphism between inner and 
outer worlds. As the essential 
Being of the world is perceived 
by the person, so also does he 
concurrently come closer to his 
own Being; and vice versa. 

1 7: Object often perceived as 
sacred, holy, " very special." It 
"demands" or "calls for" awe, 
reverence, piety, wonder. 

18. World and selr often (not 
always) seen as amusing, play
ful. comic. funny, absurd. 
laughable; but ' also as poig
nant. Laughter (which is close 
to tears). Philosophical humor. 
humor .. � World. person. child. 
etc.. seen as cute. absurd. 
charming. lovable. May pro
duce mixed laughing-crying. Fu
sion of comic-tragic dichotomy. 

19. NoninterchangeabJe. Not 
replaceable. No one else will 
do. 

D-COONITION 

IS .  Nomot-hetic, general. sta
tistical lawfulness. 

16. Decreased isomorphism. 

1 1. Object "normal," every
day. ordinary. familiar, nothing 
special. "familiarized away." 

18 .  Lesser forms of humor, if 
seen at all. Serious things quite 
different from amusing things. 
Hostile humor, humorlessness. 
Solemnity. 

19. Interchangeable. Replace
able. 

Innocent Cognition (as an Aspect of B-Cognition) 

In innocence; i.e .• to the innocent. everything moves toward 
becoming equally probable; everything is equally important; 
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everything is equally interesting. The best way to try to ·under
stand this is to see it through the eyes of the child. For instance, 
to the child the word importance doesn't mean anything at 
first. That which catches the eye. anything that glitters or hap
pens to strike the eye by accident is as important as anything 
elsc. There seems to be only rudimentary structuring and differ
entiation of the environment (what comes forward as figure 
and what recedes into the background as ground). 

If one expects nothing. if one has no anticipations or apprehen
sions, if in a certain sense there is no future, because the child is 
moving totally "here-now," there can be no surprise, no disap
pointment. One thing is as likely as another to happen. This is 
"perfect waiting." and spectatorship without any demands that 
one thing happen rather than another. There is no prognosis. And 
no prediction means no worry. no anxiety. no apprehension or 
foreboding. Any child's reaction to pain. for instance. is total, 
without inhibition. without control of any kind. The whole or
ganism goes into a yell of pain and rage. Partly this can be under
stood as a concrete reaction to the concrete here-now moment. 
This is possible because there is no expectation of the future. 
hence no preparation for the future. no rehearsal or anticipation. 
Neither is there any eagerness when the future is unknown ( ... 
can't wait"). There is certainly no impatience. 

In the child there is a total unquestioning acceptance of what
ever happens. Since there is also very little memory. very little 
leaning on the past. there is little tendency in the child to bring 
the past into the prescnt or into the future. The consequence is 
that the child is totally here-now. or totally innocent one could 
say. or totally without past and future. These are all ways of de
fining further concrete perception. B-cognition (of the child), 
and also the occasional B-cognition of the sophisticated adult 
who has managed to achieve the "second naivet�." 

This is all related to my conception of the creative personality 
as one who is totally here-now. one who lives without the future 
or past. Another way of saying this is: "The creative person is an 
innocent." An innocent could be defined as a srown person who 
can still perceive:. or think. or react like a child. It is this innocence 
that is recovered in the "second naivet�." or perhaps I will call 
it the "second innocence" of the wise old man who has managed 
to recover the ability to be childlike. 

Innocence may also be seen as the direct perception of the B
Values. as in the H. C. Anderson fable of the child who was able 
to see the King had no clothes on. when all the adults had been 
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fooled into thinking the King was clothed (just as in Asch's ex
periment [7]). 

Innocence on the behavioral side is unself-conscious spon- ' 
taneity when absorbed or fascinated: i.e., lack of self-awareness, 
which means loss of self or transcendence of it. Then behavior is 
totally organized by fascination with the interesting world outside 
the self, which then means "not trying to have an effect on the on
looker," without guile or design. without even being aware that 
one is an object of scrutiny. The behavior is purely experience 
and not a means to some interpersonal end. 





PART VII 

Transcendence and 
the Psychology 

of Being 





2 1  
Various Meanings of Transcendence 

I .  Transcendence in the sense of loss of self-consciousness, of 
self-awareness, and of self-observing of the adolescent deper
sonalization type. It is the same kind of self-forgetfulness which 
comes from getting absorbed, fascinated, concentrated. In this 
sense, meditation or concentration on something outside one's 
own psyche can produce self-forgetfulness and therefore loss of 
aelf-consciousneu, and in this particular sense of transcendence 
of the elo or of ' the conscious self. 

2. Transcendence in the metaphyschological sense 9f trans
cenclinl one's own skin and body and bloodstream, as in identifi
cation with the B-Values so that they become intrinsic to the Self 
itself. 

3. Transcendence. of time. For example, my experience of be
ina bored in an academic procession and feeling slightly ridicu-
10Ui in cap and lawn, and suddenly slipping over into being a 
aymbol und\:r the aspect of eternity rather than just a bored and 
irritated individual in the moment and in the specific place. My 
vision or imqining was that the academic procession stretched 
way, way out into the future. far, far away. further than I could 
see. and it had Soc .. tn at its head, and the implication was, I 
IUPPOse, that many of the people far ahead had been there and in 
previous generations. and that I was a successor and a follower 
of III the lreat academics and professors and intellectuals. Then 
the vision WIS also of the procession stretching out behind me 

2$9 
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into a dim. hazy infinity where there were people not yet born 
who would join the academic procession, the procession of schol
ars. of intellectuals, of scientists and philosophers. And I thrilled 
at being in such a procession and felt the great dignity of it, of my 
robes, and even of myself as a person who belonged in this pro
cession. That is. I became a symbol; I stood for something out
side my own skin. I was not exactly an individual. I was also a 
"role" of the eternal teacher. I was the Platonic essence of the 
teacher. 

This kind of transcendence of time is also true in another sense, 
namely that I can feel friendly, in a very personal and affectionate 
way, with Spiiloza, Abraham Lincoln, Jefferson, William James, 
Whitehead. etc., as if they still lived. Which is to say that in spe
cific ways they do still live. 

In still another sense, one can transcend time, namely in the 
sense of working hard for not yet born great-grandchildren or 
other successors. But this is in the sense in which Allen Wheelis 
( 1 57) in his novel, The Seeker, had his hero on the point of death 
thinking that the best thing he could do would be to plant trees 
for future generations. 

4. Transcendence of culture. In a 'very specific senile, the sell
actualizing man, or the transcendent self-actualizing man, is the 
universal man. He is a member of the human species. He is root
ed in a particular culture but he rises above that culture and can 
be said to be indepc;ndent of it in various ways and to look down 
upon it from a height, perhaps like a tree which has its roots ir. 
the soil but whose branches are spread out very high above and 
are unable to look down upon the soil in which the roots are 
rooted. I have written about the resistance to enculturation of 
the self-actualizing person. One can examine one's own culture 
in which one is rooted in a detached and objective way of a 
e,ertain kind. This parallels the process in psychotherapy of 
simultaneously experiencing and of self-observing one's own 
experience in a kind of critical or editorial or detached and re
moved way so that one can criticize it, approve or disapprove of 
it and assume control, and, therefore, the possibility of changing 
it exists. One's attitude toward one's culture, the parts of it which 
one has cOQsciously accepted, is quite different from the unthink
ing and blind, unaware unconscious total identification with one's 
culture in a nondiscriminating way. 

5. Transcendence of one's past. Two attitudes toward one's 
past are possible. One attitude may be said to be a transcendent 
attitude. One can have a B-cognition of one's own past. That is. 
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one's own past can be embraced and accepted into one's present 
self. This means full acceptance. It means forgiving one's self be
cause of understanding one's self. It means the transcendence of 
remorse. regret. guilt. shame. embarrassment. and the like. 

This is different from viewing the past as something before 
which one was helpless, something that happened to one, situa
tions in which one was only passive and completely determined 
by outside determinants. In a certain sense this is like taking re
sponsibility for one's past. It means "having become an agent as 
well as now being an agent." 

6. Transcendence of ego. self. selfishness. ego-centering, etc .• 
when we respond to the demand-character of external tasks, 
causes. duties. responsibilities to others an.d to the world of re
ality. When one is doing one's duty. this also can be seen to be 
under the aspect of eternity and can represent a transcendence 
of the ego. of the lower needs of the self. Actually, of course, it is 
ultimately a form of metamotivation. and identification with 
what "calls for" doing. This is a sensitivity to extrapsychic re
quiredness. This in tum means a kind of Taoistic attitude. The 
phrase "being in harmony with nature" implies this ability to 
yield. to be receptive to. or respond to. to live with extrapsychic 
reality as if one belonged with it. or were in harmony with it. 

7. Transcendence as mystical experience. Mystic fusion, either 
with another person or with the whole cosmos or with anything 
in between. I mean here the mystical experience as classically 
described by the religious mystics in the various religious litera
tures. 

8. Transcendence of death. pain. sickness. evil. etc., when one 
is at a level h igh enough to be reconciled with the necessity of 
death. pain. etc. From a godlike. or Olympian point of view, all 
these are necessary. and can · be understood as necessary. If  this 
attitude is achieved. -as for instance it can be in the B-cognition, 
then bitterness. rebelliousness, anger. resentme�t may all dis
appear or at least be much lessened. 

9. (Overlaps with above.) Transcendence is to accept the nat-
. ural �orld. is to let il be iUf'1j in the Taoistic fashion. is the 
transcendence of the lower needs of the self-that is, of one's sel
fish within-the-skin demands, of on�'s egocentric judgments 
upon extrapsychic things as being dangerous or not dangerous. 
edible or not edible. useful or not useful. etc. This is the ultimate 
meaning of the phrase "to perceive the world objectively." Thii 
is one necessary aspect of B-cognition. B-cognition implies a 
transcendence of one's ego. lower needs. selfishness. etc. 
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10. Transcendence of the We-They polarity. Tranacendence of 
the Zero-Sum game as between persons. This means to ascend 
up to the level of synergy (interpersonal synergy, synel'8Y of s0-
cial institutions or of cultures). . 

I I .  Transcendence of the basic needs (either by lratifyins 
them so that they disappear normally from consciousness, or by 
being able to give up the gratifications and to conquer the needs). 
This is another way of saying "to become primarily metamotivlt
ed. M It implies identification with the B-Values. 

1 2. Identification-love is a kind of transcendence, e .•.• for 
one's child, or for one's beloved friend. This means '"unselftlh." 
This means transcendence of the selfilh Self. It implies allo I 
wider circle of identifications, i.e., with more and more and more 
people approaching the limit of identification with all human 
beings. This can also be phrased as the more and more inclusive 
Self. The limit here is identification with the human species. 
This can also be expressed intrapsychically, phenomenological
ly, as experiencing one's self to be one of the band of brothers, 
to belong to the human species. 

1 3. All examples of Angyal-type homonomy, either high or 
low (5). 

14. Getting off the merry-go-round. Walking through the 
abattoir without getting bloody. To be clean even in the midst of 
filth. To transcend advertising means to be above it, to be un
affected by it, to be untouched. In this sense one can transcend 
all kinds of bondage, slavery, etc.,  in the same way that Frankl, 
Bettelheim, el al. could transcend even the concentration camp 
situation. Use the example of The New York nmes front-plge 
picture in 1933 of an old Jewish man with a beard beina paraded 
before the jeerinl crowd in Berlin in a garbage truck. It was my 
impression that he had compassion for the crowd and that he 
looked upon them with pity and perhaps forgiveness, thinkinl of 
them as unfortunate and sick and subhuman. Beina independent 
of other people's evil or ignorance or stupidity or immaturity even 
when .this is directed toward oneself is possible, thoUJh very 
difficult. And yet one CYln, in such a situation, gaze upon the 
whole situation-includina oneself in the midst of the situation
as if one were lookina upon it objectively, detachedly from a 
great and impersonal or suprapenonal heiaht. 

IS. Transcending the opinions of others, i.e .• of reflected ap
praisals. This means a self-determining Self. It means to be able 
to be unpopular when this is the right thing to be, to become an 
autonomous. self-deciding Self; to write one's own lines. to be 
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one's own · man. to be not manipulatable or seduceable. These 
are the resisters (rather than the conformers) in the Asch-type 
experiment. Resistance to being rubricized, to be. able to be 
role-free. i.e .• to transcend one's role and to be a person rather 
than being the role. This includes resisting suggestion, propagan
da. social pressures, being outvoted. etc. 

16. Transcending the Freudian superego and coming up to the 
level of intrinsic conscience, and intrinsic guilt, deserved and 
suitable remorse. regret. shame. 

1 7. Transcendence of one's own weakness and dependency, 
to transcend being a child. to become one's own mother and 
father to one's self, to become parental and not only filiid, to be 
able to be strong and responsible in addition to being dependent. 
to transcend one's own weakness, and to rise to being strong. 
Since we always have both of these within us simultaneously, this 
is really a matter of degree in large part. But after all, it can be 
said meaningfully. of some individuals, that they are primarily 
weak, and that they primarily relate to all other human beings as 
the weak relate to the strong. and that all mechanisms of adap
tation, coping mechanisms, defense mechanisms. are the defenses 
of weakness against strength.  It's the same for dependency and 
independence. It's the same for irresponsibility and responsibility. 
It's the same for being the captain of the ship, or the driver of 
the car on the one hand, and of being merely the passenger on 
the other hand. 

1 8. Transcending the present situation in the sense of Kurt 
Goldstein (39), "to relate to existence also in terms of the possi
ble as well as the actual." This is, to rise above being stimulus
bound and here-now situation-bound, and actlJality-bound. 
Goldstein's reduction to the concrete can be transcended. Per
haps the best phrase here is to rise to the realm of the possible 
as well as of the actual. 

19. Transcendence of dichotomies (polarities. black and white 
oppositions, either-or. etc.). To rise from dichotomies to superordi
nate wholes. To transcend atomism in favor of hierarchical
integration. To bind separates together into an integration. The 
ultimate limit here is the holistic perceiving of the cosmos as a 
unity. This is the ultimate transcendence. but any step along the 
way to this ultimate limit is itself a transcendence. Any dichotomy 
may be: used as an example; for instance. selfish versus unselfish, 
or masculine versus feminine. or parent versus child. teacher 
versus student. etc. All these can be transcended so that the 
mutual exclusiveness and oppositeness and Zero-Sum game 
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quality is transcended. in the sense of rising above to a higher 
viewpoint where one can see that these mutually exclusive 
differences in opposites can be coordinated into a unity which 
would be more realistic, more true, more in accord with actual 
reality. 

' 

20. Transcendence' of the D-realm in the B-realm. (Of course 
this overlaps with every other kind of transcendence. As a mat
ter of fact. they each overlap with each other.) 

2 1 .  Transcendence of one's own will (in favor of the spirit of 
"not my will be done but Thine"). To yield to one's destiny or 
fate and to fuse with it, to love it in the Spinoza sense or in the 
Taoistic sense. To embrace, lovingly. one's own destiny. This is 
a rising above one's own personal will, being in charge, takins 
control, needing control, etc. 

' 22. The word transcend also means "surpass" in the sense 
simply of being able to do more than one thought one could do, 
or more than one had done in the past, e.g., simply to be able to 
run faster than one used to, or to be a better dancer or pianist, or 
a better carpenter, or whatever. 

23. Transcendence also means to become divine or godlike, to 
go beyond the merely human. But one must be careful here not 
to make anything extrahuman or supernatural out of this kind 
of statemerit. I am thinking of using the word "metahuman" or 
"a.;human" in order to stress that this becoming very high or 
divine or godlike is part of human nature even though it is not 
often seen in fact. It is still a potentiality of human nature. 

To rise above dichotomized nationalism, patriotism, or enthno
centrism, in the sense of "them" against "us," or of we-they, o. 
Ardrey's (6) enmity-amity complex. For example, Piaget's little 
Genevan boy who couldn't imagine being both Genevan and 
Swiss. He could think of being only either Genevan or Swiss. It 
takes more development in order to able to be more inclusive 
and superordinate, more integrative. My identification with na
tionalism, patriotism, or with my culture does not necessarily 
mitigate against my identification and more inclusive and hisher 
patriotism with the human species or with the United Nations. 
As a matter of fact, such a superordinate patriotism is. of 
course, not only more inclusive, but therefore more healthy, 
more fully-human, than the strict localism which is regarded as 
antagonistic or as excluding others. TI'tat is, I can be a good 
American, and of course must be an American (that's the culture 
I grew up in, which I can never shake off and I don't want to shake 
off in favor of being a world citizen). Stress that the world citian 
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who has no roots, who doesn't belong any place, who is utterly 
and merely cosmopolitan, is not as good a world citizen as one 
who grew up in the family, in a place. in a home with a particular 
lanluage, in a particular culture, and therefore has a sense of 
belonginlness on which to build toward higher need and meta
need levels. To be a full member of the human species does not 
mean repudiatinl the lower levels; it means rather includinl them 
in the hierarchical integration. e.I., cultural pluralism, enjoyinl 
the differences, enjoying different kinds of restaurants with differ
ent kinds of food, enjoying travel .to ·other countries, enjoyinl the 
ethnololical study of other cultures, etc. 

24. Transcendence can mean to live in the realm of Beinl, 
speakinl the language of Beinl, B-cognizing, plateau-livinl. I t  
can mean the serene B-cognition as  well as  the climactic 
peak-cxperience kind of B-cognition. After the insilht or the 
lreat conversion, or the great mystic experience, or the great 
illumination, or the great full awakening, one can calm down u 
the novelty disappears, and as one getos used to 100d thinp or 
even lreat things, live casually in heaven and be on easy terms 
with the eternal and the infinite. To have got over beinl sur
prised and startled and live calmly and serenely amonl the 
Platonic essences, or among the B-Values. The phrase to use 
here for contrast with the climactic or emotionally poignant great 
insight and B-cognition would be plateau-cognition. Peak exper
iences must be transient, and in fact are transient so far as I can 
make out. And yet an illumination or an insight remains with the 
person. He can't really become naive or innocent. alain or ignor
ant apin in the same way that he was. He cannot "un-scc." 
He can't become blind again. And yet there must be a lanluage 
to describe getting used to the conversion or the illumination or to 
living in the Garden of Eden. Such an awakened penon nor
mally proceeds in a unitive way or in a B-cognizing way as an 
everyday kind of thinl-certainly, whenever he wishes to. This se
rene B-cognition or plateau-cognition can come under one's own 
control. One can turn it off or on as one pleases. 

The Uransient) attainment of full-humanness or of finality 
or being an end is an example of transcendence. 

25. The attainment of Taoistic (B-Ievel) objectivity in the tran
scendence of noninvolved, neutral, nO""rinl, spectator-type ob
jectivity ()Vhich itself transcends the purely egocentric and imma
ture lack of objectivity). 

26. Transcending-�he split between facts and values. Fusion 
of facts and values in which they become one (see Chapter 8). 
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27. A transcendence of negatives (which include evil, pain, 
death, etc., but also include more than that) is seen in the report 
from the peak experiences in which the world is accepted as good 
and one is reconciled to the evils that one perceives. But this it 
also. a transcendence of inhibitions, of blocks, of denials, of re
fusals. 

28. Transcendence of space. This can be in the very simplest 
sense of getting so absorbed in something that one forgets where 
one is. But it can also rise to the very highest sense in which one 
is identified with the whole human species and therefore in which 
one's brothers on the other side of the earth are part of oneself, 
so that in a certain sense one is on the other side of the earth as 
well as being here in space. The same is true for the introjection 
of the B-Values since they are everywhere, and since they are 
defining characteristics of the self, and one's self is everywhere 
too. 

29. Overlapping with several of the above is the transcendence 
of effort and ofstriving, of wishing and hoping, of any vectorial 
or intentional characteristics. In  the simplest sense this is, of 
course, the sheer enjoyment of the state of gratification, of 
hope fulfilled and attained, of being there rather than of strivinl 
to get there, of having arrived rather than of traveling toward. 
This is also in the sense of "being fortuitous" or Mrs. Garrett's use 
of the phrase, "high carelessness," It is the Taoistic feeling of 
letting things happen rather than making them happen, and of 
being perfectly happy and accepting of this state of nonstriving. 
nonwishing, non interfering, noncontrolling, nonwilling. This is the 
transcendence of ambition, of efficiencies. This is the state of 
having rather than of not having. Then of course one lacks nothing. 
This means it is possible to go over to the state of happiness, 
of contentment, of being satisfied with what is. Pure apprecia
tion. Pure gratitude. The state and the feeling of good fortune, 
100d luck, the feeling of grace, of gratuitous grace. 

Being in an end-state means the transcendence of means in 
various senses. But this has to be very carefully spelled out. 

lO. Specially noteworthy for research purposes as well as ther
apy purposes is to pick out of the special kinds of transcendence, 
the transcendence of fear into the state of not-fearing or of cour
age (these are not quite the same thing). 

l l .  Also useful would be Bucke's ( 1 8) use of cosmic conscious
ness. This is a special phenomenological state in which the person 
somehow perceives the whole cosmos or at least the unity and intr
gration of it and 0f everything in it. including his Self. He then 



feels as if he belongs by right in the cosmos. He becomes one of 
the family rather than an orphan. He comes inside rather than 
being outside looking in. He feels simultaneously small because 
of the vastness of the universe. but also an important being be
caUIe he is there in it by absolute right. He is part of the universe 
rather than a Itranger to it or an intruder in it. The sense of be
longingneal can be very strongly reported here. al contrastinl 
with the sense of ostracism. isolation. aloneness. of rejection. of 
not blvina any roots. of belon,iD, no place in particular. After 
IUch a perception, apparently one can feel permanently this � 
of belongin" of bavina a place. of beiDS there by right. etc. (I  
have used thil cosmic consciousness type of ikognition in the 
peak experience to contrast with another type. namely. that which 
comes from narrowina down consciousness and zeroing in in an 
intenae and totai absorption and fascination with one person or 
one thing or one happening which somehow then stands for the 
whole world, the whole cosmos. I have called this the narrowina
down kind of peak experience and 8-c:ognition.) 

32. Perhaps a special and separate statement ousht to be made 
of transcendence in the particular meaniq of introjection of and 
identification with B-Values. with the state of being primarily 
motivated by them thereafter. 

33; One can even transcend individual differences in a very 
lpeciftc senae. The hishest attitude toward individual differences 
is to be aware of them, to accept them. but also to enjoy them and 
finally to be profoundly srateful for them a. a beautiful instance 
of the inaenuity of the cosmol-the recognition of their value. and 
wonder at individual differences. This il certainly a hisher atti
tude and I suppose therefore a kind of transcendence. But also. 
and quite different from this ultimate sratitude for individual 
differences. is the other attitude etf riaina above them in the I'IC
opitlon of the essential commonness and mutual belon,insness 
and identification with all kinds of people in ultimate humanneu 
or species-hood. in the sense that everyone il one's brother or sil
ter. then individual differences and even the differences between 
the sexes have been transcended in a very particular way. That 
is. at different times one can be very aware of the differences be
tween individuals; but at another time one can wave aside these 
Individual differences as relatively unimportant for the moment 
by contralt with the universal humanness and slmi/Qrili�s between 
human beinll. 

34. A particular kind of transcendence useful for certain theo
retical purposes is the transcendence of human limits, imperfec-
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tions. shortcomings. and finiteness. This comes either in the 
acute end experiences of perfection or in the plateau experiences 
of perfection. in which one can be an end. a god. a perfection. 
an essence. a Being (rather than a Becoming). sacred. divine . . 
This can be phrased as a transcendence of ordinary. everyday 
humanness or metahumanness or some such phrasing. This can 
be an actual phenomenological state; it can be a kind of cogniz
ing; it can also be a conceived limit of philosophy or idcal-for 
instance. the platonic essences or ideas. In such acute moments. 
or to some extent in plateau cognition. one becomes perfect. or 
can see oneself as perfect. e.g .• in that moment I can love all and 
accept all. forgive all. be reconciled even to the evil that hurts 
me. 1 can understand and enjoy the way things are. And I can, 
then even feci some subjective equivalent of what has been at
tributed to the gods only. i.e .• omniscience. omnipotence. ubiqui
ty (i.e,. in a certain sense one can become in such moments a god. 
a sage. a saint. a mystic). Perhaps the best word in order to 
stress that this part of human nature even though at its best. is 
the word meta humanness. 

3', Transcendence of one's own credo. or system of values. or 
systems of beliefs. This is wortb discussing separately because 
of the special situation in psychology in which the first ror�. the 
second force. and the third force have been seen as mutually ex
clusive by many. Of course this is erroneous. Humanistic psy
chology is more inclusive rather than exclusive. It is epi-Freudian 
and epipositivistic �cience, These two points of view are not so 
much wrong or incorrect as they are limited and partial. Their 
essence fits very nicely into a larger and inclusive structure. Of 
course integrating them into this larger and more inclusive struc
ture certainly changes them in some ways. corrects them. points to 
certain mistakes. but yet includes their most essential. though 
partial. characteristics. There can be the enmity-amity complex 
among intellectuals. in which loya.lty to Freud or to Clark Hull. or 
for that matter to Galileo or Einstein or Darwin. can be a kind of 
local excluding-others type of patriotism in which one forms a 
club or fraternity as much to keep other people out as to include 
some in. This is a special case of inclusiveness or hierarchical 
integration or holism. but it is useful to make a special point of 
it for psychologists. as well as for philosophers. scientists. and 
intellectual areas where there is a tendency to divide into so-called 
"schools of thought." This is to say that one can take either the 
dichotomous or the integrative attitude toward a school of 
thought. 
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A C'ondensed .uaftmenl. Transcendence refers to the very 
highest and most inclusive or holistic levels of human conscious
ness. behaving and relating. as ends rather than means. to one
self. to significant others. to human beings in general. 

-
to other 

species. to nature. and to the cosmos. ( Holism in the sense of 
hierarchical integration is assumed; so also is cognitive and value 
isomorphism. ) 
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Theory Z 

I have recently found it more and more useful to differentiate 
between two kinds (or better. dearees) of self-actualizina people. 
those who were clearly healthy. but with little or no experiences of 
transcendence. and those in whom transcendent experiencin. 
was important and even central. As examples of the former kind 
of health. I may cite Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt. and. probably. Tru
man and Eisenhower. As examples of the latter. I can use Aldous 
Huxley. and probably Schweitzer. Buber. and Einstein. 

It is unfonunate that I can no longer be theoretically neat at 
this level. I find not only self-actualizing persons who transcend, 
but also nonhealthy people, non:-self-actullizen who hive impor
tant transcendent experiences. It seems to me that I have found 
some degree of transcendence in many people other than self
actualizing ones as I have defined this term. Perhaps it will be 
found even more widely as we develop better techniques Ind 
better conceptualizations. After Ill. I am reportina here my im
pressions from the most preliminary of explorations. In any case, 
it is my tentative impression that I am more likely to find coanilina 
of transcendence not only in self-actualizina but also in hiahly cre
ative or talented people, in highly intelligent people, in very 
strong characters. in powerful and responsible leaders and mana
gers, in exceptionally good (vinuous) people and in "heroic" 

270 
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people who have overcome adversity and who have been strength
ened by it rather than weakened. 

To some u yet unknown extent the latter are what I have re
ferred to u "peIken" rather than "nonpeakers" (85), and Yea
ayers rather than Nay-sayers ( 1 59), life-positive rather than life
neptive (in Reich's sense), eaaer for life rather than nauseated 
or irritated by it. 

The former are more essentially practical, realistic, mundane, 
capable, and secular people, livina more in the here-and-now 
world; i.e., what I have called the D-realm for shon, the world 
of deficiency-.s and of deficiency-cognitions. In this Wel
IIlUchtlllUng. people or thinp 1.1';: taken essentially in a prac
tical. concrete, here-now, pragmatic way, as deficiency-need 
.uppliers or frustrators; i.e., as useful or useless, h�lpful or dan
proust personally important or unimportant. 

"Useful" in this context means both "useful for survival" and 
"useful for arowth toward self-actualization and freedom from 
basic deftciency-need .... More specifically, it means a way of life 
and a world view pnerated not only by the hierarchy of basic 
needs (for .heer physical survival, for safety and security, for be
lonainaness, friendship, and love, for respect, esteem, �nd dignity, 
for self�teem and feelin .. of wonh), but also by tbe need for 

, tbe actualization of one's personal, idiosyncratic potentialities 
(i.e., identity, Real Self, individuality, uniqueness, self-actualiza
tion). That is, it refers to the fulfillment Dot only of one's species
hood. but also of one's own idiosyncratic potentialities. Such 
people live in the world, comina to fulfillment in it. They master 
it. lead it, use it for aood purposes, as (healthy) politicians or 
practical people do. That is, these people tend to be "doers� 
rather than meditators or contemplators, effective and pragmatic 
rather than aesthetic. reality-tesdna and cognitive rather than 
emotional and experiencina. 

The other type (transcenders?) may be said to be much more 
often aware of the realm of Being (8-realm and B-cognition). to 
be living at tbe level of Being; i.e., of ends. of intrinsic values 
tiS); to be more obviously metamotivated; tei have unitive.. con
sciousness and "plateau experience" (Asrani) more or less often; 
and to have or to have had peak experiences (mystic, sacral, ec
ltatic) with illuminations or insights or cosnitions which changed 
their view of the world and of themselves, perhaps occasionally, 
perhaps as a usual thing. 

It may fairly be uid of the "merely-healthy" self-actualizers 
that, in an overall way, they fulfill the expectations of McGrea-
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or's Theory Y (83). But of the. individuals who have transcended 
self-actualization we must say that they have not only fulfilJed 
but also transcended or surpassed Theory Y. They live at a level 
which I shall here call Theory Z for convenience and because it is 
on the same continuum as Theories X and Y and with them forma 
a hierarchy. 

Obviously. we are dealing here with extraordinarily intricate 
matters. and as a matter of fact. with philosophies of life in gen
eral. Extended and discursive treatment would lead to volumesand 
sets of volumes. 

It occurred to me. however, that a condensed beginning could 
be achieved with the aid of Table I .  Using Keith Davis' (27) very 
convenient summary table as a base. I have extended it in the ways 
indicated by italicizing. It can hardly be said to be light reading. 
but I do think ihat anyone who is really curious or interested can 
catch something of what I am trying to communicate. More ex
tended treatment may be found in the various items listed in the 
bibliography. , 

One final caution: It should be noted that this hierarchical ar
rangement by levels leaves open the difficult and. as yet, unsolved 
problem of the degrees of overlap or correlation between the fol
lowing progressions or hierarchies: 

I .  The hierarchy of needs (which can be taken either as coming 
to crises in a chronological progression l la Erikson or with aae 
held constant). 
2. A progression of basic-need gratifications from Infancy 
through childhood, youth. adulthood. to old age, but at any 
time. 
3. Biological. phyletic evolution. 
4. From illness (diminution, stunting) to health and full 
humanness. 
S. From living under bad environmental conditions to livina 
under good conditions. 
6. From being constitutionally or generally a "poor specimen" 
(in' the biologist's sense) to being a "good specimen" in the zoo 
keeper�s sense. 

Of course all these complexities make the concept "psycho
logical health" even more moot than it usually is and strengthen 
the case for using instead the concept, of "full, humanness," which 
applies well to all these variations without difficulty. Conversely. 
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we can then use the one concept "stunting or diminution of 
humanness" instead of immature, unlucky. sick. born defective. 
underprivileged. "Diminution of humanness" covers them all. 

DlfJerences (in Degree) Between Transcenders 
and Merely Healthy People 

Nontranscending and transcending self-actualizers (or Theory-Y 
and Theory-Z people) share in common all the characteristics de
scribed for self-actualizins (95) with the one exception of presence 
or absence or. more probably. greater or lesser number and im
portance of peak experiences and Ikognitions and what Asrani 
.... called plateau experiences (serene and contemplative ikog
nitions rather than climactic ones). 

But it is my strong impression that the nontranscending self
actualizers do "ot have the following characteristics or have less 
of them than do the transcenders. 

I. For the transcenders. peak experiences and 'plateau ex
periences become the most important things in their lives. the 
high ·spots, the validators of life. the m9st precious aspect of life. 

2. They (the transcenders) speak easily. nonnally. naturally. 
and unconsciously the language of Being (B-Ianguage). the lan
guage of poets. of mystics .• of seers, of profoundly religious men. 
of men who live at the Platonic-idea level or at the Spinozistic 
level, under the aspect of eternity. Therefore, they should better 
understand parables, figures of speech. paradoxes, music, art, 
nonverbal communications, etc. (This is an easily testable 
proposition.) 

3. They perceiVe unitively or sacrally (Le . •  the sacred within the 
secular). or they see the sacredness in all things at the some 
lime that they also see . them at the practical. everyday D-Ievel. 
They can sacralize everything at will; i.e . •  perceive it under the 
aspect of eternity. This ability is in addition to-not mutually ex
clusive with-good reality testing within the D-realm. (This is 
well described by the Zen hotion of "nothing special.") 

4. They are· much more consciously and deliberately metamo
tivated. That is, the values of Being. or Being itself seen both as 
fact and value. e.g . •  perfection. truth. beauty. goodness. unity. di
chotomy-tMnscendence. B-amusement. etc. (85) are their main or 
most important motivations. 

5. ,They seem somehow to recognize each other. and to come to 
almost instant intimacy and mutual understanding even upon first 
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meeting. They can then communicate not only in aU the verbal 
ways but also in the nonverbal ways as well. 

6. They are mort responsive to beauty. This may turn out to 
be rather a tendency to beautify all thin .. , including all the 
B-Values, or to see the beautiful more easily than others do, or to 
have aesthetic responses more easily than other people do, 
consider. beauty most important, or to see as beautiful what is not 
officially or conventionally beautiful. (This is confusina, but it is 
the best I can do at this time.) 

7. They are mort holistic about the world . than are the 
-healthy" or practical self-actualizers (who are also holistic in this 
lime sense). Mankind is one and the cosmos is one, and such 
concepts as the "national interest" or '"the religion of my fathers" 
or "different grades of people or of IQ" either cease to exist or are 
easily transcended. If we accept as the ultimate political necessi
ties (as well as today the tR0st urgent ones), to think ofall men as 
brothers, to think of national sovereignties (the right to make 
war) as a form of stupidity or immaturity, then transcenders think 
this way more tasiiy, more reftexively, more naturally. Thinking 
in our "normal" stupid or immature way is for them an tffort, even 
though they can do it. 

8. Overlapping this statement of holistic perceiving is a 
strengthening of the self-actualizer's natural tendency to synergy
intrapsychic, interpersonal, intraculturally and internationally. 
This cannot be spelled out fully here because that would take too 
long. A brief -and perhaps not very meaningful-statement is that 
synergy transcends the dichotomy between selfishness and un
selfishness and includes them both under a . single superordinate 
concept. It is a transcendence of competitiveness, of zero-sum of 
win-lose gamesmansl1ip. The reader who is interested enough is 
referred to what has already been written on the subject (83). 

9. Of course there is more and easier transcendence of the ego, 
the Self, the identity. 

10. Not only are such people lovable as are all of the most self
actualizing people, but they are also more awe-inspiring, more 
-Unearthly," more godlike, more "saintly" in the medieval sense, 
more easily revered, more '"terrible" in the older sense. They have 
more often produced in me the thought, "This is a great man." 

I I . As one consequence of all these characteristics, the trans
cenders are Car more apt to be innovators, discovers of the new, 
than are the healthy self-actualizers, who are rather apt to do a 
very good job of what has to be done "in the world." Transcendent 
experiences and illuminations bring clearer vision of the B-Values, 
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of the ideal, of the Perfect, of what ought to be. what actually could 
be, what exists in pottntiQ-and therefore of what might be 
broulht to pass. 

12. I have a vague impression that the transcenders are less 
"happy" than the healthy ones. They can be more ecstatic. more 
rapturous. and experience greater heights of "happiness" (a too 
weak word) than the happy and healthy ones. But I sometimes set 
the impression that they are as prone and maybe more prone to a 
kind of cosmic-sadntss or B-sadness over the stupidity of 
people. their self-clefeat. their blindne.ss. their cruelty to each 
other. their shortsightedness. Perhaps this comes from the contrast 
between what actually is and the ideal world that the transcend
en can see so easily and so vividly. and which is in principle so 
easily attainable. Perhaps this is a price these people have to pay 
for their direct seeinl of the beauty of the world. of the saintly 
possibilities in human nature. of the non-necessity of so much of 
human evil. of the seeminlly obvious necessities for a good world; 
e.g .• a world lovemment. synergic social institutions. education 
for human goodness rather than for hilher IQs or sreater expert
ness at some atomistic job. etc. Any transcender could sit down 
and in five minutes write a recipe for peace, brotherhood. and hap
piness; a recipe absolutely within the bounds of practicality. abso
lutely attainable. And yet he sees all this not being done; or where 
it is being done. then so slowly that the holocausts may come first. 
No wonder he is sad or angry or impatient at the same time that he 
is also "optimistic" in the long run. 

13.  The deep conflicts over the "elitism" that is inherent 
in Qny doctrine of self-actualization-they are after all superior 
people whenever comparisons are made-is more easily solved
or at least managed-by the transcenders than by the merely 
healthy self-actualizers. This is made possible because they can 
more easily live in both the D- and B-rea'lms simultaneously. they 
can sacralize everybody so much more easily. This means that they 
can reconcile more easily the absolute necessity for some form ·of 
reality-testing, comparinl; elitism in the D-world (you must pick 
a 100d carpenter for the job. not a poor carpenter; you must make 
some distinction between the criminal and the policeman, the sick 
man and the physician. the honest man and the fake, the intelli
gent man and the stupid one) on the one hand, and on the other 
hand. the transfinite and equal. noncomparable sacredness of 
everybody. In a very empirical and necessary sense, earl Rogers 
talks about the "unconditional positive regard" that is Q priori 
necessary for effective psychotherapy. Our laws forbid "cruel and 
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unusual" punishment; i.e., no matter what crime a man has com
mitted, he must be treated with a dignity not reducible below a 
certain point. Seriously religious theists say that "each and every 
person is a child of God." 

This sacredness of every person and eVen of every living thing, 
even of nonliving things that are beautiful. etc .• is so easily and 
directly perceived in its reality by every transcender that he can 
hardly forget it for a moment. Fused with his highly superior 
reality-testing of t�e D-realm. he could be the godlike punisher, 
the comparer. noncontemptuous. never the exploiter of weak- ' 
ness, stupidity, or incapability even while he realistically recol
nized these gradable qualities in the D-world. The way of phrasing 
this paradox that I have found useful for myself is this: The fac
tually-superior transcending self-actualizer acts always to the fac
tually-inferior person as to a brother. a member of the family who 
must be loved and cared for no matter what he does because he is 
after all a member of the family. But he can still act as stem 
father or older brother, and not only as an all-forgiving mother or 
motherly father. This punishment is quite compatible with godlike 
transfinite love. From a transcendent point of view. it is easy to 
see that even for the good of the transgressor himself it may 'be 
better to punish him. frustrate him. to say "No." rather than to 
gratify him or please him now. 

14. My strong impression is that transcenders show more 
strongly a positive correlation-rather than the more usual in
verse one-between increasing knowledge and increasing mystery 
and awe. Certainly by most people scientific: knowledge is taken 
as a lesse�er of mystery and therefore of fear. since for most 
people mystery breeds fear. One then pursues knowledge as an 
anxiety-reducer (89). 

But for peak-experiencers and transeenders in particular. as 
well as for self-actualizers in general. mystery is attra('tlve and 
challenging rather than frightening. The self-actualizer is some
what apt to be bored by what is well known. however useful this 
knowledge may �. But this is especially so for the peaker for 
whom the sense of mystery of reverence and of awe is a reward 

, rather Ntan a punishment. 
In anv case. I have found in the most creative scientists I have 

talked with that the more they know. the more apt they are to go 
i"to an ecstasy in which humility. a sense of ignorance. a feeling 
of smallness. awe before the tremendousness of the universe. or 
the stunningness of a hummingbird. or the mystery of a baby are 
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all a part. and are all felt subjectively in a positive way. as a 
reward. 

Hence the humility and self-confessed "ignorance" and yet 
also the happiness of the great transcender-scientist. I think it a 
possibility that we QI/ have such experiences. especially as children. 
and �et it is the transcender who seems to have them more often. 
more profoundly. and values them most as high moments in life. 
This statement is meant to include both scientists and mystics 
as well as poets. artists. industrialists. politicians. mothers. and 
many other kinds of people. And in any case. I affinn as a theory 
of cognition and of science (for testing) that at the highest levels 
of development of humanness. knowledge is positively rather than 
negatively correlated with a sense of mystery. awe. humility. ulti
mate ignorance, reverence. and a sense of oblation. 

IS. Transcenden. I think. should be less afraid of "nuts" and 
"kooks" than are other self-aetualizers. and thus are more likely to 
be good selectors of creators (who sometimes look nutty or 
kooky). I would guess that self-actualizers would generally value 
creativeness more and therefore select it more efficiently (and 
therefore should make the best personnel managers or selectors or 
counselors) and yet to value a William Blake type takes. in prin
ciple. a sreater experience with transcendence and therefore a 
greater valuation of it; Something like this should be true at the 
opposite pole: A transcender should also be more able to 
screen out the nuts and kooks who are nOI creative. which I suppose 
includes most of them. 

I have no experience to report here. This follows from theory and 
is presented as an easily testable hypothesis. 

16. It tollows from theory thai transcenders should be morc: 
"reconciled with evil" in the sense of understanding its occasional 
inevitability and necessity in the larger holistic sense. i.e . •  "from 
above." in a godlike or Olympian sense. Since this implies a better 
understand ins of it. it should generate bOlh a greater compassion 
with it lind a less ambivalent and a more unyielding fight against it. 
This sounds like a paradox. but with a little thought can be seen 
as not at all self-contradictory. To understand more deeply means. 
at this level, to have a stronger arm (not a weaker one). to be more 
decisive. to have less conftict. ambivalence. regret. and thus to act 
more swiftly. surely and effectively. One can compQssionQlelystrike 
down the evil man if this is necessary. . 

1 7. I would expect another paradox to be found in transcenders: 
Namely. that they are more apt to regard themselves as CQrr;ers 
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of talent. instruments of the trans personal. temporary custodians 
so to speak of a greater intelligence or skill or leadership or 
efficiency. This means a certain particular kind of objectivity or 
detachment toward themselves that to nontranscenders might 
sound like arrogance. grandiosity. or even paranoia. The example 
• find most useful here is the attitude of the pregnant mother 
toward herself and her unborn child. What is self? What ia not? 
How demanding. self-admiring. arrogant does she have a ript 
to be? 

I think we would be just as startled by the judgment. ". am the 
best one for his job and therefore 1 demand it." as by the e,qually 
probable judgment. "You are the best one for thisjob and therefore 
it is your duty to take it away from me." Transcendence brinp with 
it the "transpersonal" loss of ego. 

1 8. Transcenders are in principle (I have no data) more apt to 
be profoundly "religious" or "spiritual"- in either the theistic or 
nontheistic sense. Peak experiences and other transcendent ex
periences are in effect also to be seen as "religious or spiritual" 
experiences if only we redefine these terms to exclude their his
torical. conventional. superstitious. institutional accretions of 
meaning. Such experiences could indeed be seen as "antireligious" 
from the merely conventional point of view or as religion-surro
gates. or religion-replacements or as a "new version of what wed 
to be called religion or spirituality." The paradox that some athe
ists are far more "religious" than some priests can be easily enoup 
tested and thus given operational meaning. 

19. Perhaps another quantitative difference that may show up 
between these two kinds of self-actualizers-l am not at all sure 
of it-is that the transcenders. I suspect. find it easier to tran
scend the ego. the self. the identity. to go beyond self-actualization. 
To sharpen what 1 think . see: Perhaps we .could say that the de
scription of the healthy ones is more exhausted by describjna 
them primarily as strong identities. people who know who they are. 
where they are going. what they want. what they are good for. in 
a word. as strong Selves. using themselves well and authentically 
and in accordance with their own true na'ture. And this of course 
does not sufficiently describe the transcenders. They are certainly 
this; but they are also more than this. 

20. I would suppose-again as an impressiori and without spe
cific data-that transcenders. because of their easier perception of 
the B-realm. would have more end experiences (of such ness) than 
their more practical brothers do. more of the fascinations that we 
see in children who get hypnotized by the colors in a puddle. or by 
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raindrops dripping down a windowpane. or by the smoothness of 
akin. or the movements of a caterpillar. 

2 1 .  In theory. transcenders should be somewhat more Taoistic., 
and the merely healthy somewhat more pragmatic. B-copition 
makes everything look more miraculous. more perfect. just as it 
should be. It therefore breeds less impulse to do anything to tbe 
object that is fine just as it is, less needing improvement. or in
truding upon. There should then be more Impulse simply to stare 
at it and examine it than to do anything about it or with it. 

22. A concept that adds nothing new but which ties all the fore
going in with the whole rich structure of Freudian Theory is the 
word "postambivalent" that I thi.nk tends to be more characteristic 
of all self-actualizers and mQy tum out to be a little more so in some 
transcenders. It means total wholehearted and unconfticted love. 
acceptance, expressiveness. rather than the more usual mixture of 
love and hate that passes for "love" or friendship or sexuality or 
authority or power, etc. 

23. Finally I call attention to the question of "levels of pay" and 
"kinds of pay" even though I am not sure that my two groups differ 
much, if at all, in this regard. What is crucially important is the 
fact itself that there are many kinds of pay other than money pay. 
that money as such steadily reced·es in importance with increaain, 
affluence and with increasing maturity of character. while higher 
forms of pay and metapay steadily increQse in importance. Further
more. even where money pay continues to stem to be important. it 
is often so not in its own literal, concrete character, but rather as 
a symbol for status, success, self-esteem with which to win love. 
admiration. and respect. 

This is an easily researched SUbject. I have been collecting ads 
for some time now which seek to attract professional, administra
tive, or exeeutive employees, ads for Peace Corps and VISTA-type 
work. and sometimes even for less skilled, blue collar employees 
in which the attractions that are set forth to lure the applicant are 
not only money but also higher-need gratifications and metaneed 
gratifications, e.g., friendly co-workers, good surroundings, a se
cure future, challenge, growth. idealistic satisfactions, responsfbil
ity, freedom, an imponant product, compassion for others. help in, 
mankind, helping the country, a chance to put one's own ideas 
into effect. a company of which one can be proud. a good school 
system. even good fishing, beautiful mountains to climb. etc. The 
Peace Corps goes so far as to srress as an attraction low money 
wages and great hardships, self-sacrifice, etc .• all for the sake of 
helping others. 
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I assume that greater psychological health would make these 
kinds of pay more valuable especially with sufficient money and 
with money held co!,\stant as a variable. Of course. a large propor
tion of self-actualizing people have probably fused work and play 
anyway: i.e:. they love their work. Of them. one could say. they 
get paid for what they would do as a hobby anyway. for doing work 
that is intrinsically satisfying. 

The only difference I can think of. that further investigation 
may turn up between my two groups. is that the transcenders may 
actively seek out jobs that make peak experiences and B-cognition 
more likely. 

One reason for mentioning this in this context is my conviction 
rhat it is a theoretical necessity in planning the Eupsychia, the 
good society. that leadership must be separated from privilege. ex
ploitation. possessions. luxury. status. power-over-the-people. etc. 
The only way that I can see to protect the more capable. the leaders 
and managers from ressentiment. from the impotent envy of the 
weak. of the underprivileged. of the less capable. ofthose who need 
to be helped. i.e .• from the Evil Eye. from overturn by the under
dog. is to pay them. not with more money. but with less. to pay 
them rather with "higher pay" .nd with "meta pay." It follows 
(rom the principles so far set forth here and elsewhere (83) that 
this would please both the self-actuaJizers and the less psycho
logically developed. and would abort the development of the 
mutually exclusive and antagc;mistic classes or castes that we have 
seen throughout human history. All we need to do to make prac
tical this post-Marxian. post-historical possibility is to learn not 
to pay too much for money. i.e.1 to value the higher rather than 
the lower. Also it would be necessary here to desymbolize 
money; i.e .• it must nOI symbolize success. respectworthiness. or 
loveworthiness. 

These changes should in principle be quite easily possible since 
they already accord with the preconscious or not-quite-con
scious value-life of self-actualizing people. Whether or not this 
Weltanschauung is or is not more characteristic of transcenders 
remains to be discovered . •  suspect so. mostly on the grounds that 
mystics and transcenders have throughout history seemed spon
taneously to prefer simplicity and to avoid luxury. privilege. honors, 
and possessions. My impression is that the "common people" have 
therefore mostly tended to love and revere them rather than to fear 
and hate them. So perhaps this could be a help in designing a world 
in which the most capable. the most awakened. the most idealistic 
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. would be chosen and loved as leaders. as teachers. as obviously 
benevolent and unselfish authority. 

24. I cannot resist expressing what is only a vague hunch; 
namely. 'the possibility that my transcenders see� to me some
what more apt to be Sheldonian ectomorphs while my less
often-transcending self-actualizers seem more often to be 
mesomorphic. (I mention this only because it is in principle 
easily testable. ) 

Epilogue 

Because it will be so difficult for so many to believe. I must 
state explicitly that I have found approximately as many tran
scenders among businessmen. industrialists. managers. educators. 
political people as I have among the professionally "religious," 
the poets. intellectuals. musicians. and others who are supposed to 
be transcenders and are officially labeled so. I must say that each 
of these "professions" has different folkways. different jargon, 
different personae, and different uniforms. Any minister will talk 
transcendence even if he hasn't got the slightest inkling of what 
it feels like. And most industrialists will carefully conceal their 
idealism, their metamotivations. and their transcendent experi
ences under a mask of "toughness." "realism," "selfishness," 
and all sorts of other words which would have to be marked offby 
quotes to indicate that they are only superficial and defen
sive. Their more real metamotivations are often not repressed 
but only suppressed, and I have sometimes found it quite easy 
to break through the protective surface by very direct confronta
tions and questions. 

I must be careful also not to give any false impressions about 
numbers of subjects (only three or four dOlen who have been more 
or less carefully talked with and observed. and perhaps another 
hundred or two talked with. read. and observed but not as carefully 
or in depth). or about -the reliability of my information (this is all 
exploration or investigation or reconnaissance rather than care
ful final research. a first approximation rather than the normally 
verified science which will come later). or the representativeness 
of my sample ( I  used whomever I could get. but mostly concen
trated on the hesl specimens of intellect. creativeness. character. 
strength. success. etc.). 

At the same time. I must insist that it is an empirical exploration 
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and reports what I have ptrr,;",d, rather than anythina l dreamed 
up. I have found that it helps to remove scientific uneasineu 
about my freewheeling explorations, affirmations, and hypotheses 
if I am willing to call them prescientific rather than scientific (a 
word which for so many means verification rather than discovery). 
In any.case. every affirmaMon in this paper is in principle testable, 
provable or disprovable. 



PART VIII  

Metamotivation 





23 
A Theory of Metamotivation: 

The Biological Rooting of the Value-Life 

Selj-aC'tualizing individuals (more maturNi. more lul(}' human). 
by deJinition, already suitab(l' gratified in their basic needs. 
a" now motivated in other hillher . ways. to be called "metamoti
Wlt;ons. "1 

By definition. self-actualizing people are gratified in all their 
basic needs · (of belongingness, aft'ection, respect. and self
esteem). This is to say that they have a feeling of belongingnesa 
and rootedness, they are satisfied in their love needs, have friends 
and feel loved . and loveworthy. they have status and place in 
life and respect from other people. and they have a reasonable 
reeling of worth and self-respect If we phrase this negatively
in terms of the frustration of these buic needs and in terms of 
pathology-then this is to say that self-actualizing people do not 
(for any lenlth of time) feel anxiety-ridden. insecure. unsafe. do 
not feel alone. ostracized, rootless. or isolated. do not feel unlov
able. rejected. or unwanted. do not feel despised and looked down 
upon. and do not feel deeply unworthy, nor do they have cripplin, 
feelings of inferiority or worthlessness (95. ChaD. 1 2). 

Of course this can be phrased in other ways and this I have done. 
For instance. since the basic needs had been assumed to be the 
only motivations for human beings. it was possible. and in cer-

I The lwenly-eight italicized theses listed here are presented a. testable 
proposition •. 

189 
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tain contexts also useful. to say of self-actualizing people that 
they were "unmotivated" (95. Chap. I 5). This was to align these 
people with the Eastern philosophical view of health as the tran
scendence of striving or desiring or wanting. (And something ofthe 
sort was also true of the Roman Stoic view.) 

It was also possible to describe self-actualizing people as express
ing rather than coping. and to stress that they were spontaneous. 
and natural. that they were more easily themselves than other 
people. This phrasing had the additional usefulness of being 
compatible with the view of neurosis as an understandable coping 
mechanism and as a reasonable (though stupid and fearful) 
effort to satisfy the needs of a deeper-lying. more intrinsic. more 
biological self. 

Each of these phrasings has its own operational usefulness in 
particular research contexts. But it is also Jrue that for certain 
purposes it is best to ask the questions. "What motivates the self
actualizing person? What are the psychodynamics in selr-actual
ization? What makes him move and act . and struggle? What 
drives (or pulls) such a person on? What attracts him? For what 
does he hope? What makes him angry. or dedicated. or self-sacri
ficing? What does he feel loyal to? Devoted to? What does he 
value. aspire to, and yearn for? What would he die (or live) 
forr 

Clearly we must make an immediate distinction between the 
ordinary motives of people below the level of self-actuali�tion
that is, people motivated by the basic needs--and the motivations 
of people who are sufficiently gratified ill all their basic needs 
and therefore are no longer motivated by them primarily, but rather 
by "higher" motivations. It is therefore convenient to call these 
higher motives and needs of self:.actualizing persons by the name 
"meta needs" and also to differentiate the category of motivation 
from the category of "metamotivation." 

(It is now more clear to me that gratification of the basic needs 
is not a sufficient condition for inetamotivation. although it may 
be a necessary precondition. I have individual subjects in whom 
apparent basic-need-gratification is compatible with "existential 
neurosis," meaninglessness. valuelessness; or the like. Metamoti
vation now seems nOI to ensue automatically after basic-need
gratification. One must speak also of the additional variable 
of "defenses against metamotivation." This implies that, for the 
strategy of communication and of theory building, it may tum out 
to be useful to add to the definition of the self-actualizing person, 
not only [a] that he be sufficiently free of illness, [b) that he be 
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lufficiently ,ratified in his buic needs, and [c] that he be posi
tively usin, his capacities, but allO Cd] that he be motivated by 
lome values which he Itrives for or 1J'0pes for and to which he 
il loyal.) 

II 

All such plOp/, art d,vot,d to som, tQsk, call, vocation, IH-
10Vld work ("outsla th,,,",IVls"). 

In examinina self-actualizinl people directly. I find that in all 
cases, at least in our culture, they are dedicated people. devoted to 
some task "outside themlelves," somevOCItion. or duty. or beloved 
job. Generally the devotion and dedication is so marked that 
one can fairly use the old words vocation, callinl, or mission to 
describe their passionate, selfless, and profound feelina for their 
"work." We could even use the words destiny or fate. I have lOme
times aone so far al to speak of oblation in the reliaioUl sense. in 
the sense of offerina oneself or dedicatinl oneself upon some altar 
for lOme particular task. some cause outside oneself and biaer 
than oneself. somethinl not merely selfish. something impenonal. 

I think it is poslible to go pretty far with the notion of destiny 
or fate. Thil is a way of putting into inadequate words the feeling 
that one gets when one listens to self-actualizing people (and some 
otheR) talkinl about their work or task (83). One gets the feelinl 
of a beloved job, and. furthermore, of somethina for which the 
penon is a '"natural." something that he is, suited for. some
thina that is rilht for him. even something that he was born for. It 
is easy to sense something like a pre-established harmony or. per
haps one eQuid say. a lood match like the perfect love affair or 
friendship, in which it seems that people belong to each other and 
were meant for each other. In the best instances. the person and 
his job fit together and belong tOlether perfectly like a key and 
a lock. or perhaps resonate toaether like a sunl note which 
sets into sympathetic resonance a particular strina in the piano 
keyboard. 

It should be said that the above seems to hold true for my female 
subjects even thoulh in a different sense. I have at least one woman 
subject who devoted herself entirely to the task of beinl the 
mother, the wife. the housewife. and the clan matriarch. Her vo
cation. one could very reasonably call it, was to bring up her chil
dren. to make her husband happy. and to hold together a larle 
number of relatives in a network of penonal relations. This she 
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did very well and, as nearly as 1 could make out, this she enjoyed. 
She loved her lot completely and totally, never yearning for any
thing else so far as 1 could tell, and using all her capacities well 
in the process. Other women subjects have had various combi
nations of home life and professional work outside -the home 
which could produce this same sense of dedication to some
thing perceived simultaneously, both as beloved and also as im
portant and worthwhile doing. In some women, 1 have also been 
tempted to think of "having a baby" as fullest self-actualization 
all by itself, at least for a time. H owever, 1 should say that I feel 
less confident in speaking of self-actualization in women. 

I I I  

In Ih, id,a/ inslanC"e. inner rl'quiredness ('Oincides wilh u
lerna/ requiredness. "I want to" with "I must. " 

. 1  often get the feeling in this kind of situation that ' can tease 
apart two kinds of determinants of this transaction (or alloying, 
fusion, or chemical reaction) which has created a unity out of a 
duality. and that these two sets of determinants can and some
times do vary independently. One can be spoken of as the responses 
within the person, e.g., "I love babies (or painting, or research, or 
political power) more than anything in the world. lam fascinated 
with it . . . .  1 am inexorably drawn to . . . 1 need to . . .  " This we 
may call "inner requiredness" and it is felt as a kind of self-indul
gence rather than as a duty. It is different from and separable from 
"external required ness," which is rather felt as a response to what 
the environment, the situation. the problem, the external world 
calls for or requires of the person. as a fire "calls for" putting out. 
or as a helpless baby demands that one take care of it. or as some 
obvious injustice calls for righting. Here one feels more the ele
ment of duty. or obligation. or responsibility, of being compelled 
helplessly to respond no matter what one was planning to do. or 
wished to do. It is more '" must, , have to, , am compelled" than 
.. , want to." 

In the ideal instance. which fortunately also happens in fact in 
many of my instances. "I want to" coincides with "I must." There 
is a good matching-of inner with outer requiredness. And the ob
server is then overawed by the degree of compellingness. of inex
orability. of preordained destiny: necessity. and harmony that he 
perceives. Furthermore. the observer <as well as the person in
volved) feels not only that '"it has to be" but also that "it ought to 
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be. it is right. it is suitable. appropriate. fitting. and proper." I 
have often felt a Gestaltlike quality about this kind of belonging 
together. the formation of a "one" out of "two." . 

I hesitate to call this simply "purposefulness" because that 
may imply that it happens only out of will .  purpose. decision. or 
calculation. and doesn't give enough weight to the subjective feel
ing of being swept along. of willing and eager surrender. or 
yielding to fate and happily embracing it at the same time. Ideal
ly. one also discovers one's fate; it is not only made or constructed 
or decided upon. It is recognized as if one had been unwittingly 
waiting for it. Perhaps the better phr.ase would be "Spinozistic" 
or "Taoistic" choice or decision or purpose-or even will. 

The best way to communicate these feelings to someone who 
doesn't intuitively. directly understand them i.s to use as a model 
"falling in love." This is clearly different from doing one's duty, or 
doing what is sensible or logical. And clearly also "will." if men
tioned at all. is used in a very special sense. And when two people 
love each other fully. then each one knows what it feels like to be 
magnet and what it feels like to be iron filings. and what it feels 
like to be both simultaneously. 

IV 

This ideal situation generates feelings of goodfortune and also 
oj ambivalrnce and unworthiness. 

This model also helps to convey what is difficiJlt to communicate 
in words. that is. their sense of good fortune. of luck. of gratuitous 
grace. of awe that this miracle should have occurred. of wonder 
that they should have been chosen. and of the peculiar mixture of 
pride fused with hurnility. of arrogance shot through with the pity
for-the-Iess-fortunate that one finds in lovers. 

Of course the possibility of good fortune and success also can 
set into motion all sorts of neurotic fears, feelings of unworthiness. 
counter-values. Jonah-syndrome dynamics. etc. These defenses 
against our highest possibilities must be overcome before the 
highest values can be wholeheartedly embraced. 

v 

A I this level thr di('hotomizing of work and pial' is transc'rndrd; 
wages. hobbies. vacations, etC'., must be drjined at a higher Irw/. 
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And then. of course. it can be said of such a person with real 
meaningfulness that he is being his own kind of person. or beina 
himself. or actualizing his real self. An abstract statement. an ex
trapolation out from this kind of observation toward the ultimate 
and perfect ideal would run somethina like this: This person is the 
best one in the whole world for this particular job. and this particu
lar job is the best job in the whole world for this particular person 
and his talents. capacities. and tastes. He was meant for it. and lt 
was meant for him. 

Of course. as soon as we accept this .and get the feel of it. then 
we move over into another realm of discourse. i·.e .• the realm of 
being (89). of transcendence. Now we can speak meaninafully only 
in the language of being ("The B-Ianguage." communication at 
the mystical level. etc.). For instance. it is quite obvious with such 
people that the ordinary or conventional dichotomy between work 
and play is transcended totally (80. 83). That is. there is certainly 
no distinction between work and play in such a person in such a 
situation. His work is his play and his play is his work. lfa person 
loves his work and enjoys it more than any other activity in the 
whole world and is eager to get to it. to. get back to it after any in
terruption. then how ean we speak about "labor" in the sense of 
something one is forced to do against one's wishes? . 

What sense. for instance, is left to the concept "vacation"? For 
such individuals it is often obserVed that during their vacations. 
that is, during the periods in which they are totally free to choose 
whatever they wish to do and in which they have no external obli
gations to anyone else. that it is precisely in such periods that they 
devote themselves happily and totally to their '"work." Or. what 
does it mean "to have some fun." to seek amusement? What is 
now the meaning of the word "entertainment"? How does such a 
person "rest"? What are his "duties," responsibilities. obliptions? 
What is his "hobby"? 

What meaning does money or pay or salary have in such a situ
ation? Obviously the most beautiful fate. the most wonderful 
good fortune that can happen to any human being. is to be paid 
for doing that which he passionately loves to do. This is exactly 
the situation. or almost the situation. with many (most?) of my 
subjects. Of course money is welcome. and in certain amounts is 
needed . But it is certainly not the finality. the end. the ultimate 
goal (that is. in the affluent society. and for the fortunate man). 
The salary check such a man gets is only a small part of his "pay." 
Self-actualizing work or B-work (work at the level of being). being 
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its own intrinsic reward. transforms the money or paycheck into 
a byproduct. an epiphenomenon. This is. of course. very'different 
from the situation of the large majority of human beings who do 
something they do not want to do in order to get money. which 
they then use to get what they really want. The role of money in 
the realm of being is certainly different from the role of money in 
the realm of deficiencies and of basic needs. 

It will help to make my point that these are scientific ques
tions. and can be investigated in scientific ways. if I point out 
that they already have been investigated in monkeys and apes to a 
degree. The most obvious example. of come. is the rich research 
literature on monkey curiosity and other precursors of the human 
yearning for and satisfaction with the truth (89). But it will bejust 
as easy in principle to explore the aesthetic choices of these and 
other animals under conditions of fear. and of lack of fear. by 
healthy specimens or by unhealthy ones. under good-choice condi
tions or bad ones. etc. So also for such other B-Values as order. 
unity. justice. lawfulness. completion; it should be possible to ex
plore these in animals. children. etc. 

Of course. "highest" means also weakest. most expendable. 
least urgent. least conscious. most easily repressed (95. Chap. 8) 
The basic needs. being prepotent. push to the head of the line. so 
to speak. being more necessary for life itself. and for sheer physi
cal health and survival. And yet metamotivation dots exist in the 
natural world and .in ordinary human beings. Supernatural inrer
vention is. not needed in this theory. nor is it necessary to invent the 
B-Values arbitrarily, or a priori, nor are they merely logical prod
ucts or the products by fiat of an act of will. They can be un
covered or discovered by anyone who is willing and able to repeat 
these operations. That is, these propo�itions are verifiable or 
falsifiable, and they are repeatable. They can be operationally 
stated. Many of them can be made public or demonstrable, that 
is. perceived simultaneously by two or more investigators. 

If. then. the higher life of values is open to scientific investiga
tion and clearly lies within the jurisdiction of (humanistically de
fined) science (82. 126). we may reasonably affirm the likelihood 
of progress in this realm. The advancement of knowledge of the 
higher life of values should make possible not only greater under
standing. but also should open up new possibilities of self-im
provement. of improvement of the human species and of all its 
social institutions (83). Of course. it goes without saying that we 
need not shiver at the thought of "the strategy of compassion" or 
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of "spiritual technologies": obviously, they would have to be ell
tremely different in kind from the "lower" strategies and .tech
nologies we now know. 

VI 

Such vocation-loving individuals tend to identify (introject, in
corporate) with their "work" and to make it Into a definmg-chtu
acteristic o.f the seff. It becomes part of the self. 

II  one asks such a persoll. i.e., self-actualizing. work-Iovin,. 
"Who are you?" or "What are youT' he often tends to answer in 
terms of his "call," e.g., "I am a lawyer." "I am a mother." "l am 
a psychiatrist." "I am an artist," etc. That is. he tells you that he 
identifies his call with his identity. his self. It tends to be a label 
for the whole of him. i.e., it becomes a defining characteristic of 
the person. 

Or. if one asks him. "Supposing you were not a scientist (or a 
teacher, or a pilot), then what would you be?" Or, "Supposing 
you were not a psychologist, then whatT' It is my impression that 
his response is apt to be one of puzzlement, thoughtfulness, beina 
taken aback. i.e., not having a ready answer. Or the response can 
be one of aJ(lusement, i.e .• it is funny. In effect, the answer is, "If 
I were not a mother (anthropologist. industrialist), then I wouldn't 
be me. 1 would be someone else. And I can't imagine being some-
one else." 

' 

This kind of response . parallels the confused response to the 
question, "Supposing you �re a woman rather than a man?" 

A tentative conclusion is then that in self-actualizing subjects. 
their beloved calling tends to be perceived as a defining charac
teristic of the self, to be identified with, incorporated, intra
jected. It becomes an inextricable aspect of one's being. 

(I do not have experience with deliberately asking this same 
question of less-fulfi lled people. My impression is that the above 
generalization is less true for some people [for whom it is an ex
trinsic job] and that in other individuals the job or profession can 
become functionally autonom9us, i.e .• the person is only a lawyer 
and not a person apart from this.) 

VII 

7he tasks 10 M'hich they are dedic-ated seem to be interpretable 
as emhodiments or in(,arnations of intrinsic values (rather than as 
a means IU ends outside the work itself. and rather than aslum'-
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tlono/l)' autonomous). The tasks are loved (and inlrojeetetl) BE
('AUSE they ('mbod.l' these values. That is. ultimale�v it is the 
volu('s that are loved roth('r than th(' job as such. 

If one asks these people why they love their work (or, more 
specifically, which are the moments of higher satisfaction in their 
work, which moments of reward make all the necessary chores 
worthwhile and acceptable, which are the peak moments or peak 
e�periences), one gets many specific and ad hoc answers of the 
type listed and summarized in Table I (p. 298). 

In addition, of course, one gets many "end answers" of the 
type- "I just love my baby, that's all. Why do • love him? • just 
do"; or ... just get a big kick out of improving the efficiency of my 
plant. Why? I just get a big bang out of it." Peak experiences. in
trinsic pleasure, worthwhile achievements. whatever their degree. 
need no further justification or validation. They are intrinsic re
inforcers. 

It is possible to classify these moments of reward. and to boil 
them down into a smaller number of categories. As • tried to do 
this, it quickly became apparent that the best and most "natural" 
cate,ories of classification were mostly or entirely abstract 
"values" of an ultimate and irreducible kind. such values as truth. 
beauty. newness. uniqueness, justice, compactness. simplicity. 
,oodness. neatness, efficiency, love, honesty, innocence, improve
ment. orderliness. ele,ance. growth, cleanliness. authenticity. 
serenity, peacefulness. and the like. 

For these people the profession seems to be not functionally 
autonomous. but rather to be a carrier of. an instrument of. or an 
incarnation of ultimate values. For them the profession of law, for 
example. is a means to the end of justice. and not an end in it�lf. 
Perhaps . can communicate my feeling for the subtle difference in 
this way: For one man the law is loved because it is justice. while 
another man. the pure value-free technologist. might love the law 
simply as an intrinsically lovable set of rules. precedents. pro
cedures without regard to the ends or products of their use. He 
may be said to love the vehicle itself without reference to its ends. 
es one loves a game which has no end other than to be a game. 
e.,., chess . 

• have had tp learn to ditferentlate several kinds of identifica
tion with a "cause" or a profession or a calling. A profession can 
be a means to covert and repressed ends as easily as it can be an 
end in itself. Or. better said. it can be motivated by deficiency
needs or even neurotic needs as well as by metaneeds. It can be 
multiply-determined or overdetermined by all or any of those 
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Motivations and Gratljic(ltions 0/ Selj'-AC'tualizlng People. 0b
tained through their work as ..... ell as in other ways. (Thtu are In 

addition to basiC'-need gratifications.) 

Delight in bringing about justice. 
Delight in stopping cruelty and exploitation. 
Fighting lies and untruths. 
They love virtue to be rewarded. 
They seem to like harpy endinp. good completions. 
They hate sin and evi to be rewarded. and they hate people to III 

away with it. 
They are good punishers qf evil. 
They try to set things right. to clean up bad situations. 
They enjoy doing good. 
They like to reward and praise promise. talent. virtue. etc. 
They avoid publicity. fame, glory. honon, popularit)'. celebrity, or 

at least do not seek it. It seems to be not aWCuUy Important one 
way or another. 

They do not nttd to be loved by everyone. . 
They generally pick out their causes, which are apt to be few in 

number, rather than responding to advertising Or to campaipa 
or to other people's exhortations. 

They tend to enjoy peace, calm. quiet, pleasantness. etc., and they 
tend not to like turmoil, fighting, war, etc. (they are not general
fighters on every front), and they alB enjoy themselves in the 
middle of a "war." 

They also seem practical and shrewd and realistic about it. more 
often than impractical. They like to be effective and dislike bein, 
ineffectual. 

Their fight ina is not an excuse for hostility, paranoia, grandi
osity. authority, rebellion, etc., but is for the sake of settina 
things right. It is problem-centered. 

They manage somehow simultaneously to love the world u it is 
and to try to improve it. 

In all cases there was some hope that people and nature and 
society could be im�roved. 

In all cases it was as If they could see both good and evil realis-
tically. 

. 

They respond to the challenge in a job. 
A chance to improve the situation or the operation is a big reward. 

They enjoy improving things. 
Observations generally indicate great pleasure in their children 

and in helping them grow into good adults. 



They do not need or seek for or even enjoy very much flattery, 
applause, popularity, status, prestige. money. honors. etc. 

Expressions of gratitude. or at least of awareness of their lood 
fortune. are common. 

They have a sense of noblesse oblige. It is the duty of the superior, 
of the one who sees and knows, to be patient and tolerant. u 
with children. 

They tend to be attracted by mystery, unsolved problems. by the 
unknown and the challenaing, rather than to be friJhtened by 
them. 

They enjoy bringing about law and order in the chaotic situation. 
or in the messy or confused situation, or in the dirty and unclean 
situation. 

They hate (and fight) corruption, cruelty. malice. dishonesty. 
pompousness, phoniness, and faking. 

They try to free themselves from illusions, to look at the facta 
courageously, to take away the blindfold. 

They feel it is a pity for talent to be wasted. 
They do not do mean thin", and they respond with anger when 

other people do mean things. 
They tend to feel that every person should have an opportunity to 

develop to his highest potential, to have a fair chance, to have 
equal opportunity. 

They like doint things well, "doing a good job," "to do well what 
needs doing. Many such phrases add up to "brinaina about 
good workmanship." . . 

One advantage of being a boss is the right to give away the cor
poration's money. to choose which good causes to help. They 
enjoy giving their own money away to causes they conSider im
portant, good, worthwhDe, etc. Pleasure in philanthrofY; 

They enjoy watching and heJpinl the self-actualizinl o others. 
especially of the young. 

They enjoy watching happiness and helping to bring it about. 
They get great pleasure from knowin, admirable people (coura

geous, honest. effective. "straight. "big," creative, saintl�, 
etc.), "My work brings me in contact with many fine people. 

They enjoy taking on responsibilities (that they can handle well). 
and certainly don't fear or evade their responsibilities. They re
spond to responsibility. 

They uniformly consider their work to be worthwhile, important. 
even essential. 

They enjoy .reater efficiency. making an operation more neat. 
compact. sl�pler" faster. less expensive. tumina out a �tter 
product. dOlOg with less parts. a smaller number of operauoDl. 
less clumsiness, less effort, more foolproof. safer. more "ele
pnt," less laborious. 
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needs and metaneeds in any patterning. From the simple state
ment . ... am a lawyer and I love my 'work," one cannot assume 
very much. 

It is my strong impression that the closer to self-actualizing. to 
full-humanness, etc., the person is, the more likely I am to find 
that his '"work" is meta motivated rather than basic-need-moti
vated. For more highly evolved persons, '"the law" is apt to be 
more a way of seeking justice, truth, goodness, etc., rather than 
financial security. admiration, status, prestige, dominance. mas
culinity, etc. When I ask the questions: Which aspects of your 
work do you enjoy most? What gives you your greatest pleasures? 
When do you get a kick out of your work? etc., such people are 
more apt to answer in terms of intrinsic values. of trans personal, 
beyond-the-selfish, altruistic satisfactions, e.g., seeing justice 
done, doing a more perfect job, advancing the truth, rewarding 
virtue and punishing evil, etc. 

VIII 

lh�$� intrinsic "alu�s o"�rlap gr�atly with th� B-Valu�s. and 
�rhap$ G'� Id,",ical with th�m. 

While my "data," if I may call them that, are certainly not firm 
enough to permit me any exactness here, • have been proceeding 
on the assumption that my classification of B-Values already pub
liahed (8S) is close enough to the above list of found final or in
trinsic values to be useful here. Clearly, there is considerable 
overlap between the two lisll, and they may yet approach identi
ty • •  feel it desirable to use my description of the B-Valuea, not 
only because it would theoretically pretty if I could, but also 
because they are operationally definable in 80 many different 
ways. (8S, Appendix G). That is to say, they are found at the end 
of 80 many different investigative roads that the suspicion arises 
that there is something in common between these different paths, 
e.,., education, art, religion, psychotherapy, peak experiences, 
lCience, mathematics, etc. If this tUrns out to be so, we may per
haps add ail another road to final values, the "cause," the 
mission, the vocation, that is to say, the '"work" of self-actual
izing people. (It is also theoretically advantageous to speak of the 
B-Values here because of my strong impression that self-actual
izing. or more fully human people show, outside their callinll, U 
well U in it and through it, a love for and satisfaction in these 
same valUes.) 
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Or, to say it in another way, people Who are reasonably gratified 
in all their basic needs now become '"meta motivated" by the B
Values. or at least by "final" ultimate values in greater or lesser 
degree, and in one or another combination of these ultimate 
values. 

In another phrasing: Self-actualizing peopJe are not primarily 
motivated (i.e .• by basic needs); they are primarily meta motivated 
(i.e .• by meta needs = B-Values). 

I X  

1his introjection means that the s�1f has enlarged to include as
peCI$ oj the world and that therefore the distinction between self 
and not-selj (outside. other) has been transcended. 

These B-Values or meta motives are, therefore. no longer only 
intrapsychic or organismic. They are equally inner and outer. The 
metaneeds. insofar as they are inner. and the requiredness of all 
that is outside the person are each both stimulus and response to 
each other. And they move toward becoming indistinguishable. 
that is. toward fusion. 

This means that the distinction between self and not-self has 
broken down (or has been transcended). There is now less differ
entiation between the world and the person because he bas incor
porated into himself part of the world and defines himself thereby. 
He becomes an enlarged self. we could say. If justice or truth or 
lawfulness have now become so important. to him that he identi
fies his self with them, then where are they? Inside his skin or 
outside his skin? This distinction comes close to being meaning
less at this point because his. self no longer has his skin as its 
boundary. The inner light now seems to be no different than tbe 
outer light. 

Certainly simple selfishness is transcended here and has to be 
defined at higher levels. For instance. we know that it is possible 
for a person to get more pleasure (selfish? unselfish?) out of 
food through having his child eat it than through eating it with 
his own mouth. His self has enlarged enough to include his child. 
Hurt his child and you hurt him. Clearly the self can no longer be 
identified with the biological entity which is supplied with blood 
from his heart along his blood vessels. The psychological self can 
obviously be bigger than its own body. 

Just as beloved people can be incorporated into the self. be
come defining characteristics of it. so also can beloved causes and 
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values be similarly incorporated into a person's self. Many people, 
for instance, are so passionately identified with trying to pRvent 
war. or racial injustice, or slums. or poverty. that they aR quite 
willing to make great sacrifices, even to the point of risking 
death. And very clearly, they don't mean justice for their own bio
logical bodies alone. Something personal has now become bigger 
than the body. They mean justice as a general value, justice for 
everyone; j'-'6tice as a principle. Attack upon the B-Values is then 
also an attack upon any person who has incorporated these values 
into his self. Such an attack becomes a personal insult. 

To identify one's highest self with the highest values of the 
world out there means. to some extent at least. a fusion with the 
non-self. But this is true not only for the world of nature. It is ai-
10 true for other human beings. That is to say that the most highly 
valued part of such a person's self, then. is the same as the most 
highly valued part of the self of other self-actualizing people. Such 
selves overlap. 

There are other important consequences of this incorporation of 
values into the self. For instance. you can love justice and truth in 
the world or in a person out there. You can be made happier as 
your friends move toward truth and justice, and sadder as they 
move away from it. This is easy to understand. But suppose you 
see yourself moving successfully toward truth. justice. beauty. and 
virtue? Then of course you may find that. in a peculiar kind of de
tachment and objectivity toward oneself, for which our culture has 
no place, you wiU be loving and admiring yourself, in the kind of 
healthy self-love that Fromm (36) has described. You can respect 
yourself, admire yourself, take tender care of yourself. reward 
yourself, feel virtuous. loveworthy, respectworthy. So also may 
a person with a great talent protect it and himself as if he were 
a carrier of something which is simultaneously himself and not 
himself. He may become his own guardian. so to speak. 

x 

Less evolved persons seem to use their work more often for 
achieving gratijication oj lower basic needs. 0/ neurotic needs. 
as a means to an end. out oj habit. or as a response to cultural 
expectations. etc. However. it ;s probable that these are d(f
Jerences 0.1 degree. Perhaps all human bei1/Rs are (potentialM 
melamot;valed to a degree. 

These people. though concretely working for. motivated by. 
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and loyal to the law. or to family. or to science. or to psychiatry. or 
to teachina. or the arts. that is. to some conventional cateaory of . 
work. seem then to be motivated by the intrinsic or ultimate 
values (or ultimate facts. or aspects of reality) for which the pro
fession is only a vehicle (8S. 89). This is my impression from ob
serving them. and interviewing them. e.g .• asking them why they 
like doctoring. or just which are the most rewarding moments in 
runnina a home. or chairing a committee. or having a baby. or 
writing. They may meaningfully be said to be working for truth. 
for beauty. for aoodneas. for law and order, for justice. for perfec
tion, if I boil down to a dozen or so intrinsic values (or values of 
Being (aU the hundreds of concrete or specific reports of what is 
yearned for. what aratifies. what is valued. what they work for 
from day to day, and why they work. (That is, of coune, in addi
tion to lower values.) 

I have not deliberately worked with an ad hoc control &roup. 
i.e., non-self-actualizina people. I could $IIY that mOlt of humanity 
is Q control sroup. which is c"ta;nl)' trul. I do have a consider
able fund of experience with the attitudes toward work of average 
people. immature people, neurotic and borderline people, psycho
paths. etc., and there is no question whatsoever that their attitudes 
cluster around money. basic-need gratifications (rather than B
Values). ·sheer habit, stimulus-binding, neurotic needs, conven
tion, and inertia (the unexamined and nonquestioned life), and 
from doina what other people expect or demand. However, this 
intuitive common sense or naturalistic conclusion is certainly easily 
susceptible to more careful. more controlled, and predesianed 
examination which could confirm or disconfirm. 

It is my strong impression that there is not a sharp line between 
my subjects chosen as self-actualizina and other people. I believe 
that each self-actualizing subject wil'h whom I have worked more 
or less fits the description I have given; but it seems also true that 
some percentaae of other. less healthy people also are meta
motivated to some dearee by the B-Values, especially individuals 
with special talents and people placed in especially fortunate cir
cumstances. Perhaps all people are metamotivated to some de-
aree·z 

The conventional categories of career. profession. or work may 
serve as channels of many other kinds of motivations, not to men-

1 I feel confident enough about this to lugest the founding of compa
nies for metamotivationa' research. These should be as lucrative as thoac 
that specialize in so<aUed motivation research. 
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lion sheer habit or convention or functional autonomy. They may 
satisfy or seek vainly to satisfy any or all of the basic needs as well 
as various neurotic netds. They may be a channel for '"actina out" 
or for "defensive"· activities as well as for real gratifications. 

My guess. supported both by my "empirical" impressions and 
by general psychodynamic theory. is that we will find it ulti
mately most true and most useful to say that all these various 
habits. determinants. motives. and metamotives are acting simul
taneously in a very complex pattern which is centered more to
ward one kind of motivation or determinedness than the others. 
This is to say that the most highly developed persons we know are 
meta motivated to a much higher degree. and are basic-need-mo
tivated to a lesser degree than average or diminished people are. 

Another guess is that the dimension of "confusion" will also be 
relevant. I have already reported (95. Chap. 12) my impression 
that my self-actualizing subjects seemed quite easily and deci
sively to "know right from wrong" for themselves. This contrasts 
sharply with the current and widely prevalent value-confusion. 
Not only is there confusion. but also a queer kind of tuming black 
into white. and an active hatred of the good (or trying-ta-:become
good) person. or of superiority. excellence. beauty. talent. etc. 

"Politicians and intellectuals bore me. They seem to be un
real; the people I see a lot of these days are the ones who seem 
real to me: whores. thieves. junkies. etc." (From an interview 
with Nelson Aigren.) 

This hatred I have called "counter-valuing." I could as easily 
have called it Nietzschean ressenlimml. 

XI 

1 hI' jull dej/nition oj the person or of human nature mwt then 
Include intrinsic values. as part of human nature. 

If we try to define the deepest. moat authentic. most consti
tutionally based aspects of the real self. of the identity. or of the 
authentic person. we find that in order to be comprehensive we 
must include not only the person's constitution and temperament. 
not only anatomy. physiology. neurology. and endocrinology. not 
only his capacities. his biological style. not only his basic instinc
toid needs. but also the B-Values. which are also his B-Values. 
(This should be understood as a ftat rejection of the Sartre type of 
arbitrary existentialism in which a self is created by fiat.) They 
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are equally part of his "nature," or definition, or essence, along 
with his "lower" needs, at least in my self-actualizing subjects. 
They must be included in any ultimate definition of "the human 
being," or of full humanness, or of "a person." 

'
It  is true that they 

are not fully evident or actualized (made real and functionally 
existing) in most people. And yet, so far as I can see at this time, 
they are not excluded as potentials in any human being born into 
the world. (Of course, it is conceivable that we may discover new 
data in the future to contradict this assumption. Also strictly 
semantic and theory-building considerations will ultimately be 
involved, e.g., what meaning shall we assign to the concept "self
actualization" in a feebleminded person?) And in any ca�, I 
maintain that this is true for some people at least. 

A fully inclusive definition of a fully developed self or person 
includes this kind of value system, by which he is metamotivated. 

XII  

7hese intrinsic values are instinctoid in nature. i.e . •  they are 
needed (a) to avoid illness and (b) to achieve fullest humanness 
or growth. The "illnesses" resulting f-om deprivation of intrinsic 
values (metaneeds) we may call mttapathologies. The "highest" 
values; the spiritual life. the highest aspirations of mankind are 
thereJore proper subjects Jor scientific study and research. They 
are in the world oj nature. 

I wish now to advance another thesis. which comes also from 
(unsystematized and unplanned) observations on the contrasts be
tween my subjects and the population in general. It is this: I have 
called the basic needs instinctoid or biologically necessary for 
many reasons (95, Chap.7) but primarily because the person 
nNds the basic gratifications in order to avoid illness, to avoid 
diminution of humanness, and, positively stated. in order to move 
forward and upward toward self-actualization or full human
ness. It is my strong impression that something very similar holds 
true for the metamotivations of self-actualizing people. They 
seem to me to be also biological necessities in order (a) nega
tively, to avoid "illness" and (b) positively, to achieve full human
ness. Since these metamotivations are the intrinsic values of 
being, singly or in combination, then this amounts to contending 
that the B-Values are instinctoid in nature. 

These "illnesses" (which come from deprivation of the B-Values 
or meta needs or B-facts) are new and have not yet been described 
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.. luch. i.e., al patholoaies. except unwittinaIy. or by implication, 
or. u by Frankl (34). in a vel')' seneral and inclusive way, not yet 
teased apart into researchable form. In seneral. they have been 
discussed through the centQries by reliaioniltl. hiltoriaDa, and 
philosophers under the rubric or spiritual or reliaious short
comings. rather than by physicians. scientists. or psycholoaUtI 
under the rubric of psychiatric or psycholoaical or �ioloaical 
"illnesses" or stuntings or diminutions, To some extent also there 
is some overlap with sociological and political disturbanca. 
"social patholoaies," and the like (Table 2). 

. 

I will call these "illnesses" (or. better, diminutionl of human
ness) "metaphathologics" and define them as the consequences 
of deprivation of the B-Values either in general or of specific B
Values (sce Tables 2 and 3). Extrapolating out from my previous 
descriptions and cataloggins of the various B-Values, arrived at 
by various operations, it is possible to fonn a kind of periodic 
table (Table 3) in which illnesses not yet discovered may be listed, 
to be looked for in the future. To the extent that they will be dis
covered and described. to that extent will my impressions and hy
potheses be confirmed. (I have used the world of television and 
especially of television advertising as a rich source of metapatholo
gies of all types, i.e .• of the vulgarization or destruction of all in
trinsic values, although. of course. many other sources of data are 
readily available.) 

The third column in Table 3 is a vel')' tentative effort and should 
not � tRken too seriously except as a pointing toward future 
tasks. rhese specific metapathologies seem to be al fiaure 
against the ground of general metapathology. The only .specific 
metapathology with which I have dealt at lenath is the first one 
(89. Chap. S), and perhaps this publication could serve as a 
stimulus to other efforts, quite feasible. I think, to describe 
other meta pathologies. I suspect that reading in the literature of 
religious pathology. especially in the mystical tradition, would be 
suggestive. I would guess that leads would also be found in the 
realm of "chic" art. of social pathology. of homosexual subcul
tures. in the literature of Nay-saying existentialism ( 159). The 
case histories of existential psychotherapy, spiritual illness, exis
tential vacuum, the "dryness" and "aridity" of the mystics, the 
dichotomizing, verbalizing. and overabstracting dissected by the 
general semanticists. the philistinism against which artists strua
gle. the mechanization. robotizing. and depersonalizina that 
social psychiatrists talk about. alienation. loss of identity. extra
punitiveness. whining. complaining and the fcelina of helpless-
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ness, suicidal tendencies. the reliaiou, pathologies that Junl 
talked about. Frankl'. Doogenic disorders, the psychoanalyst's 
character disorders-these and many other value disturbances are 
undoubtedly relevant sources of information. 

To summarize: If we agree that such disturbances, illnesses, 
pathololies. or diminutions (comins from deprivation of metaneed 
IfItifications) are indeed a diminish ins of full humanness or of 
human potential. and if we aaree that the gratification, or fulfill-

Alienation. 
Anomie. 
Anhedonia. 

TA BLE 2 

G,ntral M�'apalholog;�s 

Loss of zest in life. 
Meaninglessness. 
Inability to enjoy. Indifference. 
Boredom; ennui. 
Life ceases to be intrinsically worthwhile and self-validating. 
Existential vacuum. 
Noogenic neurosis. 
Philosophical crisis. 
Apathy, resignation, fatalism. 
Valuelessness. 
Desacralization of life. 
Spiritual illnesses and crises. "Dryness," "aridity�" staleness. 
Axiological depression. 
Death wishes; letting go of life. One'. death doesn't matter. 
Sense of being useless, unneeded, of not matterins. Ineffectu-

ality. 
Hopelessness. apathy, defeat. cessation of coping. succumbing. 
Feeling totally determined. Helplessness. No feeling (If free 

will. 
Ultimate doubt. Is anything worthwhile? Docs anything 

matter? 
Despair. anJUish. 
Joylessness. 
Futility. 
Cynicism; disbelief in. loss of faith in or reductive explana-

tion of all high values. 
Metagrumbles. 
"Aimless" destructiveness. resentment. vandalism. 
Alienation from all elders. parents. authority. from any so

ciety. 



TA BLE J 
B- Values and Specific Melapalh% gles 

B- Valwl 

Truth 

') Goodness 

J. Beauty 

4. Unity: 
Wholeness 

411. Dichotomy
Trans«nd

enee 

S. Aliveness: 
Process 

6. Uniqueness 

7. �rfection 

7 A. Necessity 

8. Completion: 
Finality 

9. Justice 

9A. Order 

PalhuR,nir INprlWillion 

Dishonesty 

Evil 

Ugliness 

ChIlIlS. Atomism. loss of 
connectedness. 

Black and white dichot
"min. loll.� of r;rll
dHtions. of der;n:e. 
Forced polarization. 
Forctd choices. 

Deadness. Mechanizina 
of life. 

Sameness: u.niformity: 
interchangeability. 

Imperfection: sloppiness: 
poor workmanship. 
shoddiness. 

Acl:idenl: OCC8sionalism: 
inconsistency. 

Incomplelencas 

Injustice 

Uwlessness. Chaos 
Breakdown of authority. 

Disbelief: miatrust: cynicism: 
skepticism: suspicion. 

l!tler selfishness. Hatred: re
pulsion: disault. Reliance 
only upon self and for self. 
Nihilism. Cynicism. 

Vulaarily. Specific unhappi
ness. mtiessness. Iou of 
taste. tension. falip. Phil
istinism. Bleakllfts. 

Disintcaration; "the world it 
fallina apan.- Arbitrarinen. 

Black-white thinkin.. either 
or thinkina. Seeina every
thinll as a duel or a war. or 
a connict. low tynerI)'. Sim
plistic view of lifc. 

Dl:adncss. Robotizins. Feelin, 
oneself to be totally deter
mined. lou of emotion. 
Boredom ('!): loss of zest in 
life. Eltperienlial empti
ness. 

loss of feelins of self and of 
individlJlllity. Feelins one
self 10 be interchangeable. 
anonymous. not really need
ed. 

Ui!ICouPIIlll-'IYIent f!I: hopeleu
ness: nothin, to work for. 

Chaos: unpredictability. loa 
of safety. Viii lance. 

Feelinas of incompleteness 
with perseveration. Hope
IessRCSS. Cessation of striv
ina and topin,. No use try
ins· 

Insecurity: linger; cynicill1l; 
mistrust: lawlessness; junp: 
world-\'icw: total selfishness. 

In.�curity. Wariness. loss of 
safety. of predictability. Nco 
ces.�ity for \'iailance. alen
nen. tension. beina 011 
guard. 



10. Simplicity 

I I . Richncu; 
Totality; 
Comprehen

siveness 
12. Efronlca

ness 

Il. Play( ulness 

14. Self-
surr ICiency 

15. Meaninl
fulneu 
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Confusinl complexity. 
Disconnectec!ne8li. 
Disintearation. 

PoYeny. COirttation. 

Effonfulncu 

Humorleuness 

Conlinaency; accident; 
0CCII5iollllilm. 

Mcuninlll� 

OvcrtQmplexity; confusion; be
wilderment. connict. Iou of 
orientation. 

Depression; uneasiness; loss of 
interest in world. 

Fatilue. strain. strivinl. elum
linea. awkWllrd�. pace
Ies8ncss. stiffness. 

Grimness; depression; para
noid humorlessness; loss of 
l�'St in life. Cheerlessness. 
l0S5 of ability to enjoy. 

�pendenee upon m the per
ceiver m. It becomes his 
mponsibility. 

M el! n i  nllcssne... Despair. 
Senselessness of life. 

ing. of the B-Values enhances or fulfills the human potential, 
then clearly these intrinsic and ultimate values may be taken as 
instinctoid needs (83, pp. 3347) in the same realm of discourse 
with basic needs and on the same hierarchy. These metaneeds, 
though having certain special characteristics which differentiate 
them from basic needs, are yet in the same realm of discourse and 
of research as, for instance, the need for vitamin C or for calcium. 
They fall within the realm of science, broadly conceived, and are 
certainly no' the exclusive property of theologians, philosophers, 
or artists. The spiritual or value--life then falls well wi,hin the 
realm of nature, rather than being a different and opposed realm. 
It is susceptible to ·investigation at once by psychologists and 
social scientists, and in theory will eventually become also a pro� 
lem for neurolOgy, endocrinology, genetics, and biochemistry as 
these sciences develop suitable methods. 

XIII  

7 he metapD,hologles q/ the a/fluent and indulged young come 
partly Jrom deprivation oj in,rinsic values, /rusmlled "idealism" 
Jrom disillusionmen. with a society .hey see (mis'Gken/y) mo'i
va,ed onll' b" lower or (mimal or matrriQI needs. 

This theory of meta pathology generates the following easily 
testable proposition: I believe that much of the social pathology 
of the affluent (already lower-need-gratified) is a consequence of 
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intrinsic-value-starvation. To say it in another way: Much of the 
bad behavior of affluent. privileged. and basic-need-aratified 
high school and college students is due to frustration of the 
"idealism" so often found in young people. My hypothesis is that 
this behavior can be a fusion of continued search for something to 
believe in. combined with anger at being disappointed. (I some
times see in a particular young man total despair or hopelessness 
about even the existtnC't of such values.) 

Of course. this frustrated idealism and occasional hopeless
ness is partially due to the inftuence and ubiquity of stupidly 
limited theories of motivation all over the world. Leaving uide 
behavioristic and positivistic theories-or rather non-theories-as 
simple refusals even to see the problem. i.e . •  a kind of psycho
analytic denial. then what is available to the idealistic young man 
and woman? 

Notonly does the whole of official nineteenth-century science 
and orthodox academic psychology offer him nothing. but also the 
major motivation theories by which most men live can lead him 
only to depression or cynicism. The Freudians. at least in their 
official writings (though not in good therapeutic practice). are still 
reductionistic about all higher human values. The deepest and 
most real motivations are seen to be dangerous' and nasty. while 
the highest human values and virtues are essentially fake. being 
not what they seem to be. but camouftaged versions of the "deep. 
dark. and dirty." Our social sCientists are just as disappointing 
in the main. A total cultural determinism is still the official. ortho
dox doctrine of many of most of the sociologists and anthropo
logists. This doctrine not only denies intrinsic higher motivations. 
but comes perilously close sometimes to denying "human 
nature" itself. The economists. not only in the West but lIsa 
in the East. are essentially materialistic. We must say harshly 
of the "science" of economics that it is generally the skilled. eXlct. 
technological application of a totally false theory of human needs 
and values. a theory which recognizes only the existence of lower 
needs or material needs ( 1 33. 1 54. 163). 

How could young people not be disappointed and disillu
sioned? What else could be the result of gtlling all the material 
and animal gratifications and then not bting hQPPY. as they were 
led to expect. not only by the theorists. but also by the convention
�l wisdom of parents and teachers. and the insistent gray lies of 
the advertisers? 

What happens then to the "eternal verities"? to the ultimate 
truths? Most sections of the society agree in handing them over to 
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the churches and to dogmatic. institutionalized. conventionalized 
religious organizations. But this is also a denial of high human 
nature! It says in effect that the youngster who is looking for 
something will definitely not find it in human nature itself. He 
must look for ultimates to a non-human. non-natural source, a 
source which is definitelY mistrusted or rejected altosether by 
many intellisent young people today. 

The end product of such surfeit conditions is that material 
values have come more and more to dominate the scene. In the 
result. man's thirst for values of the spirit has remained un
qqenched. Thus the civilization has reached a stase which vir
tually verges on disaster. [E. F. Schumacher] 

I have focused on the "frustrated idealism" of the young here 
because I consider it to be a hot research topic today. But. of 
course. I consider aU metapathologies- in anybody to be also 
"frustrated idealism." 

XIV 

This value-starvation and value-hunger come both from exter
nal drprivation and Jrom our inner ambivalence and counter
values. 

Not only are we passively value-deprived into meta pathology 
by the environment; we also fear the highest values, both within 
ourselves and outside ourselves. Not only are we attracted; we are 
also awed. stunned. chilled. frightened. That is to say. we tend to 
be ambivalent and confticted. We defend ourselves against the B
Values. Repression. denial. reaction-formation. and probably all 
the Freudian defense-mechanisms are available and used against 
the highest within ourselves just as they are mobilized against 
the lowest within ourselves. Humility and a sense of unworth
iness can lead to evasion of the highest values. So also can the 
fear of being overwhelmed by the tremendousness of these values. 

It is reasonable to postulate that meta pathologies will result 
from self-deprivation as from eJ,(ternally imposed deprivation. 

XV 

The hierarchy oj basic needs is prepotent to the metaneeds. 
Basic needs and metaneeds are in the- same hierarchical

integration. i.e.. in the same continuum, in the same realm of 
discourse. They have the same basic characteristic of being 
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"needed" (necessary, good for the person) in the sense that their 
deprivation produces "illness" and diminution, and that their 
"ingestion" fosten growth toward full humanness, toward 
greater happiness and joy, toward psychological "success. " to
ward more peak experiences, and in general toward living more 
often at the level of being. That is, they are till biologically de
sirable, and 01/ foster biological success. And yet, they are also 
different in definable ways. Biological value or success has 
been seen only negatively, i.e., as simple endurance in life, 
viability, avoidance of illness, survival of the individual and of 
his offspring. But we here imply also positive criteria of biologi
cal or evolutionary success, i.e., not only survival values, but 
also fulfillment values. Basic-need and metaneed gratification 
help to make "better specimens," biological superiors, high 
in the dominance-hierarchy. Not only does the stronger, more 
dominant, more successful animal have more satisfactions, a 
better territory, more offspring, etc.-not only is the weaker 
animal lower in the dominance-hierarchy, more expendable, 
more likely to get eaten and less likely to reproduce, more 
likely to go hungry, etc .• but the better specimen also lives a 
fuller life with more gratification and less frustration. pain. and 
fear. Without getting involved in trying to describe pleasure in 
animals-which. however. I think could be done-we can yet legi
timately ask. ""Is there no difference in the biological life as well as 
the psychological life of an Indian peasant and ali American 
farmer. even though they both reproduce?"' 

First of all. it is clear that the whole hierarchy of the basic needs 
is prepotent to the metaneeds. or. to say it in another way. the 
metaneeds are post potent (less urgent or demanding. weaker) to 
the basic needs. I intend this as a generalized statistical statement 
because I find some single individuals in whom a special talent or 
a unique sensitivity makes truth or beauty or goodness. for that 
single person. more important and more pressing than some basic 
need. 

Secondly, the basic needs can be called deficiency-needs. hav
.ing the various characteristics aJready described for deficiency
needs. while the meta needs seem rather to have the special 
characteristics described for "growth motivations" (89. Chap. 3). 

XVI 

7hr mrtonrrds orr rquo/�1' potrnt among thrmsrlvrs. on thr 
IIvrrogr-i .. r .• I conn at drtrn a grnrro/iud hirrorch.l' �r prrpo-
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I(·nq. BUI ;n any given individuili. Ihey may be and of len are hier
IIrchit"al(1" arranged accordinR 10 idiosyncralic lalenls and consl;
lulional dijjerences. 

The metaneeds (or B-Values. or B-facts) so far as I can make 
out are not arranged in a hierarchy of prepotency. but seem. all of 
them. to be equally potent on the IIverllge. Another way of .. yin. 
this. a phrasing that is useful for other purposes. is that each in
dividual seems to have his own priorities or hierarchy or prepo
tency. · in accordance with his own talents. temperament. skills, 
capacities. etc. Beauty is more important than truth to one penon, 
but for his brother it may .be the other way about with equal sta
tistical likelihood. 

XVII 

It looks as if any intrins;c or B- Villue isfully deflnedby most or 
all oj the other 8- Values; Perhaps they form a unity of some SOrl, 
.... ith ea" h specijic B- Value being simply the whole seen from an
other angle. 

lt is my (uncertain) impression that any B-Value is fully ind 
adequately defined by the total of the other B-Values. That i., 
truth. to be fully and completely defined. must be beautiful. ,ood. 
perfect. just. simple. orderly. lawful. alive. comprehensive. uni
tary. dichotomy-transcending. effortless. and amusing. (The 
formula. "The truth. the whole truth. and nothing but the truth," 
is certainly quite inadequate.) Beauty. fully defined. must be true, 
good. perfect. alive. simple. etc. lt is as if all the B-Values have 
some kind of unity. with each single value being somethina like a 
facet of this whole. 

XVIII 

7he value-lije (spiritual. religious. philosophical. IIxiological, 
elc.) is an aspect oj human biology and is on the same conllnuum 
with the "lower" animal life (rather than being In sefHlrllied. tII
,·hotomized. or mUI&"llly exclusive relllms). II is probtlbly IhelY
lore species-wide. suprllculturlll even though il mUSI be IIclualized 
by culture in order to ex;st. 

What all of this means is that the so�lIed spiritual or value
life. or "higher" life. is on the same continuum (is the same kind 
or quality of thing) with the life of the flesh. or of the body. i.e.; 
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the animal life, the material life, the "lower" life. That is, the 
spiritual life is part of our biological lifo. It is the "highest" part 
of it, but yet part of it. 

The spiritual life is then part of the human essence. It is a deftn
ing-characteristic of human nature, without which human nature 
is not full human nature. It is part ofthe Real Self, of one's identity, 
of one's inner core, of one's specieshood, of full humanness. To 
the extent that pure expressing of oneself, or pure spontaneity, 
is possible, to that extent will the metaneeds also be expressed. 
"Uncovering" or Taoistic or existential therapeutic or logothera
peutic (34) or "ontogogic" techniques (20), should uncover and 
strengthen the meta needs as well as the basic needs. 

Depth-diagnostic and therapeutic techniques should ultimately 
also uncover these same metaneeds because, paradoxically, our 
"highest nature" is also our "deepest nature." The value life and 
the animal life are not in two separate realms as most religions 
and philosophies have assumed, and as classical, impersonal 
science has also assumed. The spiritual life (the contemplative, 
".'religious," philosophical, or value-life) is within the jurisdiction 
of human thought and is attainable in principle by man's own 
efforts. Even though it has been cast out of the realm of reality by 
the classical, value-free science which models itself upon physics, 
it can be reclaimed as an object 'of study ,and technology by hu
manistic science. That is, such an expanded science must consider 
the eternal verities, the ultimate truths, the final values, and so 
on. to be "real" and natural, fact-based rather than wish-based, 
human rather than superhuman, legitimate scientific problems 
calling for research. , 

In practice, of course, such problems are more difficult to 
study. The lower life is prepotent over the higher life. which means 
that the higher -is just less llkely to occur. The preconditions of 
the metamotivated life are far more numerous, not only in terms 
of prior gratification of the whole hierarchy of the basic needs, 
but also in terms of the greater number of "good conditions" (8S) 
which are needed to mak� the higher life possible, Le . •  a far better 
environment is required, economic scarcity must have been con
quered, a wide variety of choices must be freely available along 
with conditions that make real and efficient choosing possible. 
synergic social institutions are almost a requirement (83), etc. In a 
word. we must be very careful to imply only that the higher life is 
in principle possible. and never that it is probable. or likely, or 
easy to attain. 
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Let me also make quite explicit the implication that metamoti
vation is species-wide. and is. therefore. supracultural. common
human. not created arbitrarily by culture. Since this is a point at 
which misunderstandings are fated to occur. let me say it so: The 
metaneeds seem to me to be instinctoid. that is. to have an appre
ciable hereditary. species-wide determination. But they are poten:" 
tialities. rather than actualities. Culture is definitely and absolutely 
needed for their actualizttion; but also culture can fail to actualize 
thelD. and indeed this is just what most known cultures actually 
seem to do and to have done throughout history. Therefore. there 
is implied here a supracultural factor which can criticize any cul
ture from outside and above that culture. namely, in terms of the 
degree to which it fosters or suppresses self-actualization, full 
humanness. and metamotivation (8S). A culture can be synergic 
with human biological essence or it can be antagonistic to it, i.e .• 
culture and biology are not in principle opposed to each other. 

Can we, therefore, say that everyone yearns for the higher life, 
the spiritual. the B-Values. etc? Here we run full-tilt into inade
quacies in our language. Certainly we can say in principle that 
such a yearning must be considered to be a potential in every 
newborn baby until proven otherwise. That is to say. our best 
suess is that this potentiality, if it is lost. is lost after birth. It is al
so socially realistic today to bet that most newborn babies will 
never actualize this potentiality. and will never rise to the highest 
levels of motivation because of poverty. exploitation. prejudice. 
etc. There is. in fact. inequality of opportunity in the world today. 
It is also wise to say of adults that prognosis varies for each of 
them. depending on how and where they live, their social-econo
mic-political circumstances, degree and amount of psychopatho
logy. etc. And yet is also unwise (as a matter of social strategy, 
if nothing else) to give up the possibility of the metalife complete
ly and in principle for any living person. "Incurables" have. after 
all. been "cured" in both the psychiatric sense and in the sense of 
self-actuaHzation. for example by Synanon. And most certainly. 
we would be stupid to give up this possibility for future genera
tions. 

The so-called spiritual (or .transcendent. or axiological) life is 
clearly rooted in the biological nature of the species. It is a kind of 
"higher" animality whose precondition is a healthy "lower" 
animality. i.e.. they are hierarchically integrated (rather than 
mutually exclusive). But this higher. spiritual "animality" is so 
timid and weak. and so easily lost. is so easily crushed by stronger 
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cultural forces. that it can become widely actualized on6' in a cul
ture which approves of human nature. and therefore actively fos
ters its fullest growth. 

It is this,consideration that offers a possible resolution of many 
unnecessary conflicts or d ichotomies. For instance. if "spirit" a la 
Hegel and "nature" Ii la Marx are in fact hierarchically integrated 
on the same continuum, which means also the usual versions of 
"idealism" and "materialism," then various solutions are given by 
the nature of this hierarchical continuum. For instance, lower 
needs (animal. nature, material) are prepotent in quite specific. 
empirical, operational, limited senses to so-called higher basic 
needs .  which · in turn are prepotent to metaneeds (spirit, ideals, 
values). This is to say that the "material" conditions of life are 
meaningfully prior to (have precedence over. are stronger than) 
high ideals and are even prepotent to ideology. philosophy. relig
ion. culture. etc .• also in definitely definable and limited ways. 
Yet these higher ideals and values are far from being mere epip
henomena of the lower values. They seem rather to have the same 
quality of biological and psychological reality even though differ
ing in strength. urgency, or priority. In any hierarchy of prepo
tency. as in the nervous system. or as in a pecking order. the 
higher and the lower are equally "real" and equally human. One 
can certainly see history. if one wishes. from the point of view of 
struggle toward full humanness. or 'as the unfolding of an im
manent. German-professor-type Idea, i.e., from above downward. 
Or one can equally find first or basic or ultimate causes in mate
rial circumstances, i.e., from below upward. (One can then accept 
as true the statement that "self-interest is the basis of all human 
nature," in the sense that it is prepotent. But it is not true in the 
sense of being a sufficient description of 01/ human motives.) They 
are both useful theories for different intellectual purposes, and 
both have assignable psychological meanings. We need not argue 
over '"the primacy of spirit to matter," or the other way about. If 
the Russians today get worried over the emergence of idealism, 
and of spiritual philosophies, they needn't. From what we know of 
developments within individuals and within societies, a certain 
amount of spirituality is the extremely probable consequence. 
of a satisfied materialism. ( It is a great mystery to me why 
affluence releases some people for growth while permitting other 
people to stay fixated at a strictly "materialistic" level.) But it 
is just as probable that the religionist. fostering spiritual values, 
had better start with food, shelter. roads. etc., which are more 
basic than sermons. 
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Placing our lower-animal inheritance on the same scale as 
our "highest." most spiritual. axiological. valuable. "religious" 
(thereby saying tilat spirituality is also animal, i .e  . •  h ighe.r-animal) 
helps us to transcend many other d ichotomies as well. For in
stance. the voice of the devil. depravity. the flesh. evi l .  the selfish. 
the egocentric. self-seeking. etc.. have all been dichotomized 
from. and opposed to, the divine. the ideal. the good, the eternal 
verities. our highest aspirations, etc. Sometimes the divine or the 
best has been conceived to be within human nature. But far more 
often. in the history of mankind, the good has been conceived of 
as external to human nature. above it. supernatural .  

My vague impression is that most religions. philosophies. or 
ideologies have been somewhat more likely \0 accept the evil or 
the worst as intrinsic to human nature. But even our "worst" 
impulses have sometimes been exteriorized as. e.g . .  the voice of 
Satan. or the like. 

Frequently. also, our "lowest" animal nature has automatically 
been maligned as "bad" (95) although in principle it could just 
as easily have been thought of as "good" -and in some cultures. 
has been. and is. Perhaps this ma ligning of our lower-animal na
ture is due in part to the d ichotomizing itself (dichotomizing path
ologizes. and pathology encourages dichotomizing, which. in a 
holistic world. is usually incorrect). If so, then the concept of 
metamotivation should supply a theoretical basis for solving all 
these (mostly) false dichotomies. 

XIX 

Pleasures and gratifications can be arranged in hierarchy 01 
Itvels Jrom lower to higher. So also can hedonistic theories be 
seen as ranging Jrom lower to higher. i.e .• metahedonism. 

The B-Values. seen as gratifications of metaneeds, are then 
also the highest pleasures or happinesses that we know of. 

I have suggested elsewhere (8 1 )  the need for and usefulness 
of being conscious that there is a hierarchy of pleasures. rang
ing from. e.g .• relief from pain. through the contentment of a 
hot tub. the happiness of being with good friends. the joy of 
great music. the bliss of having a child. the ecstasy of the high
est love-experiences. on up to the fusion with the B-Values. 

Such a hierarchy suggests a solution of the problem of hedon
ism. selfishness. duty. etc. If one includes the highest pleasures 
among the pleasures in general. then it becomes true in a very 
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real sense that fully human people also seek only for pleasure, 
i.e., metapleasure. Perhaps we can call this "meta hedonism" 
and then point out that at this level there is then no contradic
tion between pleasure and duty since the highest obligations of 
human beings are certainly to truth, justice, beauty, etc., 
which however ar� also the highest pleasures that the species 
can experience. And of course at this level of discourse the 
mutual exclusiveness between selfishness and unselfishness 
has also disappeared. What is good for us is good for everyone 
else, what is gratifying is praiseworthy, our appetites are now 
trustworthy, rational, and wise. what we enjoy is good for us, 
seeking our own (highest) good is also seeking the general 
good, etc. 

If one speaks of lower-need hedonism. of higher-need hedon': 
ism. and of meta need hedonism, then this is an order from 
lower to higher (95), implying operational and testable mean
ings of various sorts. For instance, the higher we go, the less 
the frequency found in the popUlation, the greater the number 
of preconditions. the better must the social environment be, the 
higher the quality of education must be, etc. . 

xx 

Since the spiritual life Is instinctoid. all the techniques 0/ 
"subjective biology" apply to its education. 

Since the spiritual life (B-Values, B-facts. metaneeds. etc.) 
is part of the Real Self, which is instinctoid, it can in principle 
be introspected. It has "impulse voices" or "inner signals" which, 
though weaker than basic needs. can yet be "heard." and which 
therefore come under the rubric of the "subjective biology." 

In principle. therefore. all the principles and exercises which 
help to develop (or teach) our sensory awarenesses, our body · 
awarenesses, our sensitivities to the inner signals (given off by 
our needs. capacities, constitution. temperament. body, etc.)
all these apply also, though less strongly. to our inner meta
needs. i.e .• to the education of our yearnings for beauty. law, 
truth. perfection. etc. Perhaps we can also invent some such 
term as "experiential1y rich" to describe those who are so sensi
tive to the inner voices of the self that even the meta needs can 
be consciously introspected and enjoyed. 

It is this experiential richness which in principle should be 
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'"teachable" or recoverable at least in degree, perhaps with the 
proper use of psychedelic chemicals, with Esalen-type, non
verbal methodsl with meditation and contemplation techniques, 
with funher study of the peak experiences, or of B-cognition, etc. 

I do not wish to be understood as deifying the inner signals 
(the voices from within, the "still, small voice of conscience," 
etc.). It seems to me that experiential knowledge is cenainly 
the beginning of all knowledge, but it is definitely not the end 
of all knowledge. It is necessary, but not sufficient. The voice 
from within can occasionally be wrong even in the wisest indi
vidual. In any case, such wise individuals generally test their 
inner commands against external reality whenever they can. 
Empirical testing and verifying of experiential knowledge is 
thus always in order, for sometimes the inner certainty, even of 
a veritable mystic. 'turns out to be the voice of the devil (53). It 
is not yet wise to permit the private conscience of one person to 
outweigh all other sources of knowledge and wisdom, however 
much we respect inner experiencing. 

XXI 

Bul 8- Jlalues seem 10 be the same as B-/acls. Reality Ihe" Is 
ultimately Jact-values or value-/acts. 

The B-Values can equally be called B-facts (or ultimate 
reality) at the highest levels of perspicuity (of illumination, 
awakening, insight, B-cognition, mystical perception, etc.) (89, 
Chap. 6). When the highest levels of personality development, 
of cultural development, of perspicuity. of emotional freeing 
(from fears, inhibitions, defenses), and of noninterference all 
coincide, then there are now some good reasons for affirming 
that human-independent reality is seen most clearly in its own 
( human-independent) nature. least distoned by observer
intrusions (82). Then reality is described as true. good, perfect, 
integrated. alive. lawful. beautiful. etc. That is. the reality-de
scribing words that are most accurate and suitable to report 

� The Esalen Institute at Big Sur. California. specializes in such meth
ods. The tacit assumption underlying this new kind of education is that 
both the body and the "spirit" can be loved, and that they are synergic and 
hierarchically integrated rather Wlan mutually exclusive. i.e .• one can have 
both. 
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what is perceived are the very same words which have been 
traditionally called value-words. The traditional .dichotomizing 
of is and oughl turns out to be characteristic of lower levels 
of living. and is transcended at the highest level of living. 
where fact and value fuse. For obvious reasons. those words 
which are simultaneously descriptive and normative can be 
called "fusion-words." 

At this fusion. level "love for the intrinsic values" is the same 
as "love of ultimate reality." Devotion 10 the Cacts here implies 
love ./or the facts. The sternest effort at objectivity or percep
tion. i.e.. to reduce as much as possible the contaminatins 
effect of the observer. and oC his Cears and wishes and selfish 
calculations. yields an emotional. aesthetic. and axiological re
sult. a result pointed toward and approximated by our greatest 
and most perspicuous philosophers. scientists. artists and spirit
ual inventors and leaders. 

Contemplation oC ultimate values becomes the same as co. 
templation of the nature oC the world. Seeking the truth .(fully 
defined) may be the same as seekins beauty. order. oneness, 
perfection. rightness (fully defined). and truth may then be 
sought via any other B-Value. Does science then become indis
tinguishable from art? religion? philosophy? Is a basic scien
tific discovery about the nature of reality also a spiritual or 
axiological affirmation? 

If all this is so. then our attitude toward the real, or at least 
the reality we get glimpses of when we are at our best and 
when il is at ;IS best. can no longer be only "cool," purely 
cognitive. rational. logical, detached. uninvolved assent. This 
reality calls Corth also a warm and emotional response. a re
sponse of love. of devotion. of loyalty. even peak. experiences. 
At its best. reality is not only true. lawful, orderly, integrated. 
etc.; it is also good and beautiful and lovable as well. 

Seen from another angle. we could be said to be offerins 
here implied answers to the great religious and philosophical 
questions about. e.g.. the philosophical quest. the religious 
quest. the meaning of life. etc. 

The theoretical structure proposed here is offered tentatively 
as a set of hypotheses for testing lind verification. or possibly 
nonverification. It is a network oC "facts" at various levels of 
scientific reliability. oC clinical and personological reports. and 
also of sheer intuitions and hunches. Or to say it in another way, 
I believe it in advance of the verifications which I confidently 
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predict or gamble will come. But ),ou (the reader) shouldn·t. 
You should be more tentative even if it fcels right. and even if 
it sits well. It is after ali a set of guesses which may be true and 
which had better be checked. 

If the B-Values are identified with and become defining 
characteristics of one's self. does this mean that reality. the. 
world. the cosmos are therefore identified with and become 
defining characteristics of the selfl What can such a statement 
mean? Certainly this sounds like the classical mystic's fusion 
with the world or with his god. Also it reminds us of various 
Eastern versions of this meaning. e.g .• that the individual self 
melts into the whole world and is lost. 

Can we be said to be raising into meaningfulness the possi
bility of absolute values. at least in the same sense that reality 
itself may be said to be absolute? If something of the sort turned 
out to be meaningful. would it be merely humanistic. or might 
it be transhuman? 

By this time. we have reached the limits of meaning-power
that these words can convey. I mention them only because I 
wish to leave doors open. questions unanswered. problems · 
unsolved. Clearly this is not a closed system. 

XXII 
\ . 

Not only is man PART 0.1 nalure. and ;1 part of him. bur also 
he musl be al leasl minimally isomorphic wilh nalure (similar 
10 il) in order 10 be viable in il. It has evolved him. His commu
nion wilh whal Iranscends him Ihere/ore need not be defined as 
non-natural or super-natural. It ma.l' be seen as a "biological" 
exper;en�. 

Heschel (47. p. 87) claims that "Man's true fulfillment de
pends upon communion with that which transcends him." 
And of course this is obviously true in one sense. But this sense 
needs spelling out. 

We have seen that there is not an absolute chasm between 
man and the reality which is beyond him. He can identify with 
this reality. incorporate it into his own definition of his self. 
be loyal to it as to his self. He then becomes part of it and it 
becomes part of him. He and it overlap. 

Phrasing it in this way builds a bridge to another realm of 
discourse. i.e., to the theory of biological evolution of man. Not 
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only is man part of nature. but he must also be isomorphic with 
it to some extent. That is. he cannot 'be in utter contradiction 
to nonhuman nature. He cannot be utterly different from it or 
else he would not now exist. 

. 

The very fact of his viability proves that he is at least com
patible with. acceptable to nature. He agrees with its demands 
and. as a species. has yielded to them at least to the extent of 
remaining viable. Nature has not executed him. He is politic 
enough. biologically speaking. to accept the laws of nature 
which. were he to defy them. would mean death. He aets alona 
with it. 

This is to say that in some sense he must be similar to nature. 
When we speak of his fusion with nature. perhaps this is part of 
what we mean. Perhaps his thrillina to nature (perceivina it as 
true. good. beautiful. etc.) will one day be understood as a kind 
of self-recognition or self-cxperience. a way of beina oneself 
and fully functional. a way of being at home. a kind of biologi
cal authenticity. of "biological mysticism." etc. Perhaps we can 
see mystical or peak-fusion not only as communion with that 
which is most worthy of love. but also as fusion with that which 
is. because he belongs there. being truly part of what is. and 
heina. so to speak. a member of the family: 

. . . one direction in which we find increasing confidence 
is conception that we are basically one with the cosmos in
stead of strangers to it. [Gardner Murphy] 

This biological or evolutionary version of the mystic experi
ence or the p'eak experience-here perhaps no different from 
the spiritual or religious experience-reminds us again that we 
must ultimately outgrow the obsolescent usage of "highest" as 
the opposite of "lowest" or "deepest." Here the "highest" ex
perience ever described. the joyful fusion with the ultimate that 
man can conceive. can be seen simultaneously as the deepest 
ex-perience of our ultimate personal animality and specieshood. 

, as the acceptance of our profound biological nature as iso-
morphic with nature in general. , 

This kind of empirical. or at least naturalistic. phrasing 
seems to me also to make it less necessary or less temptina to 
define "that which transcends him" as nonhuman and non
natural or supernatural as Heschel does. Communion by the 
person with that which transcends him can be seen as a bio
logical experience. And although the universe cannot be said 
to love the human being. it can be said at least to accept him in 
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a nonhostile way, to permit him to endure, and to grow and, 
occasionaUy, to permit him great joy. 

XXIII 

7he B- Values are not the same as our personal attitudes 
toward these values. nor our emotional reactions to them. The 
B- J'alues Induce In us a kind of "requiredness feeling" and also 
Q Jeeling oj unworthiness. . 

The B-Values had better be differentiated from our human 
attitude toward these B-Values, at least to the extent that it is 
possible for so difficult a task. A listing of such attitudes to
ward ultimate values (or reality) included: love, awe, adora
tion, humility, reverence, unworthiness, wonder, amazement, 
marveling. exaltation, gratitude. fear, joy, etc. (8S, p. 94). 
These are clearly emotional-cognitive reactions within a per
son witnessing something not the same as himself, or at least 
verbally separable. Of course, the more the penon fuses with 
the world in great peak or mystic experiences, the less of these 
intraself reactions there would be and the more the self would 
be lost as a separable entity. 

I suppose the main reason for keeping this separability-that 
is, beyond the obvious advantages for theorizing and research
ing-is that Ireat peak experiences, illuminations, desolations, 
ecstasies. mystical . fusions do not occur very often. A rather 
small percentage of clock time is spent in such exceptional 
moments even in the most reactive individuals. Far more time 
is spent in relatively serene contemplation and enjoyment of 
the ultimate (rather than climactic fusion with them) which 
have been revealed in the great illuminations. It is thus quite 
useful to speak of Royce-type "loyalty" ( 1 3 1 )  to the ultimates. 
and of duty. responsibility. and de.votion as well. 

In addition. the theoretical structure being herein set forth 
makes it impossible to think of these reactions to the B-Valuea 
as being in any way arbitrary or accidental. From what has 
gone before. it is much more natural to think of these reactions 
as in some degree required. commanded. called-for, suitable, 
fitting and proper. appropriate. i.e., in some sense or other the 
B-Values are felt to be worthy of, and even to require or com
mand love. awe. devotion. The fully-human person presumably 
can't help having such reactions. 

Nor should we forlet that witnessing these ultimate facts (or 
values) often makes the person acutely COnsclOUS of his own 
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unworthi"ess. of his inadequacies and shortcomings. of his ul
timate existential smallness. finiteness. and powerlessness sim
ply as a human being and as a member of the human speci�. 

XXIV 

Ihe VOCQbuIQ'l' to describe motivations must be hierarchical. 
especially since metamotivations (growth motivations) must be 
charQcter;zed d!/ferently from bas;� needs (deficiency-needs). 

This difference between intrinsic values and our attitudes 
toward these values also generates a hierarchical vocabulary 
for motives (using this word generally and inclusively). In an
other place I have. called attention to the levels of gratification. 
pleasures. or happiness corresponding to the hierarchy of 
·needs to metaneeds (82). I n  addition to this. we must keep in 
mind that the concept of "gratification" itself is transcended at 
the level of meta motives or growth-motives. where satisfac
tions can be endless. So also for the concept of happiness 
which can also be altogether transcended at the highest levels. 
It may then easily become a kind of cosmic sadness or sober
ness or nonemotional contemplation. At the lowest basic-need 
levels we can certainly talk of being driven and of desperately 
craving. striving. or needing. when. e.g .• cut off from oxygen 
or experiencing great pain. As we go on · up the h ierarchy of 
basic needs. words like desiring. wishing. or preferring. choos
ing. wanting. become more appropriate. But at the highest 
levels. i .e .• of meta motivation. all these words become subjec
tively inadequate. and such words as yearning for. devoted to. 
aspiring to. loving. adoring. admiring. worshiping. being drawn 
to or fascinated by. describe the metamotivated feelings more 
accurately. 

In addition to these feelings. we shall certainly have to face 
the difficult task of finding words which are capable of con
veying the meaning of the Jelt QPprOpr;aleness. the duty. the 
suitability. the sheer justice. of loving that which is intrinsically 
loveworthy. which deserves to be loved. which requires and even 
commands love. which calls for love. which one ought to love. 

But all these words still assume a separation between the 
wanter and what he wants. How shall we describe what hap
pens when this separation is transcended and there is some 
degree of identity or fusion between the person who wants and 
that which he wants'! or between the person. who wants and 
that which. in a sense. wants him? 
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This can also be phrased as a kind of Spinozistic transcen
dence of the free will vs. determinism dichotomy. At the level 
of metamotivation, one freely. happily. and wholeheartedly 
embraces one's determinants. One chooses and wills one's 
fate. not reluctantly, not "ego-dystonically," but lovingly and 
enthusiastically. And the greater the insight. the more "ego
syntonic" is this fusion of free will and determinism. 

xxv 

7he B· Values call Jor behavioral expression or "celebration" 
liS �I/ as inducing subjective stales. 

We must agree with Heschel's (47. p. 1 17) stress on "celc
'bration" which he describes as "an act of expressing respect or 
reverence for that which one needs or honors . . . .  Its essence is 
to call attention to the sublime or solemn aspects of living . . . .  
To celebrate is to share in a greater joy. to participate in an eter
nal drama." 

It is well to notice that the highest values are not only re
spectively enjoyed and contemplated. but that they often also 
lead to expressive and behavioral responses, which of course 
would be easier to investigate than subjective states. 

Here we find still another phenomenological meaning of the 
"ought feeling." It feels suitable. fitting and proper. a plcas
antly pressing duty. to celebrate the B-Values. as if it were due 
them that we should, as if we owed them at least this, as if it 
were only fair. just. and natural that we should protect them, 
foster. enhance, share. and celebrate them. 

XXVI 

7here are certain educaliona/ and Iherllpeutic advllntllges In 
dijJerentiating the realm (or level) of being from the rellim (or 
�vel) oj deJiciencies. lind in recognizing /Ilngullgt differen�s 
III these levels. , 

I have found it most useful for myself to differentiate between 
,the realm of being (B-realm) and the realm of deficiencies 
(D-realm). that is. between the eternal and the "practical." 
Simply as a matter of the strategy and tactics of living well and 
fully and of choosing one's life instead of having it determined 
for us. this is a help. It is so easy to forget ultimates in the rush 
and hurry of daily life. especially for young people. So often 
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we are merely responders. so to speak. simply reacting to stimu
li. to rewards and punishments. to emergencies. to pains and 
fears. to demands of other people. to superficialities. It takes a 
specific. conscious. ad hoC' effort. at least at first. to turn one's 
attention to intrinsic things and values. e.g.. perhaps seeking 
-actual physical aloneness. perhaps exposing oneself to great 
music. to good people. to natural beauty. etc. Only after practice 
do these strategies become easy and automatic so that one can 
be living in the B-realm even wi.hout wishing or trying. i.e . •  
the "unitive life." the "metalife," the "life of being," etc. 

I have found mis vocabulary useful also in teaching people 
to be more aware of values of being. of a language of being. of 
the ultimate facts of being. of the life of being. of unitive con
sciousness. etc. The vocabulary is certainly clumsy and some
times grates on the sensibilities. but it does serve the purpose 
(8S. Appendix I: An example of B-analysis). In any case. it has 
already proven to be operationally useful in the planning of 
research. 

A subhypothesis emerges here from my occasional obser
vation that highly developed or matured individuals ("meta
persons"?). even when mecting for the first time. can make 
extraordinarily quick communication with each other at the 
highest level of living with what I have called the B-language. 
At this point I will say of it only that it speaks as if B-Values ex
isted. were true and real. and were easily perceived by some 
but not by others. and that communication with these othen 
can be also true and real. but must occur at a lower and less 
mature level of significance or of meaning. 

At this moment I ,do not know how to put this hypothesis to 
the test because I have found that some people can usc the 
vocabulary without really understanding it. as some people can 
talk glibly about music or love without really experiencing 
either. 

Other impressions. even more vague. are that along with 
this easy communication with the B-language also may go a 
great intimacy. a fecling of sharing common loyalties. of work
ing at the same tasks. of being "simpatico." of feclina kinship. 
perhaps of being fellow servants. 

XXVII 

"/lIlIrinsiC' C'onscience" and "intrinsic guilt" are ultimately 
biologiC'ally rooted. 
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Stimulated by Fromm's discussion of "humanistic con
acience" (37) and Horney's (SO) reconsideration of Freud's 
"superego," other humanistic writers have agreed that there is 
an "intrinsic conscience" beyond the superego, as well as "in
trinsic guilt" which is a deserved self-punishment for betrayal 
of the intrinsic self. 

I believe that the biological rooting of meta motivation theory 
can clarify and solidify these concepts further. 

Horney and Fromm, revolting against the specific content of 
Freud'. instinct theory, and probably also because of a too 
ready acceptance of social determinism, rejected any version 
of biological theory and "instinct theory." That this is a serious 
mistake is more readily discerned against the background of 
this chapter. 

One's personal biology is beyond question a sine qua non 
component of the "Real Self." Being oneself, being natural or 
spontaneous, being authentic, expressing one's identity, all 
these are also biological statements since they imply the ac
ceptance of one's constitutional, temperamental, anatomical, 
neurological, hormonal, and instinctoid-motivational nature. 
Such a statement is in both the Freudian line and in the Neo
Freudian line (not to mention Rogerian, Jungian, Sheldonian, 
Ooldsteinian, et 0/.). It is a cleansing and a correction of what 
Freud was groping toward and of necessity glimpsed only 
vaguely. I therefore consider it to be in the echt-Freudian or 
"epi-Freudian" tradition. I think Freud was trying to say 
som�thing like this with his various instinct theories. I believe 
also that this statement is an acceptance of, plus an improve
ment upon, what Horney was trying to say with her concept 
of a Real Self. 

If my more biological interpretation of an intrinsic self is 
corroborated, then it would also support the differentiation of 
neurotic guilt from the intrinsic guilt which comes from de
fyinS one's own nature and from trying to be what one is not. 

But in view of what has sone before, we should have to in
clude the intrinsic values or values of being in this intrinsic 
sclf. In theory, then, a betrayal of truth or justice or beauty or 
any other B-Value should be expected to sene rate intrinsic 
guilt (metaguilt?), a suilt that would be deserved and bio
logically sound. This is in about the same sense that pain is 
ultimately a blessinS because it tells us that we are doinS 
something that is bad for us. When we betray the B-Values, we 
hun. and in I certain sense, we should hurt. Furthermore, this 
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implies a reinterpretation of the "need for punishment." which 
can also be positively phrased as a wish. via expiation. to feel 
"clean" again ( 1 1 8) .  

XXV I I I  

Many 0.1 the ultimate religious functions are fulfilled by 
this theoretical structure. 

From the point of view of the eternal and absolute that man
kind has always sought. it may be that the D-Values could also. 
to some extent. serve this purpose. They are per se, in their own 
right. not dependent upon human vagaries for their existence. 
They are perceived. not invented. They are transhuman and 
transindividual. They exist beyond the life of the individual. 
They can be conceived to be a kind of perfection. They could 
conceivably satisfy the human longing for certainty. 

And yet they are also human in a specifiable sense. They are 
not only his. but him as well. They command adoration. rever
ence. celebration. sacrifice. They are worth living for and dying 
for. Contemplating them or fusing with them gives the great
est joy that a human being is capable of. 

Immortality also has a quite definite and empirical meaning 
in this context. for the values incorporated into the person as 
defining characteristics of his self live on after his death. i.e . •  in 
a certain real sense. his self transcends death. 

And so for other functions that the organized religions have 
tried to fulfill. Apparently all. or almost al\. the characteristic
ally religious experiences that have ever been described in any 
of the traditional religions. in their own phrasings. whether 
theist or nontheist. Eastern or Western. can be assimilated to 
this theoretical structure and can be expressed in an empirical
ly meaningful way. i.e .• phrased in a testable way. 
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APPENDIX A 

Comments on "Religions, Values, 

and Peak-Experiences" 

Since Religions. Values. and Peak-Experiences was first written, 
there has been much turmoil in the world and. therefore. much 
to learn. Several of the lessons I have learned are relevant 
here. certainly in the sense that they are helpful supplements to 
the main thesis of the book. Or perhaps I should call them warn
ings about overextreme. dangerous. and one-sided uses of this 
thesis . .  Of cO\lrse this is a standard hazard for thinkers who try 
to be holistic. integrative. and inclusive. They learn inevitably that 
most people think atomistically. in terms of either-or, black-white, 
all in or all out. of mutual exclusiveness and separativeness. A good 
eample of what I mean is the mother who gave her son two ties for 
his birthday. As he put on one ofthem to please her. she asked sad
ly. "And why do you hate the other tie?" 

I think I can best state my warning against polarization and 
dichotomizing by a historical approach. I see in the history of 
many organized religions a tendency to develop two extreme 
wings: the "mystical" and individual on the one hand, and the 
legalistic and organizational on the other. The profoundly and 
authentically religious · person integrates these trends easily and 
automatically_ The forms, rituals. ceremonials, and verbal formu
lae in which he was reared remain for him experientially rooted, 
symbolically meaningful. archetypal, unitive. Such a person may 
go through the same motions and behaviors as his more numer
ous co religionists. but he is never reduced to the I behavioral, as 
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most of them are. Most people lose or forget the subjectively 
religious experience, and redefine Religion as a set of habits, 
behaviors, dogmas, forms, which at the extreme becomes entirely 
legalistic and bureaucratic, conventional, empty, and in the 
truest meaning of the word. antireligious. The mystic experi
ence, the illumination, the great awakening. along with the 
charismatic seer who started the whole thing. are forgotten. 
lost. or transformed into their opposites. Organized Religion. 
the churches. finally may become the major enemies of .he re-
ligious experience and the religious experiencer. 

. 

But on the other wing. the mystical (or experiential) also has 
its ttaps which I have not stressed sufficiently. As the more Apol
lonian type can veer toward the extreme of being reduced to the 
merely behavioral, so does the mystical type run the risk of being 
reduced to the merely experiential.. Out of the joy arid wonder of 
his ecstasies and peak experiences he may be tempted to seek them, 
Qd hoc, and to value them exclusively, as the only, or at least the 
highest goods of life, giving up other criteria of right and wrong. 
Focused on these wonderful subjective experiences, he may run the 
danger of turning away from the world and from other people in 
his search for triggers to peak experiences, Qny triggers. In a 
word, instead of being temporarily self-absorbed and inwardly 
searching, he may become simply a selfish penon, seeking his 
own personal salvation; trying to get into "heaven" even if other 
people can't, and finally even perhaps using other people as trig
gers, as means to his sole end of higher states of consciousness. 
In a word. he may become not only selfish but also evil. My im
pression, from the history of mysticism, is that this trend can 
sometimes wind up in meanness, nastiness, loss of compassion, or 
even in the extreme of sadism. 

Another possible booby · trap for the (polariLing) mystics 
throughout his.tory has been the danger of needing to escalate the 
triggers, so to speak. That is, stronger anCi stronger stimuli are 
needed to produce the same response. If the sole good in life be
comes the peak experience, and if all means to this end become 
good. and if more peak experiences are better than fewer, �n 
one can Jor� the issue, push actively, strive, and hunt, and fight 
for them. So they have often moved over into magic. into the 
secret and esoteric. into the exotic. the occult. the dramatic and 
effortful. the dangerous. the cultish. Healthy openness to the 
mysterious. the realistically humble recognition . that we don't 
know much. the modest and grateful acceptance of gratuitous 
grace and of just plain good luck-all these can shade over into 
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the antirational. the antiempirical. the antiscientific. the anti
verbal. the anticonceptual. The peak experience may then 
be exalted as, the best or even the on�I' path to knowledge. and 
thereby all the tests and verifications of the validity of the illum
ination may be tossed aside. 

The possibility that the inner voices. the "revelations." may be 
mistaken. a lesson from history that should come through loud and 
clear. is denied. and there is then no way of finding out whether 
the voices within are the voices of good or of evil . (George Ber
nard Shaw's Soint Joon confronts this problem.) Spontaneity (the 
impulses from our best selO gets confused with impulsivity and 
acting Ol.lt (the impulses from our sick selO and there is then no 
way to tell the difference. 

Impatience (especially the built-in impatience of youth) d ictates 
shortcuts of all kinds. Drugs. which can be helpful when wisely 
used. become dangerous when foolishly used. The sudden insight 
becomes "all" and the patient and disciplined "working through" 
is postponed or devalued. Instead of being "surprised by joy," 
'"turning on" is scheduled. promised. advertised. sold, hustled into 
being. and can get to be regarded as a commodity. Sex-love. cer
tainly one possible path to the experience of the sacred. can be
come mere "screwing." i.e., desacralized. More and more exotic, 
artificial. striving "techniques" may escalate further and further 
until they become necessory and until jadedness and impotence 
ensue. 

The search for the exotic. the strange. the unusual. the uncom
mon, has often taken the form of pilgrimages. of turning away 
from the world. the "Journey to the East." to another country or 
to a different Religion. The great lesson from the true mystics. 
from the Zen monks. and now also from the Humanistic and 
Transpenonal psychologists-that the sacred is in the ordinary, 
that it is to be found in one's daily life. in onc's neighbors. friends, 
and family, in one's back yard. and that travel may be a flight 
from confronting the sacred-this lesson can be easily lost. To be 
looking elsewhere for miracles is to me a sure sign of ignorance 
that ,ver.l'thing is miraculous. 

The rejection of a priestly caste that claimed to be exclusive 
custodians of a private hotline to the sacred was. in my opinion, 
a areat step forward in the emancipation of mankind. and we 
have the mystics among others-to thank for this achievement. 
But this valid insight can also be used badly when, dichotomized 
and exaggerated by foolish people. They can distort it into a re
jection of the guide, the teacher. the sage. the therapist. the 
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counselor, the elder, the helper along the path to self-actualiza
tion and the realm of Being. This is often a great danger and 
always an unnecessary handicap. 

To summarize, the healthily Apollonian (which means inte
grated with the healthily Dionysian) �n become pathologized 
into an extreme, exaggerated, and dichotomized compulsive-
obsessional sickness. But also the healthily Dionysian (which 
means integrated with the healthily Apollonian) can become pa
thologized at its extreme into hysteria, with all Its symptoms. '  

Obviously, what I a m  suggesting here is a pervasively holistic 
attitude and way of thinking. The experiential must be not only 
stressed and brought back into psychology and philosophy as an 
opponent of the merely abstract and abstruse, of the Q priori. of 
what I have called "helium-filled words." It must then also be In
ttgrated with the abstract, and the verbal, i.e., we must make a 
place for "experientially based concepts," and for "experientially 
filled words," that is, for an experience-based rationality in con
trast to the a prior; rationality that we have come almost to iden
tify with rationality itself. 

The same sort of thing is true for the relations between ex
perientialism and social reform. Shortsighted people make them 
opposites, mutually exclusive. Of course, historically this has often 
happened and does today still happen in many. But it need not 
happen. It is a mistake, an atomistic error, an example of the 
dichotomizing and pathologizing that goes along with immaturity. 
The empirical fact is that self-actualizing people, our best experi-. 
encers, are also our most compassionate, our great improvers and 
reformers of society, our most effective fighters against injustice, 
inequality, slavery, cruelty, exploitation (and also our best fighters 

Jor excellence, effectiveness, competence). And it also becomes 
clearer and clearer that the best "helpers" are the most fully hu
man persons. What I may call the Bodhisattvic path is an Integra
t;on of self-improvement and social zeal, i.e., the best way to be
come a better "helper" is to become a better person. But one 
necessary aspect of becoming a better person is v/Q helping other 
people. So one must and can do both simultaneously. (The ques
tion "Which comes first?" is an atomistic question.) 

In this context I would like to refer to my demonstration in the 
Preface to the revised edition of my Motivation and Personality 
(95) that nonnative zeal is nOI incompatible with scientific objec-

I Colin Wilson's "Outsider"' series will furnish all the examples neces
sary. 
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tivity. but can be integrated with it. eventuatina in a hiaher form 
of objectivity. i.e .• the Taoistic. 

. 

What this all adds up to is this: small "r" religion is quite com
patible. at the higher levels of personal development, with ration
ality. with science. with social passion. Not only this. but it can, in 
principle, quite easily integrate the healthily animal. material; and 
selfish with the naturalistically transcendent, spiritual, and axio
logica\. 

For other reasons also. I now consider that my book Rellglom, 
Valuls. and PeQ/c-ExptrilncIS (85) was too imbalanced toward 
the individualistic and too hard on groups, organizations, and 
communities. Even within the last six . or seven years we have 
learned not to think of oraanilations as necessarily bureaucratic, 
as we have learned more about humanistic, need-fulfilling kinds 
of groups. from, e.g., the research in Organization Development 
and Theory-Y management. the rapidly accumulating experience 
with T-groups. encounter groups. and personal-growth groups, 
the successes of the Synanon community, of the Israeli kibbutzim, 
etc. (See my listing of the Eupsychian Network, an appendix in 
the revised edition [89] of my Toward a Psychology of Btlng.) 

As a matter of fact. I can say much more firmly than I ever did. 
for many empirical reasons. that basic human needs can be ful
filled only by and through other human beings. i.e .• society. The 
need for community (belongingness, contact, groupiness) is itself 
a basic need. Loneliness, isolation, ostracism, rejection by the 
group-these are not only painful but also pathogenic as well. And 
of course it has also been known for decades that humanness and 
specieshood in the infant is only a potentiality arid must be ac
tualized by the society. 

My study of the failure of most Utopian efforts has taught me to 
ask the basic questions themselves in a more practicable and re
searchable way. "How good a society does human nature permitT' 
and. "How good a human nature does society permit?" 

Finally. I would now add to the peak-experience material a 
greater consideration. not only of nadir experiences. the psycho
lytic therapy of Orof (40). confrontations with and reprieves from 
death. post-surgical visions, etc .• but also of the plateau experi
ence.2 This is serene and calm, rather than poignantly emotion
al. climactic. autonomic response to the miraculous. the awesome, 

l This is a very brief anticipation of a more detailed study of "plateau ex
periences" (R.  Johnson. Asrani). and the "Easy State" (Asrani). which I 
hope to write soon. 
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the sacralized. the Unitive. the B-ValuCl. So far as I can now tell. 
the high-plateau experience always has a poetic and cognitive 
element. which is not always true for peak experiences. which can 
be purely and exclusively emotional. It is far more voluntarY ihan 
peak experiences are. One can learn to see in this Unitive way al
most at will. It then becomes a witnessing. an appreciating. whit 
one might call a serene. cognitive blissfulness which can. however. 
have a quality of casualness and lounging about it. 

There i. more an element of surprise. and of disbelief. and of 
aesthetic shock in the peak experience. more the quality of having 
such an experience for the/;m limt. I have pointed out elsewhere 
that the aging body and nervous system is less capable of tolerat
ing a really shaking peak-cxperience. I would add here that matur
ing and aging means also some loss of first-time-ness. of novelty. 
of sheer unpreparedness and surprise. 

Peak and plateau experiences differ also in their relations to 
death. The peak experience can often meaningfully itself be called 
a "little death." a rebirth in various senses. The less intense 
plateau-cxperience is more often experienced as pure enjoyment 
and happiness. as let's say. a mother sitting quietly looking. by the 
hour. at her baby playing and marveling. wondering. philosophiz
ing. not quite believing. She can experience this as a very pleasant. 
continuing. contemplative experience rather than as something 
akin to a climactic explosion. which then ends. 

Older people. making their peace with death. are more apt to be 
profoundly touched. with (sweet) sadness and tears at the contrast 
between their own mortality and the eternal quality of what sets 
off the experience. This contrast can make far more poignant and 
precious what is being witnessed. e.g .• "The surf will be here for
ever and you will soon be gone. So hang on to it; appreciate it; be 
fully conscious of it. Be grateful for it. You are lucky." 

Very imp�rtant today in a topical sense is the realization that 
pJateau experiencing can be achieved. learned. earned by long 
hard work. It can be meaningfully aspired to. But I don't know of 
any way of bypassing the necessary maturing. experiencing. living. 
learning. All of this takes time. A transient glimpse is certainly 
possible in the peak experiences which may. after all. come some
times to anyone. But. so to speak. to take up residence on the high 
plateau of Unitive consciousness. that is another matter altogeth
er. That tends to be a lifelong effort. It should not be confused with 
the Thursday evening tum-on that many youngsters think of as 
Ihl path to transcendence. For that matter. it should not be con
fused with any single experience. The "spiritual disciplines." both 
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the classical ohes and the new ones that keep on being discovered 
these days, aU" take time, work, discipline, study, commitment. 

There is much more to say about these states which are clearly 
relevant to the life of transcendence and the transpenonal, and 
to experiencing life at the level of Being. AU I wish to do here with 
this btief mention is to correct the tendency of some to identify ex
periences of transcenden� as only dramatic, orgasmic, transient, 
'"peaky," like a moment on the top of Mt. Everest. There is also the 
high plateau where one can SIO), "turned-on." 

To summarize in a few words, I would say it this way: Man ha. 
a higher and transcendent nature, and this is part of his essence, 
i.e., his biological nature as a member of a species which ha. 
evolved. This means to me something which I had better speU out 
clearly, namely, that this is a ftat rejection of the Sartre-type of 
Existentialism, i.e., its denial of specieshood, and of a biological 
human nature, and its refusal to face the existence ofthe biological 
sciences. It is true that the word "Existentialism" is by now used 
in so many different ways by different people, even in contradic
tory ways, that this indictment does not apply to aU who use the 
label. But just b��ous� of this diversity of usage, the word is now 
almost useless, in my opinion, and had better be dr.opped. The 
trouble is that I have no good alternative label to offer. If only 
there were some way to say simultaneously: "Yes, man it in a way 
his own project and he does make himselt. But also there are 
limits upon what he can make himself into. The 'project' is pre
determined biologically for aU men; it is to become a man. He 
cannot adopt as his project for himself to become a chimpanzee. 
Or even a female. Or even a baby." The right label would have 
to combine the humanistic, the transpersonal, and the transhu
man. Besides, it would have to be experiential (phenomeno
logical), at least in its basing. It would have to be holiatic rather 
than dissectina. And it would have to be empirical rather than 
o priori, etc. 

' 

The reader who is especially interested in continuina develop
ments along the lines of this book may be referred to the recently 
established ( 1 969) Jou,"ol of Trons�rsonol Psychology (P. O. 
Box 4437, Stanford, California �30S) and to the older weekly 
Monos (P. O. Box 32 1 1 2, EI Sereno Station, Los Angeles, Cali
fornia 90(32). 
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Some Parallels Between Sexual 

and Dominance Behavior of 

Infrahuman Primates I 

and the Fantasies 

of Patients in Psychotherapy 

A. H. Maslow. Ph.D.; H. Rand. M.D.; and S. Newman. M.A. 

It is our purpose in this paper to present some parallels between 
human and infrahuman primates in respect to dominance-subor
dination. and to male a�d female sexuality and character. that 
have arisen in our own work. 

What ap�rs openly in the behavior of these animals often 
ShOWl an utonishing resemblance to the content of secret human 
wishes and fantasies, dreams, myths, characterological adaptationa, 
neurotic and psychotic acts and symptoms, U well as overt and 
covert social and psychological interactions especially between 
parent and child, male and female, therapist and patient, and in 
pneral, between the strong and the weak, the rulers and the 
ruled. Thus, this resemblance offers a perspective on aspect. of 
human psychology not easily accessible to behavioral observation. 

We wish to stress a. strongly as we can that we are dealing with 
interesting and suggestive paralllis, not with proofs of anything. 
Monkeys and apes prove nothing whatso�ver about human beings; 
I No effort has been made to survey the entire literature on this SUbject: 
This paper is based almost entirely on the investiptions of the senior 
author listed in the Bibliography (94. 9S. 97- 109). 
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but they suggest a great deal. as we can testify. These parallels 
have cenainly enriched 0'" perceptions. giving another dimen
sion to many human psychological problems. enabling us to see 
much that we had not noticed before. They have also raised many 
questions. speculations. and hypotheses which were new for us, 
and which. of course. await validation by other techniques. 

This is quite definitely an intellectual game we are playing and 
is quite appropriate. even perhaps necessary. at the idea-produc
ina level of scientific work. at the level ot scientific work. at 
the level of '"primary process creativity" (9". It is certainly 
neceuary to be cautious in science and we wish to be. too (es
pecially by our streal on pIIrtllkls). But it is not well to be O,./y 
cautious. A cenain boldness in the forward elements of science. 
in speculation and theories. is also needed. 

The Dominance-Subordination Syndrome 
in J'fIrahuman Primates 

This syndrome may be generalized to all infrahuman primates 
and indeed. in its basic schema. to most other animals. It has been 
described for all vertebrate classes from the teleost fishes to the 
human being (except for amphibians). For our purposes. however. 
it is most useful. to besin with. to concentrate on the Old World 
monkeya and baboons in whom the syndrome is seen most naked
ly in its aadomuochistic form. Apes and New World monkeys 
vary in cenain respects described in a previous communication 
( 10 1 )  and discussion of them may be postponed for later consider
ation. 

In brief. it is observed that when a pair of monkeys are intro
duced to each other for the fint time. they will. without excep
tion. form at once into a dominance-subordination hierarchy. i.e .• 
one will assume the status of boss or overlord and the other will 
become the subordinate one. Under experimental conditions this 
status is independent of sender. Either male or female can become 
either the dominant or the subordinate individual. When there is a 
real discrepancy in size. the laracr one will usually be the domi
nant. Sexual dimorphism therefore almost always guarantees 
male dominance in the wild. In the laboratory, however, one can 
select as one pleases. If a female is selected who is larger than the 
male. she becomes dominant and he becomes subordinate. So also 
when two males or two females are paired. the larger one ordi
narily becomes dominant. · Since prior to these experiments only 
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observations in the wild or in herds or nocks were available. we 
can understand why it should have been believed that dominance 
was an exclusively male prerogative. When the factor of size is 
ruled out by pairing equally large monkeys. more subtle determi
nants emerge into view. Sureness. lack of hesitation. a confident 
posture. cockiness-in short. what the observer is irresistibly im
pelled to call self-confidence. determines the issue. It is as if the 
animals somehow knew at first glance which was dominant and 
which subordinate. Since there are two animals involved. some
times it looks as if this occurs by one animal conceding dominance • 

. sometimes by one animal assuming or taking dominance. but more 
often these two attitudes are assumed simultaneously. Charac
teristically one maintains a level stare and the other drops his eyes 
or looks off to a corner. The postures become different. the sub
ordinate one assumes a craven and appeasing attitude. his tail 
drooping. his belly closer to the floor. He looks hesitant and un
certain. He may chatter in fear or back into a corner or get out of 
the way. 

. 

Often. however. the differen� in status shows itself very soon by 
a pseudosexual act. The subordinate animal. whether male or fe
male. presents (assumes the female sexual position); the domi
nant one. whether male or female. mounts. This must be called 
pseudosexual because most often it is a token act. Sexual excite
ment may not be seen. Erection may be absent in the mounting 
male. There may be no pelvic thrusts or they may be weak and 
nominal. The head may be mounted instead of the pelvis. etc. 
There may be no penetration. The only desideratum at times 
seems to be getting above the subordinate. regardless of its pos
ture or position. Sometimes the subordinate animal goes eagerly 
or willingly into this situation; sometimes reluctantly. In a few 
cases. reluctant subordination shows itself by an assumption of a 
face-to-face sexual position rather than the presenting for dorso
ventral mounting. This kind of dominance mounting and subordi
nate presenting probably occurs more often at the beginning of a 
relationship rather than after stat1,ls has been stabilized. 

In addition. the dominant animal pre-empts the food supply 
without opposition. It can and does bully the subordinate animal 
in various ways. But this. too. occurs much less often in a stable 
relationship. The dominant animal pre-empts anything that is de
sirable-the best place to sit. a new object in the cage. the front of 
the cage. etc. 

Within the limits of observation of pairs in zoo or laboratory 
this relative status is normally permanent. It has been observed to 
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change when females come into heat and readjustments take 
place ( 105), or when alliances of several subordinates occur to de
throne an overlord ( 1 06). There have also been reports of changes 
under certain experimental conditions: e.g., hormone injections, 
traumatizing. drugs. 

Dominance-Subordination in Humans 

In subprimate species. dominance may involve actual use of 
physical strength as it does. for example. in the gang or group of 
preadolescent or adolescent boys. Punching or formal boxing may 
establish a boy in the dominance hierarchy: Often the combat 
takes the form of wrestling. which is won when the winner lies on 
top of the loser for specified amounts of time. frequently defined 
by counting, or by admission of defeat ("say ·uncle"'). 

But the very threat of use of force. or an obvious external evi
dence-bigger size. obvious self-confidence. strong muscles, swag
ger. strutting. or cockiness-may be enough. as it is in monkeys. 
This again we may observe among boys; also in preadolescents of 
both sexes. when some girls may try to measure up their strength 
against boys. but eventually acknowledge that boys are stronger. 
This is also accepted tacitly by most children in regard to their 
parents and other adults. 

In later life also the struggle for dominance manifests itself in 
all areas of interpersonal relationships: both in overt behavior. in 
dreams. fantasies. neurotic and psychotic symptoms. However. in 
the sexual realm especially we can see parallels between our data 
from primates and human behavior patterns and fantasies. 

If maturation does not result in a healthy integration under the 
hegemony of ( Freudian) genitality. masculine sexual activity may 
be identified with dominance. control. manipulation. aggression. 
and even sadistic behavior. This may extend over a wide range of 
phenomena. At the extreme. the partner may be bound and actual 
pain inflicted. Or he may be immobilized. frightened. made pas
sive. manipulated. dominated. used. Here. as in the dominance 
struggle of the primates. the power. dominance, and aggression 
aspects overshadow the genital drives and use them to channel 
through. The pattern of the struggle is basically nonsexual. re
prdless of the gender of the partiCipants. Thus in the dominance 
struggle there are several possible combinations: 

I .  Male-male relationship. 
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2. Female-female relationship. 
3. Male-female relationship in which the man is dominant. 
4. Male-female relationship in which the woman is dominant. 

Cases 3 and 4 are often deceptive and masquerade frequently as 
the "normal" genital adjustment. 

Yet even here. in the behaviorally "normal" sexual act •• do�
inance and subordination fantasies are often found. 

1 .  A case of a homosexual woman. whose strong masculine as
pirations appeared in the course of treatment. spontaneously 
found herself in her first heterosexual experience. on top of her 
male partner. feeling herself al the thrusting dominant one. 

2. A male patient with an anesthetic penis seeks out sexual in
tercourse to feel powerful; he has repetitive fantasies of wieldina 
a whip over a harem of women. 

3. A patient reports fantasies of sucking the breast during 
"normal" intercourse. Even thoulh his behavior is dominant. his 
fantasy is submissive. 

4. An active homosexual woman feels that the climax of her se
ductive campaign has been reached when an innocent sirl suc
cumbs sexually. not when she herself has sexual pleasure. Indeed. 
it is almost irrelevant for her. 

In 'the behaviorally "normal" (to the eye of the camera) sexual 
intercourse. the fantasies may express a dominant-subordinate 
impulse. rather than a love. a sex. or reproductive impulse. One 
way in which this is commonly reflected is in the use of the 
words screwing. fucking. to express overpowering aggression. 
contempt. conquest. assumption of the dominant status or even 
cruelty. These words are used in many nonsexual situations. "Did 
I get screwed '" a fllIn may exclaim to say that he was taken ad
vantage of. Mi lot 'raped'" (or "shafted"). a man or. woman may 
say in situations in which he or she was taken advantage of. fooled. 
swindled. or exploited; or of an irritatingly superior or hoity-toity 
woman. males are apt to say "She ought to be raped" as if this 
would humble her properly. 

H uman adults-(:onsciously. preconsciously. and unconscious
ly-frequently perceive and describe the sexual act in terms of the 
infantile perception of it as the male ("overpowerinl. cruel. 
bad") doing something harmful to the female ("helpless. unwill
ing. weak"). The child may perceive his \father as killing the 
mother or hurting her in the act. So also when he sees animals 
copulating. 

The perception of the sexual act may be sadomasochistic and 
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manipulative in its essence and express itself correspondingly in 
language. 

This is the (masturbation) fantasy of a dominant woman: She 
is an Oriental queen, all powerful. She is surrounded by huge 
male slaves, almost naked. She selects one for a sexual partner 
and commands him to serve her. He does this in the way that she 
prefers, she on her back and he above her. She likes the feeling of 
being crushed by his weight. He is very potent and with a huge 
penis performs to her complete satisfaction. She lets herself go en
tirely in an orgiastic way. But after it is over, because he has com
mitted /Ist-m�estl, she commands that he be decapitated, which 
is done. He does not protest but recognizes that this is inevitable, 
proper, and suitable. She then commands another slave to do the 
same. 

This woman is frigid in actual sexual intercourse. She has the 
common rape and prostitution fantasies. Apparently these enable · 
ber to surreQder enough to enjoy sexuality. Several of these 
high�ominance women who were sexually neurotic, and who 
IOdominatized" the sexual act. managed some compromise plea
sure in sexuality by such fantasies as the following: 

I .  By being in the above position, and insisting that the man re
main immobile. these women · could imagine that they were the 
males and that they had the penis ("as if it were part of my body 
and I were entering him"). 

2. The fantasy that the penis was attached to her body and that 
she was '"screwing" him has been reported by some females even 
though tbey assumed the below position. 

3. That the man was really "serving" her, was her slave, work
ing hard, sweating and grunting at his job of pleasing her rather 
than himself, while she saw herself as taking her ease, not work
ina. making no effort and secretly using him. 

4. By stretching and pulling the clitoris to resemble a penis in 
masturbation. 

S. By decontaminating the "surrender," i.e., refusing to sub
mit (even though sexually submitting) by refusing to enjoy it, by 
hidins the enjoyment, by contemptuous sestures, e.g., smoking 
casually durinS the act, yawnins, laughing contemptuously at his 
excitement. 

Mod�s oj Adjustment of the Subordinated Ones 

In AnlmQ/s. "Presentation" to the dominant animal may range 
from a kind of symbolic gesture of recognition of the other's su-
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periority to actual "giving up" of the male role in ail acute situa
tion and thus trying to escape injury and punishment by the other 
animal. 

The completely subordlDate animal flees to a far comer of the 
cage when food is thrown in. and thus makes it clear that he is not 
competing for it. To obtain food it may often engage in what 
Kempf (S9) called "prostitution behavior." i.e .• it may present it
self sexually to the dominant one. This it does also to avoid at
tack or to obtain protection. These presentations are frequently 
merely nominal. vestigial. one is tempted to say "symbolic." They 
are different from real sexual behavior in heat. "The following 
responses have been observed in the subordinate animal in a 
dominance mounting; fear. apprehension. dillinterest. mere 
complaisance, annoyance. impatience, passivity. cringIDg. waxy 
flexibility. or attempts at flight. In many cases (but not in all) 
the response pattern indicates that being dominance-mounted 
is unpleasant. 

Sexual presentation and subordination may serve as a means 
for achieving several aims that can be summarized under the 
headings of self-preservation and handling fear in threatening sit
uations. This includes warding off attacks. avoiding punishment, 
obtaining access to food. and other benefits and privileges. 

In Man. Man learns subordinate patterns of behavior from 
early childhood on. While he is factually helpless. he learns to 
submit to his parents. and to other adults. He has to do this, for 
his (or her) very survival depends on parental care. Also, threat
ening situations and fears can be handlect by the child only with 
the help of parents (or their substitutes). The child can assen its 
will only if the parents let him do so and are not threatened by his 
asserting his will. By and large. he can strive for security, when 
he is young. only by being and becoming the object of parental 
love and care. He cannot really be the subject of masculine alSer
. tive behavior toward the parents. unless they let him; or when 
they do not realize that he is assening himself by various coven 
compromise formations, e.g., apparent inability to get the good 
grades in school that his parents demand. \ 

This helpless situation. as long as the child is young, leaves deep 
impressions both upon the human individual and upon the cultural. 
artistic. and social aspects of mankind. Leonardo Da Vinci. in his 
notebooks, mentions the (unsubstantiated) legend of the beaver2 

2 See the discussion or the problem or masochism at the Midwinter 
Meeting. 1955. of the American Psychoanalytic Association. reported in 
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that pursued by enemies castrates itself to save its life; not being 
a male it might be spared. So also the boy or the adult man tries 
IOIDetimes to escape the danger of competition or attack, or the 
threat of punishment by denial or renunciation of his masculinity.) 

The adult, too. may use the subordinate pattern as a means of 
handlins threats, escaping punishment, and obtaining favors and 
approval. In other words, such an adult will not assert his will. 
will not fight, compete or challenge. but rather will try to escape 
dangers by "degrading" himself. by surrendering or ingratiation. 
by voluntary subordination and appeasement. This is not an all
or-none situation-there are many intermediate grades. A monkey 
that has to submit unwillingly may, for instance� retain some de
ane of dominance by facing his sexual partner rather than pre
senting his rear. Such compromise formations are common also in 
humans. Complete subordination is rare. An effort is made to 
preserve as much self-assertion, will, freedom, as is possible under 
the circumstances. 

Ingratiation. continued smilings, being unable to win. some 
forms of kindness-all these can be seen as attempts at avoiding 
danger by voluntarily accepting dominance and making clear that 
one is no threat to the dominant one. Other techniques are 
appeasement. submissiveness. fawning, humility. propitiation. 
meekness. lack of demandingness or challenge. whimpering, 
cringing. showing fear. whining, compliance. wheedling. reducing. 
appealing via incapacity, helplessness or fearfulness or illness. de
pendence. the call to pity. the giving of constant admiration. be
ing "good." looking up to, adoration, worship. passivity, the "you 
are always right" technique. These are all accommodations where
by the subordinate child. the weaker one. can adapt himself to 
living with the sadomasochistic parent. the strong one. Observe 
that these are also customary techniques whereby a weak mi
nority group can accommodate to a stronger group. . 

That these subordinancc techniques ("presenting techniques") 

the Journal ql l/w AtrW;cvln hJ'�hoana("'i� Asso�ialion. July 19S6, by Dr. 
Martin H. Stein. npecially Rudolph M. Loewenstein's presentation in 
which a distinction il made between the various forms of masochism. He 
maintains that masochism does play a role in survival. It is "the weapon of 
the weak . . .  of every c:hild . . .  faced with the danger of human aggres
sion" (Ibid.: p. S37). Giving up dominanc:e or masc:ulinity c:an be seen al 
preferable to livin. up life itself. 
.\ This is probably a human projection only, for we do not know of ani
mals c:altrating other animall: They either kill, fight, run, or present. 
Only the human being c:astrates literally. 
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can all be seen as sexualized is obvious, for most of these tech
niques may also be called "feminine" even in our culture and tlrt 
iniQC'1 feminine in more traditional sadomasochistic cultures where 
women are valued less than men. Weakness can appease streqth 
and avert its dangers by sexualizing itself and by offerina in a 
symbolic way a sexual service to the strong. Also strength and 
would-be strength may assert itself and prove itself via sexual 
chanltels. 

. 

Why does presenting and its variations work so well in appeas
ing and forestalling the wrath of the strong? We do not really 
know. We know that it does work and that we have infrahuman 
parallels which force us to think of at least the possibility of in
stinctoid sources. For instance, the ethologists have described for 
us the "chivalry reflex" in the wolf and the dog. Two animals may 
be fighting hard, even to the death. However, if one conctdtJ 
defeat by rolling over and exposing its throat and belly, not fight
ing any longer, the conqueror will no longer attack but will tum 
away. In one or another isomorphic form, something of the sort 
can be seen in many other species. In the infrahuman primates, it 
is sexual presenting which apparently has the same meaning, or 
at least the same appeasing and lifesaving effect. 

In some lower species, this is the mechanism that differentiates 
male from female objects for the attacking male. If it fights back. 
it's a male and fighting ensues; if it doesn't fight back but in
stead assumes another kind of posture, varying with the species, 
it is a female and sexual activity ensues. In some birds, the fe
males indicate subordinance not only by assuming a sexually in
viting position, but also by soliciting food from the male in the 
way that a half-grown fledgling does. No instance is known in 
which a male does this in the wild. Here also human parallels 
strongly suggest themselves. The appeal to many males of admit
ted fear, helplessness, passivity, receptiveness, etc., in the female 
or in the child suggests a parallel to the "chivalry reflex." Most 
males, especially immature males, in our culture are not sexually 
drawn to the Ifemale who is strong, assertive, self-confident, 
self-sufficient, and if he is. we may suspect that his feminine 
component is attracted to her masculine component; that is, at 
the unconscious and fantasy level, this may simply be a reversal 
of roles. for the strong woman can also be drawn to the dependent 
male as a man is to a woman or perhaps as a mother is to a son. 
Even this reminds us of the chivalry reflex. (Of course, we must 
not forget that in the human beings we find. in our own cul
ture at least, that psychologically mature and strong males can 
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be drawn to psycholoJically mature females who may look too 
"'trona" for the averap. more delicate male.) 

Dominance, Subordination, Masculinity, Femininity 

The youna or neurotic human beina in many cultum baa • 
tendency to identify or confuse subordinate status with feminine 
status and the dominant stltUS with masculine status. The man in 
subordinate status. whether willinaly or unwillinaly arrived It. in 
relation to a boss. superior officer. or anybody who Jives him 
orders. may relct IS if he. had been made female. II if even justi
filble orders were like beina mounted or raped. He may respond 
to a realistic situation II if he had been ordered to become fem
inine; i.e .• to present. This. as in the monkeys. is without relation
ship to gender. i.e .• it may hlppen in response to either male or 
female boss. Some respond to this subordination by submittina 
willingly or even eagerly but these are often despised. 

Army lingo examples: Such a person or act is called "brown
nose." "being comholed." "asskisser." " "asslicker." "beillJ 
browned. to The phrase "he is prostituting himself' also applies. 
Other men may fight against this as if against an assault upon 
their maSCUlinity. even when the demands or orders are perfect
ly natural or justifiable. That is. such dominance relations are 
sexualized just as sexual relations are seen as dominance-subordi
nation metaphors. 

Furthermore. in those cultures which value masculinity "more 
than femininity. being pushed into subordinate status means be
ing degraded or demoted. In such cultures this Ittitude is shared 
by both men and women. Women who feel that their femininity 
is synonymous with inferior status or subordination may repudi
ate their femininity in various unconscious ways or unconsciously 
emulate the male. or they may in their strivina for esteem or 
status or self-respect fantasy beinS male. This is .. if they thousht 
that the only way to be strona or capable or intellisent or success
ful were to be male. So also. followinS the same auumption. the 
woman in order to be a sood female may feel it necessary to live 
up her strength. intelligence. or talent. fearing them II somehow 
masculine and defeminizing. 

This has been observed overtly in female children who will 
openly demand some phallic equivalent, e.g., will urinate in the 
standing position. In adults, this is not seen overtly very often (ex
ceptions are in psychotics or in some female homosexuals) but is 
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rather seen in fantuy or desexualizing and castrating ofthe male, 
or of various forms of resistance to being pushed into the female . position, either literally or figuratively. 

Homosexuality 

We have learned from Evelyn Hooker to speak of the many 
kinds of homosexualities and to give up monistic explanations 
and theories. However, the homosexual behavior that is so easily 
and parsimoniously explained in monkeys, that is, as a function 
of dominance and subordination status, can also be paralleled 
in som� forms of human homosexuality, overt as well as covert. 
The dominating Lesbian certainly exists and she so strongly 
identifies the female sexual rol,e with total domination by the 
male. with obliteration of her personality, her selfhood, that she 
could not possibly accept the role of "weakness." Feeling her
IOClf to be so strong she identifies with the conquering male. So 
also for the pansy , type of male homosexual who feels himself 
to be so weak that he cannot possibly fit into hIs distorted 
image of the dominant male, the raper, the exploiter, the selfish, 
arrogant taker of what he wants. But also his sexual presenting 
can be a way of protecting himself or winning favors, as in 
men's prisons. The same mechanism may be seen in the "nor
mal" man. 

An unconsciously ' passive, fearful man, ingratiating and 
appeasing his therapist, had the following dream: "I was 
following a narrow snowy path some place in the wilds of 
Alaska. Suddenly there is a huge frightening bear standing 
on his hind legs in front of me, blocking the path. In terror 
I turn around and put my rear up to him, eagerly and quickly 
fittinS his penis into my anus in the hope that he won't at
tack me. It works and I can go on." He was disturbed by this 
dream, seeing it as homosexual. 

Let us say that at least on� factor in the complex web of hu
man homosexuality is the dominance-subordination determinant 
in its sadomasochistic version, in the version that so many chil
dren report and adults covertly fantasy, that "Daddy is killing 
Mommy" or, upon watching animals copulate, "He is hurting 
her." Some males cannot stand to identify with the hurter andl 
or prefer to identify with the hurtee. Some females cannot or 
will not identify with the hurtee and/or prefer to identify with 
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the hurter. Presumably in such cases differentiating sex from 
dominance instead of confounding them should cure this aspect' 
of the illness. 

Sexualizing oj the Transference 

The actual subordination of the therapeutic patient, his factual 
weakness, his necessary humility, the lowering of self-esteem im
plied in asking someone for help and in exposing oneself in aU 
one's shame and embarrassment. leads not only to the customary 
hostility fantasies and verbalizations, but also encourages a 
sexualization of the relationship. Whatever character style or de
fenses the patient has lived by will reveal themselves here in a 
sexual translation. most often in a dominatized form. That is. it 
will be either raping or castrating, or otherwise dominating the 
analyst or, more frequently, of winning his love by offering one
self to him as a sexual object (although of course there are allo 
many other fantasied ways of winning his love). All �his can be in
dependent of the gender of either the analyst or the patient, just 
as in monkeys. "Presenting to the analyst" this may be called, 
and must very frequently be isomorphic with the ways in which 
long ago as a child, the patient "presented" to his parents, espe
cially to the one seen as more powerful (regardless of gender). It . 
may be. hypothesized that any therapeutic atmosphere or tech
nique which minimized the factual status of subordination would 
reduce sexualization of the relationship. 

The patient. a twenty-three-year-old single man, had been for 
most of his life fearful of older men, especially those in the author
itative position. He wal never conscious of any hostile feclinp, 
wiahes, or fantasies toward these men; toward the original man, 
his father, he had the same attitude. In fact, if someone criticized 
his father he would passionately defend him. In analytic treatment 
the patient developed the same attitudes toward the analyst. He 
came in one day with the following dream: 

He is in some kind of prison atmosphere where he is to be 
forced to submit to penile antercourse by some big man. The man 
approaches him ready to penetrate him, and the dream ends. 

In association to the dream the patient suddenly remembered 
somethinl that had occurred the day before and represented (or 
the first time a conscious, hostile fantasy toward an older man. 
When he left the analyst's office and lot into his car, he saw the 
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analyst'l car nearby. Hil fantuy wal that he wanted to cmh hie 
Car Into the rear of the analyst" car. Thil fantlly bad apparently 
been transient and bad JOne into repression. The dream apparent
ly WII a projected retaliative ,.Iture. 

Religious Oblation 

We may speak not only of the '"feminine aspects of Chriltianity" 
in the NietzlChean sense (and of other religions al well). but allo 
we can Jet a richer understanding of the oblative and homono
mous aspects of all religious experience, and especially of the 
conversion experience, by separating the fusion of sexuality and 
dominance;.suborc;iination (pride-humility). The conversion ex
perience as depicted by JaMes, Degbie, and many others if often 
detcribed in a clearly sexual way, but also as a giving up of pride 
and autonomy in favor of surrender and oblation. with ensuing 
peace of mind in the "successful" cases. The necessary givins up 
of will and of self-sufficiency, as presented in these accounts, can 
be understood better if we are clearly aware of the simultaneous 
and ambitendent urses to rule and be ruled, to dominate and to 
submit, and if we are also aware of the delishts of surrender. In 
the Western male. these are felt especially as dangerous to the 

> (unevolved) conception of masculinity. are felt even as a castra
tion, as a becomins feminine. as a homosexual reaction, i.e .• they 
are sexualized. 

A patient in homosexual panic ran away and hid in a hotel 
room in another city. He couldn't sleep and felt frishtened 
much of the time. Suddenly during the night. as he lay in bed 
on his back. he felt the weight of a presence on top of him. He 
submitted to it lovinsly and felt. This is God. He felt peaceful 
and slept deeply for the first time in months. Next momina. he 
awoke refreshed and relaxed and determined to serve God b'y 
100d works. which he now does. He returned to his wife and II 
heterosexual with her. 

o We may hypothesize that man's bisexual or ambitendent ilr,.. 
(to be masculine and feminine simultaneously or. what amounts 
to the same thing. to master and to submit) are generally dan
serous to him because he interprets femininity as submission. and 
submission as feminine, feels himself thereby castrated. lower in 
self-esteem. emasculated. He generally has few outlets for. or 
legitimate expressions of, his feminine-submitting. or oblative im
pulses. But. it seems to be somewhat more possible for him to 
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Bltiafy these tendencies without threat to his picture of himself 
u masculine if he can surrender to a God, to some omnipotent, 
omniscient figure, where rivalry ia out of the question. Kneeling 
before a God il less an unmanly act than kneeling before a rival 
or competitor or peer. It ia "suitable" in the Gestalt psychological 
sense, appropriate, "fittin' and proper," called for; it-is not a de
feat. 

And of course this satisfying oblation is also possible before a 
human if that person ia seen as Godlike enough, "great" enough, 
e.g., Napoleon, Hitler on the one hand, Uncoln, Schweitzer on 
the other. 

. 

It ia allo interesting to observe that most women in most cul
tures that we ,know are apt to be more religious (in this sense) 
than their men are. They seem to be less threatened by oblation, 
and to be more able to enjoy it in an uncomplicated way. So also 
are women apt to be less destroyed and less rebellious, made leu 
"neurotic," by conque_t of their society from withol,Jt. Their ad
miration for the conqueror ia less threatening to their integrity u 
penons than it is in men who must fight apinat their oblative 
tendencies or else lose self-respect. Or to put it in another way, 
being raped (in whatever senae) ia less psychologically damaging 
to women than to men. Women. are more able to permit them
selvea to "relax and ef\joy it" than men are. 

Healthy Dlfjerentlation of Dominance 
Jrom Sexuality: Desexualization 

One hoped-for effect of depth therapy is to separate and uncon
found these two areas of life, and to keep them differentiated, to 
l�m that the penis is in fact not a club or a sword or a rending in
strument, that the vagina is not a prbage pail or a biting mouth 
or an engulfing well; that the above or below position in the sexual 
act is meaninsful only for sexual convenience and pleasure; tbat 
taking orders from a superior is ,not equivalent to being raped; 
that stronger people need not be made a sexual oblation to in or
der to avert their anger. It is bOped for the woman that her sexual 
surrender becomes 1I0t a givinl up of her ego or self-respect; it is 
not a conquest in which by surrenderinl she concedes her slavi�h 
status thereafter. The male must learn that by penetratinl his wife. 
he has neither conquered nor asserted mastery nor committed a 
sadistic act. Nor has she thereby conceded submission in other 
areas of life. Nor need he feel guilty

. 
or fearful after the sexual 
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act if he can feel that he is welcomed rather than resented, if he 
has not conquered but collaborated. And so on. 

What all this amounts to is the differentiation of sex from domi
nance and subordination. It seems likely that this is really,fully 
possible only for the human being, although there seem to be lome 
approaches to this separation in the chimpanzee. 

A paper ( 1 0 1 )  whose theoretical implications have been over
looked. called attention to the qualitative differences in what was 
called "dominance-quality" in the three large families of infra
human primates. Briefly. all the New World monkeys show . 
laissez-faire quality of dominance. All the Old World monkeys 
and baboons show the kind of sadomasochistic or dominating. 
tyranni�l quality of dominance we have mostly talked about in 
this paper. The anthropoid apes (of whom we really know only 
the chimpanzees) show a more friendly, altruistic. cooperative 
quality of dominance. We do not have enough data, even on the 
chimpanzee. to be very confident of this. But what we do have 
indicates that there is absolutely less pseudosexual behavior. less 
dominance-sexual equivalence. less dominance mounting, and the 
like. Certainly there is less bullying; cringing. and cowering. 

This suggests (nothing more, of course) that the dominance
sexual fusion is a lower evolutionary development than the differ
entiation of sex from dominance and parallels our suspicion that 
such a differentiation in the human being may be a correlate or 
epiphenomenon of greater psychological maturityordevelopm:nt. 
Considering the . importance of such a speculation, it certainly 
calls for more investigation than it has received. 

The obverse implication is that the confounding of sex and 
dominance in the human being may be an evidence of immaturity 
or of neurosis. of the loss of a distinctively human capacity, of 
mild psychopathology. of human diminution. 

Healthy Femininity and Masculinity 

Of course. there are many theoretical possibilities. and all fas
cinating. We mention one only because we have data that bear 
on this puzzle. It may tum out that healthy growth of psychother
apy in the human being has as its hoped-for consequence nOl Ihe 
abolilion of the dominance-subordination relationshipsas between 
male or female at their deepest levels. or between parents and 
children. What may rather be the case is a change in what has 
been called "dominance-quality" from the baboon quality to the 
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chimpanzee quality. In chimpanzees. the dominance-subordina
tion syndrome can also be seen but it has taken on an entirely 
different flavor, one of kind and fostering and responsible 
strength which is at the service of the weak; older-brotherly domi
nance it was called. By this time the words "dominance" and 
'"subordination" become misnomers and can be very misleading. 
Substitutes might be, for instance. "kind and loving strength" 
and '"trusting dependence." 

In any case in the human being, the healthward shift is away 
from devaluation of the subordinate status, with mutual hostility, 
toward an accepting and loving attitude. Concomitant with this is 
a desexualizing of the statuses of strength and weakness, and of 
leadership so that either man or woman can be, without anxiety 
and without degradation, either weak or strong, as the situation 
demands. Either must be capable of both leadership or surrender, 
e.g . •  a therapist has to be motherly, unfortunate widows must be 
ready also to '"father" their children. 

We have in essence been concerned with the old problem of bi
sexuality, of the conflict between "maleness" and '"femaleness" in 
either male or female, penis envy, castration anxieties, masculine 
protest, and phalli� masculinity. 

Without trying at this point to spell out consequences in detail, 
we may point to the following pregnant fact. There is evidence 
available to indicate that the sexual hormones produce not only 
sexual but also dominance desires. That is to say, the same 
honno�es may produce both the sexual syndrome and the 
dominance-subordination syndrome. No wonder they are so in
timately interconnected. Indeed, the problem then is transformed 
into understanding how they become separated, independent, 
e.g., how position in the sexual act becomes detached from 
dominance-subordination meaning, how the penis can become 
on()' a sexual tool and not a power weapon, 'how the anus can 
become only a defecating organ and no more a sexual receptacle, 
how an employee can come to take necessary orders without 
feeling feminized-subordinated. 

Postscript 

In sum, for those of you who. enjoy the game of theoretical 
speculation and manipulation, there is much here to play with. 
�or instance, with respect to Freudian theory, we have opened up 
the possibility of combining Oedipal theory and castration theory 
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in a single and unified system. They can both be pushed into the 
more general phrasing of "the mutual accommodations of the 
strong and the weak to each other and the pathological sexualiza
tion of these accommodations." We hive opened up another pos
Sibility with respect to Freudian and Adlerian theory, namely, that 
they may be. in the respects we have dealt with, isomorphic paral
lel languages, at an archaic level saying the same thing. one from 
the sexual side of the fusion. the other from the dominance side of 
the same fusion. The so-far mysterious problem of the definition 
of healthy masculinity and femininity have been touched on, and 
this is clearly ont way �f playing with this mystery. We have only 
barely mentioned the strong thread of sexualization that can be 
plucked out of the web of interclass and caste relationships. We 
have bypassed altogether the intricate questions of the relation
ships of culture to our primate inheritance even thouah we are 
quite convinced that the study of infrahuman primates has much 
to teach the sociologist. We imply another approach to the psycho
analytic theory of instincts and still another toward the under
standing of sadism-masochism. of authoritarianism, of hypnosis, 
of the need for achievement. of the definition of the various types 
of love. of religious oblation. even of the servant problem. And so 
on. and so on. 
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Adolescence and Juvenile Delinquency 

in Two Different Cultures 
A. H. Maslow and R. Diu-Guerrero 

The visitor to Mexico very soon notices that Mexican children 
behave differently from American children. The general im
pression is that the Mexican children are "better behaved," 
more polite. more helpful. They seem to pt alon, well with 
adults. enjoyin, their company. trustin, them. obeyin, them. 
respectin, them. and showin, no overt sips of hostility. At 
the same time they are quite able to play with other children 
(not clinaina to adults). aivin, the impression that tbey can 
enjoy both adults and children more than American children 
can. Another common observation. also reported from. e., .• 
Italy. is that to the naked eye. there seems to be no siblin, 
rivalry. Life in Mexico is so arranged that children are con
fined to siblinl playmates more than are children in the United 
States. Older Mexican children. both boys and airts. not only 
have to take care of their younaer siblinp. but also seem to 
want to. At any rate. to the parent who has brouaht up children 
in the United States the contrast is startlin. and unmistakable. 
or to put it a,nother way. Mexican parents seem to have leu 
trouble with their children than do U.S. �rentl. Their,children 
leem to relent authority less. to de,mand less, to be leu whinin, 
and complainln •• to be less of a nuisance and to cry less often. 
Also they lauah more and seem to enjoy themselves more. They 
are seldom. if ever. disrespectful to their parents. or openly 
deftant or rebellious. There are more often expressions of af-

Jjj 
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fection for adults. i.e�. kissing fathers. arms around mothen 
and grandmothers. etc. Following ' up this impression one finds 
that though statistics are inadequate. all agree who know both 
cultures. ' that �here is far less juvenile delinquency in Mexico. 
far less juvenile vandalism and destruction and practically 
never does there occur a juvenile gang attack upon adults.2 
Traditionally. adolescent gangs fight gangs. but not adults. per
haps also police who are not respected by either young men or 
adults. 
. Assuming that these impressions are confirmed. where do 
these differences come from? Some of the usual explanations 
of American sociologists and criminologists don't seem to 
work. Mexican children are more deprived. even to the point 
of hunger (and yet they seem to feel more secure than do U.S. 
c�ildren). The Mexican family. especially the lowu<lass family. 
is far more often broken than its American counterpart. (Esti
mates of abandonment by the father run as hiJlh as 32 percent.)3 

In any Mexican family the likelihood is much greater, than in 
the United States, that the father isn't home very often after work 
(he usually prefers the company of men friends. except, perhaps. 
on Sunday) (24. 1 2). The Mexican father is far more apt to have 
mistresses. more or less openly."" and is far less likely to make 
a '"pal" or partner of his wife. or to participate in the day-to�ay 
bringing up of his children. The Mexican father. though physical. 
Iy absent is however always psychologically present (77. 158. 28. 
1 2)-the American father is much more physically present but is 
more apt to be a psychological nonentity. Even where the Ameri
can father wants to impose discipline. he is usually regarded as a 

I On. Rosenquist and Sol& Quirop. socioloaist. of the University of 
Texas and the National University of Mexico respectively. start from thi' 
aareement in their comparative study of juvenile delinquency in Mexico 
and the United States. 
1 Several editorial statements haYe appeared recently in Mexican news
papers complain ina of the recent appearance of "juvenile delinquency" in 
the larae cities. ucrlsior. May 14, 1 9S9. says: "Youth has become fond . . .  
of the belief that the adolescent has to be darina. vile. irresponsible. and a 
IYpsy." The preoccupation refers to adolescents that in aroups aet inside 
movie houses and break furniture. adolescents that molest women and es
pecially adolescents-19ns of \Yell-to-do families-that organIze thefts and 
brutally attack other adolescents. Very rarely i. there an attack upon 
adults. so far. The break-in. previously quoted from ucr/sior. was in a 
movie house showina a picture in which Elvis Presley was the star. This 
has happened nf' more than three or four times in the history of Mexico. 
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sadist by his children, because most other fathers in the neigh
borhood set a more indulgent standard. Parents in Mexico will 
consider weak a parent who permits his child to throw a temper 
tantrum. "Nil\o malcriado." His parents are blamed for this. 

We wish to suggest that part of the answer probably lies in an
other direction, easily observed and easily checked on. 

· 1 .  First of all, the Mexican culture, in spite of rapid industrial
ization, remains far more a traditional culture than the United 
States. We mean here far more than the influence of the Catholic 
Church, for there are very strong anticlerical forces at work in 
Mexico also and extremely strong traditional sociocultural be
liefs. What we do mean is that with respect to bringing up chil
dren there is a shared and agreed-upon value system which is 
still quite homogeneous, unified. and widespread. All fathers 
(and mothers and children too) know how a father "should" be
have toward his children, and in fact, the degree of sameness in 
father's behavior to his children is far greater than in the United 
States. caste and clan differences and urban and rural differences 
not withstanding (24, 12, 28. I S8. 77). Or to put it another way, 
the Mexican father (or mother) "knows" far more definitely what 
the "right" way is to bring up children 'unconsciously and pre
consciously rather than with full rationality). By comparison, the 
American parent is confused, uncertain, guilty. and conflicted. 
His traditions have gone and no new ones are yet available to 
him (habitual, unquestioned. automatic reftexlike certainties). 
He must try to, figure things out rationally, to study the subject, 
to read books by "authorities" (he is no authority, but every 
Mexican parent is an "authority" in a sense). Each American 
parent must solve the problem by himself anew, as if it were a 
brand-new problem for him. Hardly any American father today 
could act with the sureness, the decisiveness, the certainty, the 

,I Cited by Ramirez ( 1 27). His sampling of families was taken from the 
popUlation of a public hospital. The 19SO census for Mexico shows that 
the head of the family is a Iemale 1 7  per cent or the time in Mexico City, 
IS per cent of the time in the state of Jaliseo to the West. and 10 per cent 
of the time in Nuevo Le6n to the North. Male heads of the family made Up 
the remaining per cents. 
4 To the question: "00 you think most married men have lovers?" S I  per 
cent of the male population. and 63 per cent of the female population" 
from a sample of the City of Mexico. answered yes (29). 
, Thirty-six per cent of the males and 42 per cent of the females. in a sam
ple of Puerto Rican colleae students. agreed with the statement: "MOlt 
married men have lovers" on a dcclarative«ntence approach (33). 
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feelina of virtue, the lack of conftict or auilt shown, for exlmple. 
by the father in Alan Wheeler's Qutst /01 Id",tlty. 

The Mexican children can therefore more surely "count" on 
what the father will do. This, in spite of the fact that. frequently. 
presence. absence. and dearee of punishment depend upon hi, 
mood. The limits let by the Mexican parent. especially by the 
father. are far more definite. unchanlina. consistent than those of 
the American parent, if. indeed the latter sets Iny .limits at aU 
(within these definite limits. the Mexican child is certainly loved 
and indulaed and permitted freedom. especially by the mother). 
The parent. especially the father. will punish. surely and quickly. 
any serious transgression of these limits. without the linaerinl 
doubts and fears and auilts characteristic of the American parent. 
However far apart mother and father may be, in. Mexico they will 
agree absolutely on the necessity of respect to either of tl1em (a 
au mild" at la " apttll). 

More difference is found in these between fathers of the two cul
tures than between mothers. We postulate that the major task of 
the mother, qua mother, is to love unconditionally, to aratify. to 
heal and comfort and smooth over; and that the major task of the 
father, qua father, is to support and protect. to mediate between 
the family arid reality (the world). and to prepare his children to 
live in the extrafamilial world by discipline, touahenina. instruc
tion, reward and punishment, judaing, differential valuina. reason 
and logic (rather than by unconditioned love), and by being able to 
say "NO" when necessary. The Mexican father seems to be able 
to do this job more easily than the American father. For instance. 
it is our observation that in the United States. far more thin in 
Mexico. the father is not only afraid of his wife, but of his chil
dren as well (and is therefore often afraid to punish, to refuse. to 
frustrate).6 

Patriarchy, long dead in the United States, is still very much 
alive in the Mexican family. Not only is it maintained by the men. 
but also by the women. Even the wire who is nealected by the hus
band Ind who is hurt by his running around with other women is 
not apt to complain openly when he does show up, but will rather 

� Fernandez-Marina II al. (33) say that 63 per cent of the male and 67 per 
cent of the female Puerto Rican students selected. am�n8 othen, the 
statement: " Many boys are afraid of their fathen." Sixty-nine per cent or 
the males and 76 per cent of the femalea selected: "Many 81r1l are afraid 
of their fathers." A si8nificantly smaller percentale selected the .. me 
statement about the mother. 
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suffer in silence. meanwhile serving him, making much of him, 
treating him like visiting royalty. especially being careful to help 
maintain his authority with the children.7 

We shall not speak here of the deeper family dynamics that are 
covered over by the foregoing picture, at any rate insofar as the 
child is concerned. e.g., the greater "'trength," responsibility, re
liability of the Mexican woman, the deeper passivity, irresponsi
bility, and inferiority feeling of the Mexican male, etc. The surface 
"behavioral" patriarchial front, at any rate, postpones the inevita
ble disillusion of the child with the father, the loss of paternal 
aodliness, omniscience, omnipotence, etc., which certainly comea 
earlier in life for the American child than for the Mexican child. 
We shall advance below the various effects of the clear dichoto
mizing of masculinity and femininity, so much more distinct stiD 
in Mexico than in the United States, where the gender rolea are 
much more apt to be blurred for the child. In addition, we wish to 
stress that we are not concerned with the effects of these reaimea 
on the adult, only upon children and adolescents.' 

We wish to stress as relevant to the problem in hand that the 
Mexican child is confronted by a more stable, widely agreed-upon 
set of adult values with respect to child rearing. The child's life is 
run by adult values which are clear, unmistakable, and leave him 
no room for doubt about what is "right" and ''wrona" for him to 
do. 

2. But there is another striking and interesting difference be
tween the Mexican and the American adolescent; traditionally in 
Mexico the masculine and feminine roles have been kept apart. 
The most int�nse cultural forces have maintained this differentia
tion. Implicit and with the force of an axiom (28) there is the goal 
to keep them apart. The Minister of Public Education of Mexico 
( 1943), Lic. Vijar Vizquez, said the following in defense of a 
change in the Laws of Public Education: 

The ideal of education is to make women more feminine and 
men more masculine, or in different words, education should 

'Con�n-Verpra (24) considen one of her most striking flndinp. in 
her sludy oftwenly-fi� low-income workers' families. the incredible impor
tance thal the mother gives the father in his family role and her almost in
finite self-sacrificial submission. This contrasts with the average wife'. 
behavior in the United States when she fails to respect him or is angry 
at him. or tean him down in public, or makes fun of him to their own 
children. 
K Diu-Guerrero has discussed lome of these effects for the adult (28). 
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enable the boy and the girl to refine or emphasize the char
acteristics of their sex instead of obscuring. nullifying or sub
stituting them.'" 

and in his message to the Mexican nation: 

An education in search of a spiritual renaissance that will pre
cise and deepen masculinity and femininity. 1O 

Fernandez-Marina et al. (33) conclude from the available evi
dence a clear and persistent sex role definition in several Latin 
American countries and go on to demonstrate its intense existence 
in Puerto Rico. Whatever the interpretation of this separation of 
the masculine and feminine roles. writers. psychologists. anthro
pologists. etc .• in M,exico. agree on its existence. Thus. for ex
ample. Santiago Ramirez ( 1 27). a Mexican psychoanalyst. wants 
to see this extoreme separation of masculine and feminine roles as 
explainable through the facts of the conquest of Mexico. He is his
torically correct when he says that originally the man. the father. 
was the Spaniard; and the woman. the mother. was the Indian. 
That the male was the powerful. dominant conqueror and the 
female the overpowered. humiliated. and submitted. One may 
disagree with Ramirez about the cause for the sex-role differen
tiation. but accept that present-day sex roles are nicely iIIus
kated by the four-centuries-old historical state of affairs. 

One does not need to cite evidence. Anyone visiting Mexico will 
observe the differential behavior exhibited by the males and the 
females. It is easily realized that the female dresses. walks. and 
generally behaves constantly as if her main goal .in life was to 
further her femininity and femaleness. The behavior of the male is 
more complex but two aspects are i,nteresting. On one hand he 
will show an extreme exaggeration of the male pattern (if we 
understand for the male pattern a sexually forward attitude. sex 
bragging. dominance. and dominance bragging. and the final 
word on abstract and intellectual matters as well as in the home). 
On the other hand' he will show no anxiety. better yet. he will show 
enthusiasm in regard to his spontaneous expressions ofaffection. 
hand shakes. embraces. and many other types of bodily contact 
with other males. One of us remembers an amusing incident: A 
young Mexican psychiatrist. in training with American psycho
analysts. related with great distress. that he just could not under-

¥ Novtdadts. Dec. 1 2. 1 943. 
10 Lty Organica dt /0 Educadon Publica. Secretarra de Educacion Pub
lica. Mexico. 1 942. 
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stand them, that .whenever he wanted to throw one of his arms 
around them (a perfectly natural gesture among Mexicans), they 
would withdraw, as he put it, '''frightened to death." He later 
found out that they were not at aU sure of his intentions I 

From the cradle to the tomb, in every stage of development, there 
are clearly stipulated chores, ways of behaving and anticipations 
for the male and the female. This is true in the urban (28) as weU 
as in most rural areas ( 1 58, 77). 

3. The Mexican child is much more apt to be brought up 
exclusively in the bosom of the family than is the American child. 
The Spanish tradition of closing off the family within waUs and 
gates that shut out most of the outside world (except relatives) i. 
still active. Siblings are more apt to play with each other exclusive
ly, rather than with .treet gangs, or peer groups of the same age, 
and they are more apt to play within the waUs or within the home, 
under the eye of adults. than are American children. EspeciaUy in 
the urban environment, the eight-year-old American boy is likely 
to play with other eight-year-old boys rather than with his four
ycar-old brother, and certainly rather than with any ofhis sisters. 

We � this as giving additional support to the foregoing picture 
of children living by adult values. I I Furthermore, we see the pos
sibility of interpreting the American picture by contrast as throw
ing the American child back upon child values rather than adult 
values. American adults. especially fathers, can be seen as havina 

II Evidt� that Mexican children and adolescents live by adult valuea 
in Mexico comes from many sources. Dr. Aaron Shore studied the children 
0( a Mexican villasc with a Mexican T.A.T. ( 1 36). His ., priori intentions 
were to study authority and agression. The study was carrie4 out in 
lony children of both lexes ranging in age from six to fifteen yearl, bUI 
with the bulk between six and twelve. He (ound himself with the fact that 
J4 per cent of the Itatements of his children did not meet any of his criteria 
of authority or agression. These expressions referred to thoughts and 
activities or the following nature: to pacify. to be industrious, .to act alon. 
with othen. to enjoy working. to obey. to be good children. 10 � pod 
pupils. to say that one is happy. to ask for excuses, to ask for fOfJivenes •• 
to forgive. to praise. to caress. to embrace a child. to carry a child in one'. 
arms. to put a child to sleep. to give water and to reed other people. to 
show "buena educaci6n" (good manners). to give thanks. to respect. to 
express love and affection. to follow orders, to pay attention. to listen. etc. 
He had to invent a new category to classify this assortment. He needed 
help to define it and finally called it A� and indicated that it implicated 
at least two ractors: internalization of the social culture (values?) and 
spontaneous expressions of affect. 
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abdicated their ideal roles of structuring the world for the child, 
.f providing him with a clear set of values, or "rights" and 
-Wronss," and thus of leaving him with the task of deciding rilht 
and wrong long before. he is willing and able to do so. This, we 
conceive, breeds in him, not only insecurity and anxiety, but also 
a deeply "justified" hostility; contempt, and resentment apinst 
the parents (especially the father), who have failed him and set 
him a task too · great for his powers by not· giving the answers, 
and who in effect are frustrating his deep need for a system of 
values, Wtltanschauung. and for the limits and controls that 
these involve. Left to themselves then, we see the children, need
ina values and· feeling the dangers of a state of valuelellneu. 
al turning to the only other external source of values. i.e., other 
children, especially older ones. 

What this involve. we think we can coml'llunicate best byasklna. 
"What would happen to children's security and values if all peo
ple died at the age of twenty or sor It seems to us clear that 
what must happen in such a science-fiction world would be al
most exactly what now does actually happen in the juvenile-pna 
cultures (in the mid�le and upper classes as well as the lower 

But the omnipresence of adult or humanlltic evaluations II evident by 
the followin. example. The national commiliion for primary textbooks 
just published the announcement of a contest to leleet the read In. bookl 
for the fint and second aradll. Philosophen. writen. educaton. etc .• form 
part of thll comminion. named by the Minister of Education. Tol'l1l 
Bodet. Besides the technical detaill of the books. it i, forcefully stated that 
they mUlt teach the child. throulh clear exemplification (lipecially in 
the paired workbook)-within the natural-science Itudy for instance-that 
"I am happy when I do physical exercile. when I help my mother and my 
father in their chores. when l am friendly to aU and have no enemill. when 
I am an enemy of filth and lack of order. when I help in what I can to im
prove my house. my school and the place where I live. when I help my 
neighbor or any other penon that needs help" (Revisla Tltmpo. May 25. 
1959). Among the goals stated about arithmetic and geometry: "To develop 
habits of preciseness. certainty. exactitude. self-criticism and respect to 
truth . . . .  " Among the history and civic studies: "To become aware that 
understanding. tolerance. justice. respect and mutual help are the only 
bases of good human relations." and later; as an important goal: "respect. 
obedience and love among the members of the family" (ibid.). 

J. Giraldo Angel cites (3) an unpublished study on Mexican adolescent 
. values of Profesora Margarita Zendejas. She found that in an almost ster
eotyped fashion. the adolescents (men as well as women) keep complet
ina the incomplete sentence. "The penons that I most respect are char
acterized . . .  by being older than I am." 
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classes) in the United States today, and what we can actually see 
projected before our eyes for study in the eastern cowboy movies, 
beautiful examples, in a classic form, of adolescent value systems 
(or it can be said in the Freudian language, of phaUic-stage value 
systems). 

We postulate that juvenile violence, vandalism, cruelty, defiance 
of authority, and war against adults is not only a matter of srowtb 
dynamics of the standard Freudian variety (trying to be groWll
up. ftshling one's dependency needs, counterphobic mechanisms 
against weaknen, childishness, cowardice, etc.), but also implies 
a hostile and contemptuous lashins-out in understandable retal
iation apinst the weak adults ,who have failed them. We feel this to 
be more directed toward the father than the mother, and more ve
hemently by boys than by girls, and would expect that the most 
common interpersonal attack would be attack upon males (and 
everything that they represent), by boys. 

To make our postulations explicit: 
I . It is implied here that all human beings, including children. 
"need a value system" (93), "" system of understanding" (95), 
... frame of orientation and devotion" (35), "the ordered demand 
for a conceptual grip on tbe universe and its meanins for us .. 
( 120). 
2. The lack of such a system, or the breaking up of such a sys
tem, breeds certain psychopathologies. 
3. It also releases a craving for such a system and search for 
values will ensue. 
4. Any val ue system. good or bad, is preferred to the lack of system, 
i.e., to chaos. 
5. If there is no adult Value system, then a child or adolescent 
value system will be embraced .. 
6. Juvenile delinquency (so called) is an example of such an ado
lescent value system. 
7. It is distinguished from other adolescent value systems, e.g., tho 
cowboy world. or the college fratemity world, by the addition of 
hostility and contempt to the adults who have failed them. 
8. We postulate that the value system, insofar as it involves prin
ciples of law, order, justice,judgments ofrisht and wrona, are com
municated primarily by the father. 
9. To the extent that he, the father, has no value system, or is un
certain or weak about it, to that elJ,tent, will his children be thrown 
back upon their own inadequate resourcoa. 
10. A psychologically weak (no values, no clear masculine role) 
father figure interferes even with the kind of primary identiftca-
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lion (the ideal selO of which Freudians speak. As a result, the 
child is confused further regarding "how he should be." He 
grabs the ideals of the cowboy and of his equally confused peen. 
I I . These resources are inadequate. 
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Criteria for Judging 

Needs to Be Instinctoid 

I have approached the problem of discovering the deepest 
wishes, urges, and needs of the human being as Freud did rather 
than as the animal behaviorists have been doing (95). I have 
searched via the route of psychopathogenesis, reasoning backward 
from adult sickness to its earlier origins. My question was, What 
made people neurotic? Where does neurosis come from? More re
cently, I have asked also where do character disturbances and value 
distortions come from? And it has also turned out to be useful and 
instructive to ask where do fully human, psychologically sound 
people come from? Or even, what is the fullest height to which 
the human being can attain? And what prevents him from at
taining it? 

My conclusion was, speaking very gerferally, that neuroses, as 
well as other psychic illnesses, were due primarily to absence of 
certain gratifications (of objectively and subjectively perceivable 
demands or wishes). These I called basic needs and called them 
instinctoid because they had to be gratified or else illness (or 
diminution of humanness, i.e., loss of some of the characteristics 
that define humanness) would result. It was implied that neuroses 
were closer to being deficiency diseases than had been thought. I 
And it was further hypothesized that health is impossible unless 
these needs are gratified, i.e., basic-need gratification is a nee-

, 
I But basic-need frustrations are not the only determinants of psycho
pathology. 
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essary. even though not a sufficient. condition. 
This reconstructive biological technique has a very respectable 

history in the biological and medicinal sciences. For instance. it 
has been used for ferreting out hidden biological needs. e.I .• by the 
nutritionists who discovered our "instinctoid" needs for vitamins. 
minerals. etc. Here too the searchina back started from confron
tation by an illness like rickets or scurvy. whose orilins were traced 
back to a deficiency. which was then called a "need." A "need for 
vitamin C" meant that this was a si", qUII "0" for achievina health 
and avoiding sickness. This could then be checked further and the 
hypothesis supported by other control experiments. e.I., the pro
phylactic control, the replacement control. etc., tests which can allo 
be applied to the basic psychological needs. 

This appendix is an extension and improvement of my 1954 pres
entation, "The Instinctoid Nature of Basic Needs" (Chapter 7 in 
my Motivatio" lI"d Ptrso"ality [95]). In summary. the main points 
that I made there were: 

I .  The human organism has a nature of its own and is more 
trustworthy and more self-governing than it has been given credit 
for; 

2. There are good reasons for postulating an intrinsic or innate 
tendency to growth toward self-actualization; 

3. Most psychotherapists are forced to some version of instinct
like needs whose frustration results in psychopathology; 

4. These needs supply him with a ready-made foundation 
framework of biological ends. goals. or values. 

In that chapter the mistakes of older instinct theory were listed 
and carefully considered to see if they could be avoided. Conse
quent conclusions were then drawn. 

1 .  The effol1 to define human instinct in behavioral terms ("ae
tones") was foredoomed to failure. Behavior (in humans) can be, 
and often is. a defense IIla;"st impulse. and expresses not impulse 
alone. but rather is the resultant of the impulses to action and the 
controls upon such impulses. and their expression. It is rather the 
conative element. the urge or need, which seems to give promise of 
being innate. in some sense. and in some degree; 

2. The full animal instinct is not found in the human being. 
There seem to be only parts of remnants of old animal instincts. 
e.g .• n"ly urges. or o"ly capacities; . 

3. There is no reason why human beings should not have species
specific needs or capacities. and. in fact. there is some .clinical 
evidence that they do in fact have motivations (possibly innate) · 
which are uniquely human; 
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4. Instinctlike . urges in the human are generally weak and not 
Itronl, as they are in animals. They are easily overcome and re
pressed by culture, by learning, by defensive processes. Psycho
analysis can be seen as the lengthy, laborious process of uncover
ina these instinctoid needs. and of permittinl them to grow 
luona enough to resist suppression by fears and habitst That is. 
they need help to appear; 

S. There is imbedded in most discussions of human instinctoid 
needs the belief that the animal in us is a bad animal, and that our 
most primitive impulses are only greedy, evil, selfish, destrUctive. 
This is inaccurate; 

6. Instinctoid impulses in the human being can disappear alto
JCther with disuse; 

7. Instinct should not be dichotomized from learning and ration
ality. Reason iuelf is also conative. And in any case, in the good 
human specimen impulse and reason tend to be synergic rather than 
&DtaIOnistic. Funhermore, instinctoid urges are very quickly canal
ized to instrumental behaviors and to goals, i.e., they become 
"sentiments"; 

8. I believe much of the confusion over instinct and heredity 
comes from the unconscious and erroneous assumption that the 
hereditarian must be politically conservative or reactionary, and 
that the �vironmentalist must be liberal or progressive. While 
this hlU been the case it "eed not be the case. It is a mistake; 

9. It wu assumed that the deeper urges in man could be seen 
mOlt clearly in the insane, the neurotic, the alcoholic, tbe ani
mal, the feebleminded, the child. This is a mistake. They may 

-perhaps be seen best in the healthiest, most evolved and matured 
individuals; and in such people, it can be seen that thete deep
est u1'lcs and needs can be "hiah" as wen as "low," e.g., a need 
for truth, a need for beauty, etc. 

Various criteria were then offered by which to judge the prob
ability that a need wu likely to be instinctoid in nature. It is these 
criteria that I wiah to discuss now, alooa with some improve
ments that can be added. Also I wish to compare the applicabili
ty of each of these criteria; first, to the need for vitamins; second, 
to the need for love; third, to the curiosity need, and fmally to 
neurotic needs. You will see how close the fit is between the need 
for vitamins and the need for love. Deny the one. and you pretty 
well have to deny the other. Curiosity, or the need to know. is what 
I have called a growth-need (or metaneed or B-Value) in contra
distinction to the deficiency-need (87. 89) because. thougn in
stinctoid in nature. it yet shows important differences from the 
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basic needs. As for the neurotic need, it will be quite apparent that 
it does not conform to these criteria and cannot therefore be 
called instinctoid. Something similar could be shown for addic
tion-needs and for habitual or earned needs. 

A need is instinctoid if: 
I .  The chronic lack of the satisfier produces pathology, especial

ly if this lack occurs early in life. (But it must not be overlooked 
that the transient lack of the satisfier can also produce desirable ef
fects, e.g., appetite, frustration-tolerance, healthy ability to delay. 
self-control. etc.) 

Jlitamins: + (+ means "'true," or "it fulfills the criterion") 
Love: + 
Curiosity: + 
Neurotic Needs: Lack of satisfier produces anxiety and other 

symptoms but does not produce character pathology: on the c0n
trary, deprivation of the satisfier of a neurotic need may produce 
increased psychological health. 

I a. Deprivation at a critical period can cause the total and per� 
manent loss of the desire andl or of the need. possibly never to be 
relearned or reinstated: the person is thereby permanently dimin
ished and has lost a defining characteristic of the human species: 
he is no longer fully human. 

Jlitamins: We do not know enough to be able to say whether this 
is true or not. Deprivation of the various vitamins produces differ
ential consequences which we do not know weU enough. 

Lov�: + (as exemplified by psychopathic penonalities) 
Curiosity: Again we do not have enough data to be quite sure of 

ourselves here, but cultural data and clinical data indicate pretty 
clearly that curiosity itself can be lost and is often enough perma
nently lost in institutionalized children, for instance. who aregiven 
no satisfaction of early curiosity, e.g .• dulling, contented ignorance. 
permanent stupidity. obscurantism, stultification. superstition, etc. 

Nftlrolic Needs: The criterion does not apply. 

l b. Direct-deprivation effects. e.g . •  as described by Rosenzwcis 
( 130). 

Jlitamlns: the avitaminoses, etc. 
Lov�: yearnings for love and love fisures: the "kissing buS" 

reaction of D. M. Levv (70, 72). 
Curiosity: increased curiosity, compulsive curiosity, perse,,

eration of curiosity, scoptophilia, etc. ' 
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Nftlrotic Needs: The lack of the neurotic satisfier can produce 
.n-xiety, conflict, hostility, etc., but it can also produce rtlie/from 
conflict, relie} from anxiety, etc. 

Ic. Neuroticizing of the basic need, e.g., it becomes uncon
trollable, insatiable, ego-alien, rigid, inftexible, compulsive, in
discriminating, choosing wrong objects, accompanied by 
anxiety, etc. The attitudes toward the need become confticted, 
fearful. ambivalent, rejecting. The need becomes dangerous. 

"itamins: doesn't apply (1) 
Love: + 
Curiosity: ? (scoptophilia?) 
Neurotic Needs: -

I d. Deformations of character, of value system, and of Weltan
schauung; warping and pathologizing of the means to the goal 
(93). The organism develops a coping system to deal with this 
lack. 

"Uam;ns: ? 
Love: + 
Curiosity: + (cynicism, nihilism, boredom, mistrust, anomie, 

etc.) 
Neurotic Needs: -

Ie. Diminution of humanness; loss of defining characteristics 
of humanness; loss of essence; regression; blocking of growth 
toward self-actualization. 

Jtitamins:+ (There tends to be a regression down the hierarchy 
of basic needs toward any prepotent need which is being frus
trated.) 

Love: + 
Curiosity: + 
Neurotic Needs: -

If. Emotional reactions of various kinds, both acute and 
chronic. e.g., anxiety, threat, anger, depression, etc. 

f.'itamins: + 
Love: + 
Curiosity: + 
Neurotic Needs: + mixed. ambivalent, and confticting emotions. 



2. Restoration of the missing satisfier, ifit is not too late, l'eItorea 
health (more or less) and cures illness (more or leu) to tbe extent 
that the pathology is not irrevenible, i.e., the replacement control. 
anaclitic therapy. I 

JlitQmi"s: + 
Love: + 
Curiosity: + 
Neurotic Needs: _ 

3. The need has intrinsic (real) satisfiers; which in fact do satisfy, 
and o,,/y whicil satisfy; canalization rather than usociative or 
arbitrary learning. No fully satisfying sublimation or substitution 
is possible. 

JlitQmin.s: + 
Love: + 
Curiosity: + 
Neurollc Neeas: _ 

4. Suitable availability of a "real" satisfier throughout the life 
span avoids pathologies, i.e., the prophylactic control. 

JlltQmi"s: + 
Love: + 
Curiosity: + 
Neurotic Needs: _ 

4a. Suitable availability of a '"real" satisfier throughout the 
life span positively helps growth toward self-actualization, to
ward contemporary health, and goodness of penonality. Grati
fication has good effects on organism in seneral and penonality 
in particular. (See my Motivation a"d Ptrso"Qlity. atapter 6, 
"The Role of Basic-Need Gratification in Psycholoaical The
ory.") 

Jllttlmln.s: + 
Love: + 
Curiosity: + 
Neurotic Needs: _ 

5. The chronically need-satisfted person (the healthy penon) 
shows no craving; his need is at optimal level; he is able to con
trol or postpone satisfaction or to do without for a period of 
time; he is better able to do without for a /0", period of time 
than are other people; the need is accepted and enjoyed openly; 



there are no defenses against the need. The need is lltilfiable. 
u a neurotic need is not. 

JlllaminJ: + 
Lo",: + . 
Curiosily: _ The satisfaction of curiosity often breeds increased 

rather than decreased curiosity. 
Nturotic Nttds: _ (Satisfaction of the neurotic need by a neu

rotic satisfier has no effect on craving except transiently.) 

6. The "real" satisfiu is preferred and chosen behaviorally by a 
healthy organism in a real free�hoice situation; the healtbier 
the individual the stronger the preferences and the more likely 
he is to be a "good chooser." Referred to in another way. there 
is a strong clinical correlation between the psychological health 
of the individual and the likelihood that he will prefer and choose 
the real satisfier of his needs rather than a false satisfier. 

Jlitamifls: _ (But · there a� some synthetic substances like sac-
charin [ 165] which can fool the organism.) 

Lo."t: + 
Curiosity: + 
Nturotic Nttds: _ 

7. The "real" satisfier tastes good. or tastes better than false 
satisfiers in particular. phenomenologicaUy describable waY'. 
e.g .• the real satisfier leaves a satisfied. contented. or happy feel
in,. perhaps even peak experiences or mystic experiences (even 
when there was no felt need. u with some underprivilepd people 
before the real satisfier came to him for the first time. to teU him how 
much he had wanted it,·or to tell him that this wu what he had been 
missing all his life. etc.). 

This is one source of difficulty in a flnal definition of the word. 
"need" or "desire." i.e .• that there is an occasional instance in which 
a person does not know what he is missina. and hu no object for hiI 
restlessness. but knoWl very weU ,qttr he has experienced the 
IItisfaction tbat this was what he had wanted. desired. or needed. 

Jlllaml"s: + (But again the IIccharln. certain sweet lead 18lu, 
etc .• are exceptions whicb can fool the orpnism.) 

Lo",: + 
Curiosity: + 
NftJrollc NHtb: _ or? Neurotic-need aratificationl may tate 

aoad. but this seems to be lell frequent. not to last u lona. to be 
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mixed with other feelings. is more likely to be regretted. and to be 
judsed differently in retrospect, etc. 

8. There tends to be an open expression of the need in the early 
(precultural) life of'the individual. Any expression of the need or 
of a desire before the culture could have had its say, or before 
IClrnins could have taken place; sene rally increases the presump
tion that the need is instinctoid. 

Jlitomins: + 
I.ov,: + 
Curiosity: + 
N,urotic N�,ds: _ 

9. It is uncovered, accepted, approved of, and strengthened by 
insight therapy, uncovering thell8py (or by increase in health in 
seneral), (or by "sood conditions" in society), i.e . •  by the lifting of 
defenses, controls, fears. 

Jlitam;ns: + (probably) 
Love: + 
Curiosity: + 
N,urotic N�eds: _ 

9a. The preference for the real satisfier is increased by any im-
provement in physical, psychological. or social health. 

Jlitamins: + (probably) 
Love: + 
Curiosity: + 
N,urotic N,eds: _ 

10. It is crosscultural. crosselass. crosscaste. The closer it comes 
toward universality throughout the species. the greater the likli
hood that it is instinctoid. (This is not an absolute proof because all 
human cultures present certain experiences to every infant. Or it 
must be demonstrated that the needs have been killed permanently 
or repressed temporarily.) 

Jlitamilts: + 
Lov,: + 
Curiosity: + 
N,urot;c Ne,ds: _ 

I I . All those cultures of subcultures or work situations called 
secure, healthy, or synergic satisfy the basic needs more sufficiently 
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and threaten them less. All insecure, sick, or low� cul
tures, subcultures. or work situations !GiI to lratify some basic 
needs, threaten them, exert too heavy a price for their satisfac
tion, throw them into inevitable conflict with other basic-need 
satisfactions, etc. 

JlIIGmln.s: + 
Low: + 
Curios;IY: + 
Nturollc Nttds: _ 

12. Cross-species occurrence of needs certainly · increaa 
the probability that the need is instinctoid, but it iI not a necelllry 
criterion or a sufficient one because there are also .peciea
specific "instincts" in all species includinl the human. 

JlilGmins: + 
Lovt: + 
CuriosilY: + 
Nturolic Nttds: _ 

13. The need shows dynamic persistence throughout life in the 
manner that Freud has described (unless killed off early in life). 

JlIIGmins: + 
Lovt: + 
CuriosilY: ? 
NtUTOl1c Nttds: _ 

14. Neuroses are discovered to be covert, fearful, compromise. 
timid. roundabout ways of seekinl these need-aratificatioftl. 

JlIIGmin.r: t 
Low: + 
CuriosilY: + 
Nturotlc Nttds: _ 

IS. There is easier leaminl 01 appropriate instrumental behav
. ior. and easier canalization of appropriate loal objectives and loal 
states. etc. ( 1 2 1 ). The need itself in its belinninll must be con
sidered to be potential rather than actual because it must be used, 
rehearsed, exercised. "drawn out" by a cultural representative be
fore it is actualized. This mlghl be considered a kind of laminl, 
but I think that such a usage would be confusina. The word "leam
inl" already carries too many meaninp. 

JlIIGmins: + 
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Love: + 
Curiosity: + 
Neurotic Needs: _ 

16. The need is ultimately ego-syntonic (meaning that if it is 
not so. it can be made so as a result of uncovering therapy). 

JlitQmins: + 
Love: + 
Curlosity�' + 
Neurotic Needs: _ (Here the opposite is true. the need is most 

often felt to be ego-alien or dystonic.) 

17. If everybody enjoys the need and its gratification. it is more 
apt to be basic and instinctoid. Neurotic. addictive. and habitual 
needs are enjoyed only bv some individuals. 

JlitQmins: + 
Love: + 
Curiosity: + 
Neurotic Needs: _ 

18. Finally. I can offer as a very tentative future possibility to 
think about various findings from the use of the psychedelic drup. 
and perhaps other disinhibiting drugs as well. e.g., alcohol. It may 
be that inhibiting the highest control centers, as alcohol does, may 
release the more intrinsically biological and noncultural aspects of 
the personality. i.e., the deeper core-self. 1 detect some such possi
bilities from the work with LSD. (This is not the Freudian super
ego which is rather a set of arbitrary social controls imposed upon 
the biological or intrinsic organism, and which inhibit its function-
ing.) . 

I have not referred to two criteria which have been used by others 
because they do not seem to me to differentiate successfully biolog
ical needs, from neurotic needs, learned needs, or addictive needs; 
a) the Willingness to face pain or discomfort for the gratification in 
question; b) arousal of pugnacity or anxiety upon frustration. 

I have confined myself to species-wide instinctoid character
istics, and have said nothing of the innate idiosyncratic individuality 
which is so crucial for the psychotherapist and the personality the
erist. Though the immediate goal of psychotherapy may be the re
covery of specieshood, of healthy animality, it is still true that a 
basic jQr goal of psychotherapy is the recovery of identity (of the 
individual person), of real-self, of authenticity, individuation, 
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self-realization, etc. That is, it is the effort to discover the natural 
bent of the person, his innate individuality, the answers to life 
problems which are subtly suggested to him (nol dictated forcefully) 
by his constitution, his temperament, his nervous system, his endo
crine system, in a word, his body and its preferred ways of func
tioning. his "biological destiny," the direction in which his greatest 
and easiest happiness is to be sought. Here we concern ourselves 
with the special talents and capacities not only of the Mozarts, but 
also of more ordinary people. Vocational guidance. for instance. 
ultimately involves, in theory if not in practice, the innate capac
ities which are unique to this particular person. · 

Perhaps one day the clinic!ll intuitions upon which we must rely 
so heavily in the absence of better data may be tested and system
atized in a more reliable way. As therapists, we try to discover what 
is easier for the person to do, what fits his nature best and suits him 
most comfortably (as a shoe fits well or badly). what feels "right" 
for him. what strains and presses him least. what he is best suited 
Jor. what is most in conformity with his particular personality. 
(These are what Goldstein [39] has called "preferred behaviors.") 
We can ask the same questions as experimenters. We have already 
learned how to ask such questions fruitfully of different breeds of 
dogs. as at the Jackson Laboratories. Perhaps one day. we shall 
be able to do as well for human beings. 

Furthermore. in order to concentrate on the main point I wish to 
make. I have omitted from consideration all the more direct bio
logical techniques of the human geneticist (twin studies. direct 
micro-study of genes. etc.). of the experimental embryologist. and 
of the neurophysiologist (electrode-implantation studies. etc.). as 
well as the rich literatures of animal behavior. of child and develo� 
mental psychology. 

Such an integration is urgently needed to tie together the two 
great sets of data which today have so little contact with each 
other. j.e .• the biological-behavioral-ethological. on the one hand, 
and the psychodynamic on the other hand. That this task can be 
achieved. I have no doubt. (We already have at least one such 
eff9rt that I know about. namely. Kortlandt's brilliant monograph 
[63].) 

Most of what I have presented here is based on clinical evidence 
and experience. and is therefore not nearly as reliable as evidence 
from controlled experimentation. However. it is mostly cast in such 
a form as to be susceptible of experimental confirming or discon-
firming. 

. 
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